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INTRODUCTION 

This book presents a perspective on the history of theoretical 

physics over the past two hundreds years. It comprises essays on the 

history of pre-Maxwellian electrodynamics, of Maxwell's and 

Hertz's field theories, and of the present century's relativity and 

quantum physics. A common thread across the essays is the search 

for and the exploration of themes that influenced significant con

ceptual changes in the great movement of ideas and experiments 

which heralded the emergence of theoretical physics (hereafter: TP). 

The fun.damental change involved the recognition of the scien

tific validity of theoretical physics. In the second half of the nine

teenth century, it was not easy for many physicists to understand the 

nature and scope of theoretical physics and of its adept, the theoreti

cal physicist. A physicist like Ludwig Boltzmann, one of the eminent 

contributors to the new discipline, confessed in 1895 that, "even the 

formulation of this concept [of a theoretical physicist] is not entirely 

without difficulty". 1 Although science had always been divided into 

theory and experiment, it was only in physics that theoretical work 

developed into a major research and teaching specialty in its own 

right. 2 

It is true that theoretical physics was mainly a creation of tum

of-the century German physics, where it received full institutional 

recognition, but it is also undeniable that outstanding physicists in 

other European countries, namely, Ampere, Fourier, and Maxwell, 

also had an important part in its creation. Moreover, since the begin

ning of nineteenth century, such French, English and Irish mathema

tical-physicists3 as Poisson, Cauchy, Green, Stokes and Hamilton, by 

contributing analytical tools for the new discipline, paved the way to 

xi 
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its mathematisation. At the end of century, Henri Poincare in France 

paralleled Einstein's work in introducing new mathematical tools 

into the body of classical physics. A fruitful school of mathematical

physicists also flourished in Italy around that time. Therefore, with 

some notable exceptions such as that of the outstanding American 

scientist Williard Gibbs, one can speak of theoretical physics in the 

last century as a predominantly European discipline, though its 

methods and conceptions are now spread all over Western and 

Eastern countries. 

The history of the origin and achievements of TP presents such 

a vast and variegated panorama that a single work can scarcely pre

sume to cover the whole field. 4 My historiography is confined to the 

level of historical analysis that Gerald Holton, in his by-now classi

cal book, Thematic Origins of Scientific Thought: Kepler to Einstein 

, labelled as the Z axis or "thematic dimension" of the historical 

enquiry.5 I have attempted to explore the "thematic ideas" inherent in 

the foundations of TP by highlighting the contributions of some 

great physicists who preceded and followed the eventful changes 

from nineteenth-century mechanics to electrodynamics and the pre

sent century's TP. 

I have focused my attention on three themes which run throu

gh the three parts of the book. One is the role of mathematisation in 

the transition from ninenteenth-century mechanics to the sciences of 

electrodynamics and electromagnetism. Another is a new perspecti

ve on the theory-experiment relationship during this transition. Final

ly, in my third theme I investigated the contribution of the phisicist's 

philosophy in shaping their theoretical approaches. 

Mathematisation of electrodynamics is an appropriate topic to 

begin my analysis. Mathematics made a fundamental contribution to 
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the process which led to the affirmation of the new discipline, a con

tribution that was recently labelled6 "the torch of mathematics". I 

argue that mathematisation in physics was far from being unidirec

tional (as if it were inspired by a unique perspective) in its methods 

and aims. My papers show that it took various forms, ranging from 

Ampere's and Weber's algebraisation of laws of physics to Maxwel

l's emphasis on mathematical analogies and dimensional analysis, 

not to mention Einstein's non-Euclidean approach to general relati

vity and the use of operators in the formulation of quantum theory. 

In his field theory of electromagnetism, Maxwell conceived of 

an analogical correlation of mathematics with physics which I argue 

changed the theory's status from a mere description to a model of 

physical reality. In this sense, I consider Maxwell's theory to be the 

forerunner of the theoretical physics that developed in the final quar

ter of the nineteenth century. 

Mathematisation of physics was also responsible for a new 

view on the theory-experiment relationship.7 Maxwell and Hertz, by 

introducing into electromagnetism the mathematically and physical

ly powerful partial differential equations of elasticity and hydrody

namics, were confronted with the fact that their theories were beco

ming increasingly remote from an empirical basis. I argue that 

Maxwell's dynamical theory and Hertz's BUd - conception of theo

ries can be interpreted as new strategies devised to solve this pro

blem. The radicalism of these strategies can be deduced from 

Maxwell's, Hertz's and Boltzmann convictions that experiment was 

not a crucial test for theory's validation. 

The issue of a reciprocal influence between physics and philo

sophy has been recently examined by philosophers, scientists and 

historians although with different aims and perspectives. The word 
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"influence" has a variety of meanings, involving social, metaphysi

cal and methodological factors which differ across disciplines.8 In 

my study I have tried to demonstrate that, throughout the second half 

of the nineteenth century, physicists such as Helmholtz, Maxwell, 

Hertz, Mach, and Boltzmann were all aware of some philosophical 

problems implicit in their choice of theories. In the first decades of 

this century, Einstein, Planck, Bohr, Heisenberg, Schrodinger, just to 

mention a few in an outstanding list, were also aware of similar pro

blems. Ernst Cassirer has convincingly illustrated 9 one aspect of 

these problems. The historical development of TP brought to light a 

contrast between two tendencies which were active within physics at 

least since the time of Galileo and Newton. On the one hand, there 

was a tendency to generalise theory, making it maximally com

prehensive to encompass all phenomena of nature - thus reaching a 

unique theory of the physical world; and, on the other hand, an incli

nation to emphasise the empirical level and to develop phenomeno

logically limited theories. 

In their desire for unity, physicists of the first tendency encoun

tered problems in the methods and scope of their research. Their spe

culations on these matters naturally and consequently poured over 

into philosophy. Newton's Regulae Philosophandi in his Principia 

was an early example thereof; a recent example is Einstein's struggle 

to construct general relativity.1O 

The opposite tendency was expressed by physicists who thou

ght empirical science had to be restricted to facts and that this could 

most surely be done by avoiding all subtle epistemological reflec

tions and speculations. The impossibility of keeping faith with this 

program of naive realism 11 is demonstrated, among other things, by 

the physicists' epistemological contributions quoted in this book. 
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One can thus argue that the physicists' general ideas and broad con

ceptions were actually reflected in their theoretical and experimental 

achievements. As Helmholtz once said, there was a time when the 

fundamental problem at the beginning of all science was the problem 

of epistemology: "What is true in our intuition and thought?". He 

believed that philosophy and science confront this problem from two 

opposite sides, so that this task is common to both.12 In my essay I 

show that, according to his own testimony, Helmholtz regarded his 

work with the non-Euclidean geometries as an improvement on 

Kant's doctrine of the a-priori (not a refutation, as is often mistakenly 

thought). 

Many chapters of this book illustrate the thesis that foundatio

nal problems in physics have been tackled through the invention of 

new instruments and/or new conceptual tools, be it new forms of 

mathematics (Newton's calculus is the main example thereof), or 

new methods of connecting complex-number analysis and imaginary 

numbers with physical quantities (i.e., Hamilton' and Maxwell's qua

ternion calculus, Heisenberg'S matrix-calculus, etc.). Yet these tools 

became most fruitful when their usage was guided by new ideas, i.e., 

by innovative scientific programs and broad conceptions. 

I assembled the essays in three Parts following their historical 

sequence. Part One concerns the impact on the mathematisation of 

electrodynamics exerted by Ampere's, Gauss's and Weber's theo

ries. Ampere was the first to trust the mathematical form of his elec

trodynamic laws more than their physical content. Through their 

metrological program of absolute systems of units, Gauss and Weber 

took the next step of writing electrodynamic laws in the form of alge

braic equations, thus more tightly connecting their mathematical 

form with the physical content. Maxwell extended the process by 
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introducing into electromagnetism the mathematically and physical

ly powerful partial differential equations of elasticity and hydrody

namics. 

In my critical evaluation of Hertz's researches, the principal 

subject of Part Two, I have mainly stressed the importance of his 

1884 theoretical paper, which is often considered by Hertz's histo

rians (not, however, by Planck) as parenthetical to his contributions 

to electrodynamics. Hertz's 1884 contribution was a rather formal 

and mathematical theory, lacking its own corresponding physical 

conception of propagation in the ether. The latter conception as it 

already existed appeared convincing to Hertz when he started the 

experimental research that was meant to confirm Helmholtz's theory 

of the polarization (a fa Poisson) of material dielectrics and ether. 

However, Hertz soon discovered that Maxwell's waves were not 

waves a fa Poisson. This discovery culminated in one of the most 

masterful achievements in the history of modern physics: Hertz's 

renowned experiments on the finitely propagated electromagnetic 

waves in air. 

In Part Three, I analyse Einstein's ideas on the problem of the 

new relationship in his theories of relativity between concepts ,and 

empirical data. I touch on a specific feature of Einstein's epistemo

logy, taking my cue from his ways of generalising the special theory 

of relativity and Newtonian gravitational theory into a general 

theory of relativiy. I argue that the so-called correspondence require

ment represented for Einstein the adoption of a technical tool, sup

ported by a general postulate of continuity in the methods of physi

cal research. In this role, correspondence guided Einstein as he 

rapidly developed such a highly mathematised discipline as general 

relativity. I explore Einstein's convictions and perplexities when 
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faced with the doubts posed by the effective significance of corre

spondence. Bohr elevated correspondence to the role of a principle, 

and I look at the relation between Bohr's actual usage of this princi

ple and his Copenhagen philosophy. In my last Chapter on Schro

dinger's contributions in the 1950's, though I agree that Schrodin

ger's later works lacked a fully fledged theory founded on his epi

stemological conceptions, my explanation of this absence is rather 

different from that presented in most parts of Schrodinger's literatu

re. I3 

Although each essay in this book is self-contained, a sequen

tial reading of the whole work allows a more comprehensive view of 

the historical development of theoretical physics in the last two cen

turies. 

Summing up, this work presents a break through a great move

ment of ideas in the panorama of nineteenth century physics, which, 

in my view, conditioned the rise and growth of theoretical physics. 

What was at stake, at bottom, concerned fundamental issues of 

western culture, such as the idea of an empirical science and the role 

of experience in the acquisition of knowledge. 

I believe that the reader of this book can be confronted with 

an alternative between two contrasting views on the influence of the 

physicists' philosophy on their theories and experiments. One is the 

view that the two processes of discovering new facts, and of chan

ging ways of "thinking physics" always intersected each other. This 

implies that the philosophical discussion has been an essential, not 

marginal, component of the advance of physics. 

Evidently, this view is contradicted by those who consider the 

above issues marginal to the great achievements of theoretical and 

experimental physics in the same period of time, an epiphenomenon 
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with respect to "real" science. Consequently, they believe that histo

rical changes in the way of "thinking physics" are irrelevant for phy

sics itself, because scientific method, alike with nature, has been in 

essence always the same. New theories and discoveries of new facts 

about nature are the norm in history - this is conceded - but the way 

of "thinking physics" has remained the same, since Galileo, at least. 

I hope that whether the reader chooses between these views, 

he will continue to manifest his benevolence to the author. 

Salvo D' Agostino 

Roma, August 1999 



PART ONE 

From Mechanics to Electrodynamics 



FOREWORD TO PART ONE 

Part One of this book deals with the history of electrodynamics 

and electromagnetism from Ampere to Maxwell and Hertz. 

Ampere founded his Electrodynamique on a force law 

between the so-called elements of currents involving both galvanic 

and magnetic forces. By connecting galvanism and magnetism into a 

unique term, this inverse-square-of-distance law represented the first 

successful attempt at unifying formally, i.e., mathematically, electric 

and magnetic forces. He rediscovered the law through a new method

ological approach: the search for symmetries in the equilibrium of 

conducting wires, a method which, being purely geometrical, was for 

him free from historically conditioned physical hypotheses. Conse

quently, he claimed perennial validity for both his law and his 

method, stating that his method was the continuation of the Newton

ian method, summarised in the words "hypotheses non fingo". 

The next step in mathematisation was achieved when Gauss 

and Weber developed a keen interest in this new science. Through 

their new approach, founded on the metrology of the absolute sys

tems of electric and magnetic units, electrodynamics received in their 

hands, a complete ( for that time) mathematical vest. 

I find it remarkable that, due to the above systematic organi

sation of units in Weber's theory, laws could be written in the form 

of analytical equations, including physically significant proportion

ality constants. One of these constants conquered the role of a second 

3 
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universal constant. Added to the Newtonian gravitational constant, it 

conferred a remarkable conceptual role on the Weberian technical 

approach to metrology. 

In another essay, I discuss the story of Maxwell's life-long 

efforts directed at proving that Weber's constant really measured 

Maxwell's propagation velocity of electromagnetic waves and of 

light, not, as Weber had claimed, the velocity of the motion of elec

trical particles. In this proof, Maxwell brought to his electromagnet

ic theory of light concepts and data that were developed in the 1850's 

by Weber. Maxwell's conclusion was that Weber's conversion factor 

for electrical units, which in Weber's theory corresponded to the rel

ative velocity of motion of electric particles, represented the veloci

ty of electromagnetic waves and of light in an electric ether. A 

momentous conclusion because it transformed the relative velocity 

of motion of particles into the absolute velocity of electromagnetic 

waves! 

The conceptual difficulties presented by this transformation 

are well documented by Maxwell in papers he wrote over many 

years. In 1861-62, the connection between Weber's factor and the 

velocity of the electromagnetic waves turned out to be dependent on 

an "ad hoc" hypothesis, the adoption of an appropriate hydrodynam

ic elastic model for ether. The electromagnetic wave velocity was 

also derived in analogy with the velocity of an elastic wave. In 1863, 

Maxwell's recourse to a theory of two absolute system of units pro

vided a better way of relating Weber's factors with the ethereal con

stants. During the same period he collaborated in the activities under

taken by the Committee on Electrical Standards. In 1864 the novelty 

of the above transformation resided in deriving the electromagnetic 

wave's velocity from a 0' Alembert-type equation, and his method 
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implied a certain degree of immunity from the elastic argument men

tioned above. By 1868 an important stage in his struggling with the 

transformation was reached: the identification of Weber's factor with 

the constant ratio between electrostatic and electromagnetic forces. 

InA Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism (1873), Maxwell 

performed a grandiose operation: the construction of a complete 

metrological theory of two absolute systems of units for electric and 

magnetic quantities, as well as the development of a consistent theo

ry of dimensions for these quantities. The operation gave Weber's 

factor a predominant function in the metrological theory. In fact, as a 

consequence of this operation, Weber's factor appeared consistently 

in every dimensional and numerical relation between different units 

for the same quantity in the two systems. The equality between 

Weber's factor and the light velocity was then demonstrated in sim

ple, formal mathematical proofs. 

Maxwell's strenuous efforts to insert Weber's constant in a 

completely modified theoretical context were supported by his new 

approach to physical equations, i.e., by his idea that these equations 

are bearers of "dimensions". This approach was consistent with 

Maxwell's ideas of a mathematics "embodied" in physics and repre

sented a remarkable advance towards theoretical physics. 

Chapter Three as well as my short essay on the history of units 

and dimensions can be considered as original illustrations of the 

influence on the development od theoretical physivs that resulted 

from metrological innovations, which have often been considered 

merely technical procedures. 

In the following pages, I explore the problems posed by the 

growth of theoretical physics in the second half of the last century 

which were debated by the great masters of physics of that period, 
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Maxwell, Helmholtz, Hertz and Mach. Some of these problems con

cerned the new form of relating observations to the physical concepts 

initiated by Maxwell's analogical view of theory: the lack of unique

ness in the system of concepts, or theoretical pluralism. This position 

posed a threat to the old conception of a descriptive theory, which 

Maxwell provisionally exorcised. Helmholtz' parallelism of laws and 

Mach's phenomenism were also a way of dispelling the threat of plu

ralism. However, the issue of theoretical pluralism was revived in 

Hertz's philosophy, while a method for rational criteria of choice 

among empirically equivalent theories was one of Einstein's con

cerns. 



CHAPTER 1 

A CONSIDERATION ON THE CHANGING ROLE OF MATHE

MATICS IN AMPERE'S AND WEBER'S ELECTRODYNAMICS 

1.1 Ampere s Electrodynamics 

In 1820 Andre Marie Ampere (1775 Lyon - 1836 Marseilles) coined 

the term 6lectrodynamique to indicate that the new science of elec

tric currents and magnets was part of the Newtonian program of a 

general science of forces and motions. Adopting the spirit of 

Ampere's works, Gauss and Weber translated the French into Elek

trodynamik and Helmholtz and Hertz also used this German term in 

their reinterpretation of Maxwell's ideas. Conversely, the term "elec

tromagnetism" appears to have originated with Oersted and, exten

sively used in Faraday's and Maxwell's work, remained the standard 

word in the Anglo-Saxon tradition. Following the German tradition, 

Lorentz and Einstein used elektrodynamik while most others theo

retical physicists of the twentieth century preferred the English trans

lation of the term, "electrodynamics". 

Ampere presented a systematic exposition of his electrody

namic theory in his "Tbeorie des phenomenes electrodynamiques 

uniquement d6duits de l'experience" (Paris,1826). In his research, 

Ampere investigated the equilibrium conditions in the mobile part of 

an electric circuit (Ie conducteur mobile) subjected to the combined 

actions of other parts of the same circuit or of other circuits, when the 

7 
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form and the positions of the circuits were varied. The above condi

tions allowed him to deduce a law of the electric force acting on the 

elementary portions of any electric circuit, which he called the ele

mentary law of electrodynamic force. Since he balanced the forces 

exerted on a part of a circuit with the forces exerted by the whole cir

cuit or by other circuits, his instruments were traditionally named 

electric balances. 

Ampere believed in the possibility of obtaining a general law 

of electrodynamics by adopting a special method, his second 

method. He introduced it in the following passage: 

Mais il existe une autre maniere d'atteindre plus directement Ie meme but (i.e. the 
electrodynamic action law} ... elle consiste a constater par l'experience, qu'un con
ducteur mobile reste exactement en equilibre entre des force egales, ou des 
moments de rotation egaux, ces forces et ces moments etant produits par des por
tions de conducteurs fixes dont les formes ou les grandeurs peuvent varier d'une 
maniere quelconque, sous des conditions que I'experience determine, sans que 
l'equilibre soit trouble, et d'en concIure directement par Ie calcuI quelle doit etre 
la valeur de l'action mutuelle de deux portions infiniment petites, pour que l'equi
libre soit en effet inctependant de tout les changements de forme ou de grandeur 
compatibles avec ces conditions. I 

To unambiguously determine his law, he conducted four 

experiments on closed circuits. Although his experiments dealt with 

closed macroscopic circuits carrying electric current, his elementary 

law of force concerned forces between infinitesimal parts of the cir

cuits, his iliments de courants. When integrated along the real cir

cuits according to the rules of analysis, this elementary law would 

yield the total force acting between the complete circuits. Ampere's 

analytical approach to the problem of interaction between currents 

was retracing the Newtonian approach to the law of universal gravi

tation. 

Let us briefly review the four experiments that contributed to 
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Ampere's fame in the history of nineteenth- century science. 

c',-----6,!9----,c 

d''--_~~----'d 

B 

Fig. 1. First apparatus of Ampere's derivation 

The first apparatus (Figure 1) consists of an "astatic circuit" 

(i.e. an electric circuit with two loops where the direction of current 

flow was inverted to balance the effect of the magnetic field of the 

earth). It remains in equilibrium under the action of a current flow

ing in a segment of a rectilinear conductor having its centre on the 

axis of rotation of the circuit. The eqUilibrium persists when both 

currents invert their directions, thus proving that the force is an even 

Fig. 2. Second apparatus of Ampere's derivation 

function of the currents, i.e., it is invariant under the inversion of 

both currents. 
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The second apparatus (Figure 2) shows that the "astatic" cir

cuit remains in equilibrium when a wire twisted into small sinuosi

ties takes the place of the straight wire. Ampere interpreted the exper

iment by posing the thesis that the force exerted by an element of 

current has the transformation properties of a vector. The results of 

the first two experiments allowed Ampere to write the elementary 

law in the form: 2 

dB =ar (1) 

a=ii' {ds ds'<jl(r) - (ds.r)( ds.r)'I'(r)} 

where i i " signifies current intensity; and ds ds' signifies vectors 

representing elements of length of the circuits. For brevity's sake, I 

give a modern rendering of Ampere's actual notation, transcribing 

his formulae in modern vectorial notations ( bold face letters repre

sent vectors). 

F' K 

Z 

H F 

L' 

L 

Fig. 3. Third apparatus of Ampere s derivation 

The third apparatus (Figure 3) is more complicated and 

Ampere presented it in different arrangements. One of last arrange
ments, referred to in an 1827 memoir, consists of a sophisticated 
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artifact in which electric currents are forced to follow complicated 

paths. A section of a circuit free to rotate around an axis remains in 
equilibrium when brought near a second closed circuit. Ampere 
interpreted the result as the proof that the resultant force, exerted by 

a closed circuit on a mobile element of another, is always at right 

angles to the latter, i. e., as the proof of the law that no tangential 

forces are exerted between the interacting electric wires. This law 

entails a symmetry: the equilibrium of a circular circuit, free to rotate 

around a fixed axis, is not disturbed by the action of a second circuit 
of whatever form. Ampere's interpretation of the equilibrium condi

tions in this third experiment represented an important achievement 
for the theory of electrodynamic action; among others, Maxwell 

derived many consequences from this type of equilibrium. 

K 

R I 

S 

IH 

! 

Fig. 4. Fourth apparatus of Ampere's derivation 

In the fourth and final experiment (Figure 4) we have three 
flat circuits all elliptical in shape; two, 0 and 0" , are fixed, while the 

third, 0', lying between the two fixed ones, is movable. 0 has 
dimensions n times greater and 0" n times smaller than the movable 
0'. They are similarly positioned in the sense that the distance 
between 0 and 0' is n times greater than the distance between 0' and 
0" . The equilibrium of the central circuit under the combined action 
of the other two proved, according to Ampere, that the force between 
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two elements was unaffected when all the linear dimensions of the 

system of circuits are proportionally increased, the current strength 

remaining constant. Another argument proved to him that this rule 

can be generalized to circuits of whatever shape. That the equilibri

um of currents remains invariant under similar transformations (a 

scaling law) proves that their interac;.tions follow an inverse square 

law. 

In consequence, the two functions are: 

fer) = Nr3 ; y(r) = B/r5 

The rotation invariance allows us to find: 

B = - 3/2 A 

In short, Ampere's second method consisted of modifying the 

geometrical properties of the systems of currents in such a way as to 

preserve the equilibrium conditions of a portion of the circuit. Spe

cific symmetry properties of the elementary law were deduced from 

the invariance of the equilibrium of finite parts of the circuits when 

their shape is varied. In so doing, he implicitly assumed that the ele

mentary law of force possessed the same degree of freedom as the 

corresponding equilibrium conditions, i.e., equilibrium under rever

sal of currents, vectorial type of equilibrium, rotation equilibrium 

and equilibrium in similar transformation. These four types of equi

librium and the corresponding symmetries were considered by 

Ampere as necessary and sufficient conditions for the unambiguous 

determination of the elementary law of force. 

1.2. Ampere's Theory of Equivalence and its Foundation on the Sym

metries of Magnetic Forces 

Given Ampere's interest in the unification of forces, it is understand-
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able that he extended his symmetry arguments from electric to mag

netic phenomena in attacking the problem of the nature of magnetic 

forces. 

The result was his well-known electrical theory of 

magnetism, the so-called theory of equivalence. It amounted to an 

extension of Ampere's arguments on symmetry that he used to for

mulatehis electrodynamic law. In sum, Ampere based his reduction 

of magnets to currents,3 the celebrated electric theory of magnetism, 

on the same symmetry argument about symmetry employed to derive 

his electrodynamic law. Suffice it here to quote a passage from the 

1822 memoir "Sur la determination de la formule qui represente l' ac

tion mutuelle de deux portions infiniment petites de conducteurs 

voltaiques". Starting from the theorem of tangential actions dis

cussed above, Ampere extended his arguments from circuits to mag

nets, affirming that: 

11 en devait etre de meme d'un assemblage que1conque de circuits fermes, et, par 
consequent, d'un aimant, lorsqu'on Ie considere comme tel, conformement au mon 
opinion sur Ia cause des phenomenes magnetiques, et c'est, en effet, ce qui resulte 
de plusieurs experiences dues a divers physiciens.4 

Magnets are currents because they have the same symmetri

cal properties as currents have. The same formal arguments serve 

him to disprove the opposite theory of the reduction of electricity to 

magnetism, a theory which had been advanced by circles close to 

Orsted and to the German scientists. This theory explained Orsted's 

experiments by the hypotheses that small transversal magnets are 

located around the conducting wire, as supposedly proved by the 

motion of the compass near the wire. For this reason this theory was 

labelled "la theorie de l' aimantation transversale". 5 

Ampere's line of reasoning conceded that, in principle, a the-
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ory of transversal magnetism (all the currents are magnets) was 

admissible. However, this theory should be submitted to an experi

ment showing that all the properties of symmetrical interactions 

between currents were also properties of interactions between mag

nets (and not the reverse). 

The underlying rationale of this argument can be stated as 

follows: if, according to the theory of transversal magnetism, cur

rents are magnets, the possible interactions among magnets must 

form a larger set than the interactions among currents; in fact, some 

types of interactions among free magnets would be impossible in 

currents. In short, if the theory of transversal magnetism were to be 

proved, the set of interaction among magnets should have been larg

er than the set of interactions between currents (Figure 5). 

If vice-versa, as Ampere asserted, magnets are currents the reverse 

a) b) 

Fig. 5. Logical application of the two theories: 
a) Magnets" are" currents (Ampere's theory of equivalence). 
b) Currents are magnets (Theory of transversal magnetism). 

case should occur, i.e., the set of possible interactions among currents 

should be more extensive, and types of interactions must exist among 

currents - or among currents and magnets - which do not occur 

among magnets alone. 

According to Ampere, the experiment proved this second 

case, because a continuous rotation motion is feasible only with cur-
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rents and magnets, while, on the contrary, nobody has ever seen a 

couple of magnets rotating one around the other.6 The supporting 

evidence was provided in an experiment (Fig. 6) performed by 

a) b) 
Fig. 6. Faraday experiments: 

a) Rotating magnet; 
b) Rotating current. 

Michael Faraday. On the left side, it showed that a magnet was rotat

ing in the field of force of a current, and, on the right side, that a con

ducting wire was rotating in the field of a magnet. But no rotation of 

a magnet around another magnet was observed. 

1.3 Ampere's Program: Only Mathematical Laws are Perennially 

Valid Because they are Independent from Physical Hypotheses 

Ampere stated why he prized his method so highly: he had deduced 

his law from the equilibrium conditions and geometric symmetries of 

his circuits. This deduction was trusted to perennial mathematical 

considerations and not to passing physical hypotheses: 

Quelle que soil la cause physique a laquelle on veuille rapporter les phenomenes 
produits par cette action (electro-dynamique), laformule que j'ai obtenue restera 
toujours ['expression des faits. Si I'on parvient a la deduire d'une des considera
tions par lesquelles on a cxplique tant d'autres phenomenes, telles que les attrac-
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tions en raison inverse du carre de la distance, celles qui deviennent insensibles a 
toute distance apreciable des particuies entre Iesquelles elies s' exercent, Ies vibra
tions d'un fluide repandu dans I'espace, etc., on fera un pas de plus dans cette par
tie de la physique; mais cette recherche, dont je me ne suis point encore occupe, 
quoique j' en reconnaisse toute I' importance, ne changera rien aux resultats de mon 
travail, puisque pour s'accorder avec les faits, il faudra toujours que I'hypothese 
adoptee s'accorde avec la formule qui les represente si completement.7 [Italics 
added] 

It can be argued that Ampere considered physical causes as 

historical accidents which complemented but could never challenge 

the validity of a purely formal mathematical law. In his criticism of 

physical hypotheses concerning the causes of phenomena, Ampere's 

targets were presumably Poisson's inverse square law and brsted's 

explanation of the magnetic effect of currents. Let us notice that, in 

his opinion, the form of his law was deduced from factual observa

tions. On the contrary, any physical conception forwarded as an 

explanation of the phenomenon, is, for him, an addition to the pure 

facts of experience. Only the "form" of the law is uniquely support

ed by "experience", i.e., by his experiments with the electric bal

ances. 

Leaving for my final chapter a critical appraisal of Ampere's 

ideas, let me briefly note that Ampere's mathematical physics was in 

the tradition of D' Alembert and Lagrange's Mechanics and that it 

was soon enhanced by Fourier's great approach to the theory of heat 

propagation. The methods of the French mathematical physicists 

were somehow defeated by Faraday's methods and by Maxwell's 

analogical approach to theory. 

It seems that Ampere was inclined to consider magnetic 

forces as a modification of electric forces due to the motion of elec

tric charges.8 Incidentally, this was a physical hypothesis, method-
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ologically inconsistent with the above self-prescribed rule. However, 

perhaps for this reason, he did not work out this theory. After ten 

years, Weber in Germany was inspired by Ampere's ideas. 

1.4. Gauss's and Weber's Metrology. Weber's Discovery of a Con

stant Velocity of Motion of Electric "Masses" 

Carl Friedrich Gauss (1777 -1855) brought about a "revolution" in his 

research in earth magnetism9 because in his own words 10 he was "a 

practical astronomer i.e., one of those mathematicians who are 

familiar with the finest means of observation". It was in fact this 

combination of high mathematical expertise and great experimental 

ingenuity that characterised Gauss's research method. 

Throughout 1832 Gauss worked to develop and test a method 

for· measuring the quantity and direction of the earth's magnetic 

intensity, independently of the characteristics of the measuring com

pass. In fact, the methods used until then were largely unreliable 

mainly because the measures were dependent on the particular mag

netic moment of the compass employed and were variable in time 

due to variations in this moment. The results were therefore unreli

able for any investigation of the earth's magnetic variation at a given 

location over a long stretch of time. Furthermore, these methods 

afforded only relative measures that were not comparable with oth

ers from different locations and different instruments. 

Gauss's method, the so-called method of "principal posi

tions", is still described in many textbooks of elementary physics, so 

that only a short description is given here. 

The gist of the method was the usage of an auxiliary instru

ment in addition to the newly constructed high-precision bifilar mag-
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netometer. Gauss used a sensitive compass suspended from a torsion

free long silk wire (magnetometer) located in a special position with 

respect to the bifilar magnetometer. Through the combination of the 

data of the two instruments, Gauss succeeded in eliminating the mag

netic moment of the bifilar magnetometer, thus finding direction and 

horizontal intensity of the earth's magnetic for~e.ll 

Understandably, the comparison of these measurments with others 

from different locations was improved when these data were related 

to the mechanical fundamental units of mass, space and time, for 

these were rather easily transferable to other locations. 

Due to both features (independence of instrument and inde

pendence of location), Gauss called the units "absolute". Both the 

magnetometer and the bifilar magnetometer were constructed by 

Gauss with new criteria, which allowed a sensitivity and precision 

never achieved before in geodetic instruments and only comparable 

to the precision achieved in astronomic instrumentation. 12 

Wilhelm Eduard Weber (1804-1891) was, for a major part of 

his life, a collaborator and a friend of Gauss at the University of Got

tingen. The path to Weber's electrical researches lay through Gauss's 

magnetism at Gottingen. In fact, Gauss's and Weber's magnetic 

interests soon extended to the exploitation of the magnetic tech

niques in the new field opened by Faraday's recently discovered 

electromagnetic induction. For this purpose Weber constructed his 

induction inclinator (1837) and rotation-inductor (1838). 

In the following years Weber extended Gaussian absolute 

measurements to the entire field of electricity and magnetism. One of 

Weber's first essays in this direction involved comparing the mag

netic field produced by a current with the earth's absolutely mea

sured magnetic intensity in order to obtain the definition of an 
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absolute magnetic unit for a galvanic current. 

From the differential form of the Biot-Savart law, it followed 

that the magnetic force at the centre of a circular loop of radius R 

conducting a current i , would be 2-r i / R. When in the vertical merid

ian plane of the earth's magnetic force H, this loop exerted a deflect

ing force on a small pivoted compassneedle, located in the centre of 

the circle (equilibrium of the needle occurred at the angle t/J, where 

Tan t/J=21ti1 H R ). The absolute magnetic unit of current was equal to 

the current that, in the situation above, deviated the needle by an 

angle t/J, such that Tan t/J12n=1 when R and H are themselves equal 

to one in absolute units. In order to measure Tan t/J, Gauss and Weber 

constructed in 1840 a very accurate tangent galvanometer ,I3 which 

was soon transformed into a dynamometer when the central compass 

was replaced by a bifilar suspended multi turn currentcoil. 

In 1843 these activities were interrupted when, for political 

reasons, Weber was compelled to leave Gottingen University.14 He 

soon joined the faculty at Leipzig University where Gustav Theodor 

Fechner (1806-1887) was actively researching electric currents and 

physiology. Weber accepted and included in his theory. Fechner's 

special view of an electric current consisting in one wire of a double 

motion in opposite directions of positively (+e) and negatively (-e) 

charged particles (Weber: 'electric masses'). In the other wire, these 

particles (indicated as +e' and -e') moved in directions which were 

opposite to each other and also opposite to the direction of like-sign 

particles in the first wire. IS 

In 1843, Weber had become particularly concerned with 

Ampere's electrodynamics. When he returned to Gottingen in 1849 

he had already contributed to electrodynamics important results 

which were published in 1846. This research culminated in the dis-
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covery of a fundamental law of electrodynamic action, which he pre

sented in his influencial 1846 paper" Electrodynamic Measures on a 

General Fundamental Law of the Electric Action". 16 

Weber was convinced that Ampere's theory had a future if 

somebody took on the task of refining his measurements, completing 

the theory, and extending the observations. 17 For Weber, Ampere 

could not support his claim that his law was "derived only from 

experiments", because, in the connections between the movable con

ductor and the battery, friction perturbed the electrodynamic force 

that was to be measured. 

In order to reduce friction, Weber constructed the "electrody

namometer" (or just "dynamometer"), an instrument that he exten

sively used in his experiments.18 The movable part, the so called 

"bifilar-roll", consisted in a wire coiled around a thin wooden frame, 

which was suspended by two fine metal wires conducting the current 

to the coil. The bifilar-roll was set in motion by the magnetic force 

exerted by a current circulating in a fixed coil of wire, the 'multipli

cator' . 

Through his bifilar electrodynamometer, Weber accurately 

measured the torque between the two current-carrying coils, thus 

testing the validity of Ampere's law of force between currents. He 

found that Ampere's law about current elements was correct. 19 The 

same instrument was used to prove that Ampere's law was valid also 

for "ordinary electricity", i. e., for a discharge current from a Leyden 

jar.20 

A glance at Weber's work with the ballistic performance of 

his electro-dynamometer might be helpful at this point as an exam

ple of his method for relating theory to instrumental operations. 

When the same current flowed for a short period through both coils 
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of his electro-dynamometer, Weber's inslfUment responded ballisti

cally to the square of the current, i.e., to J i 2dt. On the other hand, 

the suspended magnet of the galvanometer respopded ballistically ( 

for example in the discharge of a Leyden jar) toJidt. A comparison 

of the two measurements 21 allowed Weber to estimate the duration 

of a current discharged by a Leyden jar through various lengths of a 

wet string, an operation which soon acquired significance for his 

later work in the measurement of his characteristic velocity. The qua

dratic response allowed also Weber to measure the rapid or high fre

quency currents detected in acoustic and physiological investiga

tions.22 

Another significant application to the measurement of vari

able current was the following: currents induced in the stationary coil 

of the electrodynamometer by the oscillations of the current con

ducting bifilar-roll produced a damping in its oscillations which was 

compared to the damping produced when" an equivalent magnet 

(i.e., equivalent from an electromagnetic point of view) " replaced 

the current carrying bifilar-roll. The equal amount of damping in the 

two experiments confirmed both Ampere's law of equivalence 

(between magnets and systems of closed, current bearing loops) and 

Faraday's induction law.23 

Weber's starting point for his discovery of the fundamental 

law of electrodynamics was his conviction that electromagnetic 

induction, discovered by Faraday, was an indication that the electric 

fluids exert ponderomotive forces between wires (the electrodynam

ic actions studied by Ampere) precisely because of actions between 

the fluids themselves, which included as a particular case the 

Coulomb electrostatic forces. At best then, Ampere's law could only 

be a partial theory.24 
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It is no surprise then that Weber's next step was to search for 

a fundamental law which would encompass both Ampere's and Fara

day's discoveries and take into account the special case of electro

statics.25 The law was to be considered fundamental in the sense that 

it applied to the electric "masses" themselves rather than to their pon

derable carriers, the conducting wires. These assumptions underlay 

Weber's 1846 paper in which he presented the fundamental law of 

electrodynamics (elektrodynamische Fundamentalgesetz ). 

Weber developed an extended theoretical and experimental 

study of electric charges, of currents and of their forces of interac

tion, culminating in his discovery of the fundamental law (hence

forth: FL) of electric interactions. He constructed his FL from what 

he considered to be the virtually certain interactions between 

Amperian current elements. Although purely virtual (because ele

ments of current are not physical objects in Weber's system) it was 

the successful experimental test of their integrated effects that con

vinced Weber of their "certainty", hence of their "factuality".26 

In fact, he listed three "facts" (Tatsachen) that represented particular 

cases of Ampere's law, corresponding to particular positions of the 

current elements and of the conducting wires: 

First Fact. Two parallel current elements whose directions lie on the straight line 
joining them, initially repel or attract as the electricities in them move in the same 
or in opposite directions.27 

The other two "facts" concerned the actions between two parallel 

current elements, lying perpendicular to their joining line, and the 

current induced by a current element on an element of wire lying on 

the same line. 
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These three facts should be regarded as electric, i.e. one considers the exerted 
forces as reciprocal actions of electric masses. 

Weber also assumed that the electrostatic force was weak

ened by a factor a2(1/iJ2 because of the relative motion of an electric 

'mass' e in one wire and a 'mass' of equal sign e' in the other. The 

total force became: 

By 'fact' three and other experiments ( in particular the electromag

netic induction), the forces between the electrical 'masses' should 

also depend on their reciprocal acceleration ~,so that the complete 

law took the form: 28 

ee'( 1 _ a21dr 12 + b d2r). r2 Idt 1 -;[i1 

The first term ee'/r2, i.e., the static force between e and e' ,was writ

ten without multiplicative constants and this implied, as Weber point

ed out, the selection of appropriate units for the measures e, e', of the 

charges, units which he labelled mechanical units of charge. The 

dynamic part of the force is composed of the current-current force: 

_ ee' a2 (.dr)2 
r2 dt' 

and of a force depending on acceleration: 

In order to compare these two forces with special forms of Ampere's 
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law ( i. e. fonns of this law occurring in Weber's three facts), Weber 

used29 expressions connecting ~~ and ~:2with Ampere's elements of 

current ids, i' ds', and with the velocities, V, V" of the electric mass

es with respect to the wires (Weher: "absolute velocities"). 

The comparison allowed a reduction of constants: b = 2ra2. 30 The 

FL was thereby presented in a neater fonn: 31 

(1) 

The plus sign referred to forces between pairs of particles, e and e' 

of like signs, the minus sign to pairs of different signs. 

Weber's next step was to find a relation between the constant 

a in his FL and his definition of units of current intensity in various 

systems of units. He defined as the measure of current intensity the 

amount of like signs particles carried per second in one single flux 

in a single wire (let us recall that in Fechner and Weber's assump

tions a current consisted in a double flux of charged masses in a 

wire); consequently, as one unit of current intensity he defined the 

current which carried unit charge per second in a single flux of elec

trical 'masses'. Consequently, Weber expressed the relation between 

the current intensity i, the linear charge density e* = e/ds, and V, the 

'absolute velocity' (i.e., velocity of electric masses with respect to 

the wire) as: 

i = me*V. 

( In effect, Weber wrote32; i = ae*V , but he distinguished his a here 

from his a in the fonner expression of FL. To avoid confusion, I pre

fer to use m in place of Weber's a). According to Weber, e*V is the 

measure of current intensity in mechanical units; therefore, m repre-
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sented a ratio dependent on the selection of particular units for i. 

When this definition of current intensity and the above transforma

tion for passing from Ampere's ids to Weber's e drldt, are substitut

ed in Ampere's law in order to obtain the FL, m appeared as the fac

tor in a new form of the expression of the FL. In the case of repul

sive forces, this expression33 was: 

e~' (J-(m2/J6) (~.p+ (m2/8) (r 4)} r ~. 
(2) 

By comparison with formula (1) above, it clearly appears that a in 

(1) depended on the ratio m , i.e., on a particular choice of units for 

the current, and that, therefore, it could not be considered the inverse 

of a constant physical velocity. However Weber was convinced that 

such a velocity existed and the search after it was his main task in the 

following years. 

Since no constant velocity is included in Ampere's law, its 

relationship with Weber's FL presents some interest. Weber asserted 

that his FL represented "a generalisation of that previously erected by 

Ampere, which in effect represented the special case of four electri

cal particles simultaneously involved, when current elements are 

assumed constant and fixed". 34 

As is evident from these remarks, Weber did not deduce his 

FL from Ampere's law but he extrapolated it from Ampere's, limit

ing the indeterminacy of such procedure by testing his FL for partic

ular cases, where it was amenable to "certain" experimental facts. 

Thus, his method consisted in a back and forth connection between 

electromagnetic experiments (through his instruments) and particular 

cases of Ampere's law. Given this situation, it is understandable that 

he wanted to test his FL through what he called his "synthetic" 
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deductions. Consequently, Weber's next task was "to synthetically 

deduce [from the fundamental law] a system of consequences", in 

order to test them against the known laws of electrodynamics. He 

diligently deduced35 the law of electrodynamic action of a closed cir

cuit on a current element; of a magnet on a current element (Gauss's 

law); the law of Volta-induction of a closed current on an element of 

moving conductor; the magneto induction of a magnet on an element 

of moving conductor; the induction on a stationary conductor by the 

approach or separation of a constant current element; the induction 

of one conductor due to the variation of intensity in a neighbouring 

one; and, finally, a general law of Volta-induction. 

In the years 1848-55 Weber extended his FL to other types of 

measurements. One of his main tasks was the measurement of resis

tance in absolute units. In a work36 published in 1851, he showed that 

when absolute magnetic units for current intensity (Weber: "the 

absolute unit of current in the magnetic system ") and absolute units 

for electromotive force are determined, it is possible to define 

absolute units of resistance as well. 

Weber's program of precise definitions and measurement was 

taken up again in 1852, when he studied37 how his absolute systems 

of units could be extended to comprise the resistance of conductors 

through Ohm's law. In his determination of units for potential, he 

used the electromagnetic induction law and the determination of the 

unit of magnetic flux variation, a procedure which echoed Gauss's 

work on absolute magnetic units.38 

Weber stressed that only in a system of absolute units could 

the multiplicative proportionality constants of Ohm's law and of 

Coulomb's law for the electrostatic force be pure numbers (Le., 

dimensionless) and have unit value. He wanted to prove that in his 
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FL, another constant appeared which did not have unit value. He 

soon discovered that in order to have a quantitative base for his def

inition of a complete system of electric quantities, a numerical 

knowledge of this constant was indispensable. 

Since the law was for him a fundamental one, a fundamental 

constant somehow related to the ratio m above should have funda

mental significance, i.e., it should be a fundamental constant inde

pendent of the choice of units and systems. 

Weber's research program in the following ten years was 

mainly aimed at determining and measuring this constant. 

In his 1846 paper39, he had reached an initial conclusion 

about the existence of this constant. Introducing an as yet unknown 

velocity v, and writing: 

he found that his FL assumed the form: 

ee'( 1- V2 a2 ) 
16 

The factor reducing the Coulombian force was, therefore, propor

tional to the square of this velocity v. He called v "the reduced rel

ative velocity" ("reducierte relative Geschwindigkeit"). 

In 1848, he distinguished40 the (units-dependent) number a 

(in his expression (1) of the FL) from the reduced relative velocity, 

which he now indicated as V, by remarking that, with a suitable 

choice of unit of time and space, such that t* = 4 t, and R = m r, the 

FL of force between two masses of either signs (formula (2» could 

be rewritten:41 
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EE'/R2 [1 - (dRJdt* J2 + 2R d2RJdt*2 J . 

When the two masses are in the same point and the relative velocity 

is constant, R = 0, dRJdt* = V , and so: 

EE'/R2 (1 - V2) 

The reduced relative velocity V was thus defined as the constant 

whose squared value represented the factor for reducing the 

Coulomb force, when the two masses have speed V. This constant 

accordingly had fundamental significance. Finally, in an extended 

series of experiments on the determination of the absolute unit of 

resistance published in 1852,42 he argued that, posing: c2 = 4/ m2 , 

his FL (formula (2) above) could be written in a neater form: 

If dr/dt is constant: 

Thereafter, c is defined: "[c is] that constant value assumed by the 

relative velocity dr/d t when two electric masses do not exert forces 

on each other. "43 

This definition of c determined solely by the condition that 

the force disappears makes it fully independent, by definition, from 

any conventional ratio of units. 

In Section IV of his 1852 paper, Weber underlined the con

nection between the derivation of his FL and the foundation of com-
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plete systems of absolute units for electric and magnetic quantities. 

He emphasized the point that in line of principles the determination 

of a complete system of units for electrodynamics "without any rela

tion with the magnetic measurements" was thus achieved.44 Howev

er, he added: "without knowing the velocity c, the measured intensi

ty of current, of electromotive force and of resistance cannot be relat

ed to known magnetic measure".45 

Clearly, in the absence of a known value for c, all the effects 

generated by the motions of a known (in electrostatic measure) elec

tric charge could not be predicted through his FL: 

The velocity c ... .is up to now not yet detennined and this is the reason why the 

above measures are not utilizable in the practical applications of Electrodynamics, 

because, without a knowledge of the velocity c, reduction to the known measures 

of mechanics of the measured current intensity, electromotive force and resistance 

cannot be completed.46 [Italics in the original]. 

The proof that c was proportional to a ratio of units was given many 

times and with different approaches in Weber's papers. Let us sum

marize in a table these proportionality relations as they are reported 

in Weber and Kohlrausch's 1856 paper47 (1 use ® to denote ratios of 

different units): 

Ratio of units for current c=g® 
®l = magnetic/mechanical c = 2 --.12 ®l 
®2 = electrodynlmechanical c =4®2 

®3 = electrolytic/mechanical c = 3 -V2106®3 

(Table A) 
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This table clearly show that Weber's c and ® are measures 

of numerically different quantities related by Weber's FL. As proved 

by Weber's theory above, these are also conceptually different quan

tities, because c is the measure of a constant velocity having a pre

cisely definite physical meaning, while ® is a variable ratio of units. 

The constant c could be determined by a measurement of the 

dynamic effect of a moving charged body. It seems that Rudolf 

Kohlrausch, Weber's collaborator in the measurement of c initially 

supported an experiment of this type.48 However, Weber and Kohol

rausch thought that, even if large charges were moved, the velocity 

necessary to obtain measurable effects would have been very large49. 

Therefore, they adopted a more practical method. 

This method consistedSO in the measurement (through the tangent 

galvanometer used ballistically) of the magnetic force produced by 

the discharge of a known electric charge. The instantaneous effects 

on the moving magnetic needle of this instrument (i.e., the needle's 

initial angular velocity) depended in this case on the speed of the 

charge's transfer. The duration of the needle's deflection varied reci

procally with this speed and so the time-integrated effects measured 

by the complete deflection would, therefore, be independent of the 

discharge speed. This method was practical because there were 

instruments which could be used to measure time-integrated effects 

including Weber's electrodynamometer and tangent galvanometer. 

The instrumental operations for measuring c demanded par

ticular shrewdness because many of the quantities involved needed a 

precision never attained before and operations with auxiliary instru

ments were also necessary. A short descriptionS I of the main features 

of the experiment follows. 

A capacitor (Leyden jar) is charged, and the charge Q on one 
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of its two plates is measured in electrostatic units.52 The same capac

itor is then discharged through a coil, and the time-integrated current 

which flows through the coil is measured through the deflection of 

the tangent galvanometer. 53 In order to measure in magnetic units Q, 

the charge of the jar, the same deflection of the tangent galvanome

ter was produced through a constant unit current (in em units) flow

ing for a short time 'to (I use throughout the letter Q in place of 

Weber's E, for avoiding confusion between Weber's notation and the 

E used by Maxwell, as reported in the following chapter). Due to 

Weber's conception of current, QI2 electrostatic units flowed in the 

positive direction in each wire. Hence Q/2't measured the ratio 

between magnetic and mechanical units of charge ( or equivalently 

of current). 

Weber and Kohlrausch found that the measured value was: 

QI2't=155370 x 106, i. e., 155370 x 106 mm/sec, corresponding to the 

quantity of electricity of one sign (in es units) carried by a unit (in em 

units) current flowing for one second in a wire. 

Clearly, QI2't=®l is the units ratio in table A above, and from the 

relation, in the same table, c =2 --J2 ®1, Weber and Kohlrausch com

puted the value of c: 

c = 439450 x 106 units of length per second (Weber's unit of 

length = 1 mm). 

Weber remarked that in his FL, c2 represented the ratio between the 

electrostatic (charge-charge force) and the electrodynamic (current

current force) force in mechanical units. Therefore, his theory: 

"explains why the electrodynamic interaction in electrical units ... 

always appears to be infinitesimally small in comparison with the 

electrostatic interaction ee '/r2 ; so that, in most cases, the former 

remains insignificant only if, as in a galvanic current, the electrosta-
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tic force is completely eliminated, on account of the neutralization of 

positive and negative masses".54 

The following often quoted 1856 remark is of interest in con

nection with Weber's views on a possible identification between his 

c and the velocity of light: 

In all the laws in which the constant c occurred, it appeared in the denominator of 
the ratio between it and the velocity with which the bodies move with respect to 
one another. It is then of practical interest that an effective velocities which we 
know of, even those of celestial bodies, can be considered as vanishingly small in 
relation to c.The only velocity we know of that approaches c, namely that of the 
propagation of light, is not a velocity with which bodies in effect move relative to 
one another (Italics are mine).55 

Notice that one of the difficulties for the identification pre

sented by Weber, i.e., the different physical nature of the two veloc

ities, was precisely the one which Maxwell tried to overcome in his 

exploitation of Weber's results for his electromagnetic theory of 

light. 

In 1857 Gustav Robert Kirchhoff found 56 that his theory of 

propagation of currents in wires led to the result that waves of cur

rent existed and propagated with the velocity c /..J2, closer to the 

speed of light. Later on in 1864, Weber proved57 that c /..J2 was the 

velocity of current waves but only in limiting conditions such as 

those occurring in 10n9t and thin conductors of negligible resistance. 

He concluded58 that, concerning this velocity, "values very close to 

such a limit are very rare". 

Weber's and Kirchhoff's context of ideas, embedded as it 

was in a particle-based approach to electrodynamics permitted a 

mere numerical quasi-equality between c and the light velocity to 

have little significance. Consider in this regard the role that Weber 

and Kirchhoff attributed to c in their proposal of a generalized metro-
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logical program, based on two fundamental constants. 

In their 1856 paper,59 they proposed that both Newton's grav

itational law and the fundamental law of electric action be assumed 

as fundamental laws of nature (Grundgesetze der Natur). This 

allowed the elimination of mass among the fundamental quantities, 

because: 

... all other measurements can be simply derived from the two fundamental mea
sures of space and time, .. the measure of mass can be reduced to the latter though 
the gravitational fundamental law. 

A further step in the reduction of the fundamental units could be 
made by taking c as a unit: 

One can assume as a unit of time the time spent by two electric masses for 
approaching or departing of one unit of space, when, according to the same law, 
they move at such a speed as to exert no reciprocal action.60 

In conclusion, let us summarize the main conceptual features 

of Weber's theory presented in the foregoing pages: 

a) Through his measurement of c, a constant velocity in his funda

mental low of force, Weber solved the long known problem of the 

ratio between the force exerted by a given quantity of frictional elec

tricity standing in a condenser and the force it exerted when flowing 

in a wire, a problem that intrigued Faraday in his researches. 

b) In Weber's theory, the characteristic velocity c and ®, the ratio of 

units, represented numerically different measures of conceptually 

different quantities. In fact, c is the constant velocity of motion of 

two electric 'masses' when they exert no mutual actions while ® is a 

variable ratio of units. 

c) Weber's c derived its meaning from Weber's fundamental law and 

from Weber's convective conception of current, a conceptions that 
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was a necessary assumption for the demonstration of Weber's law. 

d) Weber's fundamental law represented a generalization of 

Ampere's and Faraday's laws. These laws are then valid indepen

dently of the validity of Weber's law. 

e) Weber and Kohlraush measured ® 1 through instrumental opera

tions based on Ampere's law; therefore (by d»), ®1 was measured 

independently 61 of Weber's fundamental law. 

1.5. Comments 

No wonder that, because of his making the above committing state

ments, Ampere's derivation of the elementary law met all sorts of 

criticism, and, at the same time, many expressions of praise and 

admiration.62 

Among Ampere's critics the first, and one of the most out

right, was the same Wilhelm Weber that extended his research. In 

1845 he wrote that Ampere did not correctly deduce his law from 

experiments, because he overlooked all problems concerning the 

sensitivity of his apparatus and, consequently, the precision of his 

measurements.63 More specifically, Weber's criticism concerned the 

fact that in Ampere's "zero-point measurements" a determination of 

the error is indispensable. Since Ampere obtained the connections 

between the fixed and the movable portions of circuits through pots 

and channels filled with mercury, friction and other unwanted inter

actions must have interfered with the establishment of the positions 

of equilibrium. 

At the beginning of this century, another subtle critic of 

Ampere's improper conclusions of an inductive inference from fac-
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tual observations was Pierre Duhem.64 Duhem objected that "les faits 

d'experience, pris dans leur brutalite native ne sauraient servir au 

raisonnement mathematique ; pour alimenter ce raisonnement, ils 

doivent etre transformes et mis sous forme symbolique". 

According to Duhem, Ampere achieved this symbolic trans

formation when he implicitly formulated the following hypotheses:65 

E. Forces exerted by closed circuits are the superposition of 

forces between all the possible pairs of elements in both circuits. 

F. Forces are central and they obey the principle of action and 

reaction. 

Taking our stand on this formidable problem, no less than that 

of the factual foundation of an empirical science, clearly those state

ments that Weber and Duhem considered hypotheses, were for 

Ampere mechanical principles, constitutive foundational axioms; on 

these foundations he constructed his theory. The notion that forces 

were central was for him an axiom constitutive of the force concept: 

Je n'ai fait aucune recherche sur la cause meme qu'on peut assigner a ces forces, 
bien convaincu que toute recherche de ce genre doit etre precedee de la connais
sance purement experimentale des lois, et de la determination, uniquement deduite 
de ces lois, de la valeur des forces elementaires dont la direction est necessaire
ment celie de La droite menee par Les points materiels entre les quels elles s' exer
cent [my italics]. 66 

Thus, the axiom of central forces was for him a necessary 

premise for the lawfulness of any balance-type experiment. 

Ampere's inductive inference receives its support from this axiom: 

so far as Newton's law s'accorde avec lesfaits, Ampere's law is also 

to be considered uniquement deduit de ['experience. 

For some aspects, Weber's Electrodynamische Massbestim

mungen, the work examined above, being a long and detailed study 
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on the theory of interactions between moving charges, represented 

a completion of Ampere's ideas. 

Weber had in common with Ampere the conception that elec

trodynamics was a more basic expression of electrical phenomena 

than electromagnetism. He pursued a step further the Amperian 

mechanical scheme of electrodynamics by assuming that the Amper

ian forces between elements of current were the manifestation of 

deeper forces between particles of electricity acting at a distance. He 

believed thatthe law of these forces, his fundamental law, could be 

inferred, not deduced, from the experimental laws of Coulomb and 

Ampere. 

Among others, Weber's emphasising Ampere's view that gal

vanism was more fundamental than magnetism allowed a definition 

of electrodynamic and electromagnetic units of current intensity 

independently of Gauss's method of current-magnet interaction, thus 

providing a simpler basis for the absolute measure of electric current 

in terms of fundamental mechanical units. In his determination in the 

Treatise of the electromagnetic units of current intensity, Maxwell 

followed Weber's approach. 

Historically, Gauss's and Weber's introduction of absolute 

systems of units permitted physical laws to be expressed in richer 

forms of mathematical equations than the consideration of propor

tionality relations and purely local numbers made possible, the form 

in which physics laws were symbolized in the writings of Coulomb, 

Fresnel and others physicists of the beginning of the nineteenth cen

tury. 

I have shown above the interconnection between theory, mea

sures and instrumental operations which resulted in this new form of 

representing the laws of physics. Quantitative prediction was one of 
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the most important issues involved.67 

As shown in the foregoing discussion of his discovery of c, 

Weber profited from the use in his equations of symbols representing 

numbers, without otherwise explicitly introducing a theory of dimen

sions (as Maxwell did). Since numbers have null dimensions, 

Maxwell's innovation of dimensional quantities can be historically 

considered as a generalization of Weber's initial position. 

The discovery of c, fundamentally important for a FL of elec

trodynamics, was also interpreted by Weber as having a metrological 

role in new formulations of the mechanical units of space and time 

and of mechanics itself. Weber interpreted the above discovery as an 

indication of a new connection between space and time units, which 

allow the fundamental mechanical quantities and units to be 

reduced from three to two . 



CHAPTER 2 

A SURVEY OF THEORIES OF UNITS AND DIMENSIONS IN 

NINETEENTH-CENTURY PHYSICS 

Metrological theories and theories of dimensions are tightly connect

ed with the nineteenth century history of electrodynamics. Their sig

nificance is better understood when these theories are situated in an 

historical perspective. 

When Gauss and Weber decided to use physical laws tto 

define a system of units, rather than transcribing these laws in the 

form of simple proportionality-relations among quantities measured 

in arbitrary units, physical laws could be conceived and written as 

analytical equations whose symbols represented rational numbers. A 

great innovation was thus achieved in the physical sciences. 

Gauss and Weber did not deal explicitly with dimensions. 

The explicit introduction of dimensional arguments into his Theorie 

Analytique was the task of Joseph Fourier in 1822.1 Invariance of 

the equations under change of units is Fourier's main concern in 

introducing dimensions: 2 

II faut maintenant remarquer que chaque grandeur indeterminee ou con stante it une 
dimension qui lui est propre et que les terms d'une meme equation ne pourraient 
pas etre compares, s'ils n'avaient point Ie meme exposant de dimension. Nous 
avons introduit cette consideration dans la Theorie de la chaleur pour rendre nos 
definitions plus fixes et servir it verifier Ie calcul; elle derive des notions primor
diales sur les quantites: c' est pour ceUe raison que, dans la Geometrie et dans la 
Mecanique, elle equivaut aux lemmes fondamentaux que les Grecs nous ont lais
ses sans demonstration ... 

Dans la theorie analytique de la chaleur, toute equation (E) exprime une 

39 
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relation necessaire entre des grandeurs subsistantes x, t, v, c, h, k. Cette relation ne 
depend point du choix de I'unite de longuer, qui de sa nature est contingent; c'est
a-dire que, si I' on prenait une unite different pour measurer les dimensions 
lineaires, l'equation (E) serait encore la meme. 

In his Theorie Analytique, only dimensions of length, time 

and temperature are involved in the equations. Maxwell considered 

Fourier as his source in his 1863 Report and in his Treatise,3 where 

he introduced the modern notation for dimensions, using capital let

ters in square brackets. In this work, letters in the equations symbol

ised quantities (Le., a number times a unit), not simple numbers as in 

Weber.4 

William Thomson is in good company with Maxwell in iden

tifying dimensions of a quantity in a given system with the quantity 

itself ( This I call Maxwell's transitional principle). In Thomson's 

hyperbolic mood: 

I suppose almost everyone present would think it simple idiocy if I went to say that 
the weight of that piece of chalk is the fourth power of seven or eight yards for 
hour; yet it would be perfectly good sense. 

This type of identification is what Maxwell proposed in his 

1863 Report and in his Treatise. Some Maxwellians (e.g., J. E. H. 

Gordon, Everett, etc.) followed Maxwell's views. William Kingdom 

Clifford, on the other hand, took a more articulated position in 1878, 

underlying the conventional character of the new symbolisation of 

dimensions and justifying its convenience in the calculation of the 

change of units; however, opposing Thomson, he warned5 that this 

convenience could be a cause for "nonsense" if the meaning of 

dimensions was unduly extended: 

[V] = [L]/[T] ... Here the word per has been replaced by the sign for divided by. 
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Now it is nonsense to say that a unit of velocity is a unit of length divided by a unit 
of time in the ordinary sense of the words. But we find it convenient to give a new 
meaning to the wQrds "divided by" and to the symbols which shortly expresses 
them ... this convenience is made manifest when we have to change from one unit 

to another .... 

In 1982 Rudolf Clausius presented6 two lines of criticism to 

Maxwell's dimensional theories. The first line concerned a particular 

remark on the attribution of dimensions to the product [pC] in 

Maxwell's Treatise (Part IV, Chapter X). This attribution is consid

ered by Clausius to be a flaw in Maxwell's derivation, which pro

duced extended consequences in the attribution of wrong dimensions 

to the magnetic quantities.? He proposed a different line of approach 

in order to obtain the derivation of dimensional relations. The results 

are equal to M.'s but for the dimension of the quantity of magnetic 

pole, in the electrostatic system. Clausius went on to examine the 

problem of Weber's factor and he explicitly criticised Maxwell's 

statement that units of the same quantity belonging to two different 

systems8 can be related through a dimensional ratio. He considered 

this statement mathematically incorrect and he proposed a different 

method which allows the relation to exist only between units of dif

ferent quantities in the same system. The conversion factor between 

units is, in Clausius, a pure number. 

Max Planck's admission of a plurality of systems was born 

from his conviction that the idea of dimension applies only relative

ly to a given system and that it is "nonsense" to search for the" real 

" dimension of a quantity. Consequently, he deprived Maxwell's two 

absolute systems from any privilege and considered them as part of 

a set of other possible systems. This conclusion wiped out a possible 

objection to the plurality of dimensions of a quantity but, at the same 
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time, deprived Maxwell's two-systems theory of its label of being 

"the only scientific" theory, and dismissed Maxwell's argument in 

favour of Weber's equality:9 

The fact that when a definitive physical quantity is measured in two different sys
tems of units it has not only different numerical values, but also different dimen
sions, has often been interpreted as an inconsistency that demands explanation, and 
has given rise to the question of the real dimensions of a physical quantity. After 
the above discussion it is clear that the question has no more sense then inquiring 
into the real name of an object. 

Giovanni Giorgi (1871-1950) was convinced in 1901 that 

Maxwell's electromagnetic absolute units were practivally useless 

because of their size, and that their shortcomings were.not repara

ble by appropriately redefining the fundamental units, but required 

the introduction of a fourth unit. He urged the abandonment of the 

three-unit system, which had been inspired, according to him, by 

Gauss's and Weber's mechanistic approach to electrodynamics. 

Giorgi proposed the well-known four-unit system,1O using the Ohm 

as the fourth unit for electric resistance. What he objected 11 to in 

Maxwell's theory was that, in Coulomb's laws for electric and mag

netic charges, the constants could not bereduced to one, because they 

were not numerical coefficients but "physical constants", an index of 

" the capacity of space of being charged with energy" (in our modern 

view: the three-unit system is overdetermined). 

In the 1933, the American Committee of Physicists and Elec

tricians proposed that the Special Committee of the Electrotechnical 

Commission adopt Giorgi's four-unit system, and the Commission in 

October 1933 approved the proposal. In 1935 Arnold Sommerfeld 

decided I2 in favour of the four-unit system: 

The orthodox number three, which is at the base of the so-called absolute system 
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of measurement, could be considered as mandatory as long as one hoped to derive 
electricity from mechanics. This time is now over. One exerts violence against 
electromagnetic quantities if one forces them, in the Procuste's bed of the three 
units; it can be shown that they are at ease in the four-unit system. 

Sommerfeld harshly criticised the three-unit system in his 

celebrated Electrodynamics, 13 where he warned against what he con

sidered the ruinous pedagogical effects of Maxwell's two absolute 

systems: 

We have frightened generations of students with these two sets of values for 
charges and field strength. 

He also quoted among "so many other clarifications in the 

question of units", an irreverent (to Maxwell's approach) example by 

J. Wallott, in which a fundamental velocity is made to appear in 

acoustics through an appropriate selection of constants and units. 
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A HISTORICAL ROLE FOR DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS IN 

MAXWELL'S ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY OF LIGHT 

3. 1. Maxwell Transforms Electrodynamics into Electromagnetism 

Maxwell's contributions to physics have been extensively scrutinised 

by historians in the last decade, but certain aspects of his work, how

ever, are still partially unexplored. Many of Maxwell's historians 

have perhaps favoured those parts of Maxwell's work which are, 

more or less, related to our modern theory. The consideration of some 

outmoded or controversial parts of his theories, such as the ones dealt 

with in this paper, will contribute, I hope, to a better understanding 

of the historical situation of Maxwell's electromagnetism. 

An example of the controversial aspects in Maxwell's theo

ries is, in my opinion, Maxwell's electromagnetic theory of light and, 

in particular, the metrological and dimensional theories which repre

sent a large part of its supporting evidence. These theories areused by 

Maxwell in order to prove the equality between Weber's conversion 

factor and the velocity of light, one of the main pieces of evidence in 

favor of his optical theory. 

It is known that Maxwell brought into his electromagnetic 

theory of light concepts and data which were obtained in the 1850's 

by Weber. Maxwell's conclusion was that Weber's conversion factor 

between electrical units, which in Weber's theory corresponded to 

the relative velocity of motion of electric particles, represented for 

him the velocity of electromagnetic waves and of light in an electric 

45 
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ether. This conclusion was a momentous one because it transformed 

a relative velocity of motion into an absolute velocity of waves. 

The conceptual difficulties presented by this transformation 

are documented in Maxwell's papers and specifically in the many 

routes he followed in the course of his life in order to reach a satis

factory demonstration of it. 

As is known, Maxwell used arguments of various kinds to 

prove the electromagnetic theory of light, of which the most impor

tant one is the demonstration that electromagnetic waves propagate 

in the ethereal medium with the velocity of light. This demonstration 

is presented in different forms along with the development of 

Maxwell's electromagnetic theory, since the first paper he devoted to 

this problem in 1862, until his 1873 masterwork: A Treatise on Elec

tricity and Magnetism. 

In all of these works Maxwell is faced with the problem of 

checking a theoretical value of the velocity of the electromagnetic 

waves, calculated by his electromagnetic field theory, against the 

velocity of light, known to him because of theoptical measurements 

made by Fizeau (1849) and Foucault (1862), and also because ofthe 

measured aberration of light. An independent measurement of the 

velocity of the electromagnetic waves (heretofore: EMW) was, in 

Maxwell's time, beyond the reach of experimental technique. Hein

rich Hertz, as is known, experimented and measured the velocity in 

question eight years after Maxwell's death. Maxwell however suc

ceeded just the same in measuring indirectly the EMW velocity and 

found that it was approximately equal to the velocity of light. 

In this paper I am primarily concerned with Maxwell's indi

rect procedure of using Weber's factor to measure the EMW veloci

ty and with the difficulties he faced in reaching a satisfactory demon-
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stration of this procedure. These difficulties are mainly due to the 

fact that the existence of Weber's factor, i.e., of a ratio between val

ues obtained in measuring the same charge in electrostatic and in 

electromagnetic units, was a direct consequence of those parts of 

Weber's theory, i.e., the fundamental action-at-a-distance law and the 

convective conception of currents, which Maxwell did not accept. 

Due to this, Maxwell introduced into his theory Weber's factor as a 

consequence of dimensional equations. 

In his theory, 1 Weber defined various systems of units for 

measuring the electric and magnetic quantities, which he called 

"absolute systems", and introduced the concept of a characteristic 

velocity of motion for electric particles. In 1856 he measured it as a 

"conversion factor" between different units of the same quantity, 

thanks to the aid of his colleague, the experimentalist Rudolf 

Kohlrausch. Together they found2 this factor (henceforth named 

Weber's factor) to be approximately numerically equal to the veloc

ity of light, but the two German physicists did not attach any signif

icance to this result as a possible hint about an electric theory of light. 

Maxwell developed various theories in order to solve the 

problem of proving that Weber's factor was in fact the velocity of 

EMW and of light. For the understanding of what follows, it may be 

helpful to realise that the various solutions given by Maxwell to the 

problem above can be considered as consisting of two distinct parts 

which I label as part A and part B. 

Part A connects the velocity of the electromagnetic waves to 

the ethereal constant k and /1, the" dielectric capacity" and the 

" magnetic permeability" of the electromagnetic ether. For this part 

Maxwell's own theory sufficed. 

As regards part B, it connects the same ethereal constants to 
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Weber's factor and the velocity of light. Part B presented more 

diffculties in as much as Weber's theory was an action-at-a-distance 

theory, and the ethereal constants were foreign to it. 

A correlation between parts A and B was required to prove 

that the velocity of the electromagnetic waves was equal to Weber's 

ratio and the velocity of light. This correlation constituted in fact the 

above mentioned indirect measurement of EMW velocity. 

The development of the complex set of conceptions and the

ories, which largely deal with part A, have been adequately analyzed 

in recent years by historians 3; however, part B has until now escaped 

their attention, although I think that this part also offers interesting 

clues.4 In fact, in this part Maxwell is confronted with the problem 

of transforming Weber's factor fromone concerned with a particle's 

velocity, as it appeared in Weber, to one decribing a wave's velocity. 

The ethereal constants played the role of midwives in the transfor

mation. 

Maxwell's difficulties with this problem, and his struggle to 

find arguments in support of the above correlation, are significantly 

documented in his various attempts to connect Weber's factor to the 

constants of the ether, a necessary prerequisite for concluding that 

the same factor represented the velocity of electromagnetic waves in 

ether. 

3.2. In order to Adopt Webers Result, Maxwell Resorts to the Elas

tic Theories of Optics 

To my knowledge, Maxwell's first quotation of Weber's theory is in 

a letter to William Thomson dated May 15, 1855; 5 following Thom

son's suggestion, Maxwell read Weber's Elektrodynamische Maas-
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bestimmungen and his comment was: 

I have been examining his (Le.Weber's) mode of connecting electrostatics with 
electrodynamics, induction etc., I confess I like it not at first... but I suppose the 
rest of his views are founded on experime~ts which are trustworthy as well as elab
orate. 

Six years after Maxwell's first approach to Weber's work one 

can read a rather extended comment on his involvement with a new 

theory of light: in a letter 6 mailed from London, on December 10, 

1861, he described to Thomson his particular ether's model of part i

cles and cells, adding that he "calculated the relation between the 

forces and the displacement on the supposition that the celles are 

spherical and that their cubic and linear elasticities are connected as 

in a 'perfect' solid". In the same letter, he hinted at Weber's value of 

the statical measure of a unit of electric current, from which he 

deduced the relation between the elasticity and density of the cells, 

and the velocity of transverse ondulations. He then advanced the 

bold hypothesis : 

the magnetic and luminiferous media are identical and ... Weber's number is really, 

as it appears to be, one half the velocity of light in millimeters per second.7 

Maxwell's initial impact on Weber's metrology and the 

velocity of light were destined to a great "seguito". 

The story continues in Maxwell's paper, "On Physical Lines 

of Force", published in the Philosophical Magazine. s The first two 

parts, dealing mainly with a field theory of electrostatics, Faraday's 

induction and Ampere's forces, were published around March 1961. 

In Part 3, " The Theory of Molecular Vortices Applied to Statical 

Electricity", published in the January and February 1862 issue of the 

same magazine, Maxwell presented9 his first version of the electro-
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magnetic theory of light, and for the first time, in a published paper, 

he referred to the experimental work of Weber and R. Kohlrausch. 10 

In order to fully grasp Maxwell's conception at this stage, one 

should consider that his work on the theory of light had been pre

ceded by a half century of research and publications on the elastic 

theories of an optical ether. Augustin Fresnel and Augustin Luois 

Chauchy, among others, succeeded in showing how some complicat

ed effects of christalline optics could be explained by apt elastic 

hypothesis and mathematical analysis. George Green and Gabriel 

Stockes in England had pursued the methods of mathematical

physics to work out elastic theories of an optical ether. Maxwell him

self contributed 11 to elasticity in one of his first scientific papers. 

This background is relevant for an assessment of Maxwell's 

initial approach to Weber's factor, explaining why he accepted that, 

in his first identification of this factor with the velocity of light, the 

elastic theory could still have a role. In fact, in part 3 of his paper he 

presented 12 a detailed hypothesis on the elastic properties of an 

"electric ether", through which the relation between the "electric dis

placement" and the "electric force" are deduced. 

Analogy plays an important role in the deduction: each quan

tity is endowed with a double referent, one referring to the elastic and 

the other to the electric theory. For example: the quantity E, "a coef

ficient dependent on the nature of the dielectric", connects the "elec

tromotive force" R to the "electric displacement" h, in the equation: 

R=-4E2h. 

The same equation possesses, however, a counterpart in elasticity, 

representing Hook's law of force, a special case of a strain-stress 
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relation. 

Similarly, the magnetic quantity 11. the "coefficient of mag

netic induction", also possesses a counterpart: the "density of the 

matter of the vortices". Oncf the elastic roles of E 2 and 11 are 

assigned, the elastic law V= ~E2/1l correctly represents the velocity 

of propagation of a wave in an elastic medium and, assuming that the 

"density of the matter of the vortices"l1 is unitary, one has: 

V=E. 

In his working out of part A, sect. 3.1 above, Maxwell is thus 

helped by special hypotheses on the elasticity of the ether. 

He has now to show that this velocity equalled Weber's fac

tor, i.e., part B. From the equation R = - 4 E 2 h and a theorem on 

the strain and energy in an elastic solid, he deduced 13 Coulomb's 

law, in the form: F = - E2 ele2/r2 (second form). Because the 

units are, according to Maxwell, electromagnetic units, a comparison 

with the same law in the usual form: 

nln 2 

r2 

- i.e. "measured statically"-allows one to attribute to E the mean

ing of a conversion factor between "dynamic and electrostatic 

units". Provided dynamic units are identified with Weber's electro

magnetic units, the above factor is Weber's factor. In short, magnet

ic disturbances, predicted in theory, propagate with a velocity which 

is equal to Weber's factor and the velocity of light. 

After that, Maxwell 14 announced his first prudent statement 

on his new theory of light: 

I have deduced from this result the relation between the statical and the dynamical 
measures of electricity, and have shown, by a comparison of the electrodynamic 
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experiments of M.M. Kohlrausch and Weber with the velocity of light as found by 
M. Fizeau, that the elasticity of the magnetic medium in air is the same of that of 
the luminiferous medium, if the two coextensive. and equally elastic media are not 
rather one medium. 

The strength of Maxwell's argument is the partial analogy 

between electromagnetic phenomena, on the one hand, and elastic 

behavior of solids on the other, a rather well known and accepted 

analogy for the British electric scientists of the middle of the centu

ry, ranging from Faraday's analogies on the behaviour of currents in 

cables to the mathematical elaboration of elastic analogies by 

William Thomson in the fifties. 

Its weakness results from its attribution of specific elastic properties 

to ether. Besides, its failure to specify a definite system, the attribu

tion of units is ambiguous, because there is no precise reasons why 

dynamic units are to be identified with Weber's electrodynamic 

units. 

The above usage of units should have appeared unsatisfacto

ry to Maxwell since his next step was the development of a metro

logical theory of two clearly defined absolute systems of measure

ment. 

3. 3. Metrology makes its Entry on Maxwell's Optical Stage 

In 1862, The British Association for the Advancement of Science, 

founded in 1831, appointed a Committee on Electrical Standards, to 

decide on the best system of electrical units. In the same year, 

Maxwell joined the committee which comprised among its members 

Charles Wheatstone, William Thomson, Franklin. Jenkin, C. W. 
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Siemens, Belfour Stewart and James P. Joule.l 5 

At that time the first two Parts of his" On Physical Lines of 

Force" had been recently published. In the January and February 

1862 issues of Philosophical Magazine, Maxwell presented his first 

version of an electromagnetic theory of light. 

We have a clear indication of Maxwell's engagement in 

1862-63 in the activities of the Committee on Electrical Standards in 

an account given by one of Maxwell's students, W. D. Niven: 

In 1862-63 [Maxwell] took a prominent part in the experiments organized by a 
Committee of the British Association for the determination of electrical resistence 
in absolute measure and for placing electrical measurements on a satisfactory 
basis. In the experiments which were conducted at King's College upon a plan due 
to Sir W. Thomson, two long series of measurements were taken in successive 
years. 16 

Maxwell and Thomson's activity had a determinant role in 

orienting the committee's work towards a metrological program of a 

high scientific level, inspired by Weber's absolute systems of electric 

and magnetic units. A perusal into the annual Reports of the British 

Association for the same period shows l7 Maxwell and Thomson's 

success in shifting the committee's program from the definition and 

construction of "etalons" (an engineering response to the need for an 

interpersonal measurement of electric and magnetic units) to the 

more difficult but highly significant determination, by laborious lab

oratory measurements, of units in each of the two absolute systems. 18 

In Maxwell's (and Fleming Jenkin's) Appendix C to the Report enti

tled "On the Elementary Relations between Electric Measurements" 

(1863), the conception of two complete absolute systems of electro

static and electromagnetic units is presented 19 as the only one con

sistent with the present knowledge of electromagnetic phenomena 

and of their connection with the mechanical measurement of space, 
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time and mass. The two authors remark that the discovery in 1841 of 

Joule's law on the thermal effect of an electric current made possible 

the completion of the electrostatic system. 

In Appendix C to the same 1863 Report ,20 Maxwell dealt 

explicitly with dimensions,21 mentioning Fourier22 as his source: 

Dimensions of Derived Units. - Every measurement of which we have to speak 
involves as factors measurement of space, time and mass only; but these measure
ments enter sometime at one power, and sometimes at another. In passing from one 
set of foundamental units to another, and for other purposes, it is useful to know at 
what power each of these fundamental measurements enters into the derived mea
sures. Thus the value of a force is directly proportional to a length and mass, but 
inversely proportional to the square of a time. This is expressed by saying that the 
dimensions of a force are LMrr. 

Maxwell refers also to the French scientist in his Treatise. 

3.4. The Transitional Principle 

What deserves our attention is the link Maxwell establishes between 

the dimension of a quantity and its physical attributes. He assumes 

that, if a quantity X has the dimension of a velocity, this quantity is 

a velocity. This assumption represents a transition from dimensional 

to physical proprieties, a transition now denied in modern physics. 

Let us name it the transitional principle. 

One example of its application concerns23 the resistance R of 

a conducting wire. By Faraday's induction and Ohm's law, this resis

tance is expressed as: 

R= .. I VSL . 
.~ C ' (8) 

V indicates the velocity of motion of the conductor of length L, tra

versed by a current C in a magnetic field of intensity S . 

Let us follow Maxwell's argument in support of the above 
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principle: 

One curious consequence of these considerations is, that the resistance of a con

ductor in absolute measure is really expressed by a velocity; for, by equation (8)24, 
when SL = C we have R = V, that is to say, the resistance of a conductor may be 
expressed or defined as equal to the velocity with which it must move, if placed in 
the conditions described, in order to generate a current equal to the product of the 
length of the conductor into the intensity of the magnetic field; or more simply, the 
resistance of a circuit is the velocity with which the conductor of unit length must 
move across a magnetic field of unit intensity in order to generate a unit current in 
the circuit (italics are mine). 

In short, if electric resistance is dimensionally a velocity, it is 

physically a velocity. The transitional principle, once established, 

will legitimately allow the transition from any dimensional to any 

physical property. Maxwell introduced this principle in the above

cited passage, and will emphasise and expand on it in A Treatise in 

Electricity and Magnetism. 

The Report for 1863 ends with the authors' announcement 

that they will include a measurement of Weber's factor in the plans 

for the Committee is future works. 

In a letter25 from Maxwell to Gabriel Stokes dated 15 Octo

ber 1864, we have a first-hand indication that Maxwell thought he 

had found a way of by-passing his approach to the problem adopted 

in "On Pysical Lines": 

I have now got materials for calculating the velocity of transmission of a magnet
ic disturbance through air founded on experimental evidence, without any hypoth
esis about the structure of the medium or any mechanical explanation of electrici
ty and magnetism. 

In his letter Maxwell mentioned the problem of the velocity 

of " slow " and "rapid" disturbances and so concluded the passage: 

"We are devising methods to determine this velocity = electromag-
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netic:electrostatic units of electricity ... " 

In the same letter he referred both to his and Jenkin's experiment 

on the ways of measuring the "capacity of a conductor both ways" and 

to "a plan of a direct equilibrium between an electromagnetic repulsion 

and electrostatic attraction"; this is a clear hint that the planned mea

surement of Weber's factor is the one described in his "Note"(1868). 

It is then reasonable26 to argue that in the passage above 

Maxwell's "experimental evidence" referred to the more direct link 

between the measurement of Weber's factor and the velocity of the 

waves. He had establisbed this connection through the metrology of 

the two systems, one that he will exploit in his essay "A Dynamical 

Theory of the Electromagnetic Field". 

3.5. Elimination of Hypotheses and Experimental Evidence in a 

"Dynamical Theory" 

In his 1864 memoir "A Dynamical Theory of the Electromagnetic 

Field", 27 Maxwell derived the second form of Coulomb's law from 

a field energy expression (deduced from Hooke's law) and from 

Gauss's law:28 

{Energy} = I Pdf= 112 Pf ; 

div f = - e , P = /if 

P is the x component of the Electromotive force, and! thex compo

nent of the electric displacement; e is the density of charge. 

From the equation above, Coulomb's law is deduced in the 

form: 
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el' e2 are quantities of electric charges in electromagnetic units; 

k is the "dielect capacity of ether": k = 41tv 2. 

Coulomb's law in the second form is thus" expressed in 

terms of the Electromagnetic System of measurement which is 

founded on the mechanical action between currents". By compari

son29 with the same law in electrostatic units: 

nln2 

r2 

V in the first equation above, is Weber's factor. 

All that accounts for part B. 

Regarding part A, the other important achievement is the 

derivation30 on purely electromagnetic grounds of a D' Alembert

type equation for the propagation of magnetic field (k enters as usual 

as a factor in the displacement current term). This allows us to 

deduce V the velocity of magnetic waves from the equation, without 

any recourse to a spurious elastic ingredient. 

The propagation velocity is: 

V=+ .. I_k 
.~ 41tf.J . 

Since in air, /...l = 1 electromagnetic units, the propagation velocity of 

the waves equals Weber's factor: 

v= v . 

In the passage above, Coulomb's law is derived dynamically, 

by representing electric forces as stresses in an elastic medium by 

Hooke's law. The burden of the proofrests on Gauss's law and on the 

expression for elastic energy (a remnant of the elastic analogy). 

Because the theory of elasticity is still in the background, I argue that 

Maxwell had not yet succeeded in founding part B on purely metro-
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logical arguments. However the recourse to the elastic theory is now 

hidden in the background because the mechanic-elastic analogies are 

now31 relegated to the role of illustrations to assist the reader's imag

ination: 

In using such words as electric momentum and electric elasticity in reference to the 
known phenomena of the induction of currents and the polarization of dielectrics, 
I wish merely to direct the mind of the reader to mechanical phenomena which will 
assist him in understanding the electric ones. All such phrases in the present papers 
are to be considered as illustrative, not as explanatory. 

"A Dynamical Theory" ends32 with a comparison between 

the self induction coefficient value of a coil, calculated by using 

Maxwell's new field theory, and that measured by the committee's 

experiment at King's College, London, 1863: L = 430165 metres 

(calculated), L = 456748 metres (measured and averaged by the 

method of least squares). 

This is another piece of evidence that, in the composition of 

his great paper, Maxwell was also inspired by problems raised by his 

work with the committee. 

3.6. Velocity of Light and Comparison of Forces in 1868 

The experiment intended to measure Weber's factor, announced as 

part of the Committee's program in the 1863 Report, was delayed 

until 1868. Two short reviews of two methods of conducting the 

experiment, one by William Thomson and another by Maxwell him

self, were published in the Report of the Association for 1869. 

Besides this, Maxwell presented his method in a Memoir to the 

Royal Society, published33 in the Philosophical Transactions, in 

June 1868, with the title: "On a Method of Making a Direct Com-
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parison of Electrostatic and Electromagnetic Force: With A Note on 

the Electromagnetic Theory of Light". The first part of this Memoir 

dealt with a description of Maxwell's experiment that he cleverly 

conceived as a balance between an electrostatic attractive force, (the 

potential difference obtained by connecting two metal disks to two 

different points of a conducting wire), and a magnetic repulsive force 

between two coils of the same wire, respectively fixed to the same 

two disks. 

In the balance equation Maxwell expressed the two forces 

respectively in terms of Coulomb's and of Ampere's laws and he 

introduced34 Weber's factor as a conversion factor between the elec

trostatic units (Coulomb's law) and the electromagnetic units 

(Ampere's law) 35; he will abandon this Gaussian metrology in A 

Treatise in favor of the use of one system at one time. Because he 

measured in electrostatic units the force produced by the potential 

gradient across the high resistance (28798 OHMS), and because in 

the electromagnetic system a resistance has the dimensions of a 

velocity, he measured Weber's factor36 either in terms of this resis

tance or in "metres (sic) per second": 

v = 288 000 000 metres per second. 

The average is computed on the basis of eleven measurements. 

According to Maxwell, the probable error is about one-sixth per cent. 

Maxwell thus measured with his own hands Weber's factor and con

sidered the result a good approximation of Weber and Kohlrausch's 

value: 

v = 310 740 000 metres per second. 
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Following the description of the experiment, Part A deals 

with the same procedure as his former 1865 paper. By the same pro

cedure as in 1865, he derives a propagation velocity for the sole 

magnetic field: 

There is an evident novelty in Maxwell's way of dealing with 

part B. Here he rewrites the balance equation for the equilibrium of 

forces, but, this time, in terms of fields. Then he compares it to the 

former equation for the balance of forces where, as I have shown, 

Weber's factor v appeared as a conversion of units. The comparison 

gives: v2 = J.lkI41t, i.e., Weber's factor in terms of k and p. Equating 

this result with the (1865) expression for V, the conclusion is37 : 

pV=v. 

Adding the statement that, in air, !l is "assumed equal to 

unity" (italics in the original) : 

V = v 

My argument for the importance of part B in Maxwell's the

ory is here significantly validated. It is relevant in fact that, in the 

theoretical part of his 1868 memoir, he presents38 his deduction as 

being by itself a proof for the electromagnetic theory of light: 

The statement of the electromagnetic theory of light in my former paper [Maxwell 
refers to his 1865 "Dynamical Theory ... "] was connected with several other elec
tromagnetic investigations, and was therefore not easily understood when taken by 
itself. I propose, therefore, to state it in what I think the simplest form, deducing it 
from admitted facts, and showing the connection between the experiments already 
described [Maxwell refers to his measure of Weber's factor] and those which deter
mine the velocity of light. 

Notice that Maxwell ranks his proof to no less than a deduc

tion "from admitted facts", a homage to Newton's unperishable pro-
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nouncement. 

In comparison with his 1865 approach, this 1868 procedure 

presents the advantage of avoiding the derivation of Coulomb's law 

in its second form from elastic argument. The assimilation of 

Weber's factor to a ratio between electrostatic and electromagnetic 

forces brings into Maxwell's theory features that are similar to 

Weber's theory.39 However, ambiguous metrological considerations 

are still present in assuming J1 = 1, in air and in every system. 

One can argue that for these reasons Maxwell abandoned his 

1868 approach in A Treatise, in favour of a method founded on a 

complete theory of the absolute systems and a theory of dimensions 

of electric and magnetic units. 

3.7 Maxwell's Final Achievement: Metrology and Theory of Dimen

sion in A Treatise 

In his Treatise40 Maxwell modified his method of proving for the 

equality between the ratio of units and the velocity of the electro

magnetic waves (and of light). 

The first volume of Maxwell's great work begins with an intro

ductory chapter41 about the definitions of quantities and of a system 

of units, although limited at this point solely to mechanical units: 

Every expression of a Quantity consists of two factors or components. One of these 
is the name of a certain known quantity of the same kind as the quantity to be expressed, 
which is taken as a standard of reference. The other component is the number of times the 
standard is to be taken in order to make up the required quantities.The standard quantity is 
technically called the unit, and the number is called the numerical value of the quantity. 

In the following passage the principle of the invariance of 

physical laws with any change of units and the principle of dimen-
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sional homogeneity are clearly stated:42 

In framing a mathematical system we suppose the fundamental units of 
length, time, and mass to be given, and deduce all the derivative units from these 
by the simplest attainable definitions. The formulae at which we arrive must be 
such that a person of any nation, by substituting for the different symbols the 
numerical values of the quantities as measured by his own national units, would 
arrive at a true result. Hence, in all scientific studies it is of the greatest importance 
to employ units belonging to a properly defined system, ... This is most conve
niently done by ascertaining the dimensions of every unit in terms of the three fun
damental units ... A knowledge of the dimensions of units furnishes a test which 
ought to be applied to the equations resulting from any lengthened investigation. 
The dimensions of every term of such an equation, with respect to each of the three 
fundamental units, must be the same (italics are mine). 

The electrostatic (es) and the electromagnetic (em) systems are 

regarded as the only systems of any scientific value.43 

Coulomb's laws for quantities of electricity and for the strength 

of magnetic pole (i.e.,Coulomb's magnetic law), 44 are here the main 

foundational laws for the two absolute systems. Coulomb's magnet

ic law is then to be related to the law of interaction between current 

carrying wires in order to derive em units for currents in the em sys

tem. This relation is here obtained by Maxwell through an original 

field theory of the mutual potential of two closed circuits.45 The 

deduction of the dimensions of current intensity in the em system 

seems to be a crucial point for Maxwell. He affirms that his em sys

tem of units corresponds to that used by Weber.46 

In Chapter ten of Part four, "Dimensions of Electric Units", 

Maxwell presented a theory of the dimensional relations among the 

units of two absolute systems "the electrostatic and the electromag

netic system ... the only systems of any scientific value".47 

In an effort at generalisation, Maxwell decided "to begin by 

stating those relations between the different units which are common 

to both systems". He listed the following products that have48 always 
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(i.e. in both systems) the dimension of energy: 

quantity of electricity x electric potential; 

quantity of free magnetism x magnetic potential; 

electrokinetic momentum x electric current. 

Other products have the dimensions of energy density. Another gen

eral property49 is manifested in a symmetric arrangement of quanti

ties in two lines, in such an order that: 

the quantities in the first line are derived from e [the electric charge] by the same 
operations as the corresponding quantities in the second line are derived from m 
[the magnetic charge]. All the relations given above are true whatever system of 
units we adopt. 

The emphasis on the invariance in both systems of certain 

operations with dimensions are meant to prepare the ground for 

Maxwell's new approach to the problem of the ratio of units. In fact, 

this in variance is put immediatly to use in order to deduce the dimen

sions of the electric charge in the em system, by combining the above 

dimensional relations validfor both systems with a dimensional rela

tion for the magnetic force valid only in the em system. Maxwell also 

presented a "Table of Dimensions" of the electromagnetic quanti

ties50 deduced from the above dimensional relations: 

Table of Dimensions 

Dimension in Dimension in 
Symbol Electrostatic System Electromagnetic Syst 

Quantity of electro e [[L1I2 M I12T-I) [LI12 M 112] 

etc. 

This table is followed by a table of the dimensions of the ratios 

of quantities5l which "are in certain cases of scientific importance". 
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Symbol Electrostatic Syst. Electromagnetic Syst. 

...... . ..... . ..... . ...... 
DIE = specific 

inductive capacity K [0] [T21L2] 

of dielectric 

B/H = magnetic 

inductive capacity 11 [T21L2] [0] 

ElC = resistance of 

a conductor R [TIL] [Lff] 

From the first table: 

a) The ratio between the electrostatic unit and the electromag

netic unit for quantity of electricity has the dimension of a velocity. 

From the second table: 

b) The "specific inductive capacity of a dielectric K" (related 

to the former k by:K = 11k ), has null dimension in the electrostatic 

system and is assumed equal to one. It has the inverse-square-of

velocity dimension, in the electromagnetic system and is therefore 

represented by lIv 2. 

c) The "magnetic inductive capacity" p has a property52 recip

rocal to that ofk , and is therefore represented by I1v2 in the electro

static system. 

Notice that in the above statements what Maxwell actually 

proved was that [KJ= I1[v2 J and that [pJ = lI[v2 J (as above [] are 

symbols for a dimensional relation). 

From the following passage one can reasonably argue that he 

distinguished between a dimensional (and numerical) equality and a 

physical equality: 
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If the units of length, mass, and time are the same in the two systems, the 
number of electrostatic units of electricity contained in one electromagnetic unit is 
numerically equal to a certain velocity, the absolute value of which does not 
depend on the magnitude of the fundamental units employed. This velocity is an 

important physical quantity, which we shall denote by the symbol v.53 

This distinction is confirmed in Chapter XIX, "Comparison of 

the Electrostatic with the Electromagnetic Units", which opens with 

Paragraph 768, "Determination of the Number of Electrostatic Units 

of Electricity in one Electromagnetic Unit". In this paragraph 

Maxwell stated: 

It appears from the table of dimensions, Art. 628, that the number of electrostatic 
units of electricity in one electromagnetic unit varies inversely as the magnitude of 
the unit of length, and directly as the magnitude of the unit of the time we adopt. 
If therefore we determine a velocity which is represented numericaIly by this num
ber, then, even if we adopt new units of length and time, the number representing 
this velocity will still be the number of electrostatic units of electricity in one elec
tromagnetic unit, according to the new system of measurement. 
This velocity, therefore, which indicates the relation between electrostatic and 
electromagnetic phenomena, is a natural quantity of definite magnitude, and the 
measurement of this quantity is one of the most important researches in electrici
ty.54 

Notice that what Maxwell stressed in the initial passages was 

only the dimensional equality between v and a ratio of units: 

length/time. This equality has the property that the measure of v cor

rectly scales with the change of units: "the absolute magnitude" of 

this quantity is independent from the choice of units. 

However, this is just a necessary but not a sufficient condition 

for the identification of v with the physical quantity "velocity ", "a 

natural quantity of definite magnitude. In fact, Maxwell's next 

demonstration aims "to shew that the quantity is really a velocity 

"(my italics). Because of the importance of this part of Maxwell's 
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theory, I report the demonstration 55 in its entirety. 

To shew that the quantity we are in search of is really a velocity, we may 
observe that in the case of two parallel currents the attraction experienced by a 
length a of one of them is, by Art. 686: 

F = 2 CC'aIb, 
where C, C' are the numerical values of the currents in electromagnetic measures, 
and b the distance between them. If we make b = 2a, then F = CC' . 
Now the quantity transmitted by the current C in the time t is Ct in electromagnet
ic measure, or nCt in electrostatic measure, if n is the number of electrostatic units 
in one electromagnetic ~nit. 
Let two small conductors be charged with the quantities of electricity transmitted 
by the two currents in the time t, and placed at a distance r from each other. The 
repulsion between them will be 

Let the distance r be so chosen that this repulsion is equal to the attraction of the 
currents, then 

Hence 

or the distance r must increase with the time t at the rate n. Hence n is a velocity, 
the absolute magnitude of which is the same, whatever units we assume (my ital
ics). 

Maxwell's conceptual experiment can be summarised in the 

following way: if, at time t, two small conductors are crossed by cur

rents C = q/t and C' = q'/t' respectively, the electrostatic repulsion 

between tha charges q, q' can be balanced by the Amperian attraction 

between currents only if they are reciprocally removed at a velocity 

n: the ratio of units n is "really a velocity". 

In the following Paragraph 769, Maxwell presented a different 

argument in order "to obtain a physical conception of this velocity". 

Two plane surfaces charged with an electrostatic surface densi

ty sigma and sigma' respectively, moving in their own plane with a 
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parallel and concord velocity v and v' respectively, are taken to be 

equivalent to two electric current sheets.56 The density of current 

through unit breadth of the surface is: sv (in es measure), lIn sv (in 
(j (j 

em units). 

The electrostatic repulsion between the two electrified surfaces is 21tss' for 
every unit of area of the opposed surfaces. 
The electromagnetic attraction between tha two current-sheets is, by Art. 653, 21t 
uu' for every unit of area, u and u' being the surface-densities of the currents in 
electromagnetic measure. 

But U= 1 av, and u' = la'v', so that the attraction is 21taa' VV2' n n n 

The ratio of the attraction to the repulsion is equal to that of vv' to n. Hence, since 
the attraction and the repulsion are quantities of the same kind, n must be a quan
tity of the same kind as v, that is a velocity. If we now suppose the velocity of each 
of the moving planes to be equal to n, the attraction will be equal to the repulsion, 
and there will be no mechanical action between them. Hence we may define the 
ratio of the electric units to be a velocity, such that two electrified surfaces, mov
ing in the same direction with this velocity, have no mutual action. Since this 
velocity is about 300000 kilometers per second, it is impossible to make the exper

iment above described (italics are mine).57 

In sum, v is physically a velocity, because an experiment is 

conceivable implying an operation "such that two electrified sur

faces, moving in the same direction with this velocity, have no mutu

al action". 

In the subsequent Article, Maxwell presented a "real" experi

ment intended to test the hypothesis in the former conceptual exper

iment that a moving charged sheet behaves like an electric current.58 

I argue that, in consequence of the two conceptual experiments 

above, Maxwell believed he was justified to write: 

[vi = v, 
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i.e. that the proof was reached that the units ratio represented 

physically, not just dimensionally, a velocity. 59 The transitional prin

ciple above was thus duly demonstrated. 

However, the velocity appearing in both the above conceptual 

experiments is a convection velocity, i.e., a relative velocity in the 

motion of charged macroscopic bodies, not the propagation velocity 

of waves deduced from Maxwell's equations. This is a flaw in 

Maxwell's metrology which justified the criticism by the opponents 

of his theory;60 

In consequence of the above premises, in Chapter XX, entitled 

"Electromagnetic Theory of Light",61 Maxwell's task of connecting 

via the ether constants the ratio of units with Maxwell's wave veloc

ity V was simplified and reduced to purely formal passages62; 

1) From the D' Alembert equations of the fields, Maxwell 

deduced the equation which connects the propagation velocity V to 

the ethereal constants (sometime~ named Maxwell's equation): 

V = 'J kip . 

2) Starting from this equation, it is proved that in both Sys-

terns: V=v 

In Maxwell's words: 

If the medium is air, and if we adopt the electrostatic system of measurement, K = 

1 and II = 11 y2 , so that V =y, or the velocity of propagation is numerically equal 
to the number of electrostatic units of electricity in one electromagnetic unit. If we 

adopt the electromagnetic system, K = 11 y2 and II = 1, so that the equation V = y 
is still true. 

In the following pages of the same Chapter, Maxwell presented 

a short list of the experiments (including his 1868 experiment)63 to 

measure v in the form of a ratio of units. 

The following table shows that the experiment confirmed the 
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numerical equality between the ratio measured by Maxwell and 

Thomson and the most commonly accepted value of the velocity of 

light: 

Velocity of light Ratio of electric units 
(metres per second) (metres per second) 

Fizeau 314000000 Weber ........ 310 740 000 

Aberration,&c.,and Sun's Parallax Maxwell ....... 288 000 000 

308000 000 

Foucault 293360000 Thomson ....... 282 000 000 

The remarkable numerical difference between Maxwell's and 

Thomson's V and Weber's c was justified on account of systematic 

errors in Weber and Kohlraush's instrumentation. 

Maxwell commented: 

It is to be hoped that, by further experiments, the relation between the mag
nitudes of the two quantities may be more accurately determined. 

In the mean time our theory, which asserts that these two quantities are 
equal, and assigns a physical reason for this equality, is certainly not contradicted 
by the comparison of these results such as they are.64 

In support of his conclusions, Maxwell gives special emphasis 

to the point that the speed of light was measured through experi

ments that are totally independent from those related to the ratio of 

units. "Hence the agreement or disagreement of the values of V and 

v furnishes a test of the electromagnetic theory of light".65 
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3.B. Comments 

What was common to Weber and Maxwell and to a large majority of 

the middle of the century physicists, was a program for measure

ments of electrical quantities, which was carried on with laborious 

and meticulous concern and sometimes with exaggerated accuracy.66 

This program was also encouraged by a policy of national rivalries 

on technical projects for telegraphic and cable transmission.67 

This program produced important developments in the meth

ods and conception of physics in general. 

Maxwell did not include as parts of his field theory Weber's 

electrodynamics and the convective conception of conduction cur

rent. He then made recourse to dimensional considerations limited to 

his two systems and to Weber-type arguments in order to prove that 

the ratio v was equal to a physical velocity. In fact, he had first to 

prove that v was physically not just dimensionally a velocity before 

giving significance to its approximated numerical equality with the 

velocity of light. 

For this proof, he assumed as a basic assumption for his dimen

sional approach that his two systems were the only truly scientific 

systems of Electromagnetism. Maxwell's assumption soon prompted 

criticism among many German electrical physicists in the last quar

ter of the century.68 Moreover, his theory of the equality between v 

and the velocity of light V was considered with scepticism by Row

land69 and repeatedly opposed by William Thomson.7o 

In contrast with this criticism of the dimensional approach to V, 

Maxwell's homogeneity theorems inspired important lines of 

research. Between 1900 and 1905, Lord Raleigh successfully 

applied7! dimensional analysis to problems of mechanics, heat 
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transfer, optics and electromagnetism. In 1914, E. Buckingham gen

eralised72 Maxwell's theorem of products with fixed dimensions ( cf. 

above, in A Treatise) in the so-called "II theorem", and founded a 

theory of physically similar systems, through which dimensional 

analysis became a useful tool in modern theories of physical simili

tude and of physical models. 

Historically, the homogeneity principle represented a mathe

matical structure which afforded the symbolisation of physics's laws 

in a form richer than that presented in the former mere numerical and 

proportionality relations.73 In fact, due to the homogeneity principle, 

symbols in the equations represented a number of units. 

Elsewhere I have underlined74 the interconnection between 

theory, measures and instrumental operations which issued from this 

new form of representing the physical laws. Quantitative predictions 

were among its most important consequences.75 Once more, this 

function of finding unitary aspects in otherwise different concep

tions, and, thus, of pursuing the evolution of theories, was trustedto 

a technical factor. 

Weber's mathematics operated mainly through algebraic pas

sages with a few total-differential equations, thus allowing a more 

direct connection between the quantities in the equations and the 

numerical results provided by his instruments. Although Weber's 

elements of current and electric "masses" are not observable quanti

ties, their easily integrated counterparts, currents in wires and the 

corresponding reciprocal forces, are directly testable quantities. 

Maxwell is a different case. His theory was predominantly 

expressed by partial-differential equations, i. e., through space-and

time variations of the electric and magnetic quantities whose only 

observables are represented by their integrated solutions. The pre-
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dominance in his theory of this differential form of equations has the 

effect of locating theoretical entities at a higher theoretical level with 

respect to observables and of pushing these observables a step fur

ther from theory, i.e., from the representative theoretical quantities.?6 

This can be seen, for example, in his above mentioned method for 

proving v = V, in his Note on the Electromagnetic Theory of Light 

and in his mode of deducing Ampere's law in his Treatise.?7 

These features confer to Maxwell's approach a further degree 

of freedom (so to speak) with respect to the level of observables, 

increasing the theory's fecundity and predictive power. As regards 

the problem of a modem understanding of the relationship between 

Maxwell's and Weber's velocity, I have shownin an earlier study 

that, in their historical context, the two velocities are numerically 

and physically different.?8 

A different problem is the modem understanding of Maxwell's 

statement of the equality between his ratio of unit and his velocity of 

light V. Modem views on this Maxwellian equality are various. I 

quote two views which present contrasting positions. 

Arnold Sommerfeld79 believed that the introduction of three 

fundamental independent mechanical units in a phenomenal area 

outside mechanics represented a forced limitation of the convention

ally free choice of fundamental units and that it was inspired by 

mechanical preconceptions. Referring to a paradoxical example 

originally invented by J. Wallot, Sommerfeld proved that even in 

mechanics, by over determining the system of equations for the def

inition of units, it was possible to deduce a Maxwellian ratio between 

different units of mass, a ratio dimensionally equal to a velocity; but 

this ratio was evidently void of any physical significance! Thus, in 

Sommerfeld's view, Maxwell's discovery of the equality was a mere 
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chance result, deprived of any basic physical significance. 

In contrast with this view, Wolfgang K. H. Panofsky and Melba 

Phillips illustrate80 the fact that (pace Weber) the number of funda

mental independent units and independent dimensions is arbitrary 

even in classical mechanics, and the specific choice of three units is 

only suggested by convenience. In the three-unit system, the fact that 

a constant c, the velocity of light in a vacuum, appears as a funda

mental constant of the theory81 is taken by Panofsky and Phillips as 

an indication that physical laws "scale" correctly over arbitrary mag

nitudes only if ratio of length and time are held constant. The authors 

conclude that "in this property em theory exhibits a feature which 

special relativity extends to all laws of physics". 82 

Maxwell's approach to the velocity of light through the ratio of 

two absolute units, proved thus to be fruitful for Einstein's theory of 

special relativity. 

Panofsky and Phillips also prove that, in the so-called mks sys

tem, the charge densities P esu and current densities J emu obey the 

relation: 

J emu = P esu U / c, c velocity of light. 83 

It is worth remarking that if P esu U = J esU' Maxwell's state

ment of the equality between a ratio of em and es units for current 

intensity and the velocity of light is confirmed. 

However, it should be said that Maxwell never accepted the 

microscopic convective conception of the conduction current84 as 

expressed in the relation: P esu U = J esu' Consequently, he could not 

perform the passage necessary to reach the relation presented by 

Panofsky and Phillips. As I argued above, this is the reason why he 

resorted to the dimensional approach and to Weber-type conceptual 
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experiments. 

As Buchwald has shown in great detail in his book,85 Maxwell 

could not insert in his theory a microscopic convective conception of 

current, i.e., the conception that a current consists of microscopic 

charges in motion in a wire.86 This conception is manifested87 in 

Weber's equation: i = evlds 

The similar expression adopted by Maxwell in the above 

expression, U = ]In(J'V , concerned the motion of macroscopic 

charges and represented a conceptual experiment of the Rowland

type, the magnetic effects produced by the motion of a macroscopic 

charge. 

In my view, considered in historical perspective, Weber's and 

Maxwell's attempts to introduce into electricity the Newtonian 

scheme of space as a stage for bodies moving in time under the 

action of a force, and the implicit separation of space from time pro

duced the unexpected and contrasting result of a space-time connec

tion through a constant velocity. It thus proved the fallacy of classi

cal mechanics as a general scheme for the physical world. This fal

lacy was common to both Weber's and Maxwell's theories in spite of 

the fact of their difference in their characterising this stage either as 

an empty space or an ether. 

The discovery of c, besides being of fundamental importance 

for a fundamental law of electrodynamics, was interpreted by Weber 

as having a metrological role in new formulations of the mechanical 

units of space and time and of mechanics itself. Weber interpreted 

the above discovery as indicating a new connection between spacial 

and temporal units, which allowed a reduction from three to two of 

the fundamental mechanical quantities and units. 

In the context of Maxwell's science, the presence of a velocity 
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numerically equal to Weber's ratio but physically different from it, 

was interpreted as indicating a propagation velocity of em waves in 

ether. The Maxwellian interpretation was conditioned by a limitation 

in the conventionally free choice of absolute systems, somehow par

tially depriving the meaning of c of Weber's more fundamental 

metrological significance. Though less direct than Weber's, 

Maxwell's approach had the enormous historical merit of introduc

ing into physics the electromagneitic theory of light. 

In his theory of special relativity, it was Einstein who partial

ly reconciled Weber's and Maxwell's approaches, by assuming that 

Maxwell's constant velocity of light in a vacuum was a fundamental 

invariant constituent of his theory, which played an important part in 

describing the mechanical and electrical phenomena involved in the 

transformation of space-time and of electromagnetic quantities88 

between two reference frames in relative motion. 

After purifying both theories of their primitive mechanical and 

limited metrological features, Einstein thus unified both Weber's 

metrical and Maxwell's optical interpretations. 



CHAPTER 4 

PROBLEMS OF THEORETICAL PHYSICS IN THE SECOND 

HALF OF NINETEENTH CENTURY 

4. 1. A Consideration of Maxwell s Innovative Ideas on Physical The

ories 

Many traditional histories fail to point out that J. C. Maxwell (1831-

1879) was innovative not only in his new field theory of electricity and 

magnetism, but also in his idea of a physical theory. I 

In his analogical view of theory, Maxwell thought that the 

search for analogies between mathematical laws in a known area of 

physics and unknown physical laws was a source of "physical con

ceptions" because mathematics was therein presented to the mind in 

an "embodied" form. One-of the most fecund of these analogies was 

William Thomson's parallelism between the Laplacian operator of 

temperature in heat propagation and the Laplacian operator of elec

tric field in electrostatics: both operators are equal to zero. Since tem

perature is a field quantity, this analogy suggested to him a field the

ory of electrostatics. Another example is Maxwell's analogy between 

an elastic fluid in vortex motion and the electromagnetic field in a 

vacuum. In this case, hydrodynamic equations for vortex motion fur

nished a model for Maxwell's celebrated equations. 

As to Maxwell's views on the methods of mathematical 

physics, he warned against the danger that "analytical subtleties" might 

"draw aside the mind from the subject" and that "mere symbols do not 

readily adapt themselves to the phenomena to be explained". Not that 

77 
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he discouraged the use of mathematics in physics, but he proposed a 

new relation between mathematical and physical conceptions.2 Analo

gies presented the mathematical laws of phenomena in "an embodied 

form", a form that he labelled as "embodied mathematics": 

In this outline of Faraday'S ideas, as they appear from a mathematical point of view 
... my aim has been to present the mathematical ideas to the mind in an embodied 
form, as systems of lines or surfaces, and not as mere symbols, which neither con
vey the same ideas nor readily adapt themselves to the phenomenon to be 

explained.3 

According to Maxwell, analogies were of various types. Some 

suggested "temporary theories", i.e., provisional theories which he 

found very useful while awaiting a "final true theory". He insisted that 

the scientist could temporarily use "physical analogies" as a helpful 

method which would suggest provisional ("temporary") theories: 

The chief merit of a temporary theory is that it shall guide experiments, without 

impeding the progress of a true theory when it appears. 4 

Notice that Maxwell still believed in the final arrival of a true 

theory. In contrast to the presumed uniqueness of the latter, he con

ceded that there could be multiple provisional theories in as much as 

they were ways of looking at a subject: 

it is a good thing to have two ways of looking at a subject, and to admit that there are 

two ways of looking at it.S 

Thus, in the context of his analogical conception of theories, 

Maxwell presented his initial view of theoretical pluralism.6 He com

posed his main opus, A Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism, in com

pliance with the above view. Pluralism was the reason for his caution 

about a theory confirmed by an experiment. Conversely, he could con

sider an experiment valid independently from its relation to a given 
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theory. This explains why, in his Treatise, Maxwell referred to Weber's 

experiments as perfectly compatible with his own theory, in spite of the 

fact that Weber considered them favourable to an action-at-distance 

theory. Evidently, Maxwell thought that the same experiment might 

support many provisional theories. This point was underlined by Lud

wig Boltzmann'? 

Looked at from the bottom up, theoretical pluralism implied 

that phenomena do not unambiguously determine a physical theory; let 

us call this aspect: the underdeterminateness of the empirical basis (In 

the following: UDT). Theoretical pluralism and UDT represented 

important stages for the future development of a theoretical physics. 

In fact, Maxwell's UDT concept was echoed by Hertz and 

Boltzmann but not by Helmholtz, although Helmholtz was the first to 

introduce a Maxwell-like theory of electrodynamics in Gennany. Let 

us notice in passing that Maxwell's analogical view of theories repre

sented a counter trend to the methods of mathematical physics main

ly to the French methods and an initial foundation for the methods of 

a "dynamical" theory. 

The upsetting novelty of Maxwell's method did not escape 

Poincare's attention, and he wanted to warn his French colleagues that 

they would not find in Maxwell's magnum opus what they expected: 

"un ensemble theorique logique et precis". 

Quite on the contrary: 

.. Ie savant anglais ne cherche pas a construire un edifice unique, definif et bien 
ordonne, il semble plutot qu'il eleve un grand nombre de constructions provisoires 
et independants, entre lesquelles les communications sont diffic;i1es et quelquefois 

impossibles.8 

In his Treatise,9 Maxwell adopted Lagrange's equations in 
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order "to bring electrical phenomena within the province of dynam

ics".lO In order to deduce his equations of the electromagnetic field, he 

applied Lagrenge's method and its extension in the investigation of 

Thomson and Tait to the exploration of the space around an electro

magnetic system. 

As is known, Lagrange introduced generalised co-ordinates in 

place of the traditional parameters of motion of the Newtonian-Lapla

cian mechanics. Instead of using quantities representing positions, 

constraint-forces, velocities, etc., of the particles, in Lagrange's 

method the motion of the various parts of a system is described "[by] 

eliminating these quantities from the final equations". This allowed 

him "to avoid the explicit consideration of the motion of any part of 

the system, except the co-ordinates or variables on which the motion 

of the whole depends" .11 

If it is true that, in Lagrange's method, energies must be 

expressed in terms of some set of generalised co-ordinates and veloci

ties, these quantities, however, need not directly represent an actual 

mechanical state. Maxwell selected appropriate expressions for the 

field-energy densities, choosing to represent as kinetic and potential 

the energies of the magnetic and electric fields respectively. 12 Thus it 

is appropriate to speak of Maxwell's dynamical approach (henceforth 

DA) to his electromagnetic-field theory. According to Maxwell, to be 

"dynamical", a theory needed only provide expressions for the kinetic 

and potential energies for the system but the co-ordinates and veloci

ties of its component parts did not need directly represent an actual 

mechanical state. 13 He affirmed that in his approach to the electro

magnetic-field theory his aim was to cultivate his dynamical ideas, 

and, for this theory he used the terms "dynamical theory" and consid

ered his equations as a special case of "equations of motion of a con-
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nected system" .14 

After his first attempt to form a theory of the actual motions and 

stresses in an elasto-electric ether in his 1860-61 paper "On Physical 

Lines of Force", it was through his DA that Maxwell achieved his 

great success in his theory of the electromagnetic field. I5 

This is clearly stated in one of the most important chapters of 

his Treatise: 

What I propose now to do is to examine the consequences of the assumption 
that the phenomena of the electric current are those of a moving system, the motion 
being communicated from one part of the system to another by forces, the nature and 
laws of which we do not yet even attempt to define, because we can eliminate these 
forces from the equations of motion by the method given by Lagrange for any con
nected system. 

In the next five chapters of this treatise I propose to deduce the main struc
ture of the theory of electricity from a dynamical hypothesis of this kind, instead of 
following the path which has led Weber and other investigators to many remarkable 
discoveries and experiments, and to conceptions, some of which are as beautiful as they are
bold [italics are minel. 16 

That his DA allows the theory to neglect the inner mechanism 

of the motions which generate the electromagnetic field is clearly stat

ed in the following passage: 

In this outline of the fundamental principles of the dynamics of a connected system, 
we have kept out of view the mechanism by which the parts of the system are con
nected. We have not even written down a set of equations to indicate how the motion 
of any part of the system depends on the variation of the variables. We have confined 
our attention to the variables, their velocities and momenta, and the forces which act 
on the I pieces representing the variables. Our only assumptions are that the connec
tions of the system are such that the time is not explicitly contained in the equations 
of condition, and that the principle of the conservation of energy is applicableto the 
system. I? 

In chapter IX of his Treatise, "General equations of the electromag

netic field", the DA is defined as the method which identifies an elec

tromagnetic system with a Dynamical System: 
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In our theoretical discussion of electrodynamics we began by assuming that a system 
of circuits carrying electric currents is a dynamical system, in which the currents may. 
be regarded as velocities, and in which the coordinates corresponding to these veloc
ities do not themselves appear in the equations. It follows from this that the kinetic 
energy of the system, in so far as it depends on the currents, is a homogeneous qua
dratic function of the currents, in which the coefficients depend only on the form and 
relative position of the circuits. Assuming these coefficients to be known, by exper
iment or otherwise, we deduced, by purely dynamical reasoning, the laws of the 
induction of currents, and of electromagnetic attraction. In this investigation we 
introduced the conceptions of the electrokinetic energy of a system of currents, of the 

electromagnetic momentum of a circuit, and of the mutual potential of two circuits. I 8 

It is worth remarking that Maxwell's DA was not compatible 

with a conception of the particulate nature of electricity. As Jed Buch

wald has shown in detail in his book, 19 Maxwell could not find a place 

in his theory for a microscopic convective conception of the conduc

tion current, i.e., the idea that this current consists of microscopic 

charges in motion in a wire.2o 

It was through his special usage of Lagrange's equation that 

Maxwell evaded the burning difficulties of having to describe in detail 

the motions of ether and of the electric particles, even though he suc

ceeded in establishing a quasi-mechanical theory of electromagnetism. 

Although one must acknowledge that Maxwell explicitly con

sidered himself a follower of the atomic constitution of bodies,21 one 

must also take into account that in many passages he manifested his 

conviction that the statistical approach to gas theory was a method con

genial to his idea of a dynamical theory.22 

In order to support this thesis I will refer here to a few passages 

in Maxwell's kinetic papers. In his 1873 "On the Dynamical Evidence 

of the Molecular Constitution of Bodies", he returned to his preferred 

method, "the dynamical explanation of phenomena": 

.. , when a physical phenomenon can be completely described as a change in the con-
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figuration and motion of a material system, the dynamical explanation of that phe
nomenon is said to be complete. We cannot conceive any further explanation to be 
either necessary, desirable, or possible, for as soon as we know what is meant by the 
words configuration, motion, mass, and force, we see that the ideas which they rep
resent are so elementary that they cannot be explained by means of anything else 

[italics are mine].23 

Notice that, in the above passage, Maxwell considered that "the 

dynamical explanation" was complete in itself because he did not con

sider any further explanation of the mechanical-atomistic type either 

possible or desirable. 

In an essay entitled "Atom",24 he justified his criticism of any 

explanation of this type through the difficulty of explaining by the 

"small hard body" the variety of spectroscopic lines in gases: 

The small hard body imagined by Lucretius and adopted by Newton, was 
invented for the express purpose of accounting for the pennanence of the properties 
of bodies. But it fails to account for the vibrations of a molecule as revealed by the 
spectroscope.25 [italics are mine]. 

In the continuation of the passage, Maxwell expressed his 

agreement with Helmholtz's theory of the "vortex ring", and with 

Thomson's related model of a vortex atom, "imagined as the true form 

of atom by Thomson [which] satisfies more of the conditions than any 

atom hitherto imagined".26 

In his 1870 address to the mathematical and physics Sections of 

the British Association,27 after citing Thomson's theory as the one 

which "seeks the properties of molecules in the ring-vortices of a uni

form, frictionless, incompressible fluid", he added: 

If a theory of this kind should be found, after conquering the enonnous math
ematical difficulties of the subject, to represent in any degree the actual properties of 
matter, it will stand in a very different scientific position from those theories of mol
ecular action which are formed by investing the molecule with an arbitrary system of 
central forces invented expressly to account for the observed phenomena .... even in 
the present undeveloped state of the theory, the contemplation of the individuality 
and indestructibility of a ring-vortex in a perfect fluid cannot fail to disturb the com-
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monly received opinion that a molecule, in order to be permanent, must be a very 

hard body 28 (my italics). 

I argue that Maxwell's choice of Thomson's vortex theory was 

motivated by the same ideas expressed in his DA, a view supported by 

the following passage from the above 1870 address: 

.. the greatest recommendation of this theory {Thomson's theory} from a 
philosophical point of view, is that its success in explaining phenomena does not 
depend on the ingenuity with which it contrives "save appearances", by introducing 
first one hypothetical force and then another. When the vortex atom is once set in 
motion, all its properties are absolutely fixed and determined by the laws of motion 

of the primitive fluid, which are fully expressed in the fundamental equations.29 

The fact that the vortex atom avoided intermolecular forces was 

for Maxwell another point of merit for the vortex theory, one which 

accrued to its philosophical value. 

In an appendix added on May 1879 to one of his last essays on 

his kinetic theory,30 Maxwell clearly described his method in the fol

lowing passage: 

The method which I have employed throughout is a purely statistical one. It 
considers the mean values of certain functions of the velocities within a given ele
ment of the medium, but it never attempts to trace the motion of a molecule. not even 
as far as to estimate the length of its mean path. Hence all the equations are 
expressed in the form of a differential calculus, in which the phenomena at a certain 
place are connected with the space variations of certain quantities at that place, but 
in which no quantity appears which explicitly involves the conditions of things at 
a finite distance from that place (my italics). 3 I 

In the italicised passage, I want to call attention to Maxwell's 

pretension not to introduce mechanical features in the molecular 

motions, not even the mean path length, and to his emphasis on his 

local approach (implying continuity) to the molecular space. He added 

that in this work he had adopted the same method32 used in his funda

mental paper "Dynamical Theory of Gases" (1867). 
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These ideas received an outstanding confirmation in his 1877 

booklet "Matter and Motion"33. Thereafter Maxwell's criticism of an 

atomistic approach was extended to the whole of micro-physics: "The 

investigation of the mode in which the minute particles of bodies act 

on each other ... " was based on the hypothesis that "the configuration, 

motion, or action of the material systems is of a certain definite kind". 

But, for him, hypotheses of this type led to uncertain results: even if 

their experimental confirmation were possible, it would not represent 

a proof of their correctness, because the possibility could not be 

excluded that this confirmation was also compatible with different 

hypotheses. 

In Maxwell's own words: 

If ... the configuration, motion, or action of the material system is of a certain definite 
kind, and if the results of this hypothesis agree with the phenomena, then, unless we 
can prove that no other hypothesis would account for the phenomena, we must still 
admit the possibility of our hypothesis being a wrong one.34 

In a few words, Maxwell cast a judgement of fundamental 

ambiguity on the method of framing hypotheses about "the configura

tion, motion, or action of the material system", for the reason that 

experiments concerning the proof of hypotheses of this type are not 

crucial. 35 

He founded his DA on the adoption of a different method. It 

did not require him to abandon hypotheses altogether, but in framing 

only those ones which possessed the utmost generality, i. e., those 

related to "the most general properties of material systems". Among 

the hypotheses possessing general properties, one is extremely gener

al: 

... the extremely general [hypothesis] .... is ... that the phenomena to be investigated 
depend on the configuration and motion of a material system ... If our hypothesis is 
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the extremely general one that the phenomena to be investigated depend on the 
configuration and motion of a material system, then if we are able to deduce any 
available result from such an hypothesis, we may safely apply them to the phenom-

ena before us.36 

Notice that the extremely general hypothesis of the passage 

above coincides with the dynamical explanation of a passage (above 

quoted) from his 1873 paper "On the Dynamical Evidence of the Mol

ecular Constitution of Bodies", one of his main papers on his "Molec

ular Science", his peculiar form of micro-physics. 

In contrast with Maxwell's above difficulty with the conception 

of atoms and molecules as "small hard bodies", one can also find many 

quotations which manifest his belief in the molecular constitution of 

bodies. I suggest that the contrast is only an apparent one because 

Maxwell did not deny the molecular constitutiori of bodies, but that he 

excluded the atomistic approach to theory as a reliable study of such 

constitution. He favoured instead his DA and the related statistical 

approach.37 The point is that, whereas on the ontological level he was 

a believer in the atomistic constitution of bodies, on the matter of 

method he discredited an atomistic approach for the above mentioned 

reasons. 

This remark leads us to reflect in passim on the role that 

Maxwell attributed to the relation between his statistical laws and 

mechanics. It has been rightly remarked that he highlighted a disjunc

tion between the laws of mechanics and the second law of thermody

namics.38 The second law of thermodynamics is a statistical law which 

applies to systems of molecules, not to the fluctuations of individual 

molecules. He interpreted the statistical method on the phenomeno

logical level by denying that probability can be interpreted as uncer

tainty of conditions. Thus he contrasted the efficaciousness of his sta-
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tistical approach with the failure of a mechanistic reductionistic 

approach to gas theory. Consequently, it can be argued that Maxwell's 

famous demon was intended as a demonstration that a mechanical 

reductionistic approach to gas theory led to the paradox of denying the 

second thermodynamic law. As a higher order justification for this fail

ure he contended that Newton's celebrated second approach to the test

ing of the force-acceleration law can apply also to microphysics.39 

4.2. Helmholtz's Secularisation of Kant's A-Priori 

The works of Hermann von Helmholtz (1821-1894) represent a pivotal 

point in the development of both theoretical physics and its related 

epistemology at the end of the last century.40 

As is known, he devoted a remarkable part of his work to an 

analysis of the Kantian problem of the a priori in physics. Kant did not 

influence Helmholtz through the mediation of the romantic philoso

phy of Shelling and Schopenhauer, less then ever through the 

Hegelian Naturphilosophie, which Helmholtz vehemently contested. 

Through Helmholtz's contributions, physics was reborn from 

the bosom of physiology.41 He met Kant right in the middle of his 

physiological research42 and originally contributed to a refinement of 

the role of the a priori in science. His optical research and his theory 

of vision confirm this statement. In the background, Johannes Muller's 

theory of the specific energy of sensory nerves inspired Helmholtz's 

physiological research and his epistemology: 

The stimulation of the optic nerve produces only sensations of light whether that 
stimulation be caused by objective light (vibrations in the ether), by an electrical cur
rent through the eye, by pressure on the eyeball, or by rapid directional changes of 

the eye.43 
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In 1878, starting from the above premises, although admitting that 

external influences do affect our senses, Helmholtz denied that the 

eye, and our senses in general, are passive receptors of a supposedly 

faithful image of the world: 

Inasmuch as the quality of our sensations gives us a report of what is peculiar to the 
external influence by which it is excited, it may count as a symbol of it, but not as 
an image. For from an image one requires some kind of alikeness with the object of 
which it is an image.44 

In the case of vision, the only criterion which allows the sci

entist to somehow relate the subjective "lux" in the eye to the external 

agent "lumen" is the regularity by which concepts, such as lumen, are 

related in a theory, and the various sensations of lux (representations) 

are correspondingly related in the eye. This parallelism of regularities 

(parallelism of laws) holds in general: 

Every law of nature asserts that upon preconditions alike in a certain respect, there 
always follow consequences which are alike in a certain other respect. Since like 
things are indicated in our world of sensations by like signs, an equally regular 
sequence will also correspond in the domain of our sensations to the sequence of like 

effects by law of nature upon like causes.45 

MUller's research on the physiology of vision led Helmholtz's 

interests towards the general epistemological problems of perception 

and to Kant's doctrine of the a priori, which he labelled as "forms of 

intuiting and thinking given prior to all experience". 

Johannes Muller's investigations into the physiology of the senses ... summarised in 
his law of specific energy of sensory nerves has now brought the fullest confirmation 

[of Kant's doctrine]; one can almost say to an unexpected degree.46 

However, according to Helmholtz, this confirmation somehow 

modified Kant's position, by adding a distinction which was foreign to 

Kant. It amounted to the resolution into two specifications ofthe a pri-
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ori forms of intuition: a generalform and a narrower specification. 

According to Helmholtz, what was truly a-priori in every sen

sory perception is a general form devoid of any content, as exempli

fied in the spatial perception of place or in the visual perception of an 

aggregate of coloured surfaces, which always compose our visual 

field. 

Quite differently, the narrower specification concerned the 

various types of spaces described by the axioms of geometry or, in the 

visual perception, its content itself, "the particular colours which 

appear on this or that occasion, their arrangement or sequence". 

In an attempt to better explain how the resolution above oper

ates, he thus exemplified its inhering in the spatial and in the optical 

perceptions: 

Everything our eye sees, is an aggregate of coloured surfaces in the visual field-that 
is our [general] form of intuition. The particular colours which appear on this or that 
occasion their arrangement and sequence this is the result of external influences and 
is not determined by any law of our makeup. 
Similarly, from the fact that space is a form of intuiting, nothing whatever follows 
about the facts expressed by the axioms. If such propositions are taken to be non 
empirical ones, but to belong instead to the necessary form of intuition, then this is 
a further particular [narrower] specification of the general form of space; and those 
grounds which allowed the conclusion that the form of intuition of space is tran
scendental. do not necessarily for that reason already suffice to prove. at the same 

time. that the axioms too are of transcendental origin [italics are mine].47 

For Helmholtz, although the general form of spacial percep

tion is truly a priori, this does not entail that the axioms of a specific 

geometry are also given a-priori. On the contrary, the specification that 

Kant introduced into our spatial intuition ( i.e., its three-dimensional

ly) "limits the form of intuition of space in such a way that it can no 

longer absorb every thinkable concept, if geometry is at all supposed 

to be applicable to the actual world ... ". 
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The axioms of Euclidean geometry represent the intuition's 

narrower specification and thus the three-dimensionality of space rep

resents its empirical specification.48 In short, a form of intuition which 

limits our perception of space to Jts three-dimensional formulation is 

too narrow (too full of a particular content) to represent all possible 

contents of our experience and, as such, cannot be a truly a-priori 

form: 

These fonns must be devoid of content and free to an extent sufficient for adsorbing 

any content whatsoever that can enter the relevant fonn of perception.49 

Applying to the study of perceptions in general his distinction 

of the Kantian a-priori forms in spatial perceptions, Helmholtz found 

that, between the various kinds of sensations, there exist differences in 

the form of two neatly distinguished types: one form concerned sen

sations belonging to different senses, such as sight and sound; he 

called this a difference in the modality (of sensations ). The other form 

distinguished sensations of the same type, and he called it a difference 

in quality . 

The modality form belonged to the general form of intuitions, 

the true Kantian a-priori. For instance, optical modalities are distin

guished from the acoustical ones by their characteristic features. 

One can argue that, in Helmholtz's conception, the known eye's 

lack of distinction between pure and mixed colours could not be con

sidered any more as the eye's imperfection or incapability (as it was 

for Newton) because this lack of distinction was rather the eye's own 

modality, which differentiated vision from other senses, e. g., from 

hearing. 

Distinctions in modalities being inaccessible to linguistic dis

tinctions, such processes were accessible to science only via an oper-
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ational approach. In this approach to the study of perceptions, as dis

tinguished from a merely linguistic approach, Helmholtz opened a 

new field of inquiry which still bears fruit in modem 

research. 

Helmholtz considered his contribution, the result of his own 

physiological investigations, an important advance on Kant because 

"the processes related to the modality features of perceptions had to 

remain still unformulable in words, and unknown and inaccessible to 

philosophy, as long as [Kant] investigated only cognitions finding 

their expression in language".50 

He was aware that he had advanced Kant on his own ground: 

"here Kant was not critical enough in his critique".51 

The distinction between differences in modality and quality 

represented Helmholtz's undeniable merit. We are here presented with 

the remarkable historical case of a philosophical advance achieved 

through a technical approach to the problem of perceptions. 

In his rectorial address at the Berlin University, The Facts in 

Perception, Helmholtz explicitly stated that the same philosophical 

problem was common to science and philosophy, although the two dis

ciplines encountered it proceeding from two opposite directions: 

What is true in our intuition and thought? In what sense do our representations cor
respond to actuality? Philosophy and natural science encounter this problem from 

two opposite sides, it is a task common to both. 52 

He concluded that his views were fully· in accordance with 

Goethe's position: 

I consider it a propitious sign that Goethe, both here and in other matters, finds him
self with me on the same path .. His theory of colour can be considered an attempt to 
save the immediate truth of sensory impressions from attacks by science[(italics are 
mine].53 
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At the close of his aectorial Address, he emphasised that his 

favourite approach had no less than Goethe and Kirchhoff as its sup

porters. He agreed with the poet that one should simply demand from 

science that "it should be only an artistic arrangement of the facts and 

form no abstract concepts going beyond this". He deviated from 

Goethe's charge that concepts obscure facts, limiting this charge to 

those abstract concepts which do not possess a corresponding percep

tion: 

Concerning the accuse of obscuring, it takes place when we deal with abstract con
cepts and we don't understand their factual significance, that is, we don't clearly 
realise what new observable relation between phenomena those concepts express, 
i.e., which law derives from them. 

He also confirmed Kirchhoff's statement that "the task of the 

most abstract amongst the natural sciences, namely mechanics [is] to 

describe completely and in the simplest manner the motions occurring 

in nature". 54 

In his research he always studied the correlation between the 

presumed extemalagent and the observable effects on our sensation, 

with the aim of describing these effects. An ideal description should 

thus achieve a perfect adequacy between concepts and the corre

sponding perceptions. 

There is some agreement among scholars on the point55 that 

Helmholtz advanced a physiological and psychological interpretation 

of those form of intuition which Kant had credited to a transcendental 

aspect of knowledge. Limiting the theory's scope merely to a descrip

tion of phenomena, Helmholtz somehow diminished the cognitive 

import of the Kantian transcendental forms of intuition and of the 

Kantian Kategorien, thus contributing to their, so-to-speak, "seculari

sation". 

Although Helmholtz maintained that - pace Goethe - his philosophy 
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advanced a complete synthesis of concepts and perceptions, the doubt 

remained that concepts are grasped only by the intellect, while per

ceptions are given to us in their intuitive immediacy. 

Thus, in my opinion, Helmholtz's thought stands on the watershed 

between two great traditions in the development of modem physics. 

On the one hand, through the attention given to perceptions per se and 

to psychology, he opened the way to Mach's phenomenology. On the 

other hand, with his special defence of Kant's apriorism, Helmholtz 

favoured Hertz's philosophy and Hertz's re-evaluation of Kant's a-pri

ori. Mediating between the two tradition, Boltzmann introduced a 

hereditary Darwinian interpretation of the a-priori in physics.56 

4.3. Theory and Experiment in Hertz's Holistic Conception of Theoret

ical Physics 

In the introductory pages of his last work, The Principles of Mechan

ics Presented in a New Form, Heinrich Hertz (1857-1894) presented 

his interested readers with a view of mechanics that took account of 

the problems of nineteenth-century mechanistic conceptions and, at 

the same time, opened the way to the epistemological debate of the 

tum of the century: 

All physicists agree that the problem of physics consists in tracing the phe
nomena of nature to the simple laws of mechanics. But there is not the same agree
ment as to what these simple laws are ... it is just here that we no longer find any gen
eral agreement. Hence there arise actual differences of opinion as to whether this or 
that assumption is in accordance with the usual system of mechanics, or not. It is in 

the treatment of new problems that we find a real bar to progress.57 

Although a mechanical reductionism is still in Hertz's program, 

his experiments on the electromagnetic waves impressed him with a 
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new theory-experiment relation, i. e., with the exigency of devising a 

new conception for physical theory. 

In Hertz's view, because of the doubts that recent developments 

had cast on old ontologies, a foundation for a new conception of 

physics should have been based only on predictive features, "the antic

ipation of future events". Because Helmholtz had viewed the paral

lelism of laws as the unique condition for this anticipation, Hertz para

phrases this parallelism in some detail: 

In endeavouring thus to draw inferences as to the future from the past, we 
always adopt the following process. We form for ourselves images or symbols of 
external objects; and the form which we give them is such that the necessary conse
quences of the images in thought are always the images of the necessary conse
quences in nature of the things pictured. In order that this requirement may be satis
fied, there must be a certain conformity between nature and our thought. Experience 
teaches us that the requirement can be satisfied, and hence that such a conformity 
does in fact exist.58 

However, according to Hertz, Helmholtz' above mentioned 

requirement does not unambiguously determine the choice of an 

appropriate theory. A mUltiplicity of representations is thus consistent 

with the Helmholtian requirement: 

The images [BUder] which we form of things are not determined without 
ambiguity by the requirement that the consequences of the images must be the 
images of the consequences. Various images of the same objects are possible, and 

these images may differ in various aspects.59 

A complex of perceptions does not univocally determine the 

choice of a theory, for there exists a multiplicity of representations 

consistent with a term-to-term correspondence between concepts in a 

theory and perceptions. In other words, the above Helmholtian 

requirement of a strict parallelism between concepts and perceptions 

does not hold. 

According to Hertz, Helmholtz's parallelism is not only under

determined, but also impossible in general, if theory is to be limited to 
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observable quantities. Hidden entities, such as electromagnetic ether, 

have for Hertz a fundamental role: 

If we try to understand the motion of bodies around us and to refer them to 
simple and clear rules, paying attention only to what can be directly observed, our 
attempt [to construct an appropriate theory] will in general fail. We soon became 
aware that the totality of things visible and tangible do not form an universe con
formable to law, in which the same results always follow from the same conditions. 
We become convinced that the manifold of the actual universe must be greater than 
the manifold of the universe which is directly revealed to us by our senses [italics are 
mine].60 

Only the introduction of hidden quantities allows parallelism 

to reach the status of a general principle.The construction of a general 

theoretical system encompassing mechanics and electrodynamics, 

Hertz's final program in the Prinzipien, implied the concept of a hid

den substance as its unifying element. 

In consequence of the above, theories are undetermined or 

underdetermined with respect to their empirical referents. Underdeter

minationism (UDT), the impossibility of deciding about a valid theo

ry only on the basis of empirical considerations, represented an impor

tant element in the distinction between Helmholtz's and Hertz's epis

temologies; for Hertz takes his start from UDT as the basis for a fur

ther development of internal (non-empirical) criteria of validation as 

indispensable requirements in theoretical physics. These requirements 

function as new selection criteria for the choice of an adequate theory 

and are then to be considered higher level formal criteria, consistent 

with Hertz's ideal of an adequate theory. 

Hertz discussed in detail these requirements in his introduction 

to the Prinzipien . In order to be able to make predictions, we form 

images (Bilder) of things, but we form them in accordance with a 

given set of requirements. At least one of these, pennissibility (Zulas-
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sigkeit) is a-priori in Kant's sense: 

What enters into the images, in order that they may be permissible (Zulassig), is 
given by the nature of our mind; we should at once denote as inadmissible all 

images which implicitly contradict the laws of our thought.61 

Zuliissigkeit is acceptable in as much as theories are Bilder, 

i.e. they concern "images of our own creation not nature". Simplicity 

is one and the most relevant feature of the Zuiassigkeit requirement: 

It is true we cannot a priori demand from nature simplicity, nor can we judge what 
in her opinion is simple. But with regard to images of our own creation we can lay 
down requirements. We are justified in deciding that if our images are well adapted 
to the things, the actual relations of the things must be represented by simple rela-

tions between the images.62 

In his prefatory note to book one of Prinzipien, Hertz showed 

how, by shaping his theory through the requirements above, he was 

inspired by the Kantian conception of a-priori judgements: 

The subject matter of the first book is completely independent of experience. All the 
assertions made are a-priori judgements in Kant's sense. They are based upon the 
laws of internal intuition of, and upon the logical forms followed by, the person who 
makes the assertions; with his external experience they have no other connection 

than these intuitions and forms may have[my italics].63 

He continued, in an orthodox Kantian fashion: 

The time of the first book [of Prinzipien] is the time of our internal intuition ... in 
itself it is always an independent variable. The space of the first book is the space as 
we conceive it. It is therefore the space of Euclid's geometry, with all the properties 

which this geometry ascribes it [my italics].64 

In his acceptance of an a-priori Euclidean space and an intuitive 

time, Hertz neglected or ignored Helmholtz's criticism of the Kantian 

a priori. He improved on Helmholtz's notion of the parallelism of laws, 

but fell back on an a-priori too full of content, the target of his master's 
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criticism. 

Given the above mentioned role of internal (non-empirical) 

constraints, theory assumes the features of a set of axioms, which, 

rather than emanating from "observables", are formulated prior to 

them, in the sense of being "constitutive of sense" for the observables 

themselves. 

On this important feature of theory, Hertz is very definite. As I 

show in the following pages, his experiments became significant when 

he adopted the constitutive principle of independent existence of forces 

in a vacuum. 

Independent existence amounted, in essence, to a renunciation 

of the classical concept of force as that which mediates at a distance 

the interaction of bodies.65 Hertz consistently adopted this position, 

renouncing forces in his papers on electrodynamics66 and in his final 

masterpiece, the Prinzipien. In my view, independent existence is the 

main pillar of the Hertzian logic of discovery and, at the same time, the 

truly innovative content of his epistemology.67 He took it as a princi

ple of the new electrodynamics, consistent with his assumption of a 

contiguous action. 

In as much as waves of electric force could also be explained 

by Helmholtz's theory of a dielectric polarisation acting at close range, 

experience alone was unable to suggest and support Hertz's conception 

of contiguous action. A striking confirmation thereof is the fact that, 

more than ten years after Hertz's celebrated experiment, Boltzmann 

still considered contiguous action as "completely beyond the facts". 

According to him, "contiguous action ... however a-priori it may seem 

to some, still goes completely beyond the facts and to date remains 

well beyond what can be elaborated in detail".68 

Boltzmann was right because no crude fact could directly prove 
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contiguous action. Hertz would have contended that only an a-priori 

assumption, in the form of a principle, could give support for contigu

ous action to be shown by an experiment. However, once accepted, this 

principle revealed a surprising power in directing the experiment 

towards Hertz's goals.69 Poincare, too, doubted that Hertz's experi

ment was really crucial to Maxwell's theory. 

From his great experiment and from his reflections on the Prin

ciples of Mechanics; Hertz derived a holistic conception of the con

cepts-facts co-ordination. In consequence of the fact that concepts are 

logically correlated into the theory and facts are systematically 

deduced from concepts, no fact in isolation can be conceived and no 

experiment does concern an isolatedfact. The conceptjact co-ordina

tion concerns the theory as a whole. All this implied, according to 

Hertz, that no experiment, as a collection of isolated facts, can be cru

cial for a single theory, but experiments indicate which, among many 

theories, is the correct one. 

Let us explore in some more detail how Hertz, one of the most 

expert experimentalists of the last century, conceived of this co-ordi

nation. In his 1889 theoretical paper, "The Forces of Electric Oscilla

tions Treated According to Maxwell's Theory", he presented 

Maxwell's equations in ether as the core of this theory and he clearly 

argued for the impossibility of "deducing them from the experi

ments",7o thus rejecting inductionism in empirical sciences. 

One is thus convinced that only his philosophical ideas could have 

supported the burden of that engaging shift from traditional action-at

a-distance mechanics to the field conception, a different type of theo

ry7! that Hertz developed in his 1888 research'?! 

No sort of empirical necessity whatever imposed this shift; in 

fact, neither Helmholtz nor Boltzmann (the latter closer on this point 
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to Helmholtz than to Hertz) succeeded in performing the same revolu

tionary paradigmatic change that Hertz did, although they shared the 

observational evidence of Hertz's experiments.72 Hertz himself admit

ted that other types of theory such as Helmholtz's could almost as well 

explain his experiment.73 

I have up to now illustrated Hertz's ideas on the leading role of 

theory in physical research. However, one should also acknowledge 

that Hertz's enhancement of the role of theory was no vindication at all 

of the view that theory alone may constitute an advancement in 

physics. In his introduction to his experiments, Hertz was very definite 

on this point : no theory could have foreseen the behaviour of those 

electric sparks, which allowed him to detect exceptionally rapid elec

tric oscillations and waves: 

Nor, indeed, do I believe that it would have been possible to arrive at any 
knowledge of these phenomena by the aid of theory alone. For their appearance upon 
the scene of our experiments depends not only upon their theoretical possibility (Ger
man: "theoretischen Moglichkeit"), but also upon a special and surprising property 

of the electric spark which could not be foreseen by any theory.74 

One must conclude that a sort of autonomy exists at the empir

ical level which represents the counterpart of the enhancement of the 

theory's role. In his theoretical paper published in the GOttinger 

Nachrichtungen in 19 March 1890, he affirmed that experiments are 

probative on their own, independent of theory: 

What we here indicate as having been accomplished by the experiments is 
accomplished independently of the correctness of particular theories. 

However, he added: 

Nevertheless. there is an obvious connection between the experiments and 

the theory in connection with which they were really undertaken.75 
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Let us try to untie this epistemological knot in Hertz's view of 

the theory-experiment relationship; we will discover that Hertz sup

ports a holistic conception of the theory-experiment relationship. In his 

view, the concepts-facts relationship holds in a direction opposite to 

the presumed inductive process. In fact, he showed "in what manner 

the facts which are directly observed can be systematically deduced 

from the formulae; and, hence, by what experience the correctness of 

the system can be proved"76 (my italics). Although the physical inter

pretations of the equations are "facts derived from experience, and 

experience must be regarded as their proof', the equations' symbols 

are not related to experience term to term, as if this last consisted of 

isolated facts: 

It is true, meanwhile, that each separate formula cannot be specially tested by 
experience, but only the system as a whole. But practically the same holds good for 

the system of equations of ordinary dynamics. 77 

In his 1888 paper, "On Electromagnetic Waves in Air and their 

Reflections", he commented on the relation between his experiments 

and Maxwell's theory: 

I have described the present set of experiments, as also the first set on the propaga
tion of induction, without paying special regard to any particular theory; and indeed, 
the demonstrative power of the experiment is independent of any particular theory. 
Nevertheless, it is clear that the experiments amount to so many reasons in favour of 
that theory of the electromagnetic phenomena which was first developed by Maxwell 

from Faraday's views.?8 

One is confronted here with the somehow ambiguous state

ment that experiments have a certain type of autonomy in the face of 

theory (the demonstrative power, etc.), and yet, they can speak in 

favour of one or another of the competing theories. In the second part 

of the statement above, Hertz admits that experiments show something 
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independent from any theory, they show an opacity to use a fashion

able term to any theory. On the other hand, as a consequence of the 

holistic conception, theory has an autonomy of its own with respect to 

the empirical level. 

I think that there is no ambiguity if one argues that Hertz meant 

to highlight a partial dichotomy between theory and experiment. Since 

the choice among a plurality of theories is not determined by observa

tion, no experiment can be crucial for either one or the other among a 

plurality of theories ~ but, even if no experiment can be crucial for a sin

gle theory, experiments as a whole do indicate which, among the best 

theories, is the correct one. Hertz thus denies the conception of cru

ciality in physics. In this sense we understand Hertz's concluding 

remark in his 1889 paper: "Maxwell's theory has been found to 

account most satisfactorily for the majority of the phenomena".79 

It is then conceivable how the above mentioned reciprocal par

tial autonomy between experiment and theory is to be understood.80 In 

the old view of the theory-experiment relationship, one expected that 

the experiment was to check and sometimes to falsify a theory's single 

law. But, if one accepts the holistic conception of theory as a logically 

connected whole, then the view above is no longer valid. In the UDT 

conception, even a whole set of disproving experiments cannot, in 

principle, falsify a theory. 

I consider Hertz's ideas an important end-of-century achieve

ment not only in physics but in the conception of empirical science 

itself81. A new relation is established between theory and experiment, 

which might be considered as one of the characteristic features of the 

new theoretical physics. 
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4.4. Mach s Descriptive Ideal and the Elimination of Models 

Ernst Mach believed that the physical conditions of a phenomenon can 

be separated from the physiological conditions through the experi

ment: 

The sum total of the occurences observable in common by all people with a normal 
sight we shall call physical optical data (Tatsachen) .... The chalk and the flame which 
previously appeared white also, however, appear yellow when we take a dose of san
tonin. In this case we regard the yellow which we see, but others do not see, as deter
mined physiologically by a condition appertaining to the more limited sensory com
plex of the body. Thus the same elements which we observe white, yellow, red etc., 
are according to the circumstances, sometimes physical, sometimes physiological, 
[i.e.] sometimes features of bodies and of their behaviour towards other bodies, and 

sometimes sensations.82 

The yellow seen by the person who took a dose of santonin 

cannot be seen by all other persons who, instead, see the chalk either 

white or yellow, depending on the white or yellow sodium flame by 

which it is illuminated. It is thus possible to distinguish the first phys

iological from the second physical occurrence. Goethe and Schopen

hauer, according to Mach, made a mistake when they did not suffi

ciently realise the above distinction. 

When Helmholtz asserted that there are "statements which we 

can make independently of the particular nature of our eyes", he was 

almost on the same ground as Ernst Mach. In fact, Helmholtz contin

ued, the above is true "when we assert that the lights reflected from 

cinnabar have a certain wavelength, ... with this statement it is ... only a 

matter of relations between the substance and the various ether-wave 

systems".83 

There is a however a relevant detail which distinguishes 

Helmholtz's from Mach's position. In contrast with Helmholtz, Mach 
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would have not considered the ether-waves of Helmholtz's example 

above as "bodies" of the same type as those "observable by people 

with a normal sight (Helmholtz)". Ether-waves are generated, accord

ing to Mach, through sensation complexes, hence they cannot gener

ate sensations: 

It is not bodies which generate sensations, but it is sensations complexes instead 
which fonn bodies.84 

For Mach, Helmholtz's ether-waves are not sensations; rather, 

they are to be regarded as objects (bodies) formed by sensation com

plexes, then a post as regards sensations, a model which belongs to a 

different level ( layer) with respect to sensations. 

Mach is very definite on this matter: ether-waves cannot be 

considered in turn as the cause of sensations and as their effects, one 

has to decide. For him, ether-waves are formed out of sensation com

plexes, and, as such, they cannot be considered as external bodies, the 

cause of sensations. On this point, as Schlick aptly remarked, 

Helmholtz seemed to be wavering: 

The "external causes" of which Helmholtz ... cons;dered sensations to be effects, are 
at any rate not these bodies but can instead only be understood to be transcendental 
things.85 

One can elucidate the same problem from a slightly different 

angle. Ether-waves are concepts belonging to theory, and, as regards 

theory's usefulness, Mach assumed a very cautious attitude.He exam

ined both advantages and dangers in the adoption of a theory: 

A theory puts in the place of a fact A in thought always a different but simpler and 
more familiar fact B, but for the very reasons that it is different, in other relations 
cannot represent it.. .... On the other hand, if the agreement of the fact with the idea 
theoretically representing it extends further, than its inventor originally anticipated, 
then we may be led by it to unexpected discoveries, of which Hertz's waves offer 
ready examples, in contrast to the illustrations given above.86 
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Theory has for Mach an auxiliary function, it is a guide in the 

broadening of an enquiry, for whose validity we have no internal (to 

theory) hint other than its success. Its validity is a factual one, which 

we must trust, but cannot prove. In this connection one has to proper

ly situate Mach's often misinterpreted sentence: 

Science completes in thought facts that are only partly given.87 

Concerning the sense in which this completion operates one 

has to refer back to Mach's words: 

This is rendered possible by description, for description presupposes the interdepen
dence of the descriptive element: otherwise nothing would be described.88 

Theories help in achieving the above interdependence, but 

once this task has been accomplished, their function is exhausted and 

they are to be eliminated: 

It would appear ... not only advisable, but even necessary, with all due recognition to 
the helpfulness of theoretic ideas in research, yet gradually as the new facts grow 
familiar, to substitute for indirect description direct description, which contains noth
ing that is unessential and restricts itself absolutely to the abstract apprehension of 
fact.89 

One can wonder why theories are necessary if they are des

tined to be eliminated, thus accomplishing, so to speak, the role of 

bloody sacrifices in the ancient Greek myth of Ifigenia. Mach explains 

this ambiguous necessity: 

We must admit that it is not in our power to describe directly every fact on the 
moment. Indeed we should succumb in utter despair if the whole wealth of facts 
which we come step by step to know, were presented to us all at once. Happily, only 
detached and unusual features first strike us, and such we bring nearer to ourselves 
by comparison with every day events[italics in textJ.90 

Theories, mainly because of their similarity features, perform 

a regulative role in the completion of description. For Mach, the effi-
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cacy of using a theory is not much connected with the advantages of a 

"mental visualisation", but rather with its affording "impulses to some 

accurately determined, often complicated, critical, comparative, or 

constructive activity, the usual sense-perceptive result of which is a 

term or member of the concept's scope .... The concept is to the physi

cist what a musical note is to a piano player .... Long and thoroughly 

practised actions, which have their origins in the necessity of compar

ing and representing facts by other facts, are thus the very kernel of 

concepts" .91 

Here Mach has learned a lesson from Helmholtz's research 

into the role of the body's cinestesis for the analysis of sensations. 

Since theories are made up of concepts, Mach asks what con

cepts are and what is the scope of introducing very abstract concepts, 

such as Ether: 

A wide reaching abstract concept is .. .indispensable in the description of broad fields 
of facts. 

Abstraction has for Mach the merit of generality, a broader 

coverage of particular cases, which becomes very useful in descrip

tion. 

Mach's reaction to Hertz sheds further light on the meaning of 

the Machian description. Hertz's statement that the essence of physics 

is to prophesise, to predict future occurrences, is considered by Mach 

a "too narrow" definition: 

The geologist and the palaeontologist, at times the astronomer, and always the his
torian and the philologist, prophesize, so to speak, backwards ... Let us say rather: sci
ence completes in thought facts that are only partly given. This is rendered possible 
by description, for description presupposes the interdependence of the descriptive 
elements: otherwise nothing would be described [italics in text]. 92 

Mach's ideal of theories as complete descriptions is more gen-
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eral and comprehensive than the above Hertzian definition; besides 

"prediction" it includes "post-diction". A complete description is "pre

dictive" and "post-dictive" in the sense that whatever can be said about 

past and future is, as yet, contained in it (description presents an eter

nal present). The general system of concepts through which prediction 

is rendered possible, i.e., theory, is correspondingly devoid of any cog

nitive value per se.93 Description is for Mach complete and unam

biguous. 

In the past, science has suffered from incompleteness in 

description, at times recurring as a remedy for metaphysical ideas ( 

such as Newton's absolute space) in an attempt to overcome its 

defects. I dare say that this might be Mach's rationale in his historical 

reconstruction of the development of mechanics. 

As Einstein once said, Machian phenomenology has a charm 

of its own due to its basic scepticism towards any preconceived judge

ment on the nature and role of science. According to Cassirer,94 phe

nomenology also has the merits of helping to supplant naive nineteenth 

-century realism and of encouraging physicists towards philosophical 

speculation. 

On the other hand, it should be also conceded that the Machi

an ideal of a complete description which denied any role to the sys

tematic arrangement of concepts beside that of a short-hand transcrip

tion, plaid down the fecundity of conceptual innovation, i.e., one of the 

main features of the theoretical physics. The success of Einsteinian 

relativity is a striking example thereof. 



PART TWO 

Electromagnetic Waves 



FOREWORD TO PART TWO 

This second part presents a review of the delopment of Ger

man electrodynamics in the 1870' and a critical evaluation of Hertz's 

celebrated experiments. 

The core and the characteristic features of Hertz's research in 

electrodynamics was his discovery in 1888 of the propagation in air 

of electric and magnetic force, interpreted from the stand-point of a 

Maxwell-type theory of contiguous action.l Waves of currens in 

wires were theoretically and experimentally known since Weber, 

Kirchhoff, von Bezold, Kelvin. Waves in material dielectrics were 

predicted by Helmholtz's action-at-a-distance theory. Hertz bridged 

Maxwell's waves with the tradition of current-waves and dielectric

polarisation-waves. 

Hertz's conception in 1884 of the unity of electric forces is the 

origin of his later conversion to the theory of a unique type of force 

in radiation (see below chapter seven ). He thought that such a force 

was consistent only with Maxwell's theory, which he contrasted with 

Helmholtz' two-force theory. 

I find adequate evidence for my above theses in Hertz's orig

inal contribution to electrodynamics and mechanics. An important 

piece of evidence is presented by Planck's authoritative comment 

that Hertz's 1884 study "weighed considerably in Hertz's mind in 

favour of Maxwell's theory". 2 Elsewhere Plank adds that this study 

represents a first-rate piece of theoretical work, as impressive in its 

way as Hertz's later experimental work which eclipsed it, and he 
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regrets that the 1884 work has received so little attention.3 

In Chapter 8, I analyse Hert's conception of mechanics and I 

place a special enphasis on his Bild-conception of theory considered 

as an important philosophical qualification of the nature of theoreti

cal physics. 

In the Chapter on Boltzmann; I analyse in some detail how 

Boltzmann modified Hertz's BUd-conception of physical theory in 

order to adapt it to his own philosophical and physical conceptions. 

Following these conceptions, he constructed his mechanics and gas 

theory. It is my hope that this analysis might be useful for under

standing some controversial aspects of Boltzmann's contributions to 

physics. 



CHAPTERS 

GERMAN ELECTRODYNAMICS IN THE 1870'S 

5.1 Circuital Theories and Faraday's Induction 

The most successful developments in mathematical physics in Ger

many were the various derivations from fundamental principles of 

Michael Faraday's electromagnetic induction law of 1831. 

Franz Neumann in 1845 and 1848 derived the electromotive 

force of induction from the potential of those ponderomotive forces 

which, according to Andre-Marie Ampere's theory, acted between a 

closed circuit and a magnet. Neumann's work was a generalisation 

of Ampere's theory and a brilliant confirmation of the fecundity of 

the potential method of Gauss and Green. 

Wilhelm Weber took a different approach to the law of induc

tion (See above chapter one, especially sectios 1.4 and 1.5). In 1846 

he published his elementary law of action between charged particles 

that comprehended static, ponderomotive, and inductive phenomena. 

His program consisted in deriving Ampere's ponderomotive forces 

between currents from more fundamental hypotheses concerning the 

elementary forces exerted by positive and negative charge carriers 

constituting electric currents. To yield Ampere's ponderomotive 

forces between stationary currents, the elementary law of force had 

to depend on the components of the relative velocity of two charged 

particles along their radius vector. The law accounted for the induc

tion of a current when a circuit moved relative to another circuit or 

magnet. Weber's conception of induction as an effect of an alteration 
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through relative motion of the elementary forces between particles 

implied that the forces acting on electric particles producing currents 

were of the same nature as the electrostatic forces between macro

scopic charged bodies. In fact, Rudolf Kohlrausch had announced 

the identity of electrostatic and electromotive forces for steady cur

rents in 1849, an identity that he considered an indication of the real

ity of the conception of current as the motion of an electric sub

stance. I 

According to Weber and Kohlrausch, positive and negative 

electric particles moved in a wire in opposite directions with a max

imum relative speed, whose value was measured by Cw' a constant 

in the law. Cw was close to the velocity of light in a vacuum, c; in 

fact, Cw = c-Y2. However, because of the conceptual context in 

which Weber was working, he failed to see in this near numerical 

coincidence any hint of a hidden relationship between electrical and 

optical phenomena. Nor did he see one in his conclusion of 1854 in 

which he stated that his elementary law entailed periodic oscilla

tions of electric currents with a propagation velocity equal to that of 

light in perfectly conducting circuits. Kirchhoff, too, in 1857 calcu

lated the propagation of current for the case of short wires of small 

resistance, using expressions for local current and charge gradients. 

He noticed that the propagation velocity was equal to that of light, 

but the case of short wires of small resistance was one to which he 

attached little importance; he was primarily interested in the opposite 

case of long wires suitable for telegraphy, for which he found no 

propagation effect. 

The case of long wires had been treated a few years earlier, in 

1854, in a correspondence between two British physicists, George 

Gabriel Stokes and William Thomson.2 From the idea that self-
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inductance L and capacitance C in the variable regime of currents 

produce electromotive transient forces, Thomson derived a tele

graphic equation. However, the extreme cases that he treated were an 

aerial wire and a submarine cable, in which either Lor C predomi

nated and in which an ohmic resistance is also present. In these con

ditions no definite velocity of transmission is to be expected for ordi

nary signals. In the general case, which Thomson did not treat, the 

velocity, for a small resistance, assumes the well-known value 

v = lI--JLC = c ,the velocity of light in air. 

Physicists developed other Weber-type laws, such as the one 

that Bernhard Riemann formulated in a course of lectures at Gottin

gen in 1861. Weber and his followers pursued the theory of electric

ity and magnetism in Ampere's spirit towards the goal of a central 

force physics. Awakening mathematical physicists to the possibilities 

latent in the theory of electricity,3 these laws represented a great 

advance in electrodynamics and in physics. 

In his 1847 memoir on the conservation of force, Hermann 

Helmholtz gave a different derivation of the same law. There he 

applied the conservation principle to the interaction of magnets and 

currents: 

When a magnet is moving under the influence of a current, the living force that is 
gained by the magnet must be communicated by the forces of the potential 
[Spannkraften] that are utilised by the current. 4 

This statement allowed him to express the current J induced in a cir

cuit of resistance W in the form: 
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Vj is the initial potential of the magnet relative to the conductor 

when the latter carries unit current, V2 the potential at the end of the 

displacement, a the mechanical equivalent of heat, and t the time. 

When Helmholtz formulated his law he did not know of the 

potential energy accumulated in the magnetic field of a current, 

though this incompleteness does not qualify the validity of the law 

in this special case.5 

At first Helmholtz considered forces depending on velocity 

and acceleration to be in contradiction with the conservation of force 

or energy. He strongly insisted on the incompatibility of Weber's law 

with general principles. 

Since the protracted debate between Helmholtz and Weber had 

consequences for Hertz's approach to electrodynamics, I will give a 

short summary of it here. 6 

In 1870 Helmholtz criticised Weber's law on the grounds that 

it produced an unstable equilibrium in the electricity inside a con

ductor. Weber replied that this instability would not occur if the rel

ative velocity of the electric particles remained lower than the veloc

ity of light, and that, in any case, the instability would occur only for 

molecular distances. Helmholtz rejoined in 1873 that by Weber's law 

a partially charged particle endowed with mass would suffer a delay 

when moving in the direction of the force; Weber in 1875 rejected 

the validity of this conclusion. Eventually, in 1881, Helmholtz found 

a case in which the application of Weber's law yielded an imaginary 

velocity. 

Other German physicists participated in this debate: in 1875 

Carl Neumann sided with Weber, in 1875 and in 1876 Rudolf Clau

sius joined the other side. The strength of Weber's theory can be 

appreciated by noting that as late as 1884, E. Hoppe still considered 
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it the only true explanation of the presence of an induced current. In 

light of Helmholtz's many theoretical efforts at dismantling Weber's 

theory, it is worth mentioning here that in 1872 Helmholtz com

mended Maxwell's theory on the grounds that it avoided the "anom

alous kind of forces which depend not only on the position of the 

masses but on their motion"} When in 1876 Henry Augustus Row

land's experiment pointed to a velocity-dependent force (as an effect 

of a convection current), Helmholtz put forward the alternative view 

that the polarisation current produced by motion at a point in the sur

rounding space was the only source of magnetic effects in the exper

iment.8 

In Helmholtz's time, theoretical and experimental investiga

tions of a high level of refinement mutually supported one another 

and were made possible by improvements in instrumentation. In fact, 

around the middle of century, electric instrumentation in steady or 

slowly varying currents and static potentials had reached a remark

able standard of precision in Germany and in the United Kingdom. 

In Germany Weber contributed by his invention in 1841 ofthe elec

trodynamometer, which he used in 1846 to test his induction law, and 

in 1846 of the mirror galvanometer. Kirchhoff advanced instrumen

tation techniques in his studies in 1845 of the distribution of currents 

in wires, as did Weber through his exact determination of electric 

units in 1852. Weber's determination had international repercus

sions: in 1861 the Royal Society appointed a commission headed by 

William Thomson to fix the standard unit of resistance, the so-called 

"Weber". Weber and Kohlrausch's application of the electrody

namometer in 1855 to determine the electrodynamic unit of current 

was inspired by the theoretical approach to electrodynamics sug

gested by Weber's elementary law of force. 
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Helmholtz discussed theoretically in 1847 the oscillatory nature 

of a condenser discharge, and in 1851 and 1869 he detected oscilla

tions in open circuits.9 

William Thomson treated condenser oscillations in 1853, pre

senting the well-known relation between period, capacity, and induc

tance; and W. Feddersen measured periods of oscillations by his mir

ror technique between 1858 and 1862. Theoretical problems such as 

those related to the inertia of charges encouraged physicists to take 

an interest in oscillations of higher frequencies and, in turn, their 

interest carried over to propagation phenomena in wires. 

Following this research, an important experimental subject 

for Hertz, the propagation of currents in wires, became amenable to 

scientific study.1O 

This short review clearly shows that, in the 1870's, Electrody

namics was a highly mathematised discipline. German electrody

namics was still developing along the lines laid down by the math

ematical physicists of the middle of the century: Franz Neumann. 

Wilhelm Weber, and Gustav Kirchhoff. In the same years, follow

ing George Green's, Thomson's and Maxwell's original approach

es, British electromagnetism was developing with the aid of the 

mathematical tools of elasticity, hydrodynamics, and thermodynam

ics. 

5.2. Prior to Hertz: Experiments on Distant-Induction, not a Test 

of Maxwell''s Electromagnetic Theory 

I will now examine Maxwell's theory from the point of view of its 

experimental confirmation, looking specifically to see if it suggested 

any experimental approach in the range of frequencies in the "elec-
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tromagnetic band". One of the main pieces experimental evidence 

Maxwell presented in support of his theory was his law for the speed 

of light c = l/'J Ef.1 , where e and J1 are respectively the "specific 

capacity for electrostatic induction" and the "magnetic permeabili

ty". As another piece of evidence, he considered the Faraday effect 

concerning the rotation of the plane of polarisation of light in a mag

netic field. ll Maxwell's selection of evidence confirms the view that 

his strongest interest in testing the theory lay in the domain of the 

electromagnetic theory of light. 

As regards a possible test of his theory in the "electromag

netic band", the following remarks should be made. The whole first 

volume of Maxwell's Treatise deals with electrostatics and steady 

currents, and only a limited number of pages of the second volume 

deal with the theory of the electromagnetic field. In the second vol

ume no trace can be found of a theory of electric oscillations, and in 

the first volume condenser discharges are treated as an aperiodic phe

nomenon,l2 More important, perhaps is the absence in Maxwell's 

writings of any theory connecting a propagating field and an oscil

lating current as its source; his well-known solution for plane 

waves 13 corresponds to the case of a source at infinity and a vanish

ing d' Alembertian of the field. 

These remarks illustrate that experiments for testing the the

ory in the "electromagnetic band" were not immediately foreseeable. 

Indications of a possible detection of the displacement current were, 

however, given by Maxwell. In 1868 Maxwell pointed to the detec

tion of the displacement current "within the dielectric itself by a gal

vanometer properly constructed" as a possible way of proving the 

theory. The displacement current, which Maxwell considered "a nat

ural consequence" of his theory, was "not yet verified by direct 
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experiment ... [which] would certainly be a very delicate and difficult 
one".14 

Given Maxwell's manner of presenting his theory, it is not 

surprising that an experimental test of the "electromagnetic band" 

would have been possible only in a wholly different theoretical and 

experimental context. In effect, all experiments on free propagation 

prior to the 1880's were extraneous to Maxwell's theory, indeed to 

any established theory.15 In 1875 Thomas Edison noticed sparks 

from metallic objects in the vicinity of a magnetic vibrator relay. In 
1871 and after, Elihu Thomson noticed the same in the vicinity of a 

Ruhmkorff coil; with proper adjustments he was able to detect sparks 

as far away as the sixth floor of an observatory. Arnis E. Dolbear 

received signals in a telephone receiver in 1882, as did David E. 

Hughes in 1879. These effects were interpreted variously at the time 

as induction effects, or the manifestation of a new principle or a new 

"etheric" force "that was as distinct from electricity as was light or 

heat". Dolbear, Edison, and Hughes had very limited scientific back

grounds, and none was likely to be familiar with partial differential 

equations. Later Thomson and Edison regretted that they had missed 

a practical invention in wireless communication, not an advancement 

of science. Hughes, who thought that he had discovered a new prin

ciple, was discouraged from further inquiries by the opinion of such 

a distinguished physicist as George Gabriel Stokes that he was 

observing ordinary induction effects.16 

All of these experiments were qualitative, especially since 

what impressed the experimenters was solely the distance over 

which the "induction" was detected. The distance effect was mean

ingless in the absence of a theory of the source-field relation. 
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5.3. Hertz's Conciliation of Two Distinct Research Traditions: Elec

tric Waves in Wires and in Space 

Faraday's induction law posed a theoretical problem within the two 

research traditions that are most relevant to Hertz's electrodynamic 

contributions: theories and experiments on conduction in wires on 

the one hand, and theories of interaction of forces and propagation of 

waves on the other. 17 

Prior to Hertz and Heaviside, neither Thomson I 8 nor the Ger

man physicists related the propagation of conduction current in wires 

to a conception of the propagation of transversal waves in the space 

surrounding the wire or to any theory of the electromagnetic field. 

The propagation in wires was understood until 1885 as a propagation 

of waves of current within the wire. 19 

This understanding is illustrated by Wilhelm von Bezold's 

research on oscillations in 1870. Bezold produced oscillations by 

using a Ruhmkorff induction coil, whose spark-gap was connected to 

an aerial wire, which was the seat of propagation phenomena such as 

standing waves. To detect a propagation effect, Bezold used the tech

nique of the so-called Lichtenberger dust-figures, based on the 

appearance of a compound powder in the vicinity of either positive 

or negative charges. The presence of "positive" figures where he 

expected "negative" ones suggested to him characteristic oscillations 

of charge. He also initiated the method of balancing the difference of 

potential on a sparking micrometer by different lengths of the con

necting wires, a method which Hertz would fully investigate and 

exploit. Bezold argued that "phenomena occurred in electrical dis

turbances similar to those which are observed in the motion of fluids 

under the name of aspiration phenomena".20 He spoke of "waves of 
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electric discharge" or "electricity rushing along a shorter path", 

clearly showing that he saw oscillatory phenomena as a manifesta

tion of moving charges or displacement of currents, unlike Hertz's 

"waves of potential". His experiments on the propagation of currents 

show that Bezold belongs to the group of physicists working within 

the tradition of research on propagation in wires. 

As a consequence of their restricted view of current propaga

tion, physicists before Hertz and Heaviside did not formulate in clear 

mathematical form their ideas concerning propagation and their con

ceptions of propagation of electric actions in free space. There is evi

dence that physicists who elaborated theories of propagation in 

wires, like Weber and Kirchhoff in Germany and Thomson in Eng

land, were either not in the least concerned with free propagation or 

did not stress any connection between it and propagation in wires. 

Thomson not only concluded that there was no definite velocity of 

propagation in cables or lines, but that there was also none in air and 

ether. Maxwell, too, made a distinction in his Treatise on Electricity 

and Magnetism between cases of diffusion, as in heat flow, and 

cases of propagation with definite velocity. The former applied to 

cables, the latter to free propagation of electromagnetic waves.21 

A major field of theoretical electrodynamic research in the 

1870's was the construction of theories of retarded action. Two the

ories of retarded action were developed in Germany by Riemann and 

Carl Neumann. Riemann's remained almost ignored; he had imme

diately withdrawn his paper, having mistakenly attempted to prove 

that the retarded scalar potential of the charge elements in two con

ductors is equivalent to the electrodynamic potential derived from 

Weber's law.22 

Carl Neumann, a follower of Weber, derived in 1868 a theo-
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ry of delayed action at a distance independently of any conception of 

an ethereal transmission of force. He expressed the potential energy 

between two electrical particles in motion in terms of a time lag, 

defined by the distance between the particles at the time when the 

action from the first particle reaches the second divided by the con

version factor CWo Neumann believed that the interaction between 

events separated in time was primary, and not further explicable. He 

considered his concept of "retarded action" as a "transcendental con

cept", and electrodynamic action as basically different from the 

transmission of light or heat. 23 The Danish physicist Ludwig Lorenz 

also published an important theory of retarded action, based on 

Kirchhoff's equations for continuous three-dimensional currents. 

Hertz's theory of 1884 led to results having a formal resemblance to 

those of Lorenz, as Hertz explicitly noted. 

Maxwell's theory of the electromagnetic field, which he 

developed between 1856 and 1873, grafted its conceptions of free 

propagation onto Faraday's dielectric conceptions, which wavered 

between the different views of dielectric action as polarisation of 

space-filling matter and as independently existing lines of force. 24 A 

characteristic feature of Maxwell's theory was the attention it paid to 

the "medium", whether by attempting to imagine a "mechanism" of 

transmission of electric action or by simply stressing the "dielectric" 

property of ether and its capability of sustaining "electric displace

ment". Electromagnetic energy had its seat in the space surrounding 

the conductors, a feature that Thomson had started to develop even 

before Maxwell's memoirs of 1862 and 1865. Maxwell understood 

and rejected continental ideas of currents and charges but his own 

ideas concerning currents and charges were anything but definitive 

and clearly expressed.25 
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Maxwell was thus unlikely to contribute to the theory of 

propagation in wires. Nor were the theoreticians of "retarded action" 

like Riemann and Carl Neumann in a better position. A possible 

exception is Lorenz, who derived an equation for current propaga

tion from Kirchhoff's theory, but who soon identified the current 

density vector with the well-known free transverse light vector of the 

elastic theory of light; he also introduced a retarded vector potential 

into his theory. Riemann, Carl Neumann, and Lorenz were not inter

ested in theories of propagation in wires and made no significant 

contribution to them. 

The gap that existed between the conceptions and theories of 

the two modes of propagation was due, I believe, to their different 

historical development. Theories of circuits were mainly developed 

by experimentalists with mathematical and instrumental tools that 

were proper to stationary phenomena. Theories of retarded action, on 

the other hand, were mainly correlated with optics and elasticity, and 

they therefore required a more sophisticated mathematical approach. 

Moreover, the instrumentation suitable for detecting free propaga

tion was in a primitive state. 

It was Heinrich Hertz who developed suitable instrumenta

tion to show that waves of current and waves in space interfere with 

one another, and who elaborated theoretically the mutual relations of 

the two modes. Studying in Berlin, Hertz had the opportunity to 

attend Helmholtz's and Kirchhoff's lectures and seminars and to 

work in Helmholtz's laboratory. He was well acquainted with 

Helmholtz's theory and William Thomson's theoretical and experi

mental advances in understanding propagation in cables. In an 1884 

paper he also mentions the theories of Riemann and L. V. Lorenz, 

and he had studied thoroughly the relation of Helmholtz's theory to 
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Maxwell's theory of free propagation in ether. 

Hertz was in an excellent position to unify experimentally 

and theoretically the two research traditions. He reached a synthesis 

first by an original theoretical approach in 1884 and then by his 

audacious experiments and theory four years later. 

So far my main task in this section has been to outline the two 

research traditions leading to their unification by Hertz. Other points 

I wish to touch on in the following pages deal with the difficulties 

that had to be met and the price paid for the unification. The diffi

culties arose because the unification was achieved in the range of fre

quencies of what is now called the "electromagnetic band." As I have 

shown, in this range Maxwell's theory led nowhere and Maxwell's 

conceptions were peculiarly vulnerable. The price of unification was 

the need to abandon the concept of force in its Newtonian-Helmholt

ian interpretation. It was Antoon Lorentz's task to again reinstate 

force in Electrodynamics. 

5.4. Helmholtz's Electrodynamics 

In 1870 Helmholtz began publishing a series of articles that together 

constituted a comprehensive study of electrodynamics. He 

approached the problem of action at a distance and contiguous action 

in an original way by combining Poisson's theory of dielectrics with 

Franz Neumann's potential theory to yield a Maxwell-type theory of 

propagation through a "medium". Helmholtz's first article in the 

series, "On the Equations of Motion of Electricity for Conducting 

Bodies at Rest", 26 to which Hertz often referred in the course of his 

work, was a vast "tour d'horizon" of the competing theories of elec

trodynamics. It is significant that only sixteen out of the eighty-four 
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pages of this large article were devoted to a theory of dielectric 

action; the remaining part was concerned with a form of potential 

theory and its consequences for induction and the motion of electric

ity in extended conductors. 

Helmholtz started with an electrodynamic potential of two 

elements of circuits dal ' da2 at a distance r from one another and 

carrying currents of intensity ul ' u2' In modem vector notation,27 the 

potential is: 

A UI U2 [(1+K) d al d a2 + (l-K) r d al r d a2] 
2 r r2 

where A is Weber's ratio or conversion coefficient from electromag

netic to electrostatic units. The different values of K define the poten

tial functions of Weber (K=-l), of Franz Neumann (K=l), and of 

Maxwell (K=O). When Helmholtz's potential is integrated around a 

closed circuit, any dependence on K is lost, so that only experiments 

with open circuits seemed suitable for discriminating among the 

competing theories. Helmholtz extended his potential for linear cur

rents at positions p and p' to volume currents: the potential per unit 

volume of a current of density u at the position p and time t is: 28 

_A2U (p,t).u (p,t), 

where: 

U (p,t) = J ? [ 1 + K !! + 1 - K .r (r . u)] d-r 
2 r 2 r3 

? 
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and, r = p - pI 

From this potential, Helmholtz derived a theory for the motion of 

electricity in extended conductors, yielding the possibility of the 

propagation of longitudinal "electric waves" in a conductor. (This 

derivation was independent of the introduction of dielectric action, 

so that on this point Helmholtz was on the same ground as Kirchhoff 

and Weber, who did not connect propagation in wires with free prop

agation.) The experimental detection of longitudinal waves and the 

determination of K met with theoretical limitations; Helmholtz 

deemed experiments possible only for conductors whose transverse 

dimensions were very large in comparison with the wavelength, a 

case which was then hardly testable. 

In Helmholtz's treatment of theories of dielectric action, he 

regarded the polarisation of dielectrics in Poisson's sense as resulting 

not only from static forces but also from electromagnetic ones; i.e., 

he recognised an additional polarisation produced by the time varia

tion of an electric or magnetic field. His mathematical treatment of 

polarisation begins with the definition of polarisation in the static 

regime,29 P = . E (x - grad <\», where E is the dielectric constant, 

<\> the electric potential function of the distributed electricity, and x 

the electric force. The polarisation in the dynamic regime is: 

p = -grad <\> - A2 d U +~ rot L + X 
E dt dt 

where L is the magnetic vector potential and X the external force. 

Here: L = f ~ d 7: 
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where A is the magnetic moment and is defined by L = S(Q - grad 

X) with S the magnetic susceptibility, X the magnetic scalar poten

tial, and Q the external magnetic force. From the equation for the 

electric polarisation and the corresponding equation for the magnet

ic moment, Helmholtz deduced an equation for the propagation of P 

when X=O: 

'1P = 4 7r e (1 + 4 7r 0) A2d;/: + [1- (1 +4 7rO~ 1 +4 7re) ]grad div P , 
One finds solutions for the wave equation by considering P as 

composed of two vectors PI and P2 such that rot PI=O and div P2 = 

O. Since the longitudinal solution belongs to that component of P, 

say PI, for which rot PI=O and div PI=1/41t grad div j , this com

ponent is an irrotational polarisation dependent, according to 

Helmholtz, on the static force. I will call PI a static-type polarisation 

indicating that this qualification refers to its spatial distribution and 

distance dependence, quite apart from its constancy in time., The 

velocities of propagation for PI and P2 are, respectively,30 

l 1 
A ~ 41t E (1 + 41t8 ) for transversal waves, 

l,,/l + 41tE 
A V 41tEK for longitudinal waves. 

It is especially important to mention here one of Helmholtz's 

subsequent areas of research: in 1874 he extended Franz Neumann's 

potential formula of 1848 to three-dimensional conductors and to the 

case of open currents, showing that from this extended potential 

ponderomotive as well as electromotive induction forces could be 

derived. The ponderomotive forces were different from those pre-
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dicted by Ampere's formula, for they included also ponderomotive 

and inductive forces due to the charges situated at the ends of open 

circuits31 . Hertz later considered these forces emanating from the 

open ends of a circuit to be an explanation for the failure of his early 

experiments on the electromagnetic effects of material dielectrics. 

5.5. Helmholtz's Theory of Dielectric Polarisation 

The basic tenet of Helmholtz's polarisation theory of electrodynam

ics is the conception of a "bare" charge in a vacuum or "empty 

space", as distinguished from a dielectric space or ether. He often 

qualified the word "ether" with the word "light". He considered the 

hypothesis of the polarisability of the light-ether as a tentative 

extrapolation from the dielectric polarisability of some material insu

lators and said that once the light-ether was considered magnetisable, 

the "moment is no longer far off when one can consider it also as a 

dielectric in Faraday's sense". 32 He related the "bare" charge of den

sity E in a vacuum to the two potential functions which gave rise to 

a force in a vacuum, and f, which depended on the polarisability of 

the ether:33 

- 4
1
1t 'l (11'+ cp)= E 

1+41t£o 

where V is the Laplacian operator, Eo the dielectric constant for 

ether-filled space or, equivalently, air. It is a property of the whole 

potential function that in a space where E exists, '11+ <P "behaves as 

if only 1 +f TeE-a would be present in a non-dielectric space". As a 

consequence of this property any actual measure of charges by 

Coulomb forces would give 1 f . The bare charge E can only be 
+ TeE-a 
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measured together with the factor 1 +1 '!rEO ,which is indeterminate 

owing to the unknown value (one cannot remove the ether and mea

sure the force between bare charges). 

For Helmholtz, the unit of the electrostatic charge, as experi

mentally determined by Coulomb's law, is affected by the same inde

terminacy of unknown multiplicative factors. Consequently, Weber's 

ratio A, defined as the ratio between bare electrostatic and electro

magnetic units of charge, differs from c, the velocity of light in air, 

by 1IA = c (1 +4 '!r Eo)(1+4 '!rOo), where eo is the magnetic suscepti

bility of the ether.34 Helmholtz developed an argument for eo par

allel to that for EO. The discrepancy between the "true" velocity 11 A 

and the observed velocity c in air or ether entails a correction in the 

theoretical velocities of longitudinal and transversal waves of polar

isation P. The corrected values are: 

1+ 4 1teo 
4 1t lOOK for longitudinal waves, 

for transversal waves. 

According to Helmholtz, the longitudinal waves of PI were 

dependent on the static-type force. It is my opinion that Helmholtz's 

admission of a static-type force in the variable regime is to be attrib

uted to his paradigmatic choice to consider "Kraft" in its substantive 

relation to matter. In his 1847 memoir on the conservation of "Kraft", 

for example, he affirmed: "It is evident that in the application of the 

ideas of matter and 'Kraft' to nature, the two ... should never be sepa-
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rated".35 I think that for him the counterpart in electrical science was 

the substantive relation between electric charge and electrostatic 

force. 

The relation was tied to the nature of electric charge and 

therefore could not be dissolved by accidents such as the motion of 

the charge. 

Although Helmholtz presented a wave equation for the polar

isation, his physical ideas were by no means identical with 

Maxwell's. Helmholtz was aware of the differences, pointing out that 

his and Maxwell's theories 

are opposed to each other in a certain sense, since according to the theory of mag
netic induction originating with Poisson, which can be carried through in a fully 
corresponding way for the theory of dielectric polarisation of insulators, the action 
at a distance is diminished by the polarisation, whereas according to Maxwell's 
theory the action at a distance is exactly replaced by the polarisation.36 

Helmholtz's model of polarisability modified Maxwell's the

ory of the electromagnetic field in major ways: in Helmholtz's mod

ification not only were two distinct forces present, but the velocity of 

neither coincided with the velocity of light. Since this was a conse

quence of his model of polarisability, Helmholtz had to force his the

ory to yield the velocity of light. For a very large value of the dielec

tric constant the velocity of the transverse wave converges on c. 

Moreover, the velocity of the longitudinal wave becomes infinite for 

K=O, in which case the longitudinal force acts at a distance. This con

dition also affects the intensity of the longitudinal force, as 

Helmholtz showed elsewhere:37 in the case of very large values for 

the electric and magnetic susceptibilities, £0 and 80 , the longitudi

nal distance force vanishes together with the free electricity E. The 

very large values of the susceptibilities do not effect the total charge, 
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which remains finite. 

The idea that distance forces emanating from bare charges 

exist in a dynamic system in a vacuum was deeply enmeshed in 

Helmholtz's theory of polarisability. Two consequences were that 

longitudinal, static-type forces are present in dynamical phenomena 

over the entire band of frequencies, and that a correction must be 

applied to the velocity of propagation of transverse and longitudinal 

forces as given by the d' Alembert equation of polarisation. Thus, an 

etherless vacuum and action at a distance had a conceptual primacy 

in Helmholtz's theory. 

Helmholtz's theory was widely influential. Hertz took' it as 

the starting point for his research in 1887, as did Lorentz, who 

accepted action at a distance in the Helmholtian formulation as the 

basis for his investigation of Maxwell's electromagnetic theory of 

light. Henri Poincare devoted many pages of his Electricite et 

Optique of 1901 to an assessment of Helmholtz's theory and its rela

tion to Maxwell's.38 Pierre Duhem, after strongly criticizing 

Maxwell's theory and Boltzmann's formulation of it, recommended 

Helmholtz's theory as "a natural continuation of the theories of Pois

son, Ampere, Weber, and Neumann," establishing a "continuity of 

tradition, without missing any of the recent conquests of electrical 

science".39 

Helmholtz's theory has received attention recently from his

torians of science. Leon Rosenfeld, in his provocative essay, "The 

Velocity of Light and the Evolution of Electrodynamics," says that 

not only was Helmholtz's approach to Maxwell's theory "entirely 

alien to its spirit, but it tended to obscure its characteristic features 

and to make the theory appear as a somewhat singular limiting case 

of the scheme".40 I agree with Rosenfeld's judgement; for I believe 
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that there is no contradiction in the assertions that Helmholtz was 

establishing a "continuity of tradition" in the context of continental 

physics and that he did violence to Maxwell's ideas as they were 

understood by Maxwell and by some of his successors. I explain this 

seeming paradox by the differences between continental and British 

science; the former stressed the internal consistency and phenome

nological concreteness of theories, whereas the latter stressed mod

els and modes of representation. Helmholtz's interpretation of 

Maxwell conformed to the continental ideas. 

Helmholtz's 1870 article, in which he placed the different 

electrodynamical theories on a basis that allowed for a decision 

between them, was consistent with Helmholtz's general ideas on sci

entific inquiry. He believed that 

the impact of a new abstraction [such as the concept of electric displacement] can 
only be understood clearly when its application to the chief group of individual 
cases which it comprises has been thought out and found valid. It is very hard to 
define new abstractions in universal propositions, so as to avoid misunderstandings 

of all kinds.41 

Helmholtz's concrete interpretation of Maxwell's displacement cur

rent as the dielectric polarisation of insulators is, perhaps, the best 

exemplification of this frame of mind. 

5.6. Helmholtz's Experiments on Maxwell's Theory 

Other experiments on the propagation of "induction" were performed 

in 1869 and 1871 in Helmholtz's Berlin laboratory, but this time in 

connection with a well-defined quantitative problem: how can one 

measure the velocity of propagation of "induction" or, at least, a 

lower limit to it? Using a pendulum as a current-switch, Helmholtz 
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measured, with the precision of 11231,170 seconds, the time lag 

between the opening of a primary and of a secondary coil. When the 

coils were 136 centimetres apart, a change in the delay of 11231,170 

seconds did not produce any change in the induced charge. 

Helmholtz interpreted this result as evidence that "if the induced 

action propagates with a finite velocity, this should be larger than 

314,400 meters per second".42 The experiments were situated in a 

theoretical context of not very clearly defined contours, as they were 

inspired indiscriminately by theories of retarded action including 

Neumann's, or by such ideas about propagation as those championed 

by Faraday and Maxwell. In effect, Helmholtz saw in this experi

mental approach a possible refutation of Weber's action-at-a-distance 

theory. Helmholtz appreciated the intrinsic limitations of a mechani

cal switch and the impossibility of sharply defining the initial and 

final values of current pulses for such a short interval of time.43 He 

soon abandoned this method in his search for an experimental deci

sion between the two main conceptions of electrodynamics; he 

turned instead to the indirect effects of finite propagation such as the 

polarisation of dielectrics. 

I need now to assess the role of Helmholtz's theory in inspir

ing experimental activity in his Berlin laboratory in the 1870's and, 

in particular, inspiring the experimental approach to dielectrics from 

which Hertz began his experimental study of electromagnetic radia

tion. I will begin with a brief description of the experimental prob

lem and will follow that with a more detailed appraisal of the 

Helmholtz-Hertz relationship. Mechanical motion, in the form in 

which it had been exploited in induction-type experiments, seemed at 

first to Helmholtz suitable for producing those variations of electric 

and magnetic forces to which the polarisation of dielectrics was relat-
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ed in his formula. 

Accordingly, Helmholtz limited the major part of his experi

ments in the 1870's to testing polarisation effects in the vicinity of 

charged conductors in motion. An experiment using a cylindrical 

condenser that turned around its axis in a uniform magnetic field was 

performed by N. Schiller in Helmholtz's laboratory and presented by 

Helmholtz in a memoir to the Berlin Academy in 1875.44 Schiller 

concluded that Franz Neumann's generalised law of induction 

derived from his potential theory was false, whereas the results of the 

experiment agreed with Neumann's potential theory when augment

ed by a dielectric ether, and they agreed with his electromagnetic 

induction law derived from Ampere's action-at-a-distance forces and 

Faraday's dielectric polarisation (Helmholtz regarded Neumann's 

potential theory augmented by a dielectric ether as equivalent to 

Maxwell's theory). 

An experiment that Helmholtz performed with Henry A. 

Row land and that he reported to the Academy in 1876 confirmed that 

charges borne by moving material bodies exert, under certain condi

tions, magnetic actions4s. But these magnetic actions could be inter

preted as due either merely to the displacement of charges through 

the motion of their ponderable carriers, as in Weber's theory, or to the 

variation of the dielectric polarisation of air, or ether, in a fixed vol

ume of space resulting from the motion of the electric force. 

To discriminate between these two possibilities, experiments 

were required in which polarisation effects could be produced with

out the motion, at least the macroscopic motion, of charges. 

Helmholtz proposed such experiments as the theme for a research 

competition at the Academy in 1879, one that Hertz was to enter (see 

next chapter). Helmholtz's proposed experiments had the advantage, 
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essential to experiments on electromagnetic waves, of requiring no 

mechanical motion to produce the expected effects; Hertz's new 

technique of detecting electromagnetic effects by purely electromag

netic means such as scintillation in a spark gap followed Helmholtz's 

line of thought. 



CHAPTER 6 

HERTZ'S EXPERIMENTS ON ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES 

6.1. Hertz's Initial HelmholtianApproach to the Experiments on the 

"Exceeding Mobility of Electricity" 

Heinrich Hertz's decision to go to Helmholtz and to work in his lab

oratory in Berlin had great significance for his career in research. 

Helmholtz's general outlook on science and physics had an initial 

bearing on Hertz's own. 

In the autumn of 1878 Hertz went from the University of 

Munich to the University of Berlin, where he spent his second year 

as a physics student. I In Berlin he followed Kirchhoff's and 

Helmholtz's lectures and attended Helmholtz's physics laboratory. 

He was soon drawn into Helmholtz's scientific circle; when shortly 

he undertook original research on a subject proposed by Helmholtz, 

the latter provided him with research facilities in' his institute and 

paid daily attention to Hertz's progress. In 1880, Hertz published his 

results under the title "Research to Establish an Upper Limit for the 

Kinetic Energy of Electric Current",2 for which he was awarded a 

prize by the Berlin Philosophy Faculty. Since this research was rep

resentative of the approach to electrodynamics common in 

Helmholtz's laboratory an approach that Hertz was to abandon even

tually I shall comment briefly on it. 

Hertz set out to prove experimentally that only a limited frac

tion of the extra current in a self-inductive circuit was dependent on 

the inertia of the current. He also sought an upper limit for the den-

135 
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sity of mass per unit charge. The equation for an oscillating current 

in a circuit with inductance is: 

Aidt = i2wdt +d( Pi2 ) 

where A i~ the electromotive force, i the intensity of the current, w 

the resistance, and P the self-induction coefficient ("Potential des 

Leiters auf sich selbst"). Introducing the hypothesis of an inertial 

mass m of the current, this equation reads: 

Aidt = i2 wdt + d( Pi2 + mi2) 
f'I: 

In this case P should represent that part of the self-induction that is 

independent of inertial effects. All inertial effects are included in 

m = r qll, where I is the unit of positive electricity contained in unit 

volume of wire, I the total length of wire, q the cross section of the 

wire, and r the density of mass per unit charge. 

Hertz sought to isolate the inertial element m by comparing 

the inductive effects in a series of circuits with varying self-induc

tion.3 He measured the extra current with a galvanometer inserted 

into an arm of a Wheatstone bridge. The mechanical arrangement 

made it possible to establish contact with different circuits in quick 

succession. At first Hertz used, on Helmholtz's suggestion, double

wound or Knochenhauer spirals to reduce the self-induction. How

ever, he soon found out that straight wires in circuits of a rectangular 

shape gave better results, since the calculation of the self-induction 

coefficient was then geometrically simpler. (Both rectangular circuits 

and self-induction calculations would enter his later research on elec

tric waves.) Assuming for the velocity of the current the values 1 

mm1sec and 10 mm1sec, he obtained from the experiment the corre-
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sponding inequalities:4 

r < 0.008 milligrams ; r > 0.00008 milligrams. 

His conclusion was that the upper limit for the density of 

mass seemed to disprove Weber's electrodynamic law; for the small, 

if not vanishing, inertial effects implied an instability in the charge 

distribution of a metallic sphere.s This argument had been developed 

by Helmholtz in his 1870 essay, showing clearly that Hertz's first 

research belonged to the terms of the Weber-Helmholtz debate. 

Helmholtz confirmed this point in his 1894 reconstruction of Hertz's 

route to the discovery of electric waves. There Helmholtz stressed 

the importance for Hertz's future work of his early recognition of the 

quasi absence of inertial effects in the motion of electricity: 

These experiments clearly impressed upon his [Hertz's] mind the exceeding mobil
ity of electricity, and pointed out to him the way towards his most important dis-

coveries6. 

Helmholtz's polarisation theory stimulated Hertz's interest in 

a conception of contiguous action in electromagnetic phenomena, 

although Hertz's early approach took its starting point in the Rie

mann and Carl Neumann tradition of retarded action. It is clear from 

Hertz's writings that he had studied Helmholtz's theory with its pecu

liar combination of distance and contiguous action 7.In 1879, on 

Helmholtz's suggestion, the Academy offered a prize for the solution 

to the following problem(hereafter, Academy prize): 

To establish experimentally any relation between electromagnetic forces and 
dielectric polarization of insulators- that is to say, either in electromagnetic [elec
trodynamic] force exerted by polarisations in non-conductors, or the polarisation 
of a non-conductor as an effect of electromagnetic [electrodynamic] induction.8 
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At that time, Hertz did not think that the oscillations of Ley

den jars or open induction coils would lead to observable effects.9 He 

did not say why he thought the effects were unobservable, but his 

reason can be inferred from a note in his diary,IO and, especially, 

from the content of his 1887 paper, "On Very Rapid Electric Oscilla

tions," his first response to the Academy's problem. He felt that he 

needed more rapid oscillations than ordinarily obtainable, since any 

dynamical polarisation effect was dependent on time derivatives~ 

In 1883 Hertz moved from the University of Berlin to the 

University of Kiel and from his position of assistant to Helmholtz to 

that of Privatdocent for mathematical physics. His outstanding theo

retical work at Kiel was his 1884 paper, "On the Relations between 

Maxwell's Fundamental Electromagnetic [Electrodynamic] Equa

tions and the Fundamental Equations of the Opposing Electromag

netics [Electrodynamics]" .11 

Since the evaluation of Hertz's 1884 contribution has been 

highly controversial in recent historiography, I prefer to devote the 

rest of chapter six to an examination of Hertz's paper. I believe that 

the nature of Hertz's 1884 arguments and their connection with his 

1888-90 contributions and especially with his magisterial 1888 

experiment the subject of my next two chapters will be better under

stood when situated against the background of Hertz's subsequent 

research. 

I have stated one aspect of the relationship hid between Hertz 

and Helmholtz. Their association, however, was many-sided. From 

the experimental point of view, it was decisive for Hertz's success 

that he approached Maxwell from Helmholtz's point of view. In fact, 

Helmholtz's program of detecting the polarisation of material 

dielectrics by induction experiments, which Hertz took up, implied 
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circuital electricity; the dielectric body had to be inserted into the pri

mary circuit to make its inductive effects observable. Helmholtz's 

circuital approach was an important factor in leading Hertz toward 

his understanding of the source-field relation. The stress on the elec

tromagnetic forces of polarisation currents brought to Hertz's atten

tion the more general connection between conduction currents and 

fields in the vicinity of a linear oscillator. Hertz generalised this con

nection to that of a relation between sources and waves in the radia

tion field of the same oscillator. 

It will serve as an indication of the complexity of the histori

cal situation to remark that Hertz's experiments, in their initial phase, 

turned out to be significant for Helmholtz's potential theory as well 

as for Maxwell's theory. The two theories were concerned with the 

distribution of forces in the neighbourhood of an unclosed current, 

and Hertz found a way to detect precisely that distribution. In fact, in 

a letter to Helmholtz dated January 21, 1888, Hertz spoke of the pos

sibility of measuring K in Helmholtz's potential formula and his 

dielectric constant of space. 12 In the conclusions to his February 

1888 paper communicated to the Academy on February 2 of the 

same year,13 Hertz thought of using the new procedure to test these 

theories, especially the one which had received Helmholtz's imprint 

and sanction. 14 However, he showed no protracted interest in poten

tial theories. 

Hertz progressed towards his decisive experiments on electri

cal radiation by moving from one conception of electricity, in which 

charges and currents in circuits were the sources of force, to a differ

ent conception of electricity, in which the electric force was identi

fied with the polarisation of the ether. 

Hertz never returned in his mature work to the circuital 
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approach to electrical phenomena that typified his early research. 

The "exceeding mobility of electricity" was perhaps one of the first 

steps in his radical change in basic conceptions. 

6.2 From Conduction of Currents in Wires to Propagation of 
Changes of Potential 

In 1885 Hertz left the University of Kiel and accepted a position as 

professor of physics at the Karlsruhe Technische Hochschule, where 

he performed all of his experiments on electromagnetic waves. There 

in 1886 he experimented with the Riess or Knochenhauer spirals. 

These were double-wound wire spirals, a common electrical device 

for induction experiments that he had already used in his experiments 

on the inertia of currents in Berlin. He used the two spirals as induc

tion coils of low self-inductance, inserted in a powered primary cir

cuit and secondary passive circuit, respectively. He obtained strong 

sparks in the secondary coil when discharging the primary through a 

sparking gap. He attributed the strength of the sparks to the high fre

quency of oscillation in the spirals (paper no. 1 ,"Introduction, A), 

Experimental") 15. 

Hertz's transformation of the experimental set-up from the 

Riess spirals to sparking in the secondary circuit ("Nebenkreis") 

indicates his conceptual train of thought at the time. Arguing from 

the propagation of electrical effects in wires, he was trying to give a 

first evaluation of the frequency of the oscillations that produced the 

discharge in the primary circuit. This train of thought led him to 

modify the initial arrangement by connecting by wire the primary to 

a given point in the secondary circuit. In his experiment (Paper No. 

2), he intended to verify his conjecture that, in the secondary gap, 
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sparks "(show) more clearly ... that these disturbances run on so 

rapidly that even the time taken by electric waves in rushing through 

short metallic conductors [in the secondary] becomes of appreciable 

importance. For the experiment can only be interpreted in the sense 

that the change of potential proceeding from the induction coil reach

es Knob 1 in an appreciably shorter time than Knob 2".1 6 

It was an experiment on propagation in wires, but the con

ceptual context was now "the propagation of change of potential" in 

wires and in air, or waves of potential, not the propagation of currents 

or charges in wires as it had been in his former experiments on the 

inertia of currents. This circumstance might partially explain how lit

tle attention Hertz had paid until now to theories and experiments, 

such as Bezold's, on the propagation of "waves of current" in con

ducting wires. 

There is evidence that Hertz was acquainted with theories of 

propagation of current in wires l7 though he did not explicitly men

tion them. He often assumed, for instance, that the velocity of prop

agation is independent of the resistance of the wire in wires of small 

resistance, and this is one of the main tenets of wire propagation the

ories. 

6.3. A Clue for the Academy Prize: Propagation of very Rapid Elec

tric Oscillations in Short Open Linear Wires 

What Hertz thought was new in his experiment was the propagation 

of high frequency oscillating currents. He was surprised to learn after 

his article appeared that fifteen years before Bezold had produced 

effects equal to his own. Bezold had not attributed to them the same 

importance for electrodynamics as Hertz did, and his work had 
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remained almost unnoticed in scientific circles. Hertz justified his 

oversight by pointing out that the external appearance of Bezold's 

paper had led him to think that it concerned only electric dust-fig-

ures. 

Hertz now viewed propagation phenomena as a manifestation 

of the rapidity of oscillations, as is shown by the title of the paper, 

"On Very Rapid Electric Oscillations", in which he described the 

experiments. Accordingly, he viewed sparks as the manifestation of 

very strong potential gradients across the gap and, more generally, all 

over the secondary conductor. His view was also that a marked non

uniformity of potential distribution was a sign of propagation with 

very short wavelengths. It can be argued that he considered the above 

qualitative evaluation of the frequency of oscillation through the 

wavelength as a way of circumventing the impossibility of directly 

measuring the frequency by methods like Feddersen's for less rapid 

osc illati ons. 

The phenomenon of oscillations in both primary and sec

ondary circuits also interested Hertz because the oscillator was a 

short metallic conductor with open ends, an "open circuit", and short 

open rectilinear circuits had an important position in Helmholtz the

ory. A letter from Hertz to Helmholtz in this period stressed precise

ly this point. 18 Previously, according to Hertz, oscillations had been 

obtained in open coils and Leyden jars, but never in short metallic 

conductors. 19 

The high-frequency aspects were responsible for the modifi

cations that Hertz introduced step by step in the primary oscillator 

and the secondary circuit, as can be clearly seen in the sequence of 

figures in his paper, evolving eventually into the now familiar open 

radiator and receiver. But this was not precisely Hertz's object at the 
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time; rather, he was interested in the rapidity of oscillations in the 

primary circuit and in a procedure not only for detecting them but for 

evaluating their frequency through the secondary oscillations. At this 

stage Hertz studied the behaviour of the secondary circuit as mani

fested by sparks in the spark gap, soon convincing himself that the 

secondary circuit was the basis of a resonance phenomenon and 

learning how to tune it with the primary circuit to magnify the sparks. 

At the same time he realised that sparking was a more com

plicated effect than he had expected and that causes other than poten

tial gradients combined in producing it; some of the causes, such as 

electrostatic ones, could be eliminated by interposing a wet thread 

between the knobs of the micrometer (paper no. 2).20 

Another cause of the complications was the "photoelectric" 

effect, then still unknown, which Hertz, with clear judgement, attrib

uted to the presence of ultraviolet light from the primary discharge; 

to eliminate this cause, he undertook a special investigation of the 

phenomenon and published the result in a separate paper, "On an 

Effect of Ultra-Violet Light upon the Electric Discharge" (paper no. 

4). 

In the theoretical sectIon of "On Very Rapid Oscillations", 

Hertz computed the half period T of the oscillation by Thomson's 

formula: .1 
T = plcVP C 

where c is the velocity of light, C the capacity of either one of two 

large spheres of 15 cm radius, attached to the ends of a straight 

metallic wire of the primary oscillator, and P the self-induction coef

ficient of the wire of length 150 cm. (Since he computed P and C in 

electromagnetic and electrostatic units, respectively, he introduced 

the conversion factor llc.) He found that T = 1.77 X 10-8 sec. In com-
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puting C, he considered the relative capacity of the spheres instead of 

the absolute capacity of one of them, an error22 that Poincare23 

remarked on in 1891 and that Hertz himself acknowledged.24 

At this stage Hertz considered the new rapid oscillations as a 

promising effect for solving the problem of the Berlin Academy. He 

thought that it would be easy with the aid of these rapid oscillations 

to detect the electromagnetic effects of a polarisation current in a 

dielectric block of sulphur or paraffin. He was impressed by the pres

ence of a position, or neutral point, of the gap in which sparks were 

either very feeble or absent. His first attempt at detecting the effects 

was to insert a dielectric block between the metallic plates of the con

denser in the primary circuit and then to remove it quickly. He 

expected that through the displacement of the neutral point, the 

detector in the vicinity of the block would discriminate between the 

induction of the entire loop with the block present and the induction 

when the block was quickly removed.25 

Given Helmholtz's understanding of polarisation, which was 

inspired by the static-type Poisson polarisation of material 

dielectrics, it was reasonable that Helmholtz and Hertz should regard 

dense, usually solid, dielectrics with a high dielectric constant as 

suitable for experiments. That the dielectric was a solid favoured its 

insertion into a circuit but prevented the detection of the effect in its 

interior, limiting this detection to locations situated in its neighbour

hood. The experiment failed, since he noticed no change in the spark

ing in the secondary circuit when the block was removed. 

He decided that he had attacked the problem too directly and 

that the various parts of the secondary circuit in which neutral points 

were present had first to be studied. Modifying the rectangular form 

of the secondary circuit to that of a circle, he studied the primary 
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oscillations by moving the circle which, being symmetric, prevented 

the disturbing effects of the asymmetry of the previous square detec

tor. He now introduced an optical device to observe in the dark very 

feeble sparks in the spark gap and he made the gap adjustable by 

means of a micrometer screw. The secondary circuit was mounted on 

a wooden base. By this arrangement, he discovered that other neutral 

points existed in different positions with respect to the primary cir

cuit. 

6.4. A Phenomenological Theory of the "Kreis" Detector 

Hertz consequently developed a theory of the secondary circular cir

cuit which he described in paper no 5.26 It was a phenomenological 

theory of the electric forces that affect the displacement of the "neu

tral point", into which he introduced concepts from electrostatics and 

the theory of electromagnetic induction at a semi-quantitative level. 

His theory assumes that stationary oscillations are induced in the sec

ondary circuit and that the position of the spark-gap always corre

sponds to a node of the current.27 He discusses theoretically the posi

tion and magnitude of the external exciting electrical force when the 

spark-gap corresponds to the position of maximum sparking in the 

circular secondary detector. He assumes further that the oscillations 

in the secondary circuit, which most effectively produce sparks, are 

the fundamental ones and not overtones. Accordingly, a maximum 

amount of sparking occurs when the position of the spark-gap is such 

that the plane of the circle is parallel to the primary inductor and the 

gap lies along the vertical to the plane, passing through the primary 

and the diameter of the circle. In this case, the theory predicts that the 

electric force is tangential to the circle at the spark -gap and to the 
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position of the circle diametrically opposite. The direction of the 

external electrical force can be theoretically determined by placing 

the plane of the circuit in a vertical position the primary is horizon

tal and by bringing the gap to the highest position and then turning 

the circle around a vertical axis until the sparks disappear.28 The 

sparks that are sensitive to this rotation are produced by the electro

static force whose direction can thus be determined. The electro

magnetic force acts in every position along the tangent to the circle, 

and the sparks produced by it are not sensitive to a rotation of the 

gap. 

Hertz also infers from his theory of the detector that at posi

tions beyond three meters from the primary circuit only the elec

tromagnetic type of force seems active in producing sparks, and he 

depicts approximate maps of the lines of force.29 The theory of the 

"circle" Hertz developed in his paper no. 5 will soon allow him to 

discriminate between electrostatic and electromagnetic forces. 

The motive of my discussion of Hertz's theory of the "circle" 

is to indicate the rather elaborate state of the theory. However, some 

parts of the theory, such as the assertion that the gap always corre

sponded to a node of the current, were rough approximations or con

troversial affirmations. 30 

From the point of view of an exact theory, Hertz's experi

ments were complicated by the following feature, which was first 

noticed by Oliver Lodge, who in 1888 was working on similar exper

iments. Hertz's radiators were strongly damped and consequently 

oscillated over a large band of frequencies, whereas the opposite was 

the case for the detectors, which were persistent vibrators oscillating 

with little damping over a very short band of frequencies. 31 

From the practical side, this complication was a happy cir-
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cumstance because it made it easy for Hertz to tune his detectors to 

different wavelengths according to their size and shape. On the other 

hand, the damping was not so strong as to prevent any interference 

between primary and secondary reflected waves. He had recognised 

this advantage very early in his work. 

I am now ready to discuss Hertz's reaction to the Berlin 

Academy Prize research. Through the experiment described in paper 

No 5 he had found that the presence of an insulator modified the 

positions of the neutral point; he believed he was ready to find a solu

tion to the problem of the Berlin Academy, namely, showing that "an 

electromagnetic force [is] exerted by polarisations in non-conduc

tors." 

In the experiment described in paper no. 632, he attributed the 

above modification or, more precisely, the angular displacement of 

the neutral point, to the inductive effect of the polarisation current in 

the dielectric block when the block was placed as close as possible to 

both primary and secondary circuits. In short, he used the apparatus 

as a kind of "induction balance"33 that displaced the neutral points by 

superposing induced currents from conduction or polarisation cur

rents. 

The experiment is, however, mainly qualitative: the induction 

effect produced by electrical disturbances in insulators is manifested 

through the angular displacement of the direction of the null point. 

Hertz shows that the induction effects produced by the presence of 

large blocks of insulators like paper, paraffin, and asphalt are of the 

same order of magnitude and sense as those produced by thin metal

lic plates. He does not give a quantitative evaluation of the electro

magnetic effect of dielectrics and conductors, but refers only to a 

"very rough estimate" he made on the assumption that "the quanti-
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ties of electricity displaced by dielectric polarisation must be as great 

at least as those which are set in motion by conduction in thin metal

lic rods".34 In this estimate, he probably uses Helmholtz's 1870 

expression for the density of polarisation current. He argues that he 

has shown an equal effect both with conductors, in which currents 

exert electromotive forces according to the accepted theory, and with 

non-conductors. According to him, the second part remains untested. 

The research, for which he was awarded the prize, was communicat

ed to the Academy on 10 November 1887. 

It is worthy to notice that, at this stage of his research, Hertz 

considered the inductive effect of polarisation currents in dielectrics 

as confirmation of the views of Faraday and Maxwell.35 He believed, 

too, that his experiment solved the first part of the problem of the 

Berlin Academy; namely, the problem of showing that "an electro

magnetic force [is] exerted by polarizations in non-conductors." He 

was awarded the Academy prize. 

I think that Hertz's experiment, which he considered a solu

tion for the problem of the Berlin Academy, presents enough evi

dence to let us conclude that, up to 19 November, 1897, he interpret

ed the dynamic polarisation of dielectrics as an affect that confirmed 

Maxwell's theory, but that, at the same time, he thought that this 

effect did not contradict Helmholtz's thesis and the Academy ques

tion. Thus, one can explain Hertz's interpretation as a consequence of 

the ambiguous role assigned to polarization in dielectrics by the two 

competing theories, a matter I intend to examine in the following 

pages,36 
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6.5. Hertz's New Conception in 1888: Waves of Electric Polarisation 

in Ether 

Hertz's paper on electromagnetic effects in insulators was dated 10 

:November 1887; his next paper was presented to the Berlin Acade

my on 2 February 1888. In this period of about three months, Hertz's 

ideas underwent a remarkable change, which was to affect all of his 

following work. In brief, the propagation of electricity in air and 

ether, the central theme of his 1884 investigations that he had subse

quently abandoned in favour of Helmholtz's approach, again became 

central to his thought, but, this time in connection with ether polari

sation. At this point Hertz moved from a concern with polarisation

current effects in the neighbourhood of large blocks of material insu

lators (Le., material dielectrics) to the understanding of free propa

gation as an effect of an ethereal polarisation. He never returned to 

the separate test of polarisation effects of these insulators, dismissing 

the phenomenon as marginal to Maxwell's theory. 

To begin with, let us note that the relation between wire prop

agation and free propagation is central to Hertz's change of mind, 

when he finally decided in favour of the latter, i.e., propagation in air 

of electrical waves. Hertz's conceptual change is evident from the 

new type of experiment he described in his paper of February 1888, 

(paper no.7) reported to the Berlin Academy on 2 February 1888, 

with the title: "On the Finite Velocity of Propagation of Electromag

netic Actions"}? 

This experiment was the first that was planned to demonstrate 

propagation in air. The paper opens by stating that the problem of the 

existence of polarisations in air accompanying electric forces is 

"another question" than that of the polarisation "within insulators 
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whose dielectric constants differ appreciably from unity." The shift is 

from the program of testing polarisation effects in material 

dielectrics i.e., of testing the first and second hypotheses to that of 

testing waves of polarisation in air, or in empty space (the two phe

nomena were equivalent in this context). The existence of waves in 

air would prove simultaneously the two first hypotheses of empty 

space. Hertz concludes by stating that if air polarisation exists, then 

"electromagnetic actions must be propagated with a finite veloci

ty".38 

In the initial experiment on propagation, Hertz presents an 

interference between waves in air and waves in wires, the wire sys

tem being coupled to the primary circuit by a "capacitive" cou

pling.39 Hertz had reasons for this hybrid combination, which 

caused him many difficulties: in case the velocity of electrical waves 

in air was much greater than that of light, a result which would agree 

with Helmholtz's theory, it would be safer to measure it by compar

ison with the velocity in a wire. He rightly expected a lack of direc

tionality in the dipole radiation that would hamper direct interfer

ence, and, most important, he was much better acquainted with prop

agation in wires than in air. 

Whatever Hertz's reasons for the comparison, what is signif

icant for us is that to conceive of the likelihood of an interference 

between air and wire systems he had to regard propagation in air and 

in wire as essentially akin to one another.4o 

In his first propagation experiment, Hertz succeeded in 

demonstrating propagation in air, though he had difficulty determin

ing the velocity, and his doubts on the validity of Maxwell's theory 

were at their greatest. He remarked that "the resulting interferences 

did not succeed each other at equal distances, but the changes were 
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more rapid in the neighbourhood of the oscillation than at greater dis

tances". He explained this irregularity in the spatial distribution of 

the interferences along the wire by the supposition that the total force 

might be split into two parts, of which the one, the electromagnetic 

was propagated with the velocity of light, while the other, "the elec

trostatic force ... is propagated with an infinite velocity".41 Besides, 

the ratio of the velocity in a wire to the velocity in air of the electro

magnetic force was about two-thirds.42 This result was inconsistent 

both with traditional theory and with Maxwell's theory; both pre

dicted a velocity equal to the free velocity in air in a conducting wire 

of little resistance. 

The key to resolving this dilemma was to measure indepen

dently the velocity in air as he did in the experiment performed short

ly after February 1888 and reported in paper no.8 : "On Electromag

netic Waves in Air and their Reflection".43 The background of this 

experiment is the following: while experimenting with his "laeis", 

Hertz had noticed that the sparks' behavior near the walls of the room 

seemed to indicate a reflection of waves. He set about exploiting the 

phenomenon for measuring wavelengths in air in a stationary wave 

system. This plan had the unique advantage of allowing the mea

surement of the wavelength in air to be made independently of that 

of the wavelength in the wire, and, assuming in air a velocity equal 

to that of light, of allowing the period of oscillation to be calculated 

from the wavelength in air. Hertz found the period to be 1.55 X 10-8 

sec, and showed that this result compared favourably with that 

obtained by Thomson's formula, i.e., 1.4 X 10-8 sec. He obtained a 

result which was consistent with the former one.45 
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6.6 A Reinterpretation of the Experimental Results in the Light of 

Maxwell s Theory 

In his paper no. 9, "The Forces of Electric Oscillations Treated 

According to Maxwell's Theory';,46 composed in the spring of 1888, 

Hertz firmly establishes the new theoretical context of Maxwell's 

theory through a comprehensive treatment of one important aspect, 

the source-field relation. This aspect is worth commenting on. In the 

paper, Hertz presents Maxwell's equations at the beginning in exact

ly the same form and with the same symbols as in his 1884 paper. He 

restricts their solution to the case of a source of waves in the shape 

of a rectilinear oscillator along the X axis of a cartesian system of 

coordinates. He derives the components X, Y, Z of the electric and L, 

M, N of the magnetic force in terms of a quantity, known today as the 

polarisation potential or Hertz's vector:47 

_ d2n 
x-- dxdy 

_ d2n 
L-A dxdt 

y=_ d2n 
dxdy 

M=A d2n 
dxdt 

N=O 

where A is, as usual, the reciprocal of the velocity of light. II defines 

a function of the cylindrical co-ordinates r, z and time t which satis

fies the d' Alembertian equation: 

A2 d2n =\1 n 
dt 2 

A suitable solution for n , which is satisfied everywhere except at the 

origin, is: n = E I sin (mr - nt) 
r 

where E is a quantity of electricity, I a length, r the length of the posi-
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tion vector, m = rr/l and n = rr/l'; here [ and T are the wavelength 

and period, respectively, and are related by [ = tlA . In the immediate 

neighbourhood of the oscillator, where r is vanishingly small com

pared with [, and mr is negligible compared with nt, one has: II = 
- ( El sin nt)/r. The electric force components are given in this case 

as the second derivatives of a double point potential, which repre

sents the static potential of an oscillator of length I. 

By the use of the polarisation potential Hertz succeeded in 

integrating Maxwell's equations for the particular situation of the 

dipole source. His method represents a special case of an approach of 

more general significance to the solution of the equations with source 

terms: the method was later to be known as that of retarded poten

tials. 

Hertz's introduction into the theory of this potential facili

tates, among other things, the development of analytical expressions 

for the "dynamical lines of force" of the radiation field. Hertz plots 

neat diagrams of the lines for different values of time, which he 

reproduces as illustrations in the article. This is the first time that a 

radiation field is represented as a drawing.48 Hertz's computation of 

the energy emitted in a half-period from his oscillator is reported49 as 

2,400 ergs.50 

Hertz's acceptance of Maxwell's theory meant a decisive 

rejection of his previous concepts, among them the distinction 

between static and dynamic forces on which almost all of his previ

ous thought was based. His introduction of the potential allows him 

to write the component of the electric force in the equatorial plane, 

lying on the axis of the oscillation and at a long distance from it, 

in the form: 
Z = Elm3 {_ sin (mr - nt) _ cos (mr - nt) + sin (mr - nt) } 

mr m2r2 m3iJ· 
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From Hertz's statement, "the resultant wave can in no way be 

split up into two simple waves travelling with different velocities", 

we can argue that his earlier way of explaining the interference in 

wires by considering the total force as composed of an electromag

netic force propagating with the velocity of light and an electrostatic 

force propagating "with greater and perhaps infinite velocity ... can 

only serve as an approximation to the truth".51 Hertz now regards the 

splitting up of the force as meaningless in general and his new con

ception as a permanent achievement. Hertz's recognition of only one 

kind of force now raises the question whether or not Maxwell's the

ory leads to any irregularity in the special distribution of interfer

ences. Hertz finds the agreement with the theory satisfactory for 

interferences he attributed to the electromagnetic force, but not for 

those attributed to the static force. 52 He treats wire propagation in an 

original way, establishing an equation in which the direction of inci

dence of lines of force into the wire is correlated to their velocity of 

propagation. 53 He confirms that in a good conductor the wave should 

propagate with the velocity of light, not with the smaller velocity of 

his previous results; thus the situation really allows no escape. He 

also finds obscurities in the velocity of propagation along the mds of 

crooked wires and spirals, which he expects to be the same as the 

velocity along a straight wire. 

The fact that Hertz takes up wire propagation again after he 

has achieved air propagation confirms the importance he attributed to 

this aspect of electromagnetic theory. However, in view of his 

achievement of air propagation and his theoretical explanation of it, 

he does not regard the difficulties in wire propagation as an obstacle 

to the acceptance of Maxwell's theory. His conclusion at this time is: 
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In our endeavour to explain the observations by means of Maxwell's theory, we 
have not succeeded in removing all difficulties. Nevertheless, the theory has been 
found to account most satisfactorily for the majority of the phenomena; and it will 
be acknowledged that this is no mean performance. But if we try to adopt any of 
the older theories to the phenomena, we meet with inconsistencies from the very 
start, unless we reconcile these theories with Maxwell's by introducing the ether as 

dielectric in the manner indicated by v. Helmholtz.54 

6.7. A Radical Change: from Charges and Currents in Wires to 

Waves and Fields in Space 

To sum up, the research Hertz reports in "The Forces of Electric 

Oscillations Treated According to Maxwell's Theory" represents the 

achievement of propagation in air, the determination of its velocity, 

and the theoretical understanding of the source-field relation through 

Maxwell's equations. This achievement allows Hertz in tum to clar

ify the inconsistencies he left behind him, and he does it through a 

complete acceptance of the Maxwellian context. 

Here is the way Hertz elucidates this point in the same paper. He had 

measured the velocity in air independently of the velocity in wires 

and had found it to conform to Maxwell's theory or, equivalently, to 

the limiting case of Helmholtz's theory. However, some aspects of 

the phenomenon were still disconcerting: the phase distribution in air 

seemed to point to an infinite velocity in the vicinity of the genera

tor.55 This inconsistency was similar to the one Hertz had already 

found in the case of wire propagation, and which he had explained 

by splitting the force. But now in the course of the experiment, Hertz 

advances tentatively a different explanation based on energy locali

sation in space: 

In the sense of our theory we more correctly represent the phenomenon by saying 
that fundamentally the waves which are being developed do not owe their forma-
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tion solely to processes at the origin, but arise out of the condition of the whole sur

rounding space, which latter, according to our theory, is the true seat of energy.56 

Hertz seeks to explain the instantaneous propagation of force 

in the neighbourhood of the oscillator, i.e., the propagation with a 

velocity higher than that of light, on the grounds that electromagnet

ic energy is localised and spreads out from the space surrounding the 

conductors. Therefore, interferences are not to be measured as if the 

waves propagated from the oscillator. Hertz affirms the new context 

more and more forcefully, and partly supports his judgement by 

referring to Heaviside's and Poynting's elaborations of Maxwell's 

theory. 

In the summer of 1888 he carried out the experiments on the 

guided propagation of waves57 described in his paper no. 10. In the 

following months, after completing his final experiment on free radi

ation, he resumed the experiments on wires,58 an indication of the 

importance he attributed to them. 

The view he was testing and that he believed was confirmed 

by his research was the one he ascribed to Heaviside and Poynting; 

namely, that "the electric force which determines the current is not 

propagated in the wire itself, but under all circumstances penetrates 

from without into the wire". Hertz considered it as "the correct inter

pretation of Maxwell's equations as applied to this case".59 In his ini

tial conception of guided waves, charges in the wire could still have 

the function of sources of external electric force, but in this last con

ception the force penetrates from without and determines the cur

rent.60 

Hertz's statement presents impressive evidence for the con

ceptual change in the context within which he was working; from a 

context of charges and currents he passed to the comprehensive con-
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text of the field. The concept of the field now challenged the earlier 

concepts that had been firmly established on the continent for nearly 

a century. Hertz does not give a definite opinion on the locus of the 

disturbances in the case of a regime of steady currents. However, he 

also did not make a distinction between the variable and steady 

regimes in this connection; to have done so would have seemed 

inconsistent on his part after having had asserted the principle of the 

unity of electrical force. 

At some stage in the researches he was working on in March 

1888, Hertz discovered through his detector that his apparatus was 

capable of producing shorter wavelengths. His clear theory of the 

source-field relation now allows him confidently to shape his exper

iment to demonstrate the ondulatory nature of the electrical force. He 

concentrates electric waves with mirrors, refracts them with lenses 

and prisms, polarises them with metal gratings, and reports on all this 

in paper no.ll, "On Electric Radiation" ["Uber Strahlen elektrischer 

Kraft"],61 which he presents to the Berlin Academy on 13 December 

1888. In place of the large Ruhrnkorff coil of the previous experi

ments he uses a smaller induction coil. At times he substitutes for the 

circular detector the now well-known dipole antenna; the antenna is 

160 centimetres long and is not at this time synchronised with the 

radiator. He concentrates the radiation by means of a parabolic mir

ror, 2 meters high and with an aperture of 1.2 meters, made of sheet 

zinc. By reflecting the wave from a conducting surface, he observes 

four distinct nodal points, and he finds the wavelength to be 66 cen

timetres. Hertz detects the sparking effect up to a distance of 16 

meters, using a door aperture in the wall. He verifies the rectilinear 

propagation by means of the usual screening process; he demon

strates polarisation with metal gratings; he detects reflected rays at 
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forty-five degrees; and he observes refraction through a huge prism 

"made of so-called hard pitch". 

He comments at the end of his paper: 

We have applied the tenn ray of electric force to the phenomena which we have 
investigated. We may perhaps further designate them as rays of light of very great 
wavelength. The experiments described appear to me, at any rate, eminently adopt
ed to remove any doubt as to the identity of light, radiant heat, and electromagnet
ic [ "elektrodynamischer"] wave motion.62 

Hertz views propagation here under its 'optical" aspect, 

opening up the new field of the optics of the electromagnetic spec

trum, which was rapidly developed by his successors. 

Hertz's December 1888 paper is commonly accepted as rep

resenting the climax of his experimental work. Following its com

munication to the Berlin Academy and its publication in the Annalen 

der Physik, the fame of Hertz's work spread to an international audi

ence. The modem reader of the paper is still struck by in Hertz's 

words the "demonstrative power" of the experiments. They have the 

virtues of simplicity, straightforwardness, and clarity. This demon

strative power was what Hertz had sought since he first began think

ing about free propagation. In fact, in March 1888 he had attempted 

to "exhibit the propagation of induction through the air byw.ave 

motion in a visible and almost tangible form." In fact, he had then 

argued that in his previous experiment (paper no. 7), the first on the 

propagation in wires and in air, 

though the inferences upon which that proof rested appear to me perfectly valid ... 
they are deduced in a complicated manner from complicated facts, and perhaps for 
this reason will not quite carry conviction to anyone who is not already prepos
sessed in favour of the views therein adopted.63 

Aware of this defect in his first experiment, Hertz now, in 

March 1888, emphasised the phenomenological aspect and even 
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stressed its quasi-independence from the theoretical interpretation. 

He maintained: 
the demonstrative power of the experiment is independent of any particular theo
ry. Nevertheless, it is clear that the experiments amount to so many reasons in 
favour of that theory of electromagnetic phenomena which was just developed by 

Maxwell from Faraday's views.64 

The relation between theory and experiment that Hertz hints 

at in the latter passage is developed and made more precise in his two 

subsequent theoretical papers on electrodynamics in 1890 and in his 

introduction to his collected papers. 

His "Fundamental Equations of Electromagnetics for Bodies 

at Rest", (paper no. 13) was one of the two theoretical papers with 

which he concluded his experiments on waves, rejecting the 

Helmholtian theory of the splitting of the electric force: 

the splitting of the electric force into an electrostatic and electromagnetic part does 
not in these general problems convey any physical meaning which can be clearly 
conceived, nor is it of any great mathematical use; so that, instead of following ear-

lier methods of treatment, it will be expedient to avoid it.65 

6.8 An Analysis of Hertz's Logic of Discovery 

In the foregoing pages I have given evidence for what I consider to 

be continuity in the development of Hertz's ideas from his March 

1888 research (paper no.8) to his 1890 theoretical work (paper no. 

13). 

In this section, I analyse Hertz's rethinking of the entire 

process of his discovery of electromagnetic waves presented in his 

introduction to Electric Waves, the volume of his collected papers on 

electrodynamics. My aim is to underline that his reconstruction of his 

discoveries in the 1891 introduction is consistent on the whole with 
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the development of his research as presented in his Electric Waves, 

the second volume of his Gesammelte Werke. 

In the initial passages of the introduction Hertz speaks of 

Helmholtz's 1870 theory as a modification of the "standpoint of the 

potential theory" , and he says it was deduced "from the older views 

[potential theories]" and from three hypotheses: 

Changes of dielectric polarisations in [ponderable] non-conductors pro
duce the same electromagnetic [electrodynamic] forces as do the currents 
which are equivalent to them. 

2 Electromagnetic [electrodynamic] forces as well as electrostatic are able 
to produce dielectric polarisation. 

3 In all these respects air and empty space behave like all other dielectrics. 

In hypotheses I above, the adjective "ponderable" was 

skipped by the translator of the Gennan original, although I deem 

that Hertz uses it to mean that his new view of air polarization does 

not belong to the older views. Hertz affinns that Helmholtz had set 

the two parts of the Berlin Academy problem on the grounds that the 

combination of these hypotheses with the electromagnetic laws, uni

versally accepted in 1879, would yield Maxwell's equations. 

The third hypothesis played an important role in Hertz's 

1879 response to the Berlin Academy problem. In fact, the Academy 

problem required, according to Hertz,68 an experimental test of either 

one or the other of the first two hypotheses above. The third one had 

been left aside, because to test all three seemed an unreasonable 

demand. 

Having successfully verified the first hypothesis in 1887 

(paper no. 6, discussed above) Hertz felt, nonetheless, that the third 

contained the main point of interest in Maxwell's theory, and that the 
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first two hypotheses "would be proved simultaneously if one could 

succeed in demonstrating in air a finite rate of propagation and 

waves".69 (for him, air ("Luftraum") and empty space ("leerer 

Raum"), i.e. ether, were synonymous). 

Expressing in modern language Hertz's ideas, one can say 

that at this point Hertz understood that the core of Maxwell's theory 

was not polarisation current in material dielectrics but ether polarisa

tion current in our terms, vacuum displacement current. Whereas in 

Helmholtz's theory the third hypothesis was introduced as a tentative 

extrapolation of polarisation effects from material dielectrics to 

ether, in Hertz's view ether polarisation assumed logical priority. He 

recognized that the polaris ability of material dielectrics was margin

al to Maxwell's displacement theory. This recognition represented 

the main aspect in Hertz's overturning of Helmholtz's electrodynam

ics and it was Hertz's way of understanding Maxwell's theory,70 

It is noteworthy to remark that in his 1890 theoretical paper,7l 

Hertz considered the "hypothetical polarisation of the dielectric 

ether" as Maxwell's own representation of electromagnetic phenom

ena. His reconstruction of his discoveries in the 1891 introduction is 

thus consistent with the development of his research as presente d in 

his Electric Waves .. Given these premises, it turns out that the study 

of Helmholtz's and Hertz's polarisation theories represent a prereq

uisite for an analysis of Hertz's logic of discovery in the process 

which led him to the momentous discovery of the "waves of electric 

force". Hertz's discussion of polarisation theory (PT), in the theoret

ical section of his introduction to the collections of his experimental 

and theoretical papers on electromagnetism, is qualitative only and, 

as such, needs to be combined with a study of Hertz's72 and 

Helmholtz's73 PT in their scientific essays. A short summary of PT 
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from these essays is therefore presented in the following pages. 

As shown above, Hertz's PT in 1888 reverses Helmholtz's PT 

because in Hertz's theory ether polarisation is a primitive (indepen

dent) concept, and it is by far the predominant effect in ether and in 

air. In fact, in material dielectrics the Poisson-type pol~isation con

tributes to the predominant ethereal polarisation as a merely multi

plicative factor,?4 Helmholtz's PT is a Poisson-type theory in the 

sense that polarisation of material dielectrics is an effect of induction 

acting-at-a-distance on bound charges enclosed within insulators. As 

a consequence of the finite rise-time effect in the motion of induced 

charges, a polarisation wave propagates with a finite velocity in insu

lators. The same type of PT can be extended to ether and, in this case, 

it predicts the possibility of longitudinal and transversal ethereal 

waves propagating with finite velocity (see section 5 A above). This 

PT is not however, in general, a contiguous theory, because the pri

mary electric force acts at-a-distance in discontinuous material 

dielectrics and in ether. In Hertz's so called limiting-case of 

Helmholtz's PT,75 action-at-a-distance disappears. However this case 

is considered by Hertz in 1891 as an artificial theory, not free from 

contradictions,?6 The predicted (by Helmholtz's theory) ethereal 

waves have a feeble intensity because ether has a small polarisation 

constant in respect to material dielectrics ( i.e., it behaves very fee

bly as a Poisson-type dielectric). 

In Helmholtz's and Hertz's PT, the concepts above are repre

sented through a different interpretation of the polarisation con

stants. 77 In fact, in Helmholtz, air has a very feeble dielectric con

stant and waves in air should be so feeble as to be almost unde

tectable.78 For this reason, Hertz, when he still accepted the 

Helmholtian standpoint, was preparing blocks of paraffin, a sub-
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stance with a relatively high polarisation constant with respect to air. 

The detection of waves in air, clearly reported in Hertz's 1888 (paper 

no.8) thus supports Hertz's and discredits Helmholtz's PT. 

Coming now to the problem of the role played by Hertz's PT 

in his discovery of the waves, I argue that Hertz, as early as the end 

of January 1888, began to interpret his experiments in terms of his 

PT and not Helmholtz's Poisson-type theory. Evidence concerning 

this point is found in Hertz's initial passage79 in his 21 January, 1888 

essay no.7: 

If variable electric forces act in the interior of insulators whose dielectric constant 
differs appreciably from unity, the polarisations which correspond to those forces 
sexert electrodynamic effects [according to Helmholtz' theory]. But it is quite 
another question [i.e. it is a different effect from the one predicted by Helmholtz' 
theory] if in air as well variable electric forces are connected with polarizations of 
electrodynamic action. We may conclude that, if this question is to be answered in 
the affirmative, electrodynamic actions must be propagated [in air] with a finite 
velocity [the translation from the German and italics are mine].8o 

Let us call this statement P(1). In P(1) Hertz differentiated his 

PT from Helmholtz's. In fact, Helmholtz's PT predicted81 finite 

propagation of currents in dielectrics (lsolatoren) whose dielectric 

constant differs appreciably from one, a propagation which somehow 

extended to dielectrics that propagation in conductors (wires) known 

by theory and experiment since Weber, Kirchhoff, von Bezold, and 

Kelvin. But, as Hertz stated above, propagation in air is quite anoth

er question: waves in air of detectable intensity are predicted only by 

Hertz's and not by Helmholtz's PT. 

In short, in 1888 Hertz, in order to differentiate his own the

ory from Helmholtz's position, stressed that the novelty of his dis

covery involved: the existence of waves in air (Luftraum) or equiva

lently in ether or a vacuum (Leherraum).82 He distinguished the the-
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oretical interpretation of waves in air from the interpretation of 

waves in material dielectrics. 

Hertz again took up the same argument presented in P( 1) in 

1891 in his introduction to Electric Waves. There he dealt with a 

rational reconstruction of his dramatic and sudden paradigm shift in 

1888 from Helmholtz's PT to his new PT. He argued that the main 

point of interest in his new theory was his interpretation of the third 

hypothesis of the Academy prize. 

I repeat here the Academy's third hypothesis with some elu

cidation:83 

In all these respects [ i.e. as regards the interaction between electrostatic and elec
tromagnetic forces and variable polarizations, a consequence of the combined first 
and second hypotheses] air and empty space [ether] behave like all other 
dielectrics(parentyheses[] are mine). 

Let us call this P(2). pel), Hertz's statement of his new 1888 con

ception, and P(2), the Academy third hypothesis, contradict each oth

ers because in P(2) ether polarisation is likely to appear as an exten

sion of material dielectrics polarisation, while in P(1) the two polar

isations are different. In fact, P(2) expresses the point of view of 

Helmholtz's PT, while P(1) is Hertz's PT. 

This interpretation is confirmed if one takes into account the 

omission84 of a sentence in the English translation of Hertz's origi

nal passage in his introduction which I mentioned above. In the omit

ted sentence,85 Hertz commented that waves in a given insulator 

(bestimmte Isolator), a consequence of the combined two first 

hypotheses, are no surprise (nicht sehr uberraschen), no more than 

the long known phenomenon of propagation with a finite velocity of 

the electric excitation (Erregung) in wires. When mentioning waves 

in a given insulator, Hertz evidently hinted at Helmholtz' theory 
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which, consistent with P(2) above, predicted polarisation waves in 

dielectrics. It is here that the polarisation theme interweaves with the 

wire-waves propagation theme. 

Hertz suddenly discovered that P(2) was not Maxwell's theo

ry and that in his Maxwell-type theory the third hypothesis was not 

to be interpreted as a consequence of the first two. In short, Hertz's 

turning point consisted in his original and anti-Helmholtian interpre

tation of the third hypothesis. In fact, he clearly stated: 

"I felt that the third hypothesis contained the gist and special signif

icance [der Kernpunkt ] of Faraday's, and therefore of Maxwell's, 

view, and that it would thus be a more worthy goal for me to aim 

at".86 

In clear words, Hertz discovered that the main point of inter

est in the new theory did not reside in the interpretation of the third 

hypothesis, as meaning that polarisation in empty space and air are 

secondary effects a la Poisson (a consequence of the other two 

hypotheses), similar to the well 'known insulators' polarisation. This 

type of polarisation would explain the long known waves in insula

tors and in wires. But the waves he detected in air are another thing. 

These types of waves are predicted only by a Maxwell-type theory, 

not by Helmholtz's. 

In conclusion, as regards the wave propagation theme, above 

I have compared Hertz's passage in his 1888 paper (no. 7) with his 

passage in his 1891 introduction to Electric Waves. In both passages 

Hertz remarks that detecting waves in material dielectrics or waves 

of current in a wire is irrelevant for an experimental test of 

Maxwell's theory. 

The identity of points of view in these two works by Hertz 

represent another point supporting the thesis that Hertz's introduction 
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is a reasonably faithful reinterpretation of the logic of research that 

guided him in his experiments.87 



CHAPTER 7 

HERTZ'S 1884 THEORETICAL DISCOVERY OF ELECTRO
MAGNETIC WAVES 

7.1. Hertz's 1884 Principles of Uniqueness and Independent Exis
tence of Electric and Magnetic Forces and his 1888 Discovery of 
Electromagnetic Waves 

In his early research on electrodynamics, published in 1884 with the 

title On the Relations between Maxwell's Fundamental Electromag

netic Equations and the Fundamental Equations of the Opposing 

Electromagnetics ,1 Hertz advanced an alternative conception of the 

electric field: 

According to Faraday's idea, the electric field exists in space independently of and 
without reference to the methods of its production; whatever therefore be the cause 
which has produced an electric field, the actions which the field produces are 

always the same.2 

Faraday's idea was an alternative to the action-at-a-distance 

view of forces then predominant in Germany. Starting with Faraday's 

view that the electric field exists in space independently from its 

source, Hertz then concluded that there is a unique electric and a 

unique magnetic force. 3 He raised the above conception to the role of 

a principle of uniqueness (Einheit) of electric and magnetic forces: 

This principle is the necessary presupposition and conclusion of the chief notions 

which we have formed in general of electromagnetic phenomena.4 

He related this principle of uniqueness to Faraday's concep

tion of an independent existence of forces in space, considering the 

former to be a necessary presupposition for the latter.5 He intended 

167 
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the uniqueness principle to be a founding principle of his electrody

namics. By independent existence he clearly meant "independent 

from their sources". In fact static and dynamic electric forces have 

different sources, i.e., charges, conduction currents and displace

ment currents, hence their sameness (identity) can be related to their 

uniqueness only if the causal correlation between force and source of 

force is broken and their independent existence is affirmed. 6 

The principle of uniqueness was used by Hertz in 1884 to 

derive Maxwell's equations from Neumann's (pre-Maxwellian) elec

trodynamics. In Hertz's opinion it represented the missing link that 

served to derive "Maxwell's fundamental equations from the funda

mental equations of the opposing electrodynamics". 

In his essay Hertz developed a procedure for obtaining 

Maxwell's equations from continental electrodynamics. He set out to 

show that the vector potential for steady or slowly varying currents, 

on which the old electrodynamics had relied exclusively, are incom

plete, and he calculated by an iterative process the missing parts. 

Once he had derived the complete potentials or, as they were later 

called, the "retarded potentials", Hertz proceeded to his main con

cern: Maxwell's theory. 

Hertz's premise was that Ampere had predicted the existence 

of ponderomotive forces between electric currents as a consequence 

of the identity of the ponderomotive forces exerted by a magnetic 

pole with those exerted by an electric current. This identity was, in 

Hertz's opinion, an assertion of the "unity" of the magnetic force. He 

formulated an analogous principle for the electric force: 

Those electric forces which have their origin in inductive actions are in every way 

equivalent to equal and equally directed forces from an electrostatic source'? 
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He regarded the "principle of unity of electric force as a nec

essary presupposition and conclusion of the chief notions which we 

have formed in general of electromagnetic phenomena". 8 

From the two principles of unity together with the accepted 

laws of electric and magnetic actions of closed currents, and from 

principles such as those of energy conservation, action and reaction, 

and the superposition of forces, Hertz deduced a new electrodynam

ics. His theory was valid only for closed circuits, unlike Helmholtz's 

which was also valid for open circuits. 

Hertz argued as follows. If there is a unity of electric force, a 

magnet of varying intensity should set in motion a charged body with 

the same force with which it induces a current. By the principle of 

action and reaction the charged body should in turn set the magnet in 

motion. Further, two magnets of varying intensities should attract or 

repel each other with forces depending on the time rate of variation 

of the magnetic force. Such magnetic actions are not only omitted 

from but are also in contradiction with the laws governing the con

stant forces of the old electrodynamics. 

From energy conservation and the unity of magnetic force, 

the correction in the magnetic actions leads to a correction in the 

induced electric forces. This correction in turn requires a second cor

rection in the magnetic forces because of the essential unity of forces 

between currents and forces between magnets. One obtains an infi

nite series of successive approximations. 

In this way, Hertz begins by defining a magnetic current as 

the rate of change in magnetic polarisation of a "ring-magnet" 

(toroidal magnet) of variable magnetic intensity. Due to the unity of 

electric force, the "potential of the ring-magnet on an electric pole 

can, apart from its multiplicity, be represented by the potential of the 
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double layer on the pole".9 

Using an analogy with Ampere's theorem for magnetic dou

ble layers, he assimilates the ring-magnet to an electric double layer 

bounded by a magnetic current. Hertz's theory is symIiletric in elec

tric and magnetic forces and currents, since magnetic currents inter

act according to the same laws as electric currents. lO As a conse

quence of this symmetry, he obtains a new, magneto-electric induc

tion law: 

Two ring-magnets which are placed close together and side by side will attract each 
other at the moment when they both lose their magnetism if they are magnetised in 

the same direction; they will repel each other if oppositely magnetised. I I 

The interaction of ring-magnets is a new type of action that 

is missing, according to Hertz, in the "ordinary electrodynamics" 

exemplified by Franz Neumann's work. Another "new" effect that he 

derives is the alternation of the magnetic polarisation of a ring-mag

net when it is rotated around an axis perpendicular to an electrostat

ic force. Yet another new effect is the motion of electric charged bod

ies produced by a ring-magnet of diminishing intensity. 

The new magnetic forces affect, in their turn, the electromo

tive forces and, therefore, the electric induction forces; this interac

tion of forces is evident from the Helmholtian procedure of deriving 

induction forces from ponderomotive magnetic forces between cir

cuits. But this, in turn, will entail a further modification in the force 

of magnetic interaction, and the argument will be repeated. 12 

Hertz developed a mathematical treatment for these qualita

tive ideas. He introduced an electric vector potential U in the usual 

way· 13 J 
. U = ~ dt div = 0 
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where r is the position vector, dt the element of volume and u the 

current density. The expression is valid also for the case of a current 

of variable density. Hertz defines the first order magnetic field Ll : 
LI=-A rot U I (1) 

where A is Weber's conversion factor and the reciprocal of the veloc

ity of light in a vacuum. Due to the principle of conservation of ener

gy, variations of U 1 produce a first order electric force X I : 

X I = _A2~U/ (2) 

On the basis of Hertz's premises, electric forces Xl must appear 

even if the magnetic forces Ll have their origin in an arbitrary sys

tem of variable magnets; i.e., in magnetic currents. He then develops 

the mathematics of magnetic currents by introducing a magnetic vec

tor potential PI 14 

. f dA-P I = Rdr, p =-
r dt ' 

where I is the "magnetic polarisation" and p the "magnetic current." 

He relates the electric forces X I to the magnetic vector potential: 

X 1= A rot PI (3). 

The same considerations that led from the potential of elec

tric currents to the inductive forces (2) allow one to infer from (3) the 

existence of induced magnetic forces L I: 

L I = _A2 dP I 
d t(4) 

These equations, like equations (I) and (2) are valid for both 

electric and magnetic currents. Hence electric forces (2) can be rep

resented in form (3). But if they are variable they generate magnetic 

forces of form (4). 

In accordance with the qualitative argument above, however, 
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the existence of forces in equation (4) entails a correction at the 

forces in equation (1). To calculate this correction, Hertz first solves 

the general problem of expressing the force X=-A2 dV in the form 
. dt 
X= A rot P, i.e., of expressing forces (2) in form (3). He does this by 

equating the expressions for XI in equations (2) and (3): 

_A2 dV I = A rot p* diP* = 0 . 
d t • 

Hence, 

vp* = Aft rot VI 

and 

p* now represents a correction to PI; consequently LI must be cor

rected in equations (4) and (1). The correction is: 

_A2 dP* = __ 1 A 2 d 2 f rot VI dr • 
d t 4n dt 2 r 

It is evident that the correction can be expressed in both forms (4) 

and (1) because of the possibility of interchanging space and time 

operators. Let us call L2 the corrected magnetic force in the form of 

equation (4): 

L = -A 2 d ( P + P*) = _ A 2 -.fL(p I + .iL A J Jot V I dr) • 
I d t d t 4n dt r 
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The corrected equation (1) is: 

~ = Ll + -A 2 d p* = -A rot (UI + U* ) = - A rot U2 
d t 

Hence: 
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Through the same argument that derives U2 from Uland U*, 

the electric vector potentials of higher order U3' U4, ... , can be 

found: 

The reiterative pmcess is mathematically equivalent to a 

series summation. The series converges, according to Hertz, towards 

the actual electric and magnetic vector potentials U, P. He demon

strates the convergence to be a special case of sinusoidal variabili

ty.I5 The potentials U and P in empty space appear to obey d' Alem

bert's equations and are propagated with a velocity equal to the rec

iprocal of Weber's conversion coefficient i.e., the velocity of light in 

a vacuum: 

'V U - A 2 d 2U = 0 
dt 2 

div U = 0 

div P = 0 
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Although, as Hertz noted, Riemann in 1858 and Lorenz in 1867 had 

derived equations similar to the above, they had done so by different 

routes. Neither had regarded perturbative effects of higher order· 

terms as consistent with general principles and as experimentally 

detectable. Hertz defined the "completely corrected forces" X and L 

as: 16 

X= -A 2~ L=-A rotU 
d t 

He then eliminated the potential functions U and P: 

A d X = rot L div X = 0 
dt 

A d L = rot X div L = 0 
dt 

Here for the first time the equations for the electric and magnetic 

forces are written in a symmetric form. Hertz comments at this 

stage: 

The system of forces given by these equations is Maxwell's. Maxwell found them 
by considering the ether a dielectric, in which a changing polarisation produces the 
same effects as an electric current. We have reached them by other premises, gen-

erally accepted even by the opponents of the Faraday-Maxwell view. 17 

Hertz deduced the equations by an alternative route from 

Maxwell's. He emphasised the generality of his route, having avoid

ed Maxwell's special assumption of a dielectric ether. He regarded 

Maxwell's system together with its deduction "as the most obvious 

from a certain point of view", but at the same time as not "neces

sary". Hertz's derivation of Maxwell's system from the old electro

dynamics exposed the inconsistencies of the latter. He was then con

fronted with the dilemma of admitting that a necessary truth can be a 

necessary consequence of a false premise. He concluded that other 
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systems besides Maxwell's were possible and that they could be as 

exact as Maxwell's. One was certainly Helmholtz's. 

Hertz regarded Maxwell's theory as more "complete" rela

tive to "the usual system of electrodynamics" and the simplest in 

respect to other possible theories. I8 Hertz does not claim that his 

derivation has the character of a logical demonstration, recognising 

that Maxwell's equations are not the only possible modification of 

the classical ones. He argued, however, that "Maxwell's theory has 

the advantage that it does not contain within itself the proof of its 

own incompleteness". Furthermore, it supplies a simpler way than 

other possible theories of representing electrodynamic phenomena. 

In any case, the fact that it provides a theory for such basic features 

as the attraction between variable magnetic shells makes it superior 

to others. 

The two principles of the unity of the electric and magnetic 

forces, which playa central role in the derivation of the equations 

representing Maxwell's forces, are presented by Hertz as being 

somehow related both to Faraday's views and, though less markedly, 

to Weber's elementary law. Since this dual indebtedness is relevant 

to the future development of Hertz's thought, I will quote at length 

his gloss on the principle of the unity of electric force in his 1884 

essay. 

This principle is the necessary presupposition and conclusion of the chief notions 
which we have fonned in general of electromagnetic phenomena. According to 
Faraday's idea, the electric field exists in space independently of and without ref
erence to the methods of its production whatever therefore be the cause which has 
produced an electric field, the actions which the field produces are always the 
same. On the other hand, by those physicists who favour Weber's and similar 
views, electrostatic and electromagnetic actions are represented as special cases of 
one and the same action-at-a-distance emanating from electric particles. The state
ment that these forces are special cases of a more general force would be without 
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meaning if we admitted that they could differ otherwise than in direction and mag

nitude. that is. in the nature and mode of action. 19 

In 1884, Hertz also cites Weber's elementary law in 

support of the unity of force in the sense that this unique law includes 

forces of the two types. His citation is part of his strategy of present

ing the uniqueness principle as comprehensive, applying to the oth

erwise contrasting positions of Faraday and Weber. It is a sign of the 

importance he attributed to the principle at this stage. 

In 1888, when Hertz succeeded in demonstrating the propa

gation of electric force in air and shortly before his interpretation of 

radiation in the Hertz-Maxwell context of a unique force, he stated 

the independent existence of the force in almost the same words as in 

1884: 
The most direct conclusion [from these experiments] is the confirmation of Fara
day's view. according to which the electric forces are po\arisations existing inde
pendently in space. For in the phenomena which we have investigated such forces 
persist in space even after the causes which have given rise to them have disap-

peared.20 

Hertz's 1884 article, which he published in the Annalen der 

Physik, found some reception in German scientific circles. It was not 

well received, however, by Helmholtz's pupils, as is shown by the 

debate on the article prompted by a series of articles in the Annalen 

by E. Aulinger and L. Lorberg. Aulinger in 1886, following a sug

gestion by Boltzmann, finds an inconsistency in Hertz's formulation. 

Aulinger emphasises that forces originating from currents are com

posed of electrostatic and electrodynamic parts, and prefers to for

mulate the principle of the unity of electrical forces as follows: 

"Once the forces which act on a static or on a uniformly moving elec

trical charge are determined, the whole of the electrical force is deter

mined".21 He argues that from this unique principle all of Hertz's 
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conclusions follow. Whereas Hertz invoked Weber's theory in 

defence of his principle, Aulinger proves that Weber's theory is con

tradicted by the principle of the uniqueness of force in Hertz's form. 

Aulinger affirms thaHt is not his intention to defend Weber's theory; 

rather, he believes that Hertz's principle, in his own formulation, has 

a great deal of plausibility. 

Following an intervention by Lorberg in the 1886 Annalen, 

Boltzmann entered the debate in a conciliatory fashion. Boltzmann 

proposed not to discuss the "aprioristic" probability of the statements 

any further, but to discuss experiments. He pointed out that the action 

of a changing magnetic field on an unmoving static charge could be 

tested experimentally, settling the question once and for all. This 

experiment would represent as well an "experimentum crucis" for 

Weber's electrodynamic theory.22 

The same volume of the 1887 Annalen that contains Lor

berg's reply to Boltzmann contains Hertz's report on his initial exper

iments dating from his Karlsruhe period, "On Very Rapid Electric 

Oscillations," followed in quick succession by two other articles on 

the same subject. Hertz's interest in the theoretical debate was super

seded by the new challenging experimental approach to rapid oscil

lations, a matter which he felt was somehow connected to the same 

problem of deciding between the two contrasting electrodynamics . 

At this point I want to outline briefly the main conceptual 

features of Hertz's 1884 article: 

a) Hertz sees the propagation of electrical and magnetic 

forces as the result of the structure of electrical and magnetic forces 

and potentials as expressed in the equations, a characteristic shared 

by the continental theories of retarded action of Riemann and 

Lorenz. He seeks probative evidence for the propagation of electric 
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and magnetic forces in electromagnetic phenomena, and not, as 

MaxweIl did, in optical phenomena. 

b) In ·1884 Hertz pays no attention to physical hypotheses 

about a medium as the supporter of fields in the fashion of Faraday 

and Maxwell; in contrast the conception of a polaris able ether is the 

main pillar of his 1888 experiments and 1890 theory. In 1884, 

Hertz's methodology is formalistic in that he proceeds by generalis

ing from Franz Neumann's theory. 

c) In 1884 Hertz deduces Maxwell's equations from funda

mental principles, without regarding the deduction as a rigorous 

proof that Maxwell's system is the only possible one; contrastingly, 

in 1890 he does not deduce Maxwell's equations from any prior prin

ciples, but postulates them and places them at the head of his theory. 

His exclusion in 1884 of any claim to theoretical uniqueness is one 

aspect of Hertz's epistemology, which he fully developed later in his 

Principles of Mechanics (See below in this book). 

d) The independence of fields from sources is not contrasted 

with Helmholtz's theory in 1884, but a few years later it is; then it 

plays a central role in Hertz's rejection of Helmholtz's duality of 

electric forces. 

e) The 1884 theory was a mathematical theory of contiguous 

propagation of waves of electric and magnetic fields in space, which 

Hertz achieved through a clever combination of the reciprocal inter

actions between Ampere's and Faraday's forces without any inter

pretation of the fields as ether polarisations; rather he considered it 

a merit that he derived Maxwell's equations without a physical 

hypothesis about ether.23 In so doing in 1884, he differentiated the 

idea of contiguous propagation from that of a substantial ether. 

f) Hertz did not claim that his 1884 derivation had the char-
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acter of a demonstration, i.e., of a logical deduction from premises.24 

He rather presented it as a possible modification of the traditional 

theory, thus admitting that other modifications besides Maxwell's 

were possible; one example was certainly provided by Helmholtz's 

work. However, he regarded Maxwell's system "as the most obvious 

from a certain point of view".25 Hertz's 1884 ideas concerning the 

relation of his theory to other electrodynamical theories are remark

ably consistent with his later conceptions on the plurality of theories 

and with the ideas adopted in his Prinzipien. 

I argue that in 1888 Hertz thought that his discovery of waves 

of electric force was consistent only with his 1884 theory and not 

with Helmholtz's position.26 My evidence for this thesis is that in his 

"On the Finite Velocity of Propagation of Electromagnetic Actions", 

dated 2 February 1888, when Hertz succeeded in interpreting his 

experimental results as a contiguous propagation of electrical forces 

in air, he revived his 1884 conception of independent existence, 

using the same words as he used in 1884, just adding the new view 

of electric force as space polarisation, a view he also ascribed to 

Faraday: 

The most direct conclusion [from these experiments] is the confirmation of 
Faraday's view, according to which electric forces are polarisations existing inde
pendently in space. For in the phenomenon which we have investigated such forces 
persist in space even after the causes which have given rise to them have disap-

peared.27 

The similarity of the above quoted 1884 and 1888 reports is 

evidence of the determinant role played by the independent existence 

concept in effecting Hertz's conceptual shift to the contiguous prop

agation view. In the last lines, the conclusion that forces persist in 

space even after the disappearance of the cause which generated 
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them, i.e., their sources, is clearly a reaffirmation and an extension of 

the 1884 concept of their independent existence. 

It can be concluded that in 1888, when Hertz radically 

changed his standpoint, he understood that this new position was 

consistent with his 1884 conception. Moreover, in a later (19 March 

1890) theoretical paper "On the Fundamental Equations of Electro

dynamics for Bodies at Rest",28 in which Hertz presented his own 

version of Maxwell's theory, he reaffirmed29 his 1884 conception of 

uniqueness and he concluded that there is a unique type of electrical 

force in radiation, a conclusion which cleared up for him the other

wise embarrassing behaviour of electrical radiation in his experi

ment.3D In the same paper he assumed3! that the state of polarisation 

of ether was an independent (primitive) concept (Le., not in need of 

any further reduction), thus reversing 32 the ideas of traditional and 

Helmholtian Poisson-type polarisation, according to which static and 

dynamic polarisation are an effect of charge induction. 

In the same paper Hertz introduced33 the "velocity of propa

gation of electric and magnetic oscillations as an intrinsic constant 

(innere Constante)" of the ether and the specific inductive capacity 

(Dielektricitatsconstante) and the magnetic permeability (Mag

netisierungsconstante) as extrinsic (not intrinsic) constants of a sub

stance, just as he had done in his 1884 paper.34 

7.2 Why did Hertz not mention his 1884 Paper in 1888? 

For an appraisal of the influence of Hertz's 1884 article on the later 

development of his ideas, it is important to note that he never explic

itly mentioned it in his" later articles. In particular, he never returned 

to that peculiar derivation of Maxwell's equations which, as we saw, 
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he had worked out in his earlier contribution. 

This indifference seems at first surprising in the light of the 

following detail: the symmetric form in which Hertz writes the equa

tions for Maxwell's electric and magnetic forces in 1884 is exactly 

the same as the one he writes in 1890 in his article, "On the Funda

mental Equations of Electrodynamics for Bodies at Rest". 35 

In 1890, Hertz, stressing their axiomatic foundation, seems to 

have forgotten his prior symmetric rendering of the equations. In a 

passage there he even acknowledges Oliver Heaviside's priority on 

this matter: 

Mr. Oliver Heaviside has been working in the same direction ever since 
1885. From Maxwell's equations he removes the same symbols [the vector poten
tials] as myself; and the simplest form which the equations thereby attain [in Heav
iside's papers in 1885 and 1888] is essentially the same as that at which I arrive. In 
this respect, then, Mr. Heaviside has the priority.36 

In the section on Hertz's experiments,37 I posed the two ques

tions why Hertz did not resume his 1884 ideas in 1887, when he, 

starting his research on rapid electric oscillations afresh, adopted 

instead Helmholtz's theory, and why he did not mention explicitly his 

1884 symmetric deduction of Maxwell's equations again in 1888, 

when he shifted to a Maxwell-type theory. 

I think that one must understand Hertz's apparent amnesia as 

part of his general attitude towards his 1884 paper. In 1887-1888 he 

began his research from a completely different perspective than in 

1884. In this new approach, equations of the 1884 type were out of 

place; the 1884 Hertzian conception of the unity of force was in stri

dent contrast with the Helmholtian principle, which Hertz supported 

in 1887, of the different nature of static and dynamic forces,38 Hertz 

could not graft the unity principle onto Helmholtz's theory without 
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destroying it. In 1887 he guided his new experiments by the secure 

framework of the more familiar and authoritative Helmholtian theo-

ry. 

However, in 1888, though he did not mention his 1884 essay, 

he explicitly revived his 1884 conception of the independence of 

fields ( Sections 6.5, 6.6, 6.7, 7.1) My explanation is the following: 

in 1888 he was led to a standpoint in which the unity of fields both 

in its primary meaning as the "unity of electric fields in radiation" 

and in its meaning as the independence of fields from sources 

became central to his theory of radiation. 

I also find it understandable that in 1890 he did not connect his 

symmetric equations with the equally symmetric ones in his 1884 

research. In 1890 his conception of an axiomatic foundation of theo

ries as the purpose of physical inquiry (ideas expressed later on in his 

Prinzipien) placed him in a different context from that inherent in his 

1884 derivation of Maxwell's equations from other premises. 

This remarkable difference in methodological context helps to 

explain why Hertz did not recognise or mention explicitly his earlier 

introduction of the symmetric equations. 

In order to support my answers to these questions, I also refer 

to my previous analysis of Hertz's and Helmholtz's PT. Helmholtz's 

PT had both a progressive and regressive aspect: the progressive 

aspect offered a strong physical conception of the Maxwellian con

cept of displacement in ether, by interpreting it as an extension of the 

easily observable Poisson-type polarisation of material dielectrics. 

On the other hand, the same displacement, in its regressive aspect, 

risked being interpreted in Helmholtz's fashion, as a mere extrapola

tion to ether of the effect of material polarisation, a fact of secondary 

conceptual relevance. 
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In 1884, Hertz had accepted contiguous propagation and 

derived Maxwell's equations without introducing dielectric action 

and the related PT,39 founding his derivation on purely dynamical 

considerations of the effect of Faraday's induction on Ampere's 

action-at-a-distance forces, and adopting the principle of inde

pendent existence. 

If one takes into account the above rather complex situation, 

some light is shed on the above questions: 

1) At the start of his experimental research in 1887, lacking a 

physical conception of dielectric action, the principle above of inde

pendent existence, successfully used in 1884, appeared as a formal 

principle rather empty of physical content. 

2) In his initial 1887 approach to his experiments, Hertz's 

strategy consisted in taking advantage of the progressive aspect of 

Helmholtz's PT thus overcoming theweakness in his 1884 theory: the 

need for a physical conception of polarisation. In 1887 equations of 

the 1884 type were out of place. Moreover, his 1884 conception of 

the unity of force was in strident contrast with the Helmholtian tenet, 

which Hertz still adopted40 in November 1887, of the different 

nature of static and dynamic forces. Thus in 1887, Hertz began his 

research from an Helmholtian PT standpoint, stressing the role of 

dielectric Poisson-type polarisation, a view that in 1884 he had con

sidered different from his own.41 

3) In March 1888, Hertz soon succeeded in neutralising the 

regressive aspect of Helmholtz's PT by appealing to an innovative 

notion independent of his 1884 essay: ether polarisation, a primitive 

concept of his theory. This notion avoided the trap of a strict empir

ical interpretation of the polarisation concept, one from which the 

same Helmholtz did not escape, and one which guided Hertz's fol-
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lowing experiments. 

In conclusion, in 1887, Hertz guided his new experiments by 

the more secure support of the familiar and influential Helmholtian 

polarization theory. It is, therefore, understandable that he ignored 

his 1884 paper. In January 1888, he appealed to an innovative inter

pretation of the "independent existence" of his 1884 essay, by con

ceiving ether polarization as a primitive concept of his theory. The 

radicalism of which interpretation might explain why in 1888 he con

sidered his 1884 way of introducing the unity principle by the inde

pend existence to be outmoded and he did not mention explicitly his 

1884 work, although he reproduced almost entirely some of its pas

sages. 

Edmund Hoppe, who taught at Gottingen at the turn of the 

century, maintains that in 1884 "Hertz had already recognised the 

basic importance of his two equations, and one can explain the fact 

that he did not begin [his theory] with them, as Heaviside did, as the 

result of the situation at that time in Germany".42 Hoppe says that 

Hertz in 1884 had a "pedagogical" interest in establishing a connec

tion between the old and the new electrodynamics. Hoppe seems to 

ignore the priority of Hertz's 1884 symmetric formulation of the 

equations, and. like Hertz himself. stresses Heaviside's priority in the 

axiomatic foundation of Maxwell's theory. Inasmuch as I accept that 

there was a difference in the situations in 1884 and 1890. I agree with 

one of Hoppe's theses. I argue that Hoppe's mentioning of a situation 

that prevented Hertz from adopting from the start in 1887 his early 

1884 conception. is to be intended as his reference to the cultural and 

institutional indebtedness of the young physicist Hertz to his cele

brated master Hermann von Helmholtz. Hoppe adds that Hertz in 

1884 had a "pedagogical" interest in establishing a connection 
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between the old and the new electrodynamics.43 While I do not 

exclude that the reasons above could have motivated Hertz's posi

tion, I believe that conceptual reasons of the type I presented above 

also had a determinant role. 

In contrast with my theses, Hertz's 1884 contribution is con

sidered by Buchwald44 as a failed attempt at a conciliation between 

Maxwell's and Hertz's essentially different theories. I think I found 

adequate evidence for my thesis above in Hertz's original contribu

tion to electrodynamics and in many passages reported in his papers. 

Another piece of evidence is presented by Max Planck's authoritative 

comments (See forward to part two). 

One might be surprised by the complexity of the panorama of Hertz's 

discovery, but it should be remembered that a great discovery is 

always a complex affair. 



CHAPTER 8 

A FOUNDATION FOR THEORETICAL PHYSICS IN HERTZ'S 

INTRODUCTION TO DIE PRINZIPIEN DER MECHANIK 

8.1. Hertz's Bild-Conception 

In reading Hertz's technical papers on his experiments in Electrody

namics, his reflections on them in his theoretical papersl and his Bild 

conception of physical theory in his most conclusive work2, one is 

led to see a thread which, more or less evident at the beginning and 

more clearly apparent at the end, interweaves all of Hertz's thought. 

(One can also use the term intersections, to indicate the intricacy of 

themes in this thought.) These interweavings are also manifest on a 

mere philological level, through the recurrence of certain words and 

sentences in his writings. The interweavings in Hertz's works are 

highlighted in my previous essay on the role played by his 1884 con

ceptions in his 1888 discovery of contiguous action and electromag

netic waves. 

Another example thereof is offered by Hertz's Bild concep

tion of theory in his Prinzipien,3 which is largely the result of his 

reflections on his experiments and research in electrodynamics. 

This being the case, it is the more surprising that, to my 

knowledge at least, only a few papers and those exploratory, have 

been devoted to a comprehensive enquiry into the whole of Hertz's 

work.4 I am convinced that such an inquiry would lay the ground 

work for a better understanding of Hertz's contributions to physics. 

187 
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To begin with, I will summarise briefly Hertz's presentation of his 

Bild conception of theories in his Prinzipien. 

For Hertz, physical theories are Bilder (or Scheinbilder), rep

resentations (not descriptions) in our mind of the external world. 

According to Hertz, the value of Bilder as scientific theories depends 

on their meeting three requirements: Permissibility (Zuliissigkeit), 

Appropriateness (Zwegmiissigkeit) and Correctness (Richtigkeit) 

(Henceforth, I will abbreviate these words PM, AP and CR, respec

tively). 

As regards PM, Hertz's own comment is that Bilder must be 

"logically permissible - or, briefly, they should be permissible". He 

explains: 

those Bilder are inadmissible [unzuliissig] which explicitly contradict the laws of 

our thought" [die Gesetze unseres Denkens].5 

The "customary representation" (Darstellung ) of Mechanics, 

is, for Hertz, defective as regards PM, although it satisfies the 

demand for CR. In fact the concept of action and reaction as applied 

to a circular motion and; in general, the relationship between exter

nal and internal (inertial) forces are logically unclear: 

Can we, without destroying the clearness of our conceptions, take the effect of 
inertia twice in account, firstly as mass, secondly as force? 

He then criticises the various formulations of the mechanics 

of Newton, Laplace, Lagrange, Thomson and Tait because they show 

a marked difference in their ideas, a situation which "in a logically 

complete science ... is utterly inconceivable". 

The demand for PM is fully met in Hertz's own mechanics by 

excluding force as a primary concept and by adding "hidden mass-
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es", which compensate for the exclusion of forces, in describing nat

ural motions in the form of inertial motions in a multidimensional 

space. In fact, as shown above, the concept of force is considered to 

be a repetition of that of mass, thus impairing the logical clarity of 

the whole system. 

In Hertz's thought AP deals with that feature of theory which 

"pictures the essential relations of the object", and thus produces 

"more distinct and simpler" Bilder. It has to do with notations, defi

nitions, abbreviations, etc. 

Finally, CR concerns the relation between concepts and 

observables, "the results of experience". "Customary mechanics" 

(i.e. the Newtonian-Laplacian Darstellung) is acceptable as regards 

CR, (i.e. "all those characteristics of our image, which claim to rep

resent observable relations of things") but, being "logically" indefi

nite, is defective as regards PM. 

Hertz poses the question: does the requirement of PM add 

"arbitrarily" to the "essential and natural" characteristics of things, 

resulting in the loss of AP? One might even consider the introduction 

in customary mechanics, of the concept of force to be an initial 

achievement in PM and a loss in AP, because in many cases, e.g., in 

celestial motions, we do not observe forces; however, on reflection, 

the concept of force has proved to be more a concession to AP then 

to PM 

Even if the forces have only been introduced by ourselves into nature [Hertz 
means: for the sake of PM, against AP], we should not, on that account, regard their 

introduction as inappropriate.6 

In other words, in the past, a theory which, seeking PM, has intro

duced the very useful concept of force has enhanced in the end its AP. 
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However, in Hertz's time, a theory without forces has proved to pos

sess more PM, although apparently losing its AP. 

If, for the sake of PM, the system "includes very many 

motions which are not natural", this can be accepted because phe

nomena could be discovered in the future, that will account for these 

seemingly unnatural motions (pace AP): the electromagnetic motions 

are, for Hertz, an example of the heuristic power (in our words) that 

mechanics derives from the introduction of "unnatural" motions'? 

Although Hertz is aware of the possible danger of seeking 

PM at the cost of apparently renouncing AP, he places utmost value 

on the axiomatic structure of a system (its Syntax ), to the point that 

now even AP might apparently be sacrificed to PM. Seeking PM, in 

fact, could produce: 

A system of principles [that] embraces all the natural motions ... but it also 
includes very many motions which are not natural. A system which includes the 
latter, or even a part of them, would picture more of the actual relation of things to 
each other, and would therefore in this sense be more appropriate. 

In fact Hertz believed that his "hidden masses", a concession 

to PM, offer a solution to the problem of the mechanical explanation 

of electrodynamics pursued by Maxwell.8 

8.2. Hertz S Criticism of Energetism 

Thus Hertz defined the mode of representation founded on the laws 

of transformation of energy (Energetism ): 

[This representation] .. .Iikes to treat the phenomena which occur in its 
domain as transformation of energy into new forms and to regard as its ultimate 
aim the tracing back of phenomena to the laws of the transformation of energy .... [It 
is] a second image of mechanical processes which is of much more recent origin 

than the first...system of mechanical principles.9 
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By a system of mechanical principles Hertz meant that system 

which adopts force, space, mass and time as primitive concepts. In 

the same passage he expresses the opinion that energetism as a gen

eral conception of physical theory was "influenced by the overpow

ering impression made by the discovery of the principle of conserva

tion of energy". 10 It is clear that Hertz distinguishes here between the 

principle of conservation of energy and energetism.. While he 

accepts the former, using it on many occasions in his development of 

the theories of electrodynamics and mechanics, he dismisses ener

getism in favour of his third image of mechanics, i.e., a system of 

mechanics based only on the primitive concepts of mass, space and 

time. 

As is known, energy conservation had been raised in 1847 to 

the status of a general principle in physics by Helmholtz, who 

showed how it could be successfully used to explain new phenome

na, not only in mechanics but in electricity and magnetism as well. 

In the above quoted remark, Hertz, Helmholtz's student, explicitly 

admits that energetism was at bottom the more or less direct off

spring of the success of the principle of energy conservation. Con

ceding that many other reasons also played in favour of energetism 

as a general representation of physics, Hertz had to motivate his dif

ferent position on fundamental matters. 

In his presentation, he chose Hamilton's principle of least 

action as the most suitable principle, among the integral principles of 

mechanics, to represent mathematically the energetist conception. I I 

One of the advantages of this choice is that on "can deduce a whole 

series of relations, especially of mutual relations between every kind 

of possible force, which are wanting in the principles of the first 

image [Le., that of customary mechanics]". These relations, he adds, 
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were demonstrated by Helmholtz in his Uber die physicalische 

Bedeutung des Prinzips der kleinstens Wirkung. 

The energetist conception presents for Hertz (and for Kirch

hoff) the other advantage of avoiding atomism as an ontology of 

physical reality: 

It best avoids talking about things of which we know very little ..... to an 
investigator like Gustav Kirchhoff who was accustomed to rigid reasoning, it 
almost gave pain to see "atoms and their vibrations wilfully stuck in the middle of 
a theoretical deduction .12 

Still other advantages are afforded by its simplicity and appro

priateness: 13 

In the hypothesis of the problem there only enter characteristics which are 
only directly accessible to experience, parameters, or arbitrary co-ordinates of the 
bodies under consideration .... These are advantages in respect to simplicity, and 
hence of appropriateness.14 

However, energetism also had defects which, in the end, led 

Hertz to reject it, among them, lack of CR and PM. In fact, Hamil

ton's principle cannot be applied to certain mechanical systems as, 

for instance, "when bodies of three dimensions roll on one another 

without slipping". A second defect is that it calls for an infinite value 

of potential energy, when one assumes an infinite total mass for the 

universe.l 5 

These are defects of the theory and, as such, they might be 

reformable. In the use of "extremum" principles, like Hamilton's, 

there is, however, another difficulty: their implicit finality. This dif

ficulty is of a philosophical nature and, as such, Hertz believes it to 

be of major significance: 

Hamilton's principle, has no simple physical meaning ... it makes the pre
sent motion dependent upon consequences which can only exhibit themselves in 
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the future, thereby attributing intentions to inanimate nature, but, what is much 
worse, it attributes to nature intentions which are void of meaning.16 

It is surprising to discover that the vexed controversy on the 

alleged finality of the extremum principles, which today is usually 

considered to have been settled once for all in the eighteenth centu

ry, is still alive in Hertz's mind, since, for him, it was falsely settled 

by those who claimed it had a metaphysical character: 

The usual answer which physics nowadays keeps ready for such attacks is 
that these considerations are based upon metaphysical assumptions; that physics 
has renounced these, and no longer recognises it as its duty to meet the demands 
of metaphysics ..... A doubt which makes an impression on our mind cannot be 
removed by calling it metaphysical; every thoughtful mind as such has needs 
which scientific men are accustomed to denote as metaphysical. 17 

8.3. A Synthetic Representation of Mechanics 

Following the above premises, Hertz presented his "third arrange

ment of the principles of mechanics" as the one which he prefers 

above the others. Forces are not included among the fundamental 

conceptions, an assumption which is consistent with his earlier elec

trodynamical research. In that case he was forced by his logic of 

research to cancel electrostatic distant forces in favour of ether-polar

isation and he saw no reason to keep the concept in his generalised 

mechanics. Besides, distant forces were always crucial for any theo

ry aspiring to a lucid (scheinbar) model. The exclusion of force 

allows a significant gain in simplicity, a feature which Hertz rated 

highly: 

[This mode of representation1 only starts with three independent funda

mental conceptions, namely those of time, space and mass [my italics].3 
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Hertz's substitutes for forces are hidden quantities, under the 

form of hidden masses, which are intermingled with other visible 

quantities, both in mechanics and in electrodynamics. They co-oper

ate with th visible quantities in the description of motions by 

transforming all motions into inertial motions. Following the inclu

sion of hidden masses, potential energy, which is meaningless when 

forces are missing, can be redefined as simply kinetic energy of hid

den masses themselves. 19 Energy conservation is thus reduced to 

Huygens's theorem, i.e., kinetic-energy conservation in an isolated 

system.20 Let us note that Hertz's rejection of potential energy in 

1893 echoes his 1890 rejection of vector potentials in his elaboration 

of Maxwell's theory.21 

The emphasis placed by Hertz on the role of hidden masses, 

"confederates concealed beyond the limits of our senses",22 indicate 

the importance he attaches to this innovation. The passage is worth 

quoting in its entirety: 

If we try to understand the motion of bodies around us and to refer them to 
simple and clear rules, paying attention only to what can be directly observed, our 
attempt will in general fail. We soon became aware that the totality of things visi
ble and tangible do not form an universe conformable to law, in which the same 
results always follow from the same conditions. We become convinced that...we 
are free to assume that this hidden something is nought else than motion and mass 
again, motion and mass which differ from the visible ones not in themselves but in 
relation to us and to our usual means ofperception.23 [italics aremine] 

The epistemological status of hidden masses is also a key for 

assessing Hertz's relationship to Kant. As regards their status, Hertz 

wavers between two conceptions: a) these quantities are hidden from 

our usual means of perception, not being visible and tangible; in 

other words, they are not directly observable, but, in themselves, they 

have the same status as the visible quantities; b) they are thought-
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constructs and, as such, we are free in assuming different hidden 

quantities.24 

In any case, admitting the existence, among the visible quan

tities, of hidden ones (entities), has the effect of changing the theo

ry's status, from a description of nature to a mental representation 

(BUd), a model of phenomena. 

Thus Hertz's epistemology in the Prinzipien reflects the 

insights he reached in his experiments on electromagnetic waves. In 

·his 1891 introduction to the collection of his essays on his famous 

experiments, he presented different "modes of representation of 

Maxwell's theory" and he concluded that "the undying part of 

Maxwell's work" resides in the "common significance of the differ

ent modes of representation", which is symbolised in Maxwell's 

equations. 

8.4 A Comparison between Helmholtz' and Hertz's Philosophies 

Taking my thesis about the organic unity of Hertz's thought to a more 

general level, I would argue that his detailed discussion, in his intro

duction to Electric Waves of the reasons for his preference for 

Maxwell's theory over that of Helmholtz has to be read in parallel 

with his discussion in his introduction to Prinzipien of his preference 

for a space-time-mass (plus hidden quantities) conception of 

mechanics over energetism. In the first introduction, Hertz present

ed different "modes of representation" of Maxwell's theory and he 

concluded that "the undying part of Maxwell's work [resided in] the 

common significance of the different modes of representation" 

which is symbolised by Maxwell's equations. He also commented 

that 
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[In order to properly understand] how it is possible that ideas and conceptions 
which are akin and yet different may be symbolised in the same way in the differ
ent modes of representation ... [and in order to have] a proper comprehension of 
anyone of these [representations] the first essential is that we should endeavour to 
understand each representation by itself without introducing into it ideas which 
belong to another.25 

This exigency of order and clarity can only be satisfied by 

axiomatic analysis, precisely the method that Hertz took up again in 

his Prinzipien. There he defined the principles of mechanics as 

[Any selection of proposition] such that the whole of mechanics can be developed 
from it by purely deductive reasoning without any further appeal to experience.26 

He adds that 

By varying the choice of the propositions which we take as fundamental, we can 
give various representations of the principles of mechanics.27 

Hertz's fundamental equations of mechanics, being common 

to the various modes of representation, symbolise at its best the 

axiomatic structure of his mechanics. Let us compare Hertz's above 

mentioned ideas with his famous interpretation of the meaning of 

Maxwell's system of equations: 

Maxwell's theory is Maxwell's system of equations. Every theory which 
leads to the same system of equations, and therefore comprises the same possible 
phenomena, I would consider to be a form or special case of Maxwell's theo
ry .... Hence in this sense and in this sense only, the two theoretical dissertations in 
the present volume can be regarded as representations of Maxwell's theory. In no 
sense can they claim to be a precise rendering of Maxwell's ideas. On the contrary, 
it is doubtful whether Maxwell, were he alive, would acknowledge them as repre
senting his own views in all respects.28 

I find a remarkable similarity between these two positions of 
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Hertz. In fact, Hertz reaffirms his binary conception of the two 

aspects of theory: on the one hand, the different modes of represen

tations and, on the other, their common significance, symbolised in 

the fundamental equations; 

The common significance of the different modes of representation (and 
others can certainly be found) appears to me to be the undying part of Maxwell's 
work.29 

It is not far fetched to conclude that, according to Hertz, his 

fundamental equations of mechanics, sharing with electromagnetic 

equations the property of being common to the various modes of rep

resentation, symbolise, at its best, the axiomatic structure of physics. 

I think that Hertz's rejection of the unitary role of energetism 

has to be justified by more fundamental reasons than the defects list

ed in the above passage. In effect, the third difficulty does not con

cern the energy theorem in itself but the selection of integral princi

ples among other possible mechanical principles, and it could be 

overcome by other appropriate selections. Consequently, I find that a 

fundamental justification for Hertz's choice of his third arrangement 

is to be sought in the fact that this arrangement was consistent with 

his model-like Bild -conception of theory, because it offered a con

ceptual model that was absent in Energetism. Helmholtz claimed 

(see below) that the presence in Hertz's conception of this model, a 

"mechanical representation", was the main point of difference 

between his and Hertz's conceptions of theory. 

The contrasting elements in Helmholtz's and Hertz's electro

dynamic theories discussed above are also present in their episte

mologies. Helmholtz believed that "the impact of a new abstraction 

can only be understood clearly when its application to the chief 

group of individual cases which it includes has been thought out and 
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found valid". 

His application of displacement to the Poisson-type polarisa

tion has precisely the above characteristics, i.e., it is clearly under

stood in its application to an individual case. He added: "It is very 

hard to define new abstractions in universal propositions, so as to 

avoid misunderstandings of all kinds".3o This type of abstraction, 

banned by Helmholtz, was exactly the one which induced Hertz to 

interpret Maxwell's displacement as hidden ether polarisation. It is 

worth noticing that, in Hertz's system, simplicity is reached at the 

cost of introducing concepts such as ether polarisation and concealed 

masses which have no correspondents on the empirical level. 

It is interesting to read how the above contrast is seen by 

Helmholtz himself. In his preface to Hertz's Principien, Helmholtz 

remarked that his favourite student did not follow his master's phi

losophy when he privileged "mechanical representations" instead of 

the "simple representation of physical facts by systems of differen

tial equations". In the same passage Helmholtz ranks Hertz with 

Kelvin and Maxwell among those physicists who have adhered to 

mechanical representations instead of following his representation of 

facts and laws as a simple system of differential equations: 

(The three physicists) have evidently derived a fuller satisfaction 
from ... mechanical representation of electromagnetic processes ... than from the sim
ple representation of physical facts and laws in the most general form, as given in 
systems of differential equations .... For my own part I have adhered to the latter 
mode of representation (i.e., system of differential equations) and I have felt safer 
in so doing; yet I have no essential objections to raise against a method which has 
been adopted by three physicists of such eminence.3] 

The mechanical representations Helmholtz credits to Hertz as 

the characterising feature of Hertz's philosophy are to be related to 
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Hertz's BUd conception of theory as a theoretical model where con

cepts do not necessarily correspond to anything observable at the 

empirical level. 32 In his dismissal of a correspondence between a 

concept and an observable, Hertz is consistent with his request that a 

theory represents a BUd or a ScheinBild. 



CHAPTER 9 

ON BOLTZMANN'S MECHANICS AND HIS BILD-CONCEP

TION OF PHYSICAL THEORY 

9.1. Boltzmann's Bild-Conception an the Plurality of Theories in the 

1890's. 

When, in 1892, Boltzmann published "On the Methods of theoretical 

physics",l he had read2 Hertz's 1890 lecture on the relation between 

light and electricity, Maxwell's important works, "A Dynamical The

ory of the Electromagnetic Field", and A Treatise on Electricity and 
Magnetism, as well as Maxwell's booklet, Matter and Motion. Con

cerning models, Boltzmann's main interest was Maxwell's method of 

"mechanical analogies", a method that Boltzmann accepted because 

in physical theory "the new approach compensates the abandonment 

of complete congruence with nature by the correspondingly more 

striking appearance of the points of s.imilarity". Nevertheless he 

rejects any generalisation of Maxwell's ideas "that knowledge itself 

is nothing else than the finding of analogies" 3 and he also refuses to 

abandon completely the old method as supposedly "worn out in spite 
of all it has done". 

Boltzmann's ideas on the scientific method are more thor

oughly expressed in his 1899 Essay "On the Development of the 

Methods of Theoretical Physics in Recent Times".4 Boltzmann had 

by now readS Hertz's Prinzipien (1894). His writings in the seven 

intervening years (1892-1899), published in PopuLare Schriften, 
show his increasing interest in Darwin's ideas, his acquaintance with 

201 
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Mach's philosophy and an attempt to build up more consistently his 

epistemological convictions.6 

The 1899 essay was written as an address to a meeting of nat

ural scientists at Munich on September 22, 1899, and it is conceiv

able that Boltzmann, on this occasion, wished to present his method

ological ideas to this distinguished audience in the most general and 

comprehensive form. In this essay he shows a conciliatory attitude 

towards his philosophical opponents of the time, energetists and phe

nomenologists, by showing how their positions, if taken "cum grano 

salis" and without indulging in exclusiveness, could be reconciled 

with Maxwell's and Hertz's ideas and, implicitly, with his own. 

Developing consistently with his aforementioned apprecia

tion of Maxwell's analogical thinking, Boltzmann is now very sensi

tive to what he considers Maxwell's most important legacy, the plu

rality of theories: 

Maxwell warned against regarding a particular view of nature as the only correct 
one merely because a series of consequences flowing from it has been confirmed 
by experience. He gives many examples of how a group of phenomena can be 
explained in two totally different ways. both modes of explanation representing the 
facts equally well. Only on adding new and hitherto unknown phenomena does the 
advantage of one method over another reveal itself, though the former may have to 

give way yet to a third after further facts have been discovered [my italics]'? 

Contrary to the traditional conception of theory as a true 

description of nature (Boltzmann's "complete congruence with 

nature") or as a best approximation of it, theory is now presented by 

Boltzmann "as a mere representation (Bild)8 of nature, a mechanical 

analogy as he [Maxwell] puts it, which at the present time allows one 

to give the most uniform and comprehensive account of the totality 

of phenomena".9 Although this conception represents an undeniable 
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failure with respect to the old descriptive conception of theories, at 

the same time, as Boltzmann himself comments, it has some advan

tages: the proliferation of theories, one of its consequences, is fruit

ful in "adding new and hitherto unknown phenomena". The aban

donment of the descriptive conception is the price physicists must 

pay for this increased grasp of experiments, their heuristic fecundity, 

as we say today. The predictive power of a theory is not only 

enhanced, but it becomes one of theory's characteristic features. 

Boltzmann's second important conclusion in 1899 is that the 

conception of the plurality of theories has among its consequences 

the rejection of the old criterion for theory-testing: the "crucial 

experiment". Reciprocally, the experimental confirmation of a theo

ry cannot be considered a test of its "absolute correctness". Boltz

mann gives, as an example of the latter, the Hall effect, predicted not 

only by Weber's "false" theory (i.e. magnetic action is effective not 

just on the current-carrying wire but also on the particles which con

stitute an electric current), but also by Maxwell's "true" theory 10. 

This second 1899 conclusion will be rejected by Boltzmann in his 

final Darwinian epistemology, as I show below. 

In 1899 Boltzmann considered Hertz's philosophy an 

advance in the direction opened up by Kirchhoff and Maxwell. He 

believed that Hertz had deepened philosophically Maxwell's episte

mological ideas: 

In his book on mechanics Hertz has given a certain completion not only to Kirch
hoff's mathematico-physical ideas but also to Maxwell's epistemological ones .... 
Hertz makes physicists properly aware of something philosophers had no doubt 
long since stated, namely that no theory can be objective, actually coinciding with 
nature, but rather that each theory is only a mental picture [eingeistiges Bild) of 
phenomena, related to them as sign to the designatum [my italics).l1 
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With this view of theory Boltzmann then concludes: 

The question whether matter consists of atoms or is continuous, reduces to the 
much clearer one, whether the continuous is able to furnish a better picture of phe-

nomena. 12 

This remarkable statement concisely expresses the essence of 

Boltzmann's 1899 view on atomism: it is not necessary to accept 

atomism in an ontological sense, it suffices to use atoms with the aim 

of achieving new theoretical views, as Clausius did in his kinetic the

ory.l3 Being no longer an "ontology", atomism is not a necessary 

hypothesis in physics, nor the only one which can be fruitful. In fact, 

according to Boltzmann, Ampere, Franz Neumann and Kirchhoff did 

not base their derivations on molecular ideas, even if they did not 

deny the atomistic structure of matter .14 

Boltzmann's refutation of atomism as an ontology is consis

tent with those ideas which for him represented (in 1899) the link 

between Hertz and the phenomenologists. More precisely: atomism 

can be reconciled with phenomenology on the one hand and, on the 

other, with Hertz's and Maxwell's ideas provided it is taken as a con

struct, a BUd, (a mental model) in Hertz's sense. Atomism is an 

important example of this very feature of the Bild, precisely that of 

going beyond experience. Atomism in fact: 1) is consistent with the 

idea of Theory as a "mental model" (Bild) , 2) is an indispensable 

condition for prediction. 

These two latter features of a Bild are correlated in Boltz

mann's mind: 

[It] follows, from the nature of the intellectual process itself, consisting as it does 
in adding something to experience and creating a mental picture [geistiges 
Bild]that is not experience and therefore can represent many experiences. Only one 
half of our experience is ever experience, as Goethe says. The more boldly one 
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goes beyond experience [iiber die Erfaharung hinausgehet], the more general the 
overview one can win, the more surprising the facts one can discover, but the more 
easily too one can falI into error. Phenomenology therefore ought not to boast that 

it does not go beyond experience, but merely warns against doing so to excess.I 5 

In the last passage Boltzmann succeeds in obtaining a 

remarkable balance between the opposite pretensions of crude phe

nomenology and crude (ontological) atomism. Notice that this bal

ance is a direct consequence of Hertz's and Boltzmann's conception 

of a theory as a mental representation [BUd]. In fact this conception 

contradicts the naive atomist's pretension that atoms do really exist 

in nature and, at the same time, it contradicts the phenomenologist's 

pretension that a theory should just describe phenomena. Recipro

cally, analogical-atomism can be accepted by phenomenologists 

because of its predictive power and that degree of phenomenology 

which is implicit in any analogical model can be tolerated by atom

ists as a warning against any going beyond experience to excess. 

I intend now to illustrate the following points: 1) Boltzmann's 

latter conciliation of Mach and Hertz is reached at the cost of modi

fying some of the features of Hertz's BUd conception. 2) The afore

mentioned balance is somewhat revised by Boltzmann in his final 

writings, in favour of a tempered prudence. Specifically, his above 

encouragement to go beyond experience ("tiber die Erfaharung hin

ausgehen") will later be tempered by his fear of "a genuine mistake" 

in the "deductive method". 
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9.2 Boltzmann s Mechanics and his Opposition to Hertzs ZuHis

sigkeit 

Boltzmann did not learn from Hertz his philosophy of BUder but he 

was exposed to an intense training in the post-Kant philosophy in his 

university years.I 6 However, in his Populiire Schriften he almost 

always contrasted his own view on BUder with Hertz's ideas. There 

is then no better way of grasping Boltzmann's opposition to the a-pri-

. ori requirements on Hertz's BUd then to follow Boltzmann's line of 

thought both in his adherence to and his criticism of Hertz's ideas. In 

"On the Fundamental Principles and Equations of Mechanics", 

which presents the content of the first two l7 of four lectures given at 

Clark University in 1899, Boltzmann writes: 

All our ideas and concepts are only internal mental pictures [innere Gedanken
bilder ], or if spoken, combinations of sounds .... We can therefore pose such for
mal questions as whether only matter exists and force is a property of it, or whether 
force exists independently of matter ... but none of these questions are significant 
since all these concepts are only mental pictures whose purpose is to define 
[darzustellen] phenomena correctly. This was stated with special clarity by Hertz 
in his famous book on the principle of mechanics, except that he there begins with 
the demand that the pictures we construct for ourselves must obey the laws of 
thought. Against this I should like to urge certain reservations or at least to explain 
the demand a little further. Certainly we must contribute an ample store of hiws of 
thought, without them experience would be quite useless, since we could not fix it 
by means of internal pictures. These laws of thought arealmost without exception 
innate [fast ausnahmlos angeboren], but nevertheless they suffer modification 
through upbringing, education and our own experience [my itaiics].18 

Boltzmann refers here to the central aspect of the problem: 

the meaning of the expression "law of thought" (Denkgesetz). In his 

effort to introduce' a distinction between his and Hertz's Denkgeset

zen, Boltzmann gives examples where these laws have been falsified 

by empirical knowledge: one example is the geocentric theory, with 
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its absolute conception of the antipodes, etc. Such conceptions "at 

the time were regarded as self-evident laws of thought, whereas we 

are now convinced that they are futile".19 It is evident that for Boltz

mann, laws of thought are identified with empirically testable laws, 

parts or components of BUd Theory: 

I therefore wish to modify Hertz's demand and say that insofar as we possess laws 
of thought that we have recognised as indubitably correct through constant confir
mation by experience, we can start by testing the correctness of our pictures 
[Bildern] against these laws.2o 

Laws of thought and consequently Bilder seem to diminish in 

their epistemological status as Boltzmann's ideas evolve to their ulti

mate form. In his Address21 to the St. Louis Congress of 1904, he 

expresses the opinion that casual connection is not at all a regulative 

principle: 

Indeed people racked their brains over the question whether cause and effect rep
resent a necessary link or merely an adventitious sequence. whereas one can sen
sibly ask only whether a specific phenomenon is always linked with a definite 
group of others. being their necessary consequence. or whether this group may at 
times be absent.22 

According to Boltzmann, a causal link is just "a mode of 

action" that is "appropriate in most cases", but "if somewhere it ceas

es to be appropriate" it cannot be relinquished because it has become 

"so habitual" and a "second nature". In such cases where "laws of 

thought" contradict "the world" there is evidence that "adaptation 

overshoots the mark (Anpassung schlieBt tiber das Ziel hinaus)". An 

evident attack on Kant's doctrine closes the passage: 

We must not aspire to derive nature from our concepts, but must adapt the latter to 
the former. We must not think that everything can be arranged according to our cat
egories [Kategorien ] or that there is such a thing as a most perfect arrangement.23 
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As to the question of whether there is or is not a limit to the 

divisibility of matter, a theme that Kant "discussed in his antino

mies ... and explains that both the case for and against can be proved 

by strict logic", the question is, according to Boltzmann,24 "devoid 

of sense and hope" when asked in general. It has, however, meaning 

in a special case, the one related to the cogent problem of atomism: 

Which represents the observed properties of matter most accurately, the properties 
on the assumption of an extremely large finite number of particles, or the limit of 
the properties if the number grows infinitely large?2S 

In answering this question he writes: 

We shall ... on the one hand, start only from what is given, while, on the other, in 
forming and linking our concepts we shall heed only the aim of obtaining as ade
quate an expression as we can of what is given. [my italics]. 

"What is given", the empirical strength of data, seems in 

1904 to be Boltzmann's major if not the only concern in deciding 

between theories, a statement which contradicts somewhat his 1899 

rejection of experiments as having a "crucial" bearing on theory. 

Overturning Hertz's methodological advice, Hertz's "correctness" is 

to be preferred to Hertz's "permissibility", the non-empirical criteria 

of an "inner perfection". Boltzmann, by his own admission, 

renounced this inner perfection in his mechanics: 

The picture [of mechanics] that Hertz thus constructs independently of experience 
has a certain inner perfection and obviousness and contains really only very few 
arbitrary elements. As against this my picture is evidently inferior, for it contains 
many more features that are marked by an absence of inner necessity, being intro
duced only in order to facilitate subsequent agreement with experience [my ital
ics].26 

Consistent with his epistemological tenets, Boltzmann's 

mechanics has an axiomatic foundation more akin to the traditional 
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formulation of the Newtonian-Laplacian theory. As a consequence it 

misses contiguous action, which, according to him "however a-priori 

it may seem to some, still goes completely beyond the facts and to 

date remains well beyond what can be elaborated in detail" [my ital

ics].27 

To the lay reader it might seem strange that, more than ten 

years after Hertz's celebrated experiment on the propagation of elec

tromagnetic waves, Boltzmann still considers contiguous action as 

"completely beyond the facts". Yet Hertz himself would have agreed 

that no crude fact could directly show contiguous action, but he 

would however have contended that only an a-priori (PM observant) 

theory could give support for contiguous action to be shown by an 

experiment (see above chapter seven). 

While Hertz believed (see above chapter seven) that his 

mechanics with its hidden masses had opened a path for a solution to 

the problem of the mechanical explanation of electrodynamics,28 

Boltzmann acknowledged the contemporary failure of mechanical 

representation of electrodynamics, although he still hoped that such 

a representation will be achieved in the future: 

At most we can say that for certain phenomena an attempt at mechanical explana
tion is as yet premature. The general question as such can be resolved after cen
turies, or at least be given a new setting and clarified.29 

Mechanics is here defined as "the theory of the simplest phe

nomena without which no others could be conceivable", and as "the 

basis of natural science as a whole, all other scientific theories rest

ing on mechanics". Determinism is, at bottom, the basic concept of 

Boltzmann's conception on mechanics:"a precondition of every sci

entific insight is the principle that natural processes are unambigu-
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ously determined; or, in the case of mechanics, that motions are". 30 

Boltzmann believes that his own century is "the century of the 

mechanical view of nature, the century of Darwin". Apriorism is 

equated by him with biologic innatism: 

One can call these laws of throught a-priori because through many thousands of 
years of our species' experience they have become innate to the individual, but it 
seems to be no more than a logical howler of Kant's to infer their infallibility in all 
cases. According to Darwin's theory this howler is perfectly explicable. Only what 
is certain has become hereditary; what was incorrect has been dropped .. .3 l 

Notice the sense in which Boltzmann uses terms such as 

"mechanics", "mechanical":32 "the most splendid mechanical theory 

in the field of biology, namely the doctrine of Darwin". 

There is good evidence that Boltzmann's criticism of Kant's 

philosophy increases in strength in proportion to his enthusiasm for 

philosophical evolutionism. Similary, Boltzmann's enlarged concep

tion of the meaning of the science of mechanics grows apace: 

In nature and the arts the all-powerful science of mechanics is thus ruler, and like
wise in politics and sociallife.33 

Coming to the problem of the role of ax ioma tics, Boltzmann 

also considers logical clarity to be the only valuable criterion in the

ory construction, not to be compromised, for fear that our constructs 

will be arbitrary, i.e., empirically empty, because of a rush to bring in 

"experience too early",34 However, as I have shown, in 1905 he had 

reached the conclusion that in theory construction PM has not to be 

preferred "per se". In other words, he does not consider axiomatic 

structure to possess any intrinsic value (a regulative role) in Hertz's 

sense. Hertz's evaluation of PM consistently leads to the conclusion 
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that any theory can be tested only as a relational whole (see above 

chapter six). The only judge of theory is, ultimately, experience; both 

Hertz and Boltzmann would agree on this statement. However, 

unlike Hertz, Boltzmann concludes that separate laws can be tested 

as such (i.e., piece by piece) against experience.35 Boltzmann arrived 

at this conclusion in his later years, overcoming those doubts on the 

crucial nature of experiments that, as I have shown, he expressed in 

his 1899 essay. 

9.3 The Historical Role of Boltzmann s Mechanics and Gas theory 

In trying to reconstruct the main line of development in Boltzmann's 

philosophical ideas concerning PM, my ultimate concern was to 

investigate if and how these ideas were related to his theoretical con

tribution to mechanics and gas theory. As regards mechanics, he him

self has given evidence, as we have seen, that the special structure of 

his mechanics was directly related to his rejection of Hertz's PM in 

its primary role: this is one case, at least, where Boltzmann's philos

ophy coincides with Boltzmann's physics. His protracted defence of 

his kinetics theory against the attacks at Loschmidt and Zermelo is, 

as is well known, an important aspect of his strategy for supporting 

his faith in mechanics. Here also, his philosophy meets his physics, 

at least indirectly, i.e., through his mechanistic faith. 

I wish to attempt here to find some more direct traces of how 

Boltzmann's philosophy influenced his gas theory. I refer to Boltz

mann's doubts about his faith in mechanics and his prevarication 

between pure mechanical and probabilistic conceptions, noted by 

many of Boltzmann's historians. Perhaps the clearest example of 

Boltzmann's wavering was given by Thomas Kuhn. According to 
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Kuhn. Boltzmann. in his much discussed 1872 proof of the H theo

rem. thought that "his results were of the deterministic sort". i.e .• " 

an apparent proof from mechanics that a gas must evolve to equilib

rium from an arbitrary chosen initial state".36 

However the probabilistic or combinatorial treatment of irre

versibility (Komplexions' Rechnung ) developed by Boltzmann in 

1877 is very different from his 1872 approach. A third "conceptual 

cluster" is briefly presented by Boltzmann, according to Kuhn. in 

thegfirst volume of his 1894 work on gas theory. centred on the 

notion of molecular disorder and consisting in the hypothesis of "a 

prohibition of certain actual configurations of the molecules within 

individual cells. configurations which the laws of mechanics. taken 

alone. would otherwise allow".37 

The place where "for the first time Boltzmann had tied an 

apparently fully probabilistic statement directly to a discussion not ot 

the combinatorial but of mechanical H-Theorem, was his letter to 

Nature of February 1895",38 In this letter, Boltzmann attributes a 

probability measure to a value of his H function . In sum, according 

to Kuhn, Boltzmann never completely abandoned in the course of his 

scientific career, a deterministic (not probabilistic) conception of gas 

theory, although probabilistic conceptions were popping uP. here and 

there in his scientific works. 

In his attempts to overcome generalised mechanics a central 

role is played by his complexion law, the famous s = k log w , (it 

appears on his Vienna Memorial) which expressed mathematically 

his new concept of the probability of a state. In this theory. the tradi

tional (event-centred) concept of the probability underwent a radical 

upheaval. and a new concept appeared on the physics scene. As is 

known. Boltzmann's complexion law guided Planck towards one of 
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the most radical innovations in physics, quantum of action in 

Planck's black-body radiation law. 

In his now classic work, Max Jammer points to the fortunate 

circumstance whereby Planck repeatedly turned to a Boltzmann-type 

formula for entropy, neglecting other more traditional approaches 

such as those via the equipartition theorem. At the same time Jammer 

stresses the fact that Planck trusted the pure formal content of Boltz

mann's law, ignoring its physical content perhaps because "of his 

profound aversion to the molecular approach". Jammer emphasises 

still that, whatever the motivations that led Planck to write an unex

pected relation for his entropy: 

Planck ultimately found it necessary to abandon his «thennodynamic approach» 
and to tum to Boltzmann's probabilistic conception of entropy ... apparently fol
lowing Boltzmann ... [when writing] ... SN=k log w ... [my italics].39 

However different Planck's procedure was from Boltzmann's 

in computing the number of complexions in his Boltzmann-type for

mula for entropy, one thing is certain: the formal structure of Boltz

mann's law and not its physical content guided Planck towards his 

achievement. The same formal structure of this equation channelled, 

in its tum, classical statistics towards the new-statistics. The latter 

derived its origins, as is known, from the Bose-Einstein contributions 

and emerged by a non-linear path through the works of Planck, 

Debye, Ehrenfest, De Broglie, Einstein and others. 

Silvio Bergia has shown4o how the fundamental innovation in 

the new statistics, atomic-indistinguishability, was implicitly con

tained (although Bose was unaware of it) in Bose's handling of 

Boltzmann's celebrated formula. Again one has to underline that it 

was the formal structure of this formula which, in a differentiated 
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context of conceptions, forced almost malgre soi Planck and Ein

stein to accept the indistinguishability concept. If, as M. Delbruck 

puts it,41 "serendipity" has to be invoked in order to explain the 

unexpected conceptual jump of indistinguishibility a jump made 

from many sides "serendipity" was, in this case, guided by the for

mal structure of Boltzmann's theory. Is this not a success for those 

formal requirements on theory stressed by Hertz's PM? 

I find that Boltzmann's rejection of Hertz's PM has a deep 

justification in his mature epistemology: in the cultural struggle of 

his time between a neo-Kantian tradition and a self-affirming Dar

winism, he stood for the latter. As shown above, determinism was at 

the base of his conception of generalised mechanics and he thought 

he could find in generalised mechanics the necessary conceptual 

weapons to counter the attacks of both atomists (such as Loschmidt 

and Zermelo) and anti-atomists, such as Mach and the energetists. 

Against Loschmidt and Zermelo who proved that his mechanical gas 

theory was leading to paradoxes, Boltzmann tried to vindicate his 

mechanical results at the cost of introducing mechanically unjustified 

probabilistic hypotheses. To Mach and the energetists, who claimed 

that atomism was hypothetical and unjustified in the theories of 

physics, he wanted to show how his approach to gas theory via atom

ism was experiencing success and likely to produce more. At this 

point any concession to the Hertzian neo-Kantian Zuliissigkeit 

would have weakened Boltzmann's opposition against both types of 

opponents. 

Boltzmann's profound intellectual insight and his open-mind

edness, both a consequence of his philosophical and cultural interests 

and studies, suggested to him possible directions for overcoming his 

peculiar form of generalised mechanic ism and Darwinism. In his 
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article in Nature (1895), he explicitly states that "my Minimum The

orem, as well as the so called second law of Thermodynamics are 

only theorems of probability. The second law can never he proved 

mathematically by means of the equations of dynamics alone". (One 

should however keep in mind that probability calculus can be con

sidered as a (Laplacian) method of circumventing mathematical dif

ficulties in mechanical equations;42 hence Boltzmann's statement 

does not definitely disprove his mechanical ideas). After the 

appearence of Lorentz's and Abraham's electron theories, he some

what prophetically stated in 1904 that an atomic theory could dis

pense with his mechanistic tenets: 

The ray of hope for a non-mechanical explanation of nature came not from ener
getics or phenomenology, but from an atomic theory that in its fantastic hypothe
ses surpasses the old atomic theory as much as their elementary structures surpass 
in smallness those of the old atoms. I need not mention that I mean the modern the
ory of electrons.43 

Finally we should recognise that Boltzmann's strenuous 

struggle to underpin his conception of mechanics contributed fruit

fully to the historical process of clarifying for us how mechanics and 

statistics overlap and differ. That he was somehow aware of partici

pating in this process is hinted at in an otherwise obscure statement. 

It appears as one of his comments on Planck the editor referred to 

and his intellectual opponent44 on the occasion of the publication of 

Kirchhoff's Lectures on the theory of heat: 

Even those who like the editor of the [volume] now under discussion think gas 
theory unworthy of the acumen expended on it, would not wish those who do write 
on the subject to expend less.45 

According to my reading of Boltzmann's statement: deter-
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minis tic gas theory is worthy of great scientific effort notwithstand

ing its being an unworthy subject. Perhaps the conception of science 

as a process, in its historical dimension, cannot be better confirmed 

than by this statement. Elsewhere46 Boltzmann considered himself 

also "as an unskilled labourer whose task was to level off the way to 

the building, to clean the facade and perhaps to insert here and there 

some foundation stones". The building is not yet completed and we, 

part of the process to which Boltzmann so skilfully contributed, still 

insert here and there those foundation stones. 



PART THREE 

From Relativity to Quantum Theory 



FOREWORD TO PART THREE 

Part three deals with the epistemologies which underly Ein

stein's and Bohr's controversial positions on the foundational 

assumptions of their theories. 

Although often neglected by historians, the nineteenth-century 

tradition of theoretical physics and the problems on the theory-expe

riment relation, discussed in the pages above, are important and must 

be taken into account in the historical reconstruction of Einstein's 

thought. The epistemological discussions of Helmholtz, Boltzmann, 

and Hertz are part of Einstein's cultural heritage. As is well known, 

Einstein was acquainted with the works all the physicists examined 

above. He often expressed his own understanding of the theory-expe

riment relationship.} 

I argue that, following the success of relativity and quantum 

Mechanics, physicists were confronted with a very great challenge to 

the continuity of their scientific enterprise. Continuity is a basic 

requirement of an empirical science: our perceptions have a histori

cal dimension because they include the memory of past events (in 

particular, theories and experiments). Our perceptive space, which is 

usually deemed as synchronous, has also a temporal extension and a 

temporal continuity. 

This fact might explain why scientists, such as Thomson and 

Maxwell, much of whose research was highly innovative, always 

considered their innovations as improvements on previous theories. 

219 
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For this reason, Maxwell considered theoretical pluralism, which 

might be taken as contradicting temporal continuity, as a provisional 

position (see above chapter four). 

Continuity in the development of theories implies that a new 

theory should reproduce, under certain conditions (the so-called limi

ting case), the sound parts of the theory it intended to supersede. Ein

stein attributed great importance to this feature of the new theories, 

and Bohr explicitly elevated it to the role of a principle. According to 

Max Jammer,2 the idea that quantum theory (QT), or at least its for

malism, contains classical theory (CT) as a limiting caseis first sta

ted by Planck in 1906, in his well-known statement that when h tends 

to zero his radiation formula goes over into the classic Rayleigh

Jeans formula. A correspondence criterion was implicitly contained 

in this statement but, to my knowledge, its conceptual premises were 

not explicitly formulated prior to Einstein and Bohr. 

It is therefore meaningful to say that Einstein explicitly 

announced the continuity requirement as a correspondence criterion. 

Although, by common agreement, Einstein's general theory 

of relativity (GR) was considered one of the most revolutionary theo

ries in the history of physics, his desire to be faithful to the doctrine 

of continuity may be understood to indicate his awareness that a 

revolutionary theory might break too radically with previous theo

ries. 

In my essay on Einstein's notion of correspondence, I explo

re Einstein's technical usage of a correspondence criterion (CCr) as 

a guide towards generalising special relativity. I also refer to his 

thoughts and perplexities in the face of the above mentioned doubts 

posed by the significance of correspondence. 

The continuity problem also intrigued Bohr at a certain 
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period in his research, because classical theories (CT) represented a 

glorious patrimony of science which had to be recovered and salva

ged in some way. 

In my chapter on Bohr's correspondence and complementa

rity principles, I look at the historical development of the two prin

ciples in Bohr's various contributions to the Copenhagen philosophy. 

The significance of Bohr's complementarity for quantum 

theory has been studied by historians and epistemologists of high 

renown and has prompted the comments of a philosopher of the cali

bre of Karl Popper. 

My point is that complementarity can be considered a cohe

rent continuation of Bohr's ideas on correspondence, and I share with 

some historians the conviction that the positions of Bohr and Hei

senberg on the epistemology of quantum theory are to be considered 

as a way of circumventing rather than solving the difficulties in rela

tivity theory which worried Einstein.3 Similarly, Einstein did not 

solve Lorentz's difficulties with the ether-drag experiment but, as 

shown in Holton's classical study, completely changed the way of 

approaching the problem. 

I argue that Einstein's and Bohr's conceptions of the nature 

and role of theory should be viewed in the context of their responses 

to the problems posed by the development of theoretical physics in 

our century. 

Another response was given by Schrodinger. The lack of indi

viduality of the atomic particles presented in the new statistics, and 

in Heisenberg's indeterminacy relations, were considered by Schro

dinger to be aspects of a more general crisis in the ontology of clas

sical atomism. 

Unlike his 1926 ideas, he now proposed to represent the wave 
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equation in an n-dimensional space, and he considered second-quan

tisation technique to be the proper mathematical tool for his new con

ception of Physics. 

Although Schrodinger accepted that space-time discontinui

ties and casual gaps may appear here and there on the observational 

level (e.g., in the indeterminacy relations), he was convinced that 

they could be made compatible with a continuous pure theory, pro

vided one accepted a suitable conception of the theory's epistemolo

gical status. For him, only a continuous theory satisfied the condi

tions for a complete theory. 

On these matters he thought he was adhering to the ideas of 

Hertz and Boltzmann, which were also reflected in the teaching of 

his master Exner. He sometimes referred to the "completion of expe

rience in thought", a view that he attributed to Mach. 



CHAPTER 10 

EINSTEIN'S CORRESPONDENCE CRITERION AND THE 
CONSTRUCTION OF GENERAL RELATIVITY 

10.1. Correspondence as a Warranty of Continuity with Tradition 

The exigency of establishing a continuity with tradition by showing 

that, even when introducing radical innovations, new theories do not 

break with nor contradict well-confirmed former theorie is so wide

spread in modern science that it can be considered one of its main 

postulates. This postulate represents scientists' trust in the objectivi

ty of the natural world and their presumption that, by affording a 

more or less accurate description of the world, physical theories can

not be contradictory. 

In this sense the above exigency is a manifestation of the real

ist view of science. It is understandable that the more a new theory 

presents itself as highly innovative let us say revolutionary, in the 

sense of breaking with the past the more the foregoing realist view 

risks being twisted and endangered. 

Since, by common agreement, Einstein's general theory of 

relativity (GR) was considered to be one of the most revolutionary 

theories in the history of physics, the story of his struggle to show 

that GR was somehow related through a correspondence criterion 

(CCr) to the spacial theory of relativity and Newtonian gravitation 

appears at times as a struggle with dramatic overtones. In any case, 

it should be conceded that the role of CCr within GR receives indi

rectly great conceptual significance. 

223 
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The realistic views above are not, however, to be considered 

as necessary conditions for accepting CCr, for its fruitfulness may be 

justified from several perspectives. This point might explain why the 

realist views were not by any means shared by all physicists who 

fruitfully used CCr in the development of their theories: the above 

strongly realist positions were not shared by Einstein, nor did they 

become more acceptable to Bohr in his struggle with CCr (I refer to 

my discussion of Bohr below). 

In this chapter 1 show that, in Einstein's case, CCr represent

ed more than anything else the technical form of a general criterion 

for generalising the theory, in the rapid development of such a high

ly mathematicized discipline as GR. In this role CCr guided the the

ory's development in many remarkable ways, which 1 shall examine 

in the following. 

10.2. What does Correspondence really mean? 

In order to free our enquiry from preconceived ideas about the way 

theories of physics should develop, let us briefly examine some of 

the problems involved in defining CCR. 

Correspondence (Cr) is usually defined as "the condition that 

the new, more comprehensive theory should relinquish the sound 

parts of the theory it intends to supersede". 1 

Although the definition above, and others similar to it, may 

be accepted as expressions of a suitable qualitative statement for an 

elementary treatise .on physics, they prove to be of little help, if not 

completely circular and inconclusive, when critically analysed. The 

reason is that, in these definitions, the term "more comprehensive" to 

a theory is not clearly defined independently of the correspondence 
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criterion itself. 

In fact, a "more comprehensive theory" can be defined as that 

which· includes a larger number of laws than a less comprehensive 

one. The definition above, founded as it is on a term-to-term com

parison of laws, presupposes the possibility of isolating in a given 

theory either a) a single law or b) a set of such laws in order to com

pare them with the laws of the other theory and so to decide which 

of the two sets is the larger one. But this possibility is denied by the 

now commonly accepted Duhem-Quine thesis that theories consist of 

a logically connected group of propositions such that the isolation of 

either a) or b) changes their axiomatic structure and their semantics. 

In order to further pursue our analysis let us consider a more 

detailed definition of Cr: 

The operational equations of a new theory must reduce, within the appropriate 
accuracy, to the corresponding operational equations of a well-established previous 
theory in the "regions" where the previous theory is well supported by data ... The 
term "region" is to be interpreted broadly, not solely as a geometric region, but as 
a region of values of some appropriate parameters such as observed speed, size of 
objects, density of matter, temperature, or others. These parameters can be consid
ered to be the independent pararneters.2 

Although Cr is here limited to operational equations, the 

same author of the passage above admits that it is very difficult, if not 

altogether impossible, to define operationally all the terms in an 

equation. He also adds that "the various terms in a scientific theory 

have explanatory value which go beyond their operational uses".3 

This is precisely the problem Einstein met in using Cr as a guide for 

OR construction, as we shall see in the following. 

Other ambiguities in the above definition concern the selec

tion of the appropriate parameters because the doubt remains that 

one selects such quantities on the basis of how far they allow Cr to 
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hold.4 

The considerations above do not forbid the mapping of a sub

set of an axiomatic system on a set of another such system, for 

everybody knows that the set of natural numbers can be mapped on 

to the larger set of rational numbers. But it is different to maintain 

that this operation implies that the correspondent entities are identi

cal, just as it is clear that the natural 5 is not identical with the ratio

nal 5.0000000000 .... However it seems to me that this type of iden

tity was the one Einstein postulated when he required that his physi

cal definition of the rod-length in special relativity could be trans

ferred to GR (see the following). 

Other difficulties with Cr emerge from the fact that theories 

such as GR and quantum mechanics (QM), when examined from a 

Cr perspective, present the interesting feature of reproducing not a 

single but a number of different, less comprehensive theories.5 This 

occurs when different quantities can be selected as characteristic 

parameters and are given limit values. Einstein was also confronted 

with this case of a pluricorrespondence (PCr) when in GR he got as 

sub-theories special relativity, the Newtonian and the linearized 

gravitational theories.6 

The difficulty is that what is really lost with PCr is the possi

bility of having a criterion for ordering the various theories in a series 

of growing comprehensibility (the criterion proper expressing for us 

the true meaning of CCr). Because, if the various correspondent sub

theories are not in themselves in correspondence, i.e., capable of 

being ordered according to the comprehensibility criterion, any 

ordering criterion is lost, and with it the meaning of Cr itself. 

However, in spite of the above conceptual difficulties, the 

historian should acknowledge that CCr played the most important 
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and fruitful role in the construction of GR, and, more generally, in the 

development of physics. This fact represents an interesting theme for 

future historical research. 

10.3. The Heuristic Role ofCCr in Einstein's 1912 Construction of 

GR and the Relinquishing of the Absolute Equivalence Principle 

A consistent and almost systematic use of Cr in Einstein's construc

tion of OR can be observed in his 1912-13 contributions. In 1913, in 

connection with his evaluation of Max Abraham's theory, he explic

itly stated four postulates which any new relativistic gravitational 

theory should validate, although not necessarily all of them at one 

time. The third postulate concerned "the validity of the relativity the

ory ( in the restricted sense); i.e., the system of equations are covari

ant with respect to linear orthogonal substitution (general Lorentz 

transformations)".7 The third postulate was clearly a special appli

cation of CCr because special (or restricted) relativity corresponds to 

a situation of null gravitation. 

He conceded that adherence to the postulate above was not 

compulsory. If, in return, other advantages were offered by the theo

ry, this postulate, and Cr with it, could be abandoned. But, for him, 

this was not the case with Abraham's gravitational theory. He could 

not tolerate from this theory the omission of restricted Relativity as 

a special case. In conclusion, he formulated a general rule concern

ing adherence to postulate No.3 and CCr: 

In my opinion, one has to keep faithful to Postulate 3 unconditionally as long as 
one does not find cogent reasons to abandon it. As soon as we abandon it we meet 
an infinite variety of alternatives [Italics added].8 
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In 1912 he was faithful9 to this self-prescribed rule, in his 

attempt to lay down the foundations for a relative theory of a static 

gravitational field; he wrote the following equation for gravitational 

potential : 

I1c = kcp (1) 

c = c( ¢ ), the velocity of light, a function of the gravitational poten

tial ¢ K the gravitational constant, and p the density of matter. , 
The form of the equation is evidently modelled on the New-

ton-Poisson equation for gravitational potential ¢: 

11¢ = Kp (2) 

Among the reasons which could have convinced him to rep

resent a gravitational potential by the velocity of light, one is cer

tainly related 10 to the consequences on the variation of light velocity 

of his initial formulation of theequivalence principle (EP) in 1907. 

He modified equation (1) in March of the same year when he 

found that it did not satisfy the laws of energy and momentum con

servation. The new equation is: 

1 (Vc) 2 

I1c = k (CC1 + 2 k c ) (3) 

The new equation was no longer linear in the gravitational 

potential c. Moreover the density C1 resulted from a superposition 

of the usual ponderable matter P and of the density of the electro

magnetic field. The non-linear term in c was added to account for the 

contribution to the field sources themselves of field energy: a feed-
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back effect in accordance with the mass-energy equivalence of the 

former special theory. 

However, a new difficulty arose because of the non-linearity 

of equation (3): the new equation was inconsistent with both CCr 

and the 1907 equivalence principle (EP).l1 The first inconsistency 

can be proved by considering that the same equation, in the absence 

of ponderable matter and fields, takes on the form: 

~c= 
(VC)2 
2c 

It corresponds to the Laplacian equation only in infinitesimal 

space-time regions, in which second space derivatives of c can be 

ignored. But this implied in tum that EP could remain valid only lim

ited to such an infinitesimal domain (local EP).12 (Although Einstein 

did not publish it, a demonstration along the lines above can be found 

in his Zurich notebook).13 

In March 1912, Einstein declared that he adhered to the EP 

locality with some difficulty: 

My decision to make this step was not taken without difficulty, because 
thereafter I abandoned the ground of an absolute EP. It seems to me that an 
EP can be maintained only for an infinitesimal field. 14 

Einstein used local EP in 1913 and in the later development 

of the tensorial theory. However, although the necessity of trans

forming absolute EP into a local EP was amply proven in the new 

tensorial theory, he never renounced his belief in an absolute EP, as 

Norton has well illustrated. 15 Perhaps the latter was for him related 

to a powerful application of CCr in his initial generalisation of spe

cial into general relativity. 
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10.4. Cer Required a Sacrifice in 1913: Einstein's Provisional Relin

quishing of General Covariance 

Up to this point, Einstein's observance of his self-prescribed rule had 

resulted in some success. In 1913 he became convinced that a scalar 

theory could not be reconciled with general covariance and he and 

Grossmann shifted their program in the direction of a tensorial theo

ry. As is known, they soon met an impasse in reconciling CCr with 

the general covariance of the new field equation. 

Let us note that general covariance represented the core of 

Einstein's program in GR. It is the more surprising then that he aban

doned general covariance to remain faithful to CCr. As his intellec

tual opponents, with Max Abraham in the forefront, immediately 

remarked, this abandonment amounted, at bottom, to a repudiation of 

Einstein's initial general covariance program in GR, one that his ene

mies likened, not without malice, to his abandonment at the start of 

his GR program of the Lorentz invariance of his former special reI a"'" 

tivity. 

As has been illustrated,16 Einstein's decision was the conse

quence of his and Grossmann's choice of the Ricci tensor as the 

mathematical expression of the gravitational field tensor. In fact, in 

order to satisfy CCr, the new equation should have, in analogy with 

the Newton-Poisson equation, a definite form of the type: 

a, f3 = 1, 2,3,4 , (4) 

~P is the Ricci second rank tensor of the gravitational field, built 

up through the symmetric metric tensor gaP. The energy-momen-

tum tensor for matter is 8 afJ • 
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Since the classical Newton-Poisson equation contains second 

order derivatives of the field, in order to establish a CCr between the 

classical potential tfJ and the above metric tensor gaP , it was nec

essary that the latter contained at most second order derivatives of 

the said metric tensor. 

In the Cr area, it was assumed that fields were weak and sta

tic and the limit process was then performed. Firstly it was stated that 

Cr should hold for weak fields, when second degree terms could be 

neglected, i.e., when g JlV' ag 1'1.., f3 ~ 0 . In this case we have a 

Ricci tensor of the form: 

r = .1gTA( - 9 + 9 + 9 - 9 ) (5) ap - 2 aT • .1.13 TA. af3 ap. TA pA. aT • 

Then, the static field limit is applied. At that time Einstein 

was convinced that the correspondent field should have assumed the 

form it had taken in his former 1912 static field theory, which 

amounted to the most simple generalisation of special relativity. 

According to this special choice of the correspondent field, 

l.e., g44. i *" 0 is the only variable component. 

With this CCr, the equation (5) becomes: 

r = .1/1c2 
44 2 i,j=I,2,3 

i=I,2,3, (6) 

(7) 
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Due to the requirement that, without sources, r;/ = 0 ,the 

only admitted solution is when c2 is a linear function17 0f the space 

co-ordinates Xl. But the Ricci tensor loses its generally covariant 

properties under these restrictions. 

The impossibility of retaining the validity of both a general

ization of a Ricci tensor (equation (5) above, implying CCr) and its 

general covariance, was expressed thus: 

The result...is that it is impossible to find for raP a differential expression which 
is both a generalisation of AlP and also a tensor-like expression under a transfor
mation whatever1S 

Faced with the alternative of rejecting either CCr or general 

covariance, Einstein rejected general covariance, keeping faithful to 

CCr. 

I find that on this occasion Einstein transgressed his self

imposed rule above. In fact, faithfulness to this rule would have 

implied retaining covariance because covariance (i.e., a generally 

invariant tensor-like expression for raP above) represented a really 

cogent reason. His rejection of covariance in favour of CCr was only 

temporary. In fact, later on in 1916, he reinstated covariance, thus 

disavowing his earlier decision. Moreover, at that time he also aban

doned his previous Ricci-type tensorial equations and introduced a 

new tensor and a new form of CCr to regain the Newtonian limit. 

All this proves the great importance Einstein attributed to 

CCr as an expression of continuity in the development of physics. 
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10.5. A Correspondence Criterion for the Operational Definition of 

Space-Time Intervals 

In order to avoid the charge that his theory had a merely mathemati

cal import, Einstein was always very sensitive to the problem of giv

ing a physical definition to the fundamental quantities of his equa

tions. In his Nobel lecture, 19 he still insisted on the point that one of 

the relevant implications of his gravitational theory was that it com

prised "only concepts and distinctions which can be associated, with

out ambiguity, to observable facts" and, he added, "this postulate, 

which pertains to epistemology, discloses something of a fundamen

tal importance". 

However, after Einstein's adoption of the new Riemanian 

metrics of space-time, a direct operational definition was impossible, 

because clocks and rods in a non-Euclidean system cannot be used as 

measuring devices. In the 1913 essay20 "Entwurf einer verallge

mainerten Relativitatstheorie und einer Theorie der Gravitation", 

Einstein and Grossman used CCr in order to give a physical defini

tion to the new space-time interval. In order to achieve this defini

tion, the operational definition of ds in special relativity is trans

ferred to the correspondent ds in GR. 

In order to discuss this problem, I refer here to Einstein's 

1916 demonstration21 because it proceeds along the lines of his ini

tial1913 demonstration originally reported in "Entwurf..". 

The infinitesimal interval between two points in the space

time continuum of GR, first introduced in this essay, is: 

a, j1, v = 1,2,3,4 (8) 
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gmn is a function of the co-ordinates x'l. Clearly, the interval above is 

a mathematical generalisation of the Minkowsky interval in special 

relativity: 

ds2 = 1Jllv dxJ1 dXv p, v = 1, 2,3, 4 (9) 

where: 

1JJlV = diag ( - 1, - 1, - 1, c 2) (10) 

e2, a constant. 

Since ds 2 is generally invariant in GR , there exists an infin

itesimal co-ordinate transformation from an inertial local system 

{Xi} to any system {Xa}, and vice versa. One is thus allowed to 

express the Minkowskian interval ds2 in terms of the system's char

acteristic parameters {xa}. 

In fact: 

Substituting the relation above for (9), one gets (8). The 

inverse transformation is supposed to hold.22 

Let lis comment upon the above passage from the conceptual view

point: Equation (9) has a direct operational meaning because ds 2 is 

the square of an infinitesimal distance between two points, measured 

with clocks and rods at rest in the reference system. Equation (8) 

does not have the same direct operational meaning because clocks 

and rods in a non-Euclidean reference system cannot be used as mea

suring devices. The reduction of (8) to (9) amounts to postulating the 

possibility that physical measuring objects ds do exist in general. 
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Thus, the measurement of xa by rigid rods, an operation 

which has a physical meaning in special relativity, allows the mea

surement of a space-time interval ds 2 in any system through the 

measurement of g J.lV • 

This is physically possible as long as a gravitational field can 

be switched on and off through an appropriate co-ordinate transform, 

Le., it is possible only for an infinitesimal co-ordinate transforma

tion, but not for a finite domain where the switching operation can

not be performed in general. 23 However, the theory above implies 

that two infinitesimal rods of equal lengths remains equal when sub

jected to any gravitational field. 

In summary, if an operational definition in the GR finite 

domain is impossible, Einstein, seemingly by Fiat, extended the 

validity of the operation from the infinitesimal to a finite space-time 

interval, L e., he extended the definition valid for the Euclidean space 

of SR to cases in which SR does not hold, Le., to cases in which grav

itational fields cannot be switched off in general. 

Einstein's procedure has deep implications for his philoso

phy, more precisely for his views on the requisites for the complete

ness of a physical theory. I will shortly follow these implications at 

some critical moments in the development of his thought. 

10.6. Stratification o/Theories, Physical Reality and Completeness 

A conception of the progress of physical knowledge and of theory 

change, to which the problem of the meaning of CCr is, as we have 

seen, intimately related, is presented in some detail by Einstein in his 

1936 essay, "Physics and reality". Scientific progress is seen as a 

progressive stratification of theories into different layers, each layer 
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possessing in comparison to the lower ones an improved logical 

unity, consisting in a lesser number of "primary concepts and rela

tions ".24 

The price that must be paid in order to achieve this unity is 

that the upper level theories become more distant from the level of 

observations; this involves the risk that these theories lose contact 

with observations. Let us note that it is this contact which distin

guishes a physical from a mathematical theory. One can, therefore, 

. argue for the importance of CCr in its role of attributing a physical 

significance to the abstract entities of the higher level theory. 

Precisely in order to achieve this significance the operational 

definition of the lower level quantity is transferred to the corre

sponding higher level, as I have shown in the ds case above. In this 

transfer of meaning, a correspondence criterion is raised to the status 

of a principle: there must be correspondence. 

It can be argued that Einstein had in mind the idea of stratifi

cation when he developed his gravitational theory, comparing it with 

special relativity and Newton's theory of gravitation. However, it is 

clear that this relation of transferred meaning does not consist in a 

transfer of a sensory likeness, but in the possibility of establishing a 

term-to-term correspondence between the concepts in the theory and 

the perceptions at the observational level. 

This special kind of relation is by Einstein expressed through 

a metaphor: 

This relation is not analogous to that of soup to beef but rather of the cloak-room 
ticket to the overcoat. 25 

Concepts are related to observables as the wardrobe ticket is 

related to the overcoat. In as such as nothing in an overcoat in itself 
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refers to the cloackroom ticket, this metaphor illustrates Einstein's 

view 26 that, once the parallelism of laws between concepts and per

ceptions has been established, concepts do give physical meaning to 

observables, not vice versa.27 

This is consistent with Einstein's conclusion in his 1936 

essay, "Physics and Reality", that concepts derive their physical 

meaning primarily from the whole theoretical context into which 

they are inserted and that only secondarily does this meaning 

depends on their being related to observables, e.g., through an oper

ational definition. 
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EINSTEIN'S LIFE-LONG DOUBTS ON THE PHYSICAL 

FOUNDATIONS OF THE GENERAL RELATIVITY AND UNI

FIED FIELD THEORIES 

11.1. A Foundational Problem in Einstein's Relativity 

To the best of my knowledge, it can safely be argued that the major

ity of recent studies on the foundational difficulties of quantum 

physics start from the assumptions that the conceptual foundations of 

classical physics and relativity theory are clear and unproblematic 

and the present problems should concern only quantum physics. Yet, 

a simple inquiry into the literature and especially into Einstein's epis

temological writings shows that, contrary to the view of a supposed

ly well-founded classical physics and relativity, important founda

tional problems in these sciences are still in need of further analysis.l 

The belief that the only foundational difficulties belong to quantum 

physics (henceforth QP), as if they alone existed against an ideal 

unproblematic background of classical physics (henceforth CP) and 

relativity theories (RR), results in a limited approach in examining 

the historical documents. 

It is known that Einstein's epistemological views were at times 

misinterpreted by physicists and philosophers. I argue that these mis

interpretations were in part the result of a certain amount of ambigu

ity 2 in Einstein's early epistemology. As an example, let us take the 

Bridgman case:3 in 1949 he considered Einstein's special relativity 

(henceforth SR) to be the "manifesto" of the fruitfulness of opera-

239 
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tional definitions for physical quantities. In his later years Einstein 

rejected Bridgman's interpretation.4 As another example of this mis

understanding, let us take the case of Werner Heisenberg. In 1926, 

shortly after the publication of his paper on the presumed 

Anschaulichkeit of QP, Heisenberg confided to Einstein that he had 

actually taken the idea of observable quantities from Einstein's RR. 

Einstein quickly discredited Heisenberg's interpretation saying that, 

just to the contrary, he maintained that it is the theory which ulti

mately decides what can be observed and what cannot. 5 

I will show that Einstein's approach to the problem of the 

meaning of the space-time interval in his SR easily lent itself to 

Bridgman's and Heisenberg's criticisms. 

11.2. Einstein s Problems with the Stipulation of Meaningfor the Rie

man ian Space-Time Continuum 

Although Einstein frequently discussed the problem of the theory

experiment relationship, it has gone almost unnoticed by Einstein 

scholars that, in his papers, this problem is presented in the form of 

a search for criteria for attributing physical significance to the con

cepts of the relativity and unified-field theories, i.e., in the form of a 

stipulation of meaning. 

Einstein first confronted this problem in his early approaches 

to special relativity in 1905 and, until his last years, he never ceased 

to search for possible solutions. Thus, problems concerning the "stip

ulation of meaning" enter into all of Einstein's methodological dis

cussions on general relativity and its generalisation into the unified

field theories. In these discussions, Einstein often came in touch with 

the methodological views of mathematical physicists such as Weyl, 
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Eddington, Levi-Civita, et al. In his 1923 Gothenburg lecture he laid 

down explicitly a stipulation of meaning (SM) for the concepts of 

physics:6 

Concepts and distinctions are only admissible to the extent that observable facts 
can be assigned to them without ambiguity. 

He found that in classical mechanics (CM) the definitions of 

such concepts as inertial system and free body are circular; hence 

CM transgresses SM: 

Note in passing that the logical weakness of this exposition [i. e. the exposition of 
CM] from the point of view of the stipulation of meaning is the lack of an experi
mental criterion for whether a material point is force-free or not; therefore the con-

cept of the inertial frame remains rather problematic.7 

Contrary to what might be expected, SR faces the same diffi

culty as CPo The concept of an inertial reference frame is also a fun

damental foundational problem for that theory, because, from the 

point of view of SM, a reference frame is just a combination of rigid 

rods. But, as is known, rigidity would allow instantaneous signal 

transmission, thus contradicting a fundamental postulate of SR. This 

justifies Einstein's conclusion to his Gothenburg lecture: 

I am mentioning these deficiencies of method because in the same sense they are 
also a feature of the SR in the schematic exposition which I am advocating here. 

Concerning Einstein's problem with rigidity, it is worth men

tioning that, in 1909 Max Born called attention to this problem and 

proposed8 an original solution to it in various essays.9 

Because SR, like CP, is not able to find a satisfactory SM

observant physical meaning for rigidity, it was logical for Einstein, in 

the same Gothenburg lecture, to explore GR as a possible basis for 

the solution of his problem. He then hinted at an indirect criterion as 
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a guarantee for the physical meaning of the concepts: the simplicity 

criterion for theory validation. lO 

However, in spite of the above criterion, which appeared to be 

a way of circumventing the problem of SM, he shortly thereafter in 

the same paperll presented GR as a radical solution to the rigidity 

problem: the abolition of finite rigid inertial frames and their substi

tution with local inertial frames. In a gravitation-free space the infin

itesimal space-time interval of GR: 

ds2 = gmn dxmdxn ' 
has to coincide with: 

ds2 = c2 dt2 - dx2 - dy2 - dz2 , 

its correspondent in the pseudo-Euclidean space of SR. 

Einstein initially adopted this solution, i.e., the solution via 

the so-called correspondence criterion or method, in his 1912 attempt 

to generalise SR into GR.12 However, he was aware that this solu

tion contradicted the foundational assumptions of GR. In his own 

words: 

It [the solution] was inevitably fatal to the simple physical interpretation of the 
coordinates, because it could no longer be required that coordinates' differences 

should signify direct results of measurements with ideal scales or c1ocks.l3 

11.3. "Correspondence" as a Logically Asymmetric Methodfor Cor

relating Concepts and Perceptions. Einstein s Desire for a Purer 

Method 

Given the premises above, it is not surprising that Einstein, in his 

1936 essay,14 "Physics and Reality", returned to the problem of an 

SM for ds, but this time through a more general approach founded 

on the "Stratification of the Scientific System". A physical theory is 

stratified into various levels: the lower level, which is also the most 
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primitive in a diachronic sense, comprises concepts that are more 

directly related to perceptions (Empfindungen ) and to the theorems 

which connect them. 

Although the upper level concepts are more distant from per

ceptions, this defect is balanced by an advantage: the theory gains in 

simplicity, i.e., in the clearness and distinctiveness of their axiomat

ic foundation, what it loses in empirical contact. However, in order 

to make contact with the empirical level, the upper level concepts 

need to be reduced to their correspondents in the lower level. This is 

achieved by way of a mapping process. The mapping is achieved in 

the so-called Correspondence area, by relating the upper level con

cepts to their lower level correspondents,15 but not vice versa. In this 

sense there is an asymmetry in the correspondence relationship, the 

correspondence is univocal, not bivocal: 

The relation is not analogous to that of a soup to a beef but rather of a cloakroom 

ticket to an overcoat. 16 

Once the correspondence is established, the upper level con

cepts receive their physical meaning from their corresponding lower 

level concepts. 17 In his view, Einstein confirms and generalises his 

correspondence criterion of 1912 into a general feature of theories. 

If one concedes that the above stratification and the related 

hierarchy of concepts somehow absolve the upper level concepts 

from their transgression of SM, one should also admit that, concern

ing SM, this new method also amounts to a transfer of meaning from 

the lower to the higher level through correspondence rules which 

possess many degrees of freedom. For this reason, this transfer has 

sometimes been nicknamed "a transfer of meaning by decree" .18 It 

risks endangering the physical foundation of the higher level theory 
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by depriving it of its autonomy with respect to its lower level coun

terpart. In this sense it appears a hybrid method. 

In 1923 Einstein mentioned19 an alternative method, which he 

considered to be purer (supposedly, in the sense of being less 

hybrid). He attributed it to the theories of Levi-Civita, Weyl and 

Eddington. In these discussions, Einstein often came in touch with 

the methodological views of these mathematical physicists, all inter

ested in various formulations of the unified-field theories (hereafter 

UFf). 

As is known, Levi-Civita introduced2o the notion of parallel 

displacement into differential geometry in 1917. Through this contri

bution, he provided what seemed to be an indispensible tool for cast

ing OR into a coordinate-free geometrical form, thus overcoming 

Einstein's problem with the rigid rod for the coordinates' physical 

definition. The Levi-Civita theory had a great and immediate impact 

on Weyl's influential Raum, Zeit, Materie 21 of 1918. Weyl's theory 

made a considerable impression upon theoreticians and on Einstein 

himself, who wrote that its depth and boldness must charm every 

reader.22 In Weyl's method, the meaning of concepts in a theory at 

level B > A should be founded without any recourse to the corre

sponding concept at level A. In 1918-19, the recourse to A was avoid

ed by Levi-Civita, and followed by Weyl through the choice of an 

affine geometry. As is known, this geometry assumed that parallel 

transport, i.e., the parallel displacement of a vector, is accompanied 

not only by a change in the vector orientation, as in Riemanian geom

etry, but also by a change in the vector's length. 

Therefore it is not surprising that Einstein took this theory as an 

example of a purer theory, not committed to a more or less direct 

operational definition of the coordinates. 
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In 1923, Einstein introduced the new argument for a purer 

method after complaining that it is methodologically unjustifiable to 

base all physical considerations on the rigid or solid body and then to 

reconstruct that body atomically by means of elementary physical 

laws which in tum have been determined by means of the rigid mea

suring body.23 

This argument continues in Eintein's new requirement for a 

complete physical theory: the over determination of physical equa

tions. In fact, the above passage expands upon the features of the 

purer method which supposedly would have avoided the transgres

sion ofSM: 

Certainly it would be logically more correct to begin with the whole of the"laws 
and to apply the "stipulation of meaning> to the whole first, i. e., to put the unam
biguous relation to the world of experience last instead of already fulfilling it in an 
imperfect form for an artificially isolated part, namely the space-time metric. At 
the close of our considerations we will see that in the most recent studies there is 
an attempt, based on the ideas of Levi-Civita, Weyl, and Eddington, to implement 
that logically purer method [italics are mine]. 

I will show that the problems concerning SM were also present 

in Einstein's generalisation of GR into a UFl'. 

11.4. Over-Determined Theories Avoid the SM Transgression 

Einstein sketchily drew up in his 1936 "Physics and Reality" a pos

sible mode of meeting the requirement for an over-determined theo

ry. He exemplified how a field theory can account for particles in the 

form of a Schwarzschild-type singularity-free solution for a modified 

differential equation: g2 R ik = 0, in place of the former equation for 

empty space, R ik = O. Einstein mentioned this example in connec

tion with the purer theories of Levi-Civita, Weyl and Eddington, thus 
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presenting it as a return to his 1923 proposal above for an over-deter

mined theory.24 

In 1945, Einstein again took up his 1925 asymmetric theory, 

remaining faithful to this approach until the end of his life25. As is 

known, a remarkable feature of this approach is the non-linearity of 

the resulting electromagnetic equations. It is this non-linearity which 

fulfils Einstein's request for over-determined field equations whose 

spherical-symmetric singularity-free solutions can be interpreted as 

elementary particles. It can be reasonably argued that the complete 

fulfilment of the requirement above would correspond to Einstein's 

ideal of a purer theory. 

It is well known that this ideal theory was never achieved dur

ing Einstein's life and that it was considered hardly realisable by the 

majority of physicists when he died in 1955; the more so after the 

expansion of the QM approach to particles in modem theory. 

Given the premises above, it can be argued that Einstein's 1949 

discussion with Hans Reichenbach has to be understood as a further 

clarification of his 1923 and 1936 search for a purer method. Ein

stein's last "discussion" with Reichenbach was presented in Ein

stein's 1949 "Reply to Criticism" ,26 a part of his contributions to 

Schilpp's memorial work Albert Einstein: Philosopher Scientist. It 

offers an example of Einstein's mature thought on the difficulties of 

the meaning problem in relativity and UFT. 

Einstein's aim was to refute Reichenbach's argument on the 

possibility of deciding what is the real geometry of the world through 

an experimental chec;k on the Euclidean congruence of physical 

rods.27 Einstein's refutation runs as follows: in order to check an 

Euclidean congruence one needs rigid rods, but to control rigidity 

one actually has to resort to physical laws such as those for the con-
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trol of temperature-constancy, elasticity-coefficient, etc. laws that, in 

their turn, require a prior assumption of rigidity for their foundation. 

In short, Reichenbach's proof of rigidity is considered by Einstein 

logically circular. (It is worth noting that Einstein's charge of circu

larity is, at bottom, an argument that Einstein also presented in his 

1923 search for a SM-observant definition of rigidity)." 

In 1949, Einstein's own thesis is that "Meaning" can be attrib

uted to the individual concepts and assertions of a physical theory 

and to the entire system only insofar as it makes what is given in 

experience "intelligible""28 . 

It is evident that this thesis echoes the famous metaphor of the 

Kantian Copernican revolution, i.e., Kant's assertion that rationality 

is a precondition for reality and not vice versa. In fact, in an ensuing 

passage, Einstein admits his late adherence to the basic tenets of 

Kant's philosophy.29 

11.5. Einstein's Final View: the Incompleteness of General Relativi

ty Seen as Lack of a Satisfactory Criterion for the Postulation of 
Meaning 

The Einsteinian method of giving meaning through CR transfer did 

not satisfy his own requirements for theory in 1949. His mature reac

tions to this method are expressed in this passage:30 

One is struck [by the fact] that the theory (except for the four-dimensional space)31 
introduces two kinds of physical things, i.e., (1) measuring rods and clocks, (2) all 
other things, e.g., the electro-magnetic field, the material point, etc. This, in a cer
tain sense is inconsistent; strictly speaking measuring rods and clocks would have 
to be represented as solutions of the basic equations (objects consisting of moving 
atomic configurations), not, as it were, as theoreticalIy self-sufficient entities. 
However, the procedure justifies itself because it was clear from the very begin
ning that the postulates of the theory are not strong enough to deduce from them 
sufficiently complete equations for physical events sufficiently free from arbitrari-
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ness, in order to base upon such a foundation a theory of measuring rods and clocks 
[Italics added). 

Notice that in this passage the 1923 SM problem the introduc

tion into theory of measuring rods and clocks is joined to the 1936 

under-determination problem (the postulates of the theory are not 

strong enough). I interpret this fact as evidence that, in 1949, the 

mature Einstein believed that the two problems were parts of the 

more general problem involving the physical basis of OR and UFf. 

In fact, in the same year, he criticised the current theory of rel

ativity (i.e. OR) for not meeting the requirements32 for a physical 

meaning of ds: 

For the construction of the present theory of relativity the following is essential: 
(1) Physical things are described by continuous functions, field-variables of four 
co-ordinates. As long as the topological connection is preserved, these latter can be 
freely chosen. 
(2) The field-variables are tensor components; among the tensors is a symmetrical 
tensor gik for the description of the gravitational field. 

(3) There are physical objects, which (in the macroscopic field) measure the invari
ant ds. 
If( 1) and (2) are accepted, (3) is plausible, but not necessary. The construction of 
mathematical theory rests exclusively upon (1) and (2). 
A complete theory of physics as a totality, in accordance with (1) and (2) does not 
yet exist. If it did exist, there would be no room for the supposition (3). For the 
objects used as tools for measurement do not lead an independent existence along
side of the objects implicated by the field-equations[talics added]. 

Here, for the first time, the completeness theme is connected 

with that of an over-determined theory. By relating the latter state

ment on completeness to the above passage, 33 one is led to the fol

lowing definition: a theory is said to be complete if the postulates of 

the theory are strong enough to deduce from them sufficiently com

plete equations for physical events sufficiently free from arbitrari

ness. A physical theory of OR, i. e., a theory that gives physical 
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meaning to the concepts of measuring rods and clocks by represent

ing them as solutions of the basic equations, has to be based on pos

tulates of the above stronger type. The impossibility of deducing 

from the foundational postulates or axioms of GR a physical mean

ing for ds qualifies GR as an incomplete theory. 

The above definition neither excludes nor contradicts other 

interpretations of Einstein's views on incompleteness, such as those 

presented in several recent valuable studies.34 

I present it as a definition which conforms to Einstein's 1949 

position. 

An interesting viewpoint is provided by Einstein's considera

tion that, due to the theory's incompleteness, postulates 1) and 2) are 

for the time being only able to characterize a mathematical and not a 

physical theory. This consideration implies that a future ideal com

plete theory should also represent a synthesis between pure mathe

matics and physics. In Einstein's ideal, this synthesis would conse

quently abolish the distinction between mathematical-physics and 

physics, the two traditions which were often counterposed in the his

torical development of Western physics. This type of synthesis was 

not accomplished by Einstein himself nor by subsequent quantum 

physicists. They simply took another direction, somehow bypassing, 

rather than solving, the problems that Einstein had explored. 35 

I do not consider Einstein's failure in reaching this synthesis as a 

shortcoming of his science, a missing exhaustivity, as it were, of his 

methodological discourse. Such a reductive view would, I believe, 

go against, among other things, the largely aknowledged value of 

his theories. Rather, I believe that by always stating forthrightly his 

methodological doubts Einstein made an important contribution to 

our understanding of the philosophical implications of theoretical 
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physics. In this connection, I would like to refer to a passage by Ger

ald Holton: 

By always stating forthrightly and with eloquence his redefined position, Einstein 
not only helped us to define our own, but also gave us a virtually unique case study 
of the interaction of science and epistemology. 36 

In support of his thesis, Holton quotes Max Planck's statement 

which surprisingly confirms the above view: 

A science is never in a position completely and exhaustively to solve the problem 
it has to face. We must accept that as a hard and fast, irrefutable fact, and this fact 
cannot be removed by a theory which restricts the scope of science at its very 
start.37 

It is noteworthy that Planck's statement generalises Einstein's 

view on the inherent incompleteness of his own theories.38 

11.6. Conclusions 

It has been rightly remarked39 that the scientific program underlying 

Weyl's theory and the companion geometrical UFfs were closely 

connected with the Gottingen tradition in mathematical physics. It 

represented a new form of interaction between mathematics and 

physics that was characteristic of the non-classical theories of the 

twentieth century. Until the emergence of quantum physics (QP), the 

great theoretical penetration and the mathematical perfection of the 

geometric UFf program were seen as genuine advantages, notwith

standing their exceedingly weak connection with experience.40 

However, the UFT program increasingly brought to light, not 

only the great heuristic possibility of its new form of connection 

between physics and mathematics, but also certain dangers and diffi-
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cui ties, such as an overemphasis on the role of mathematical struc

ture and an underevaluation of the experimental and empirical 

aspects of theory.41 The latter difficulties should have appeared as 

grave defects especially when compared to the theoretical eclecti

cism of the QP program, and the predominance within it of the 
.. I h h . 142 empmca over t e t eoretlca . 

Clearly, Einstein's completeness requirement is also related to 

the Bohr-Einstein controversy concerning the foundation of QP. 

Recent studies have interpreted this controversy in the context of the 

known split between two schools of post-Kantian philosophy.43 In 

these studies, Einstein's and Bohr's different views on the founda

tional problems of modern physics are seen as a contrast between the 

two trends in post-Kantian philosophy, usually paraphrased in the 

keywords: Anschauung and Symbol. 44 In short, in Bohr's view the 

formalism of QP represented a purely symbolic scheme that could 

not be directly visualisable. In contrast, the classical and the Ein

steinian formal approach aimed at a direct intuitive interpretation, 

i.e., this approach aimed to be anschaulich in the classical Kantian 

sense.45 

In contrast with the views stated above, I wish to mention an 

interesting thesis by Arthur Miller, one which intends to point out an 

element of essential continuity between methodologies underlying 

both UFf and QP. 

In his treatment of the theme of "visual imagery",46 to which 

Miller has devoted outstanding publications, he distinguishes 

between two different processes of adaptation of visual imagery in 

the growth of physics, one in a form of visualisability (Vb), more 

keen to the perceptive level of our representations and predominant 

in classical physics, and the other, i.e. visualisation (Vs). which 
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became indispensable in order "to explore worlds beyond our sense 

perception, such as the atomic realm". 

In the author's view, the transition from Vb to Vs, distinguish

es modern from classical physics, and it was primarily ruled by the 

new status that mathematics has conquered in modern physics.47 

Consequently, the Vb -> Vs transition, radical as it may seem, does 

not seem to represent a fracture in the scientific tradition, mainly 

because two powerful factors of abstraction have been always at 

work, i.e., mathematics and metaphorical transformation of lan

guage. 

After reading Miller's essay, one can readily identify Vb with 

Einstein's Anschaulichkeit. In consequence, in this view the transi

tion from UFf to QP would not present any element of discontinu

ity. Clearly, my position above is in contrast with Miller's view 

because I find that the ideal of a convergence of math into physics, 

sought in vain in the mathematical-physics tradition, was not 

achieved in Einstein's relativity and UF[. QP somehow bypassed the 

difficulty. 

The fact that the convergence was not reached by the classical 

theoreticians nor by quantum physicists, opens a new area for histor

ical and critical research on the foundational problem 48 of both GR 

and QP. 



CHAPTER 12 

CORRESPONDENCE AND COMPLEMENTARITY IN NIELS 

BOHR'S PAPERS: 1925-1927 

12.1. Karl Popper's Criticism of Bohr's Complementarity 

Niels Bohr devoted many of his reflections to epistemological and 

philosophical matters, though he declared that he did not consider 

himself a philosopher. The philosophical sides of his work were dif

ferently evaluated by scientists and philosophers: highly estimated 

by scientists (Heisenberg, Rosenfeld, Weizsacker, etc.), severely crit

icised l by epistemologists such as Popper, Margenau, Park, etc. 

In any case, Bohr presents problems to philosophers and sci

entists. I think that the case of the philosophical relevance of Bohr's 

contributions cannot be easily set aside. I have selected here as my 

specific topic the problem of the relation between correspodence (Cr) 

and complementarity (Cm) in Bohr's work from 1925 to 1927. 

It is well known that the two principles have distinct origins 

in the development of Bohr's thought and that their bearings on the 

development of quantum theory (QT) are also varied. Karl Popper 

was perhaps one of the first among the philosophers to underline this 

difference. While he evaluated the fecundity of Cr for the develop

ment of QT, he denied2 any physical and philosophical relevance to 

Cm. This discredit is for him part of the philosophical and scientific 

irrelevance that he attributes in general to the so-called Copenhagen 

School. 

253 
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Popper's argument has prompted both praise and crititism

from historians and philosophers.3 In this chapter I will argue 

whether Cr and Cm are to be considered conceptually independent 

positions or whether Cm represents just a consistent expansion of Cr. 

If the second alternative is supported by the historical evidence, Pop

per's argument loses much of its strength, to say the least. On this 

occasion I will take into account a short interval of time in the span 

of Bohr's scientific life, the years 1925-1927 when the fundamental 

ideas of the Cm theme were laid down. 

My method of inquiry consists in the selection and analysis 

of the main and more relevant themes of Bohr's discourse and in the 

tracing of their permanence or of their modification throughout the 

development of Bohr's thought. 

I am not alone in remarking4 that the thematic development, 

in Bohr's writings, is characterised by an initial vagueness, which, 

however, does not preclude its essential correctness. Often the mean

ing of his statements is not fully formulated at the beginning, but it 

improves in their subsequent formulations, progressing towards 

more precise definitions. In the majority of cases the future develop

ments justify the present ones.5 This implies that Bohr's thought is in 

a fluent state and that the meaning of some of his concepts can be 

better clarified only through an examination of the whole context of 

the author's work. In view of these remarks I consider the historical 

approach the more appropriate methodology for Bohr's case. 

The volumes of Bohr's Collected Works, 6 a rich assembly of 

documents, letters, events present the historian of science with a 

very helpful source for the reconstruction of the exceptional climate 

of those days, when the fundamental ideas of modem physics were 

brought to light. 
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12.2 Bohr's Correspondence Principle in 1925 

According to W. Krajewski, the basic ideas of Cr are contained 

already in Bohr's 1913 tri10gy,7 in which he formulated the quantum 

postulates concerning the orbits of the electrons in the atom. Bohr did 

not use the term "correspondence" in this period, but the term "anal

ogy" between quantum and classical laws. 

The expression "correspondence" (Cr) appeared for the first 

time in Bohr's 1920 "Uber die Linienspektren der Elemente", and the 

"Cr principle" (CrP) in an Academic memoir,8 shortly afterwards. In 

the same memoir Bohr further extended Cr, interpreting Fourier's 

expansion coefficients by Einstein's "probability factors of sponta

neous emission". 

Kramers (1919) had applied with surprising success Bohr's 

formula to the calculation of the relative intensities of the compo

nents of the fine structure in the Stark effect. But this many-sided 

extension of the CrP was in danger of making it appear9 as "a magic 

wand that allowed the results of the classical wave theory to be of use 

for the QT". Hence, the need arose for a reinterpretation of Cr in 

1925. The first but very significant approach to the problem of the 

correlation between Cm and Cr is in Bohr's 1925 paper "Atomic 

Theory and Mechanics".l0 One of the central themes in this paper 

concerns the "formal nature of the frequency condition" .11 The defi

nition of the photon's frequency is considered to be related to the 

classical theory (CT) of the wave-phenomenon of interference and, 

as such, it is deemed to contradict the presumed photon's particulate 

nature.12 According to this criticism, Bohr does not accept the con

cept of the photon as a particle this is one of his points of controver

sy with Einstein. 
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In order to avoid this contradiction in his 1925 paper, Bohr 

could have chosen to reject completely visualisation (a kind of gen

eralisation of his previous rejection of the possibility of visualising 

photons) and accept RC in its formal aspects (after all, this proposal 

had been accepted in the past in the form of a Kirchhoff-type math

ematical phenomenology). However, while this could have been 

Dirac's proposal at that time, it could not have been Bohr's: a total 

rejection of visualisation is not Bohr's way. His choice at this time 

(1925) is instead: a "restriction" of visualisation. 

His "renunciation" in 1925 of any attempt to form a "mechan

ical picture"13 of the photon (Le., his refusal to picture it as a parti

cle), arose from his belief in the fact that "mechanical pictures" of the 

phenomena of the old quantum theory should not concern most of the 

new physics, only those few parts in which quantum laws agree (for

mally) with classicallaws. 14 

He presents many reasons in favour of his choice: one is the 

success of visualisation in CT. In fact, Bohr introduced his 1925 

paper by enlisting a long series of successes of classical theories in 

explaining atomic phenomena: the statistical theory of fluctuation, 

Rayleigh's scattering of blue light, Lorentz's explanation of the Zee

man effect, the discovery of the electron, etc. Quantum theory, for 

those aspects which were included under Cr, is then also presented 

by Bohr in a role in which they confirm the validity of visualisation 

in classical physics. 

For example, after mentioning difficulties connected with the 

"quantum conditions", which seemingly might suggest the "aban

donment of a space-time description", he adds: 

Nevertheless, it has been possible to construct mechanical pictures of the station
ary states which rest on the concept of the nuclear atom and have been essential in 
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interpreting the specific properties of the elements. IS 

Notice that the space-time description is here considered as a 

prerequisite for visualisation. 

In the same page he affirms: 

Nevertheless, the visualisation of the stationary states by mechanical pictures has 
brought to light a far-reaching analogy between the quantum theory and the 
mechanical theory. 

The fact is that CT represented for Bohr a glorious patrimo

ny of science which had to be recovered and salvaged in some way. 

Soon this exigency will be partially fulfilled by complementarity but, 

for the moment, he salvages visualisation and CT. Consequently, he 

refers to "the asymptotic agreement between spectrum and motion". 

This includes, of course the well known derivation of the Rydberg 

constant in terms of classical laws. Moreover, Bohr mentions the 

extension of Cr not just to frequency, but also to amplitudes in the 

well known Fourier series expansion of the multiperiodic atom. I6 At 

the end of his list of successes of Cr, he also refers to the so-called 

selection rules, a consequence of the development of Cr in the theo

ry of Sommerfeld phase integrals and in Ehrenfest adiabatic invari

ance. I ? He remarks with special emphasis that the latter use of Cr 

allowed the prediction of the intensity of the lines in the Stark 

effect. I8 

Nevertheless, in his essay Bohr counterpoises the successes 

of Cr with a list of "profound difficulties" in the classical explanation 

(i.e., in the forming of mechanical pictures) of quantum theories. The 

list opens with Planck's well known difficulty in introducing his 

quantum of action, soon followed by difficulties with the anomalous 

Zeeman effect, the Rutherford model of the atom, Bohr's own theo-
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ry of stationary states, and in the end with Compton and Simon's 

interpretation of the Compton effect. 19 

Continuing the above list of difficulties with visualisation, 

Bohr devotes much attention to the difficulties of the Kramers

Heisenberg theory of optical dispersion: 

While this description of optical phenomena was entirely in harmony with 
the fundamental ideas of the quantum theories, it soon appeared that it stood in 
strange contradiction to the use of the mechanical picture previously employed for 
an analysis of the stationary states [my italics]. 

When he wrote the paper, Bohr was still impressed with the 

disturbing feeling arising from the failure of the Bohr-Kramers

Slater theory. His initial great expectation for Cr and his later disap

pointment are evident in a letter to Pauli. He was at first "impressed 

by the surprisingly wide applicability of mechanical pictures". 

"For this reason", he and Kramers tried to solve "the problem 

of the hydrogen atom in crossed electric and magnetic fields" with 

methods "outside the region of multiple periodic systems. When this 

belief turned out to be wrong, it became clear that a classification of 

the stationary states, based on mechanical pictures, could not be car

ried out". 20 

At this stage it seemed to Bohr that he was faced "not with a 

modification of classical laws", but with "an essential failure of the 

picture in space and time". 

Confronted with this failure, Bohr adopted the following 

solution: he reinstated Cr in the role of a principle, a guide for the 

further development of QT, a correspondence principle (CrP). But in 

this role, Cr needed "rationalisation". It needed to be removed from 

its empirical state, and to be promoted to the role of a method for 

"transforming" classical laws into quantum laws: 
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The CrP expresses the tendency to utilise in the systematic development of the 
quantum theory every feature of the classical theories in a rational transcription 
appropriate to the fundamental contrast between the postulate [Le. the quantum 
postulate] and the classical theories [my underlining].21 

This "rational transcription" could be saved from "contradic

tions" and accepted in the new physics only at the cost of introduc

ing a criterion for an appropriate "restriction" or, equivalently, "lim

itation" in picturing physical objects. 

The introduction to Cr in "Atomic Theory and Mechanics", 

begins with the term nevertheless .. This word suggests that Cr is a 

way of escaping the fundamental contrast by accepting limitation. 

The word "nevertheless" is again repeated a few passages below. 22 

Bohr mentions "the fundamental difficulties involved in the 

construction of pictures of the interaction between atoms either by 

means of radiation or by collision". To solve these difficulties what 

seems necessary is the "abandoning of mechanical models in space 

and time which is so characteristic a feature of the new quantum 

mechanics". In fact, only if "any mention of the time at which tran

sitions take place" is "definitely" avoided, can the new theory repre

sent the transition. Bohr considers that this "restriction" ... is typical 

of the attack on the problem of the constitution of atoms based on the 

postulates of the QT". 

On the other hand only this restriction "allows some aspects 

of the analogy between the QT and the CT to come to light".23 

In 1925, the criterion for introducing this restriction in CrP is 

the one offered by Heisenberg's theory of matrix mechanics.24 As is 

known, in the same year Heisenberg presented this paper in the con

text of a "theory of observables". In his article Heisenberg gener

alised Bohr's rule for frequencies and extended it to amplitudes. 

Heisenberg called his proposed method "a method of determining 
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quantum-theoretic data using relations between observable quanti

ties", thus offering to Bohr the key for his new interpretation of Cr as 

a rule for a "rational transcription" restricted to observable quanti

ties.25 

Bohr's special interest in the "observables" theme in Heisen

berg's paper is, in my opinion, related to his initial awareness of the 

idea of Cm, as hinted at by his enthusiastic comment on the whole of 

Heisenberg's paper: "The whole apparatus of quantum mechanics 

can be regarded as a precise formulation of the tendencies embodied 

in the correspondence principle". 26 

In conclusion, the restriction that Bohr accepted in 1925 in 

order to avoid the "strange contradiction found strong support in the 

fact that those entities introduced the "contradiction", such as fre

quency of revolution, trajectories, etc., "are not open to comparison 

with observation"27, Le., are not "anschaulich" in Heisenberg's 

sense. 

Thus, in consequence of Heisenberg's Matrix Theory, Bohr's 

Cr underwent in 1925 an important shift of meaning.28 The criterion 

for his restriction consisted then in the "transcription" of just those 

physical properties such as frequencies and amplitudes that are 

"observables". In this sense the transcription is a "rational transcrip

tion". 

12.3. From the 1925 "Restriction" to the 1927 "Limitation": Com
plementarity 

The type of "restriction" Bohr introduced in 1925, following Heisen

berg's matrix theory, will be modified in 1927, as a consequence of 

the appearance of Heisenberg's indetenninacy relations (IR). I think 
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that the 1927 "limitation" Bohr introduced through his complemen

tarity (em) is a natural development, due to the notion of IR, of his 

1925 "restriction". Among others, this passage from a letter from 

Bohr to Einstein (dated April 17, 1927) confirms the point: 

This very circumstance that the limitation of our concepts coincide so closely with 
the limitation on our possibilities of observation, permits us as Heisenberg empha-

sises to avoid contradictions [my italics].29 

The shift from the 1925 "restriction" to the 1927 "limitation" 

is especially evident in some of the papers that Bohr devoted to em 

in 1927 and 1928 particularly in his "The Quantum Postulate and the 

Recent Development of Atomic Theory", a 1927 typewritten copy 

found among Darwin's papers.3o 

The reason why I find this paper significant for my thesis is 

that in it Bohr expresses his ideas in a "burgeoning state", under the 

intellectual shock of the publication of Heisenberg's famous 1927 

article.31 

Let us carefully think over the introductory statement:32 the 

Quantum Postulate is introducing "fundamental limitations in the 

classical physical ideas, when applied to atomic phenomena" while, 

on the other hand, "the interpretation of the experimental material 

rests extensively upon the classical ideas". The first part of the state

ment is a new interpretation of the by then secure 1925 "limitation" 

theme, and the second passage announces em. 

The passage connects "limitation" with the emerging theme, 

the usefulness not yet indispensability33 of classical ideas for the 

interpretation of experiments. However the usefulness of classical 

ideas will soon develop in that they become indispensable for the 

"description of experience". In fact a few passages below Bohr 
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explicitly declares: 

[ ... ] radiation in empty space as well as isolated material particles are abstractions, 
their properties on the quantum theory being observable and definable only 
through their interaction with other systems. Nevertheless in the present state of 
science these abstractions are unavoidable for a description of experience [my ital
ics]. 

I believe that, in Bohr's mind, the statement that the classical 

concepts are "abstractions" should be related to his previously state

ment on the impossibility of using classically "radiation in empty 

space as well as isolated material particles". In fact in 1925 and 1926 

he remarked on the impossibility of visualising, i.e., using classical

ly, the rotating electron. The quantum postulate confers to this con

cept a symbolic34 character: 

The symbolic character of these pictures can scarcely be more strongly 
emphasised than by the fact that in the normal state no radiation is emit
ted, although according to the mechanical picture the electron is still 
moving. 35 

The above is a preview of the complementarity theme, in as 

such as Cr will soon be called on to perform a new function: "the 

more general need to speak of quantum events with the aid of classi

cal (every day) concepts". However, this need can be only satisfied 

in as much as these concepts are used symbolically. This condition 

will later become36 "a condition for unambiguous communication". 

In the introductory chapter of the 1927 typewritten paper, a 

third main theme deals with the complementarity relationship 

between "observation and definition": if the definition (i.e., space

time description) of a system of objects claims to eliminate external 

disturbances, then, conversely, no observation is possible without an 

interaction which disturbs the objects, thus rendering impossible its 
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definition. The term "definition", in Bohr's view, should then be 

understood not in the sense of a verbal definition but as the process 

of obtaining a space-time (ST) description of events (Le., a definite 

representation). In the ensuing passages Bohr shows how this funda

mental conception applies to the case of the interaction between light 

and matter. 

According to Kalckar: 37 "The first reference to the notion of 

complementarity is probably that found in a manuscript of July 10, 

[1927] ... [an] extremely interesting document". 

Here is the reference: 

The theory exhibited duality when one considered on the one hand the 
superposition principle and on the other hand the conservation of energy and 
momentum. [ ... J Complementary aspects of experience that cannot be united into 
a space-time picture based on the classical theories. 

At this point, let us briefly trace the evolution of comple

mentarity in Bohr's papers of 1925-27 . The initial complementary 

pairing, i.e., Superposition Principle-Conservation Laws, evolves 

towards the Definition- Observation pairing and the ST description

causality pairing. The latter is at the end transformed38 into the wave

particle pairing and its physical illustration: on the one hand the 

validity of the wave-theory in interference phenomena in empty 

space (and in the classical optical properties of a material medium), 

and, on the other "the laws of conservation of energy and momentum 

for the interaction between radiation and matter". 

It is worth making the following remark in conclusion: in 

1927 Bohr presented Cm through arguments on a general epistemo

logical level without any connection with Heisenberg's deduction 

and interpretation of IR. Heisenberg's interpretation is merely pre

sented as one of the Cm's physical illustrations. 
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12. 4. Bohr s Deduction of IR 

Although IR is initially formulated by Heisenberg, we owe to Bohr 

an original derivation of its formula. Bohr starts from Einstein's rela

tions: 

E=hv P = heJ. 

These, according to Bohr, only connect the wave-like features 

of physical reality, frequency v and wave number 0; with its "par

ticulate" features, energy E and momentum P. While in classical 

physics, the two features are said to represent distinct domains of 

quantities, in quantum theory the two domains are inter-mingled, 

being connected through the above stated relations. The quantum of 

action h simply correlates the first to the second domain. 

Therefore in quantum mechanics (QM), it is as if the above 

relations have a strange property of "wholeness", which seems to 

deny the possibility of a distinction between ondulatory properties in 

one phenomenon and particle properties in another ( a possible dis

tinction in classical physics). This same "wholeness" was seen in 

1925 under the theme of "the fundamental contradiction". In Bohr's 

new outlook, these distinct pictures are "abstractions", which, how

ever, "in the present state of science ... are unavoidable in a descrip

tion of experience". 

In the frame-work of Bohr's new outlook on the derivation of 

IR, if one wishes to rescue in the wave picture, its "particulate" 

aspect ("[ ... J in order to represent individuals", not abstractions), one 

should use wave packets and identify the velocity of the particle 

with the group velocity of the associated wave, confining the wave-
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train to a limited extension and to a limited time of observation. 

We then have: 

At Ax- 1 Ax Acr- 1 

(due to the limitation in frequency and space spread of the associat

ed De Broglie wave). 

By inserting Einstein's relations (above) into the equation, 

Bohr obtains his IR: 

At AE- Llx Ll P x- h 

P x : x component of momentum P . 

I believe that Bohr's special procedure of deriving IR 

deserves special attention. Very appropriately, Max Jammer under

lines the fact that Bohr deduces these relations by way of associating 

a particle with a De Broglie wave-packet an aiien procedure to 

Heisenberg at that time and that "Bohr's derivation of the IR differs 

fundamentally from Heisenberg's derivation". The matter of contro

versy, however, "was not about the conclusions, that is, about the 

validity of the IR, but rather about the conceptual foundations on 

which they were established". 39 

The bitterness of the controversy in spring 1927 between Bohr 

and Heisenberg, the two fathers of QM, is an indication that their 

discussions involved fundamental problems the foundation of the 
theory.4o 

I find it remarkable that the theme of the quantum's finitude 

does not directly appear in the passages from whence Bohr's IR are 

deduced. This theme is only mentioned41 in the introductory sen-
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tences concerning the definition-observation antinomy, but not in the 

deduction of Bohr's IR. Bohr's IR are, then, a consequence of our 

need to continue to visualise physical entities, even in QM, (the wave 

packet, in place of a discrete particle) thus overcoming the "funda

mental contradiction". 

Notice that, according to Bohr, the IR relations are "not an 

expression of the discontinuous change of energy and momentum 

say during an interaction between radiation and material particles", 

as in Heisenberg's interpretation. Rather they are a consequence "of 

the impossibility of defining rigorously such a change, when the 

space-time co-ordination of the individual is also considered". At 

bottom, they are not a consequence of introducing "particulate" fea

tures within a field theory (Le., features related to the concept of a 

particle), as in Heisenberg's derivation. Bohr's IR are the formal 

(mathematical) expression of Bohr's basic tenet: definition is com

plementary to observation. 

Even in this first deduction of JR, Bohr's intention is to 

emphasise that their physical meaning is in terms of the complemen

tarity of the definiability-observability pairing, not in terms of a dis

turbance due to the finitude of the quantum of action, in Heisenberg's 

fashion. Accordingly, em is for Bohr the new kind of proper limita

tion for a consistent representation of reality in quantum theory. 

While in classical theory one tries to describe the physical reality by 

using bot h waves and particles, because one uses abstractions, in 

QM, by the symbolic method, one reinstates a more "realistic" as 

opposed to "abstract" approach to the problem of physical reality. 

In view of the fact that, for the attribution of their meaning in 

the context of QM, the conceptual foundation "a la Bohr" of IR is as 

essential as their mathematical demonstration, I think there is suffi-
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dent reason to call the relations discussed above Bohr's IR, thus dis

tinguishing them from Heisenberg's IR. 

12.5. Bohr's IR in the Context a/the "COMO" Congress 

The former conception of Cm is consistently developed by Bohr in 

the various papers which are likely drafts of the Como Lecture (Sep

tember 16, 1927). I will consider in particular ''The Quantum Postu

late and the Recent Development of Atomic Theory". This so-called 

second version,42 represents a more mature elaboration of the initial 

Como address. 

Bohr's IR are here counterpoised with Heisenberg's interpre

tation of his own IR in a very distinct fashion. I will not reproduce in 

detail Bohr's elaborate considerations on this matter, but simply 

underline some of the more relevant themes in the paper. 

Here is one: 

Before we enter upon his [i.e. Heisenberg's IR] results it will be advantageous to 
show how the complementary nature of the description appearing in this uncer
tainty is unavoidable already in the analysis of the most elementary concepts 
employed in interpreting experience [my italics]. 

Although Bohr gives Heisenberg's IR a prominent place in 

his analysis, this introductory passage clearly reveals Bohr's inten

tion of distinguishing his approach to IR from Heisenberg's. One 

would rather talk of Bohr's personal handling of what Heisenberg 

had found independently from him. 

Bohr continues: 

In the discussion of this question it must be kept in mind that, according to the view 
taken above, radiation in free space as well as isolated material particles are 
abstractions, their properties in the quantum theories being definable and observ
able only through their interaction with other systems 
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Here Bohr initiates another fundamental theme for the founda

tion of his Cm: the observation of a system will always be subject to 

interference by the observing instruments. Conversely in every oper

ational definition of a quantity, reference to a given instrument is 

unavoidable. 

In the same paper, Bohr presents the demonstration of IR 

mainly in the fashion of his 1927 paper (the one we have examined) 

but for one remarkable exception: this time, his comment on Heisen

berg's interpretation of IR includes a criticism of Heisenberg's defi

nition of the operational meaning of his IR. 

Bohr shows that the microscope, as such, has a decisive role 

in introducing an uncertainty in the transversal component of the par

ticle's momentum, because "the finite values of the aperture"intro

duce an uncertainty that satisfies Heisenberg's IR. However, Heisen

berg's flaw consists, according to Bohr, in having forgotten that 

observing localisation is not an abstract procedure, but rather that it 

should be defined through a real system of observation, an instru

ment. Heisenberg's deduction of the uncertainty in the trans

versal electron momentum through Doppler's and Compton's effects 

is thus of marginal use for demonstrating IR.43 His operational defi

nition of momentum through a measurement must be implemented, 

according to Bohr, by an operation which takes into account the mea

suring instrument, not just the physical process per se. 

Consistent with his own premises, Bohr criticises Heisen

berg's considerations on the grounds that Heisenberg does not 

exclude in principle the possibility that the conjugate variables pos

sess accurate values, but, as a matter of fact, i.e., "a posteriori", 

Heisenberg denies that these values are in fact accurately measur

able because of the discontinuous changes due to the finitude of h . 
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On the contrary, Bohr's approach to IR excludes in principle the pos

sibility of measuring accurate values because of the complementary 

nature of description. Consequently, his approach reinforces his for

mer foundational position, namely, the irrelevance for his IR for the 

discontinuity of to h : 

A discontinuous change of energy and momentum during observation could not 
prevent us from ascribing accurate values to the space-time co-ordinates, as well 

to the momentum-energy components before and after the process" [my italics].44 

It is not a matter of disturbed measurement but a matter of 

definition: in Bohr's conception, position and momentum are not 

indeterminate because they are disturbed by measurement, rather 

they cannot be sharply defined even in the absence of any observa

tion because this is in the nature of QM objects, i.e., in the form of 

our knowledge of them: 

The reciprocal uncertainty is essentially an outcome of the limited accuracy with 
which changes in the energy and momentum can be defined when the wave-fields 
used for the determination of the ST co-ordinates of the particles are sufficiently 
small. [my italics].45 

What Bohr is apparently trying to say is that position is not 

disturbed by observation, but rather there is an innate uncertainty in 

the real procedure of defining localisation due to the presence of Ein

stein's relations. 

At this point in Bohr's paper, we are presented with the main 

th~me of his Cm: in any (operational) definition of theoretical con

cepts, the definition should be pursued until account is taken of the 

observing instrument. Bohr's former criticism of classical descrip

tion is here developed towards the important theme of the insepara

ble link between observed system and observing instrument, a theme 

which Bohr will expand on46 in the following years especially in his 
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debate with Einstein at the Solvay meetings in 1927 and 1930. 

12.6. Bohr's Irreducible Disparity between Quantum and Classical 

Theories 

On the problem of a differentiation between Bohr's and Heisenberg's 

conceptions in 1927, I find that Jammer47 expresses very clearly 

what is at issue: 

In Heisenberg's account of his gamma-ray microscope ~xperiment, the existence 
of the electron's momentum must be assumed to exist, 'for otherwise it could not 
be disturbed, whereas the very same account intends to prove its non existence 
since it cannot be precisely measured. 

In general, the same charge of contradiction can be extended 

to any sort of operational definitions which "tacitly assume to some 

extent the ontology of classical physics, which they explicitly pur

port to deny".48 In his critique, Popper confounds49 Bohr's and 

Heisenberg's positions in the Copenhagen School with Bohr's Cm 

interpretation. In Popper's view, they are both immersed in "the great 

quantum muddle". I have shown that this view is not completely sup

ported by the historical evidence, at least as far as Bohr's work of 

1927 on Cm are concerned. 

If Cr and Cm are linked in Bohr's paper, any argument 

advanced by Popper50 and others about the different roles and epis

temological relevance of Bohr's two principles should be carefully 

reconsidered. 

In conclusion, I think I have shown that Bohr's conceptions 

in 1927 avoid the 90ntradictions inherent in Heisenberg's 1927 posi

tionS!, and presentS2 a valid perspective on the foundations of QT. 

Both Cr and Cm are to be intended as different kinds of limitation in 
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the use of classical conceptions in the interpretation of QT. Concern

ing the problem of the epistemological status of Cr, Bohr does not 

consider classical physics (CP) as a limit-theory of quantum physics 

(QP), or, equivalently, he does not believe that Cr is to be intended in 

the sense that CP is included within QP. Let us call Cr(l) this limit

theory or inclusive interpretation of Cr. The Cr(l) interpretation is 

certainly not one shared by Bohr in 1925 or in 1927. M. Jammer 

rightly remarks that Cm would contradict Cr(1): 

Later Bohr's conception of Cm, which gave a deeper significance to his previous 
ideas on the irreconcilable disparity between classical and quantum theory, pre
cluded, now on epistemological grounds, the possibility to interpret the Corre
spondence Principle as asserting the inclusion of classical mechanics within quan
tum theory.53 

Jammer continues: 

Contrary to Planck and Einstein, Bohr did not try to bridge the gap between clas
sical and quantum, but, from the very beginning of his work searched for a scheme 
of quantum conceptions which would form a system just as coherent, on the one 

side of the abyss, as that of classical notions on the other. 54 

G. Tagliaferri also emphasises this point.55 It can be argued 

that Bohr interpreted Cr as a merely formal mapping of CP onto QP. 

Let us call it Cr(2). On the other hand, as we know, this agreement 

founded on a mere mapping of one theory onto the other, cannot be 

extended to the whole of quantum physics. This would invoke Bohr's 

"fundamental contradictions" between classical and quantum theory. 
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FROM THE 1926 WAVE MECHANICS TO A SECOND-QUAN

TISATION THEORY: SCHRODINGER'S NEW INTERPRETA

TION OF WAVE MECHANICS AND MICROPHYSICS IN THE 

1950'S 

13.1. Difficulties with the 1926 Wave Mechanics 

Erwin Schrodinger (1887-1961) based his initial scientific program 

on a matter-waves interpretation of the psi-waves of his 1926 wave 

mechanics.] In March 1926 he proposed the so-called electrodynam

ic interpretation2 (psi-square taken as proportional to charge density) 

and shortly afterwards, the beat-interpretation of atomic radiation 

emission3 (atomic radiation as a beat phenomenon between station

ary psi-waves, the emission-frequency equal to the beat frequency). 

It can be assumed that the following new aspects of quantum 

mechanics (QM) influenced Schrodinger's decision to somewhat 

modify his former views: Max Born's statistical interpretation4 of 

psi-squared appeared in the middle of 1926 and, to Schrodinger's 

disappointment, met with almost universal approval among physi

cists. Again in 1926, Schrodinger proved that his wave-mechanics 

and the Heisenberg-Born-Jordan matrix theory were mathematically 

equivalent.s Heisenberg's indeterminacy relations (IR) and Bohr's 

complementarity appeared almost at the same time, in 1927. 

Schrodinger was highly impressed by IR. His decision to 

abandon the electrodynamic interpretation made public in a paper6 in 

1928 was justified, in fact, by the impossibility, after Heisenberg's 

273 
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relations, of a space-time description of micro-processes because 

these relations "have altered our conception of a world-image and 

what we should intend as its description".? 

Another turning point was Schrodinger's 1931 interpretation8 

of the indistinguishability of micro-objects in the Bose-Einstein new 

statistics. Unlike his 1926 wave interpretation, he now thought that 

the lack of individuality in the atomic world was an aspect of a more 

general crisis in the ontology of classical atomism, a crisis also 

revealed by Heisenberg's relations. In fact, the new statistics, and the 

related indistinguishibility, represented for him the manifestation of 

an inner failure of the classical world-view and of its related objecti

fication, and created a major incentive for a radical innovation in the 

conception of physical systems and of their states. As we shall see, 

he again took up these themes in his lectures and methodological 

papers in the fifties. 

In 1935, Schrodinger published his famous essay,9 better 

known as Schrodinger's Cat, in which Bohr's and Heisenberg's 

views on QM (the so-called Copenhagen philosophy) were chal

lenged by showing that they led to an inconclusive paradox. His 

ideas were, on this last point, substantially in agreement with. Ein

stein's EPR. In the same essay, however, Schrodinger criticised the 

statistical interpretation of QM in Einstein's sense. This little known 

detail lO is one of the first instances in which Schrodinger differenti

ates his views from Einstein's position. 

I consider the above developments in QM in the pre-war 

years as the background that came to affect, in the fifties, 

Schrodinger's novel outlook on physics and philosophy. 

This outlook can also be traced to Schrodinger's early contri

butions to gas theory and wave mechanics, and to his epistemologi-
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cal interests in the thirties. Alexander RUger has shown that 

Schrodinger's involvement with Eddington's program in the late thir

ties, and with unified field theories and QM in the thirties and forties, 

represented the background for his research on affine theory in the 

forties and for his new conception of micro-physics in the fifties. I I 

13.2. Schrodinger's 1950s Remedy for the Multidimensionality 'of 

the Psi Wave: Second Quantisation 

In 1952, Schrodinger abandoned field theory with a pessimistic out

look towards its future; he had just begun a series of lectures and 

publications some of them at a non-professional level on epistemol

ogy and philosophy, collected and published under the title: Science 

and Humanism (1951). In 1954 he published Nature and the Greeks, 

in 1956 What is Life? and Other Scientific Lectures, followed in 

1957 by Science, Theory and Man, and, in 1958, by Mind and Mat

ter. Later he expressed his mature ideas on the foundations of mod

em physics, with special attention to the problems posed to quantum 

mechanics (QM) by the interpretation of the Copenhagen school. 

What he proposed was a renewed view of wave mechanics, 

in which his early theories on the physical meaning of the psi-func

tion and of the new statistics were now re-examined in the light of 

his new conception of physical systems. In this sense only, his views 

of the 1950's may be considered a return under a modified aspect to 

his conceptions of wave mechanics of the 1920's. 

In the 1950's, Schrodinger's rejection of classical ontology 

and his new conception of physical systems found decisive support 

in the so-called second-quantisation method 12 of QM. 

Since the early years of his wave mechanics, Schrodinger 
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was faced with the problem of the multidimensionality of the wave 

equation for a multiparticle system. In his La M ecanique des Ondes 

(1928), the multidimensionality problem is posed thus: 

[Concerning that theory] which takes as its basis a wave-like phenomenon in the 
coordinates' situational space ( q space) .. .it is clear that this space should be 
regarded as a mathematical artifice, an artifice which has also been used in ordi
nary mechanics. In the end one describes even here eventsin physical space and 
time, but, in effect, one has not yet succeeded in perfectly reconciling the two 
viewpoints [my translation from the French; my italics].]3 

It is clear that, for Schrodinger, physical space was at that 

time limited to three-dimensional space and, consequently, he was 

reluctant to consider the n-dimensional co-ordinates of situational 

space in his equations as a part of physical space. He found that 

approaches very similar to his own, i.e., using pluridimensionality as 

a mathematical artifice to be eliminated in the final formulation of 

his laws, "were found in Bohr's theory, when one builds up the the

ory of upper atoms starting from the hydrogen atom's trajectories". 14 

Following the fact that the introduction of a four-dimension

al non-Euclidean space in Einstein's GR had produced such out

standing results, results well known to Schrodinger, it should have 

seemed to him obsolete to consider it as a mere mathematical artifice. 

Nonetheless, the idea that perceptual space is three-dimensional, and 

that a physical space cannot be other than the perceptual space, 

seemed rooted at that period in Schrodinger's thought. 

In the same period, the fact that Schrodinger found it difficult 

to introduce imaginary quantities in his wave equation was an 

expression of the same attitude: in fact he tried by any means to 

avoid the appearance, in his equations, of the imaginary number 
"'''15 l • 

I consider these ideas of the twenties as symptoms of 
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Schrodinger's incomplete detachment from a so-called classical con

ception of physical theory, in spite of his rather innovative advances 

in other parts of physics at that time. Only later did Schrodinger 

understand the fundamental role of complex quantities in his wave 

equation and in the second quantisation method, as I will shortly 

show. The new understanding gave a major impetus to Schrodinger's 

theoretical work in the Fifties: he introduced a significant modifica

tion in his above-mentioned position by returning to a wave theory 

of micro-physics which included both Heisenberg's IR and the new 

statistics. 

In his 1950 article, "What is an elementary particle?" 

Schrodinger examined in some detail the various interpretations of 

Heisenberg's IR, finding them unsatisfactory because, until then, no 

picture had been found of anything that complied with the IR 

requirements on conjugated variables. He believed that this lack of 

picturability could not relieve the physicist from a search for "a real 

understanding". He then found a way out of the difficulty: for the 

Copenhagenists, IR referred to the particle, but the particle was not 

an identifiable individual entity: 

It may indeed well be that no individual entity can be conceived which 

would answer the requirements for the adequate picture stated above. 16 

He added that the vagueness of Born's probabilistic interpretation 

concerning the question whether the wave gives information about 

one particle or about a collection of particles, is to be taken as a 

symptom of the difficulty inherent in keeping intact the particle con

cept and, at the same time, conceding that the particle possesses no 

individuality (i.e., the concept of an indistinguishable particle): 

It is not easy to realise this lack of individuality and to find words for it. The 
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probability interpretation ... seems to be vague as to whether the wave gives 

information about one particle or about an ensemble of particles,17 

He continued by stating that there existed exact mathematical 

tools for distinguishing between the two alternatives above, i.e., find

ing out which is the referent of the information given by the wave. 

One of these tools was indicated by him in 1926, but, in 1950, he 

superseded his method with a better approach: 

A method of dealing with the problem of many particles was indicated in 1926 by 
the present writer .... Deeper insight led to its improvement... the many-dimension
al treatment has been superseded by the so-called second quantisation. which is 
mathematically equivalent to uniting into one three-dimensional formulation the 
cases N= 0.1.2.3 .... (to infinity) of the many-dimensional treatment. This highly 
ingenious device includes the so-called new statistics .... It is the only precise for
mulation of the views now held. and the one that is always used. What is very sig
nificant in our present contex.t is that one cannot avoid leaving indetenninate the 

number of the particles dealt with. It is thus obvious that they are not individuals. I 8 

Notice that one reason for Schrodinger's acceptance of sec

ond quantisation is to be found in the new statistics which are, as it 

is known, a remarkable by-product of this quantisation. 

Again in 1953, in a paper written on the occasion of the cel

ebration of De Broglie's sixtieth birthday, held at the Henry Poincare 

Institute in Paris, Schrodinger confronted the problems of indistin

guishability and multidimensionality. He began his paper by remark

ing that he himself and De Broglie were shocked and disappointed 

when "[they] learnt that a sort of transcendental, almost psychical 

interpretation of the wave phenomenon has been put forward".19 

Against this interpretation, which was evidently the Copen

hagen interpretation of QM, Schrodinger counterpoised his and De 

Broglie's own interpretation via the wave-function. In response to 

the accusation that his wave-like interpretation "seemed deceptive 
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and, after all, too naive", Schrodinger agreed to reconsider it in the 

light of "two new aspects which have since arisen". 

He thought that these aspects were "very relevant for recon

sidering the interpretation". He listed them as: a) indistinguishibility 

of particles, following the new statistics; b) second quantisation pro

cedures. He added that "they [the two aspects] are intimately con

nected ... [and] have not turned up suddenly. Their roots lie far back, 

but their bearing was only very gradually recognised".2o 

In his understanding, the indistinguishability aspect a) leads 

to the non-individual identifiability of "what has been called a parti

cle" and, consequently, to the rejection of the corresponding concept. 

Renouncing the particle concept eliminated the oft-mentioned diffi

culty of the spreading out of the wave-packets. 

In the same passage he quoted papers of his own where "he 

dwelt at length on this point".21 

Concerning b), he stated: 

If a particle is not a pennanent entity ..... quantization of the De Broglie Waves 
around a nucleus welds into one comprehensive scheme all the 3n-dimensional 

representations that I had proposed for the n-body problem.22 

Again, he considered superseded his "naive" 1926 approach: 

[The lamented inconsistency with his wave theory] will be avoided by returning to 
a wave theory that is not continually abrogated by dice-miracles; not of course to 
the naive wave theory of yore, but to a more sophisticated one, based on second 

quantization and the non-individuality of particles.23 

It is remarkable that since 1950 Schrodinger recognised that 

his 1926 approach to the many-particle problem was superseded by 

second quantization, an approach, after all, which partially followed 

Heisenberg's matrix-method, which he disliked. 
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13.3. Schrodinger:S- Original Conception of the New Statistics 

Early in his scientific life, Schrodinger emphasised that the interpre

tations of the Bose-Einstein statistics in the sense the indistinguisha

bility of particles, was for him an indication that it is the classical 

particle concept which needed revision. This conclusion strength

ened Schrodinger's belief that the classical particle concept had no 

more right to exist and that second quantisation was the most apt 

mathematical tool for his theory (a mathematical technique, inciden

tally, which was developed by his opponents, the damned Copen

hagenists). 

Schrodinger dwelt at length on this matter in his popular arti

cle, in order to illustrate the reversed roles that in his new theory 

were attributed to the concepts of particle and to energy state. On 

such occasions, he was always please to present very attractive 

metaphors and similes (Appendix 1, of this chapter).24 

One can argue that Schrodinger accepted second quantisation 

because the technique confirmed that the referents of the new statis

tics were not time-honoured classical particles, deprived of just some 

of their particulate properties. His second-quantisation approach 

denied the old conception that a macroscopic body resulted from an 

assemblage of classical particles, simply endowed with the new-sta

tistical property of indistinguishability. 

It is remarkable that second quantisation also provided a key 

for solving Schrodinger's well-known paradox of his cat being 

simultaneously dead and alive. The cat and of the cat-killing machine 

cannot be simply reduced to the wave-like properties emerging from 

the first-quantisation process (or from the mathematically equivalent 

properties of matrices).25 
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Second quantisation was thus a remedy not only for the diffi

culties of wave-packet spread and wave multidimensionality in the 

first-quanti sed theory, but also helped to eliminate the paradoxical 

aspects of the cat's story (Appendix 2, of this chapter). 

His original approach to the new-statistics goes back to his 

early years: in his 1922 paper, "Was ist ein N aturgesetz?", 26 his 

Antrittsrede to ZUrich University, he remarked that, although the con

formity to the statistical laws of the average values of gas properties 

is usually considered as the necessary consequence of the random 

elastic collisions of the particles of the "ensemble" (following casu

al mechanical laws), this necessity can, in effect, be disproved. For it 

would suffice to admit that the particle energy-state could fluctuate 

with equal probability by a positive or negative amount. 

The kinetic theory hypothesis and the related theory of fluc

tuations is there considered a sufficient but not a necessary condition 

for a statistical-type gas theory. In an apparently naive but, in effect, 

ironical mood, Schrodinger asks why the gas pressure is not reduced 

to the sum of the pressures of the single molecules. If the answer is 

that this would be too naive a reductionism, then, Schrodinger seems 

to imply, mechanistic reductionism of the gas fluctuation does not 

fare much better. 

The last remark represents a subtle but radical criticism of the 

well established interpretation of classical statistics and of its foun

dations in atomism and mechanistic reductionism.27 

Schrodinger's arguments above implied that the same criti

cism would be appropriate to the atomism and the old-fashioned 

determinism of the Copenhagenists. In his essay "Uber Indetermin

ismus in der Physik" (1931) published in his 1932 book of the same 

title,28 he remarked that his teacher Exner had superseded determin-
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ism as early as 1918, nine years before Heisenberg proposed his IR. 

At bottom Schrodinger refused in these claims to accept the 

idea of a statistical ensemble as the necessary and sufficient basic 

conception for a theory of the statistical character of measurement. 

On this point he was consistent with his ideas of the thirties.29 

13.4. Schrodingers Criticism of Atomistic Ontology in 1950 

Schrodinger's four public lectures, Science as a Constituent of 

Humanism, were delivered under the auspices of the Dublin Institute 

for Advanced Studies in February 1950 and published under the title 

Science and Humanism.3o I consider this booklet to be a reliable 

summary and a consistent development of themes which can be 

traced back to Schrodinger's early contributions to gas theory and 

wave mechanics, to his epistemological interests in the thirties, and 

to his contributions to affine theory in the forties. 

In this respect, Schrodinger's ideas in Science and Humanism 

set out the foundational conceptions for his technical approach 

through second quantisation. In his lectures he criticised the com

monly accepted view that atomism is a condition imposed upon the

ory by facts and experiments; in his own words "discontinuous 

aspects of nature (are not) forced upon us very much against our 
will" (italics in original).31 In his view, Atomic theory is not the sim

ple result of "our refined experiments", but it stems from an effort to 

explain very basic experiences like the variation of volume in spite 

of the conservation of weight and mass. This basic feature also 

explains why ancient Greek philosophers could guess the atomic 

constitution of matter even if they lacked the much more refined 

experimental techniques of our times.32 
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In contrast with the accepted view (held even by the majori

ty of scientists) "that their [i.e. the Greeks] atomic theory has been a 

completely unfounded guess which might just as well have turned 

out to be a mistake", 33 Schrodinger maintains that ancient atomism 

was, theoretically and experimentally, a well-founded theory. It rep

resented a theoretical explanation of the very basic experience of 

material objects changing shape (in the processes of fusion and gasi

fication), while conserving their weight, because only a body com

posed of atoms and void can expand or contract without creating or 

destroying its matter.34 In supporting this view by historical refer

ences, Schrodinger shows his deep interests in the historical per

spective of classical science, the theme of another of his booklets, 

Science and the Greeks: 

Our notion of the elementary particle has historically descended from their [i.e. 
from the ancient Greek Philosophers'] notion of the atom and is conceptually 
derived from their notion of the atom: we have simply held on to it [italics in orig
inal]. 35 

However, despite its apparently factual foundations, atomism 

is in essence an idea, not a fact; albeit an idea with a profound histo

ry. In fact, the choice of the atomic paradigm was dramatic for the 

Greeks because, as Schrodinger illustrates in other parts of his work, 

Greek mathematical philosophy also had, in contrast with the dis

continuous features of atomism, a deep concern with continuity. 

Identity means continuous conservation of shape (not just of sub

stance), and it also represents for Schrodinger one of the pieces of 

evidence supporting our conception of nature.36 

Continuous conservation of shape, however, presented, in 

Schrodinger's view, conceptual difficulties, and this explains the 

endurance of the atomistic paradigm: 
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It would thus seem that physical science in its present form in which it is the direct 
offspring, the uninterrupted continuation, of ancient science was from its very 
beginning ushered in by the desire to avoid the haziness inherent in the conception 
of the continuum, the precarious side of which was then more felt than in modem
times, until quite recently ... this explains why atomism has proved so successful 
and durable and indispensable [italics in original].37 

13. 5. A Critique of the Copenhagen Philosophy 

Having dismissed the thesis that atomism is imposed by facts, 

Schrodinger is now in a better position to discuss its present difficul

ties. He emphasises the point that the main feature of classical atom

ism, distinguishability (DT), is denied by the new statistics. If the 

concept that atoms can be distinguished and counted is no longer ten

able, his argument runs, atomism has lost one of its main conceptual 

planks: 

It seems almost ludicrous that precisely the same years or decades which let us suc
ceed in tracing single, individual atoms and particles (and that in various ways), we 
have yet been compelled to dismiss the idea that such a particle is an individual 
entity which in principle retains its sameness for ever .... There are cases where the 
sameness becomes entirely meaningless .... I beg to emphasise this and I beg you to 
believe it. It is not a question of our being able to ascertain the identity in some 
instances and not being able to do so in others. It is beyond doubt that the question 
of sameness, of identity, really and truly has no meaning .... Atoms our modern 
atoms, the ultimate particles must no longer be regarded as identifiable individu
als. This is a stronger deviation from the original idea of an atom than anybody had 
ever contemplated .... 38 

According to Schrodinger, physicists have wrongly assumed 

that distinguishability of atoms was a property of natural objects and 

not a model of our theorising. 39 They believe that conservation of 

substance is imposed by facts, while in effect it is really an assump

tion (a habit of language) and, consequently, it makes no logical 
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sense to transfer it from macroscopic to microscopic models. Con

servation of form (or of shape; German: Gestalt) is for Schrodinger 

a more basic experience (i.e., more consistently founded on the per

ceptive level) than substance conservation, which seems uncritically 

bound to the assumption of a distinguishability of atoms: 

The habit of everyday language deceives us and seems to require, whenever we 
hear the word "shape" or "form" pronounced, that it must be the shape or form of 
something, that a material substratum is required to take on a shape. Scientifically 
this habit goes back to Aristotle, his causa materialis and causaformalis. But when 
you come to the ultimate particles constituting matter, there seems to be no point 
in thinking of them again as consisting of some material. They are, as it were, pure 
shape, nothing but shape; what turns up again in successive observations is the 
shape, not an individual speck of material. The new idea is that what is permanent 
in these ultimate particles or small aggregates is their shape [German: Gestalt] and 

organisation.40 

In short, since atomism and continuity have long been funda

mental (although controversial) perspectives of science, classical 

physics should not to be understood as the natural home of contigu

ous action, and discontinuity is not the scandal of QM. The Copen

h~genist views of Heisenberg and Bohr who presumed that disconti

nuity, was a conception irremediably cast upon us by modern exper

iments, are thus challenged by Schrodinger on historical and philo

sophical grounds. Besides, as we shall see, his critique concerns spe

cific aspects of the Copenhagen philosophy. 

Schrodinger's criticism of the Copenhagenists' supposed 

solution to the problem of the interaction between the observer and 

the observed system, or between subject and object, follows the same 

philosophical and historical approach of his former arguments. He 

starts by discussing a slightly different and obviously connected 

problem: is the new physical theory of quantum mechanics "deeply 

rooted in the facts of observation .... or is this new aspect (of theory) 
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perhaps the mark, not of objective nature, but of the setting of the 

human mind, of the stage that our understanding of nature has 

reached at present?" [my italics].41 

The answer to this question is extremely difficult because "it 

is not even absolutely clear what this antithesis means: objective 

nature and human mind". 42 Schrodinger refers to the problem of the 

subject-object relation as it has been tackled by the philosophical tra

dition which culminated in Kant, and he realises the difficulties of a 

definite answer.43 

Schrodinger questions again the inductivist's axiom by ask

ing the question: "Is the impossibility of a continuous, gapless, unin

terrupted description in space and time really founded in incontro

vertible facts?" He answers in the negative. But he also acknowl

edges that Bohr and Heisenberg meant something different with their 

form of inductivism. When stating that the cognitive subject and the 

object are correlated in the process of acquisition of knowledge, they 

meant that the very act of observation changes the nature of the 

object, and, presumably, the effectiveness of the theoretical predic

tion. Theory then becomes useless for a second prediction. Accord

ing to the Copenhagenists, theory and observations are thus interde

pendent in a sense different and more radical than the one provided 

by the inductivist's philosophy. 

Schrodinger's objection to the true Copenhagen philosophy is 

itself very radical. His argument transcends the strict (epistemologi

cal) level to which Bohr's and Heisenberg's considerations were con

fined. He derives his inspiration from broad philosophical and cul

tural perspectives: 

I cannot believe that the deep philosophical enquiry into the relation between sub
ject and object and into the true meaning of the distinction between them, depends 
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on the quantitative results of physical and chemical measurements with weighing 
scales, spectroscopes, microscopes, telescopes, with Geiger-Mueller-counters, 
Wilson-Chambers, photographic plates ... and what-not. It is not easy to say why I 
do not believe it. I feel a certain incongruity between the applied means and the 
problem to be solved. I do not feel quite so diffident with regard to other sciences, 
in particular biology, and quite especially genetics and the facts about evolu
tion .... 44 

Schrodinger's objections to the Copenhagen conception of the 

interaction between the observer and the observed system receives 

further support from his foundational assumption that: "the observ

ing mind is not a physical system, it cannot interact with any physi

cal system"45 [italics in original]. 

The incongruity that he believes exists between the subject's 

consciousness and the world of his scientific knowledge is reinforced 

by his objection to a well-known attempt (made originally by Jordan) 

to explain freedom in moral conduct by extrapolating to the latter the 

QM indeterminacy of physical laws. Schrodinger's objection is 

drawn from the philosophy of Cassirer, who held that the two antag

onistic concepts (in physics!) of freedom and necessity lose their 

explanatory power in matters of moral conduct, since moral behav

iour, as Schiller has splendidly illustrated in his Wallestein , is both 

compulsory and free.46 

In short, Schrodinger maintains that philosophical problems 

cannot be resolved by a physicalist approach. This is consistent with 

his philosophy, because elsewhere in the same work he states that, 

beyond physics, other fields such as art and literature help expand 

human knowledge.47 
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13. 6. Continuity and Causality not at the Same Foundational Level: 

a Two-Level Theory 

Though arguing for this radical change in the ontology of classical 

physics, Schrodinger thought he had remained within the rationalis

tic tradition of physics and of western thought in general, quite dif

ferent from the strange mixture of psychical and physical features48 

that the Copenhagen interpretation of the psi-collapse demanded. 

"Continuity of description" was, according to him, the found

ing postulate of classical physics, not to be abandoned in the new 

conception of theory.49 Schrodinger thus introduced the principle of 

continuity and the causality postulate: 

The exact physical situation at any point P at a given moment t is unambiguously 
determined by the exact physical situation within a certain surrounding of P at any 
previous time, say t-dt. If dt is large, that is, if that previous time lies far back, it 
may be necessary to know the previous situation for a wide domain around P. But 
the "domain of influence" becomes smaller and smaller as dt becomes smaller, and 
becomes infinitesimal as dt becomes infinitesimal. Or in plain, though less precise, 
words: what happens anywhere at a given moment depends only and unambigu
ously on what has been going on in the immediate neighbourhood "just a moment 
earlier".50 

Schrodinger's continuity principle excluded causal connec

tion through instantaneous action at-a-distance and claimed a finite 

propagation velocity for this connection, although it did not pre

scribe precise relativistic limits for the velocity. It claimed that a 

causal connection had a non-ambiguous meaning only at infinitesi

mal space-time distances (local causality). The possibility of con

ceiving infinitesimal space-time distances, the continuity require

ment, is thus a prerequisite for a non-ambiguous definition of causal

ity. This means that the postulate of continuity (COP) was considered 
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as a necessary prerequisite but not a sufficient condition for causal 

connection (CAC): 

Obviously, if the ideal of continuous, "gapless", description breaks down, this pre

cise formulation of the principle of causality breaks down.51 

COP was a pre-requisite for theory on a meta-theoretical 

level: a theory which claims to be precise, logical and clear (i.e., 

complete in Schrodinger's sense) cannot renounce COP because 

thinking (theorising) has exigencies of its own: 

From an incomplete description from a picture with gaps in space and time one 
cannot draw clear and unambiguous conclusions; it leads to hazy, arbitrary, unclear 
thinking.52 

Thus, COP has a more fundamental status than the CAC pos

tulate because the former represents the mental frame through which 

we try rationally to shape the interrelations of phenomena. The ideal 

continuous description, a continuity in thought, is essentially differ

ent from the imperfect continuity that one experiences on the per

ceptive-descriptive level; the latter, in fact, is mere approximation as, 

for example, when we measure quantities with the maximum of 

accuracy in a short interval.53 

Among the foundational ideas which support second quanti

zation, special attention must be paid to Schrodinger's mature view 

of the ways in which concepts are linked with the observable facts, a 

problem in TP we have already encountered. 

His conception of physical theory requires, first of all, that 

logical coherence and completeness of language on the theoretical 

level are contrasted with the incompleteness and causal "gaps" of 

language at the descriptive observational level. Consequently, a 

(purely) theoretical level conforming to COP cannot claim to be a 
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description of observables: 

We do give a complete description, continuous in space and time, without leaving 
any gaps, conforming to the classical ideal of a description of something. But we 
do not claim that this something is the observed or observable/acts [my italics].54 

It follows that a bivocal correspondence between the terms of the two 

languages is not possible: 

The gaps eliminated from the wave picture have withdrawn to the connection 
between the wave picture and the observable facts. The latter are not in one to one 

correspondence with the former.55 

The postulate of causality (CAP) must keep its validity at the theo

retical1evel in spite of the fact that it may break down at the level of 

observation: . 

We must not be astonished to meet in this order of ideas with new, unprecedented 
difficulties as regards causation. We even meet (as you know) with the statement 

that there are gaps or flows in strict causation.56 

As an example of such a situation Schrodinger mentions 

"Bohr's famous theory of spectral lines in 1913, [which] had to 

assume that the atom makes a sudden transition from one state into 

another .... No information about the atom during this transition can 

be offered".57 This means that the transition itself is not observable 

in principle; there is a gap in the observational language. This lack of 

information, a gap in continuity on the descriptive level (an "incom

pleteness in description" of the observational language) does not, 

however, prevent there being a continuous purely theoretical lan

guage. 

Since, on the level of a pure, complete and continuous theory, 

language does not refer to observations, theory presents itself in the 
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true model that we approach gradually, without perhaps ever reach

ing it, owing to human imperfection".67 

The real world, as such, is unthinkable (almost as a triangu

lar-circle), but this does not imply that the same real world is not 

practically accessible (the observatonallevel has an autonomy of its 

own). Fruitfulness in research is achieved if the scientist correctly 

intends the pursuit of a clear model to be a search for a BUd. In this 

case, the achievement of clarity will coincide with that of adequacy. 

On these matters Schrodinger believed he kept faith with 

Boltzmann's ideas:68 

Ludwig Boltzmann strongly emphasised this point; let me be quite precise, he 
would say, childishly precise about my model, even though I know that I cannot 
guess from the ever incomplete circumstantial evidence of experiments what 
nature really is like. But without an absolutely precise model thinking itself 
becomes imprecise, and the consequences to be derived from the model become 
ambiguous [my italics].69 

On the observable level one may remain pragmatic: 70 the successes 

of QM essentially prove this. But pragmatic considerations become 

scientific only when guided and illuminated by an adequate philoso

phy. This is feasible in as much as theories are BUder, 71 conceptual 

models whose main scope is to "confirm expectations".72 Therefore 

their validity then should not be judged by their truth-value, but by 

their adequacy: 

We plan ... the pictures ... for the purpose of seeing whether they confirm expecta
tions thus whether the expectations were reasonable, and thus whether the pictures 
or models we use are adequate. Notice that we prefer to say adequate, not true. For 
in order that a description be capable of being true, it must be capable of being 
compared directly with actual facts. That is usually not the case with our models 

[my Italics].73 

In one of his last lectures in Vienna in 1958, published in 
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form of a conceptual model (Bild) and language now has a merely 

interpretative role. 

A distinction, more precisely an opposition, is thus highlight

ed between the observational descriptive and the theoretical levels: 

"the observed facts are repugnant to the classical ideal of a continu

ous description in space and time".58 

The view of a two-level conception was not convincing for 

Heisenberg, or, perhaps he never seriously tried to understand 

Schrodinger's new conceptual framework. 59 

13.7. Only the Ondulatory Theory is a "Complete" Theory 

An illustration of the views above is Schrodinger's interpretation of 

the experiment on the diffraction of the electron, a well known case 

in QM, as it was the object of a long controversy between Einstein 

and Bohr. Since the concept of an electron as a particle whose motion 

can be described in space-time needs to be revised in consequence of 

the diffraction pattern and of Heisenberg's IR, Schrodinger suggest

ed that the unquestioned validity of the ondulatory language should 

be fully exploited in this case. He justified his proposal with the 

remark that "the concept of waves is unavoidable" both in the dif

fraction experiment with cathode rays (i.e., electrons) and in the dif

fraction experiments with photons (Le., electromagnetic waves). One 

could in tum observe that the reverse is also true, i.e., that the partic

ulate aspect seems "unavoidable" with either one or the other of the 

two experiments (pace Bohr). Schrodinger would reply by remarking 

that, due to his interpretation of the new statistics as representing a 

crisis in distinguishability and to the role of COP, his new wave-the

ory is more adequate than a theory of particles. 
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In a special instance, he insists that the results of electron dif

fraction and other similar experiments are fatal to the particulate 

aspect. For in the two-slits diffraction experiment one does not find 

the correct particle density distribution that would be expected as a 

consequence of the particle superposition principle, but one does find 

the correct superposition for the wave-amplitude intensity: 

The wave picture conforms with the classical demand for complete determinism, 
the mathematical method used is that of field-equations, though sometimes they 

are a highly generalised type of field-equations.60 

To the objection that a stable connection between his wave 

function and the space-time description for the behaviour of the cor

related particle has not been found, Schrodinger would answer that 

any such theory is not necessary because the absence of a connection 

"between the wave picture and the observable facts" is not an obsta

cle. A complete theory is required only for the waves (in accordance 

with the COP), while an incomplete connection between the theory 

and the causal behaviour of the particles is acceptable. Clearly, 

Schrodinger here restates his view of a discrepancy between the two 

levels of a pure theory and the language of observables. 

In one of his 1950 essays, "What is an elementary particle?", 

Schrodinger discussed the significance of the IR, and criticised the 

Copenhagen view because it is based on the ontology of the particle. 

In contradiction with his underlying premise, it affirms, however, 

that IR forbids complete information on the magnitudes of the parti

cle: 

We must not believe that the more complete description they demanded about what 
is really going on in the physical world is conceivable, but in practice unobtain
able .... We have taken over from previous theory the idea of a particle and all the 
technical language concerning it. This idea is inadequate. It constantly drives our 
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mind to ask for information which has obviously no significance .... The uncertain
ty relation refers to the particle. The particle, as we shall see, is not an identifiable 

individual [my italics]-61 

The practical impossibility of a simultaneous measurement of 

conjugated quantities (following IR) and its interpretation as a lack 

of information about the object, was contrasted by Schrodinger with 

the potentiality "of an idea of the physical object formed in our mind 

(Vorstellung), that contains in some way everything that could be 

observed in some way or other by any observer, and not only the 

records of what has been observed in a particular case".62 [my ital

ics]. 

This potentiality in principle was related to that "completion 

of facts in thought" (Ergiinzung der Tatsachen in Gedanken ), a view 

Schrodinger attributed to Mach and one which he exemplified by 

referring to "our grasp of a shape of a solid by visualising it in a three 

dimensional space ... even though the eye can at any moment only 

perceive one perspective view".63 

Due to the exigency of completion, "the question what is now 

the wave function (meaning, what is now the actual state of the phys

ical system?) must be regarded as meaningful, even though it can 

hardly ever be answered exhaustively". 

Clearly, Schrodinger's adherence to the ondulatory conception 

represents a theoretical choice closely related to his epistemology: 

the conception of a pure continuous theory. This, the most important 

feature of Schrodinger's mature thought in the 1950's, and should be 

considered as Schrodinger's intellectual testament. 
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13.8. A Purely Theoretical Language Needs a Clear and Precise 

Model 

In Schrodinger's above conception of a pure theoretical language, 

only the adoption of absolutely clear and precise models can satisfy 

the condition for an adequate theory. In order to understand the 

meaning of a clear model, he points out that a physicist might be mis

guided in the pursuit of "a clear picture" should he mistake such a 

pursuit for a search of a "true theory", i.e., a true description of 

nature.64 In order to have the advantage of a clear model, there is a 

price to be paid in the renunciation of a real description of nature. Let 

us consider Schrodinger's specific issue: 

But we do not claim that this something [i.e., the model] is the observed or observ
able facts; and stilI less do we claim that we thus describe what nature (matter, 
radiation, etc.) really is. In fact we use this picture (the so-called wave picture) in 

full knowledge that it is neither.65 

The misinterpretation of a macrosopic model as a true theory 

would be fatal to the theory's success: 

No model shaped after our large-scale experience can ever be true ... We find nature 
behaving so entirely differently from what we observe in the visible and palpable 
bodies of our surroundings .... A complete satisfactory model of this type is not 
only practically inaccessible, but not even thinkable. Or, to be precise, we can, of 
course, think it, but however we think it, it is wrong; not perhaps quite as mean

ingless as a "triangular circle", but much more so than a "winged lion ".66 

From the view that no model can be completely adequate, we 

are not authorised to conclude that models are useless: it is only 

through models that we can think theoretically. Later Schrodinger 

specified that the "absolutely precise [model] could be misinterpret

ed as the true model...[which] exists in the Platonic realm of ideas a 
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Nuovo Cimento, 74 Schrodinger returned to some of the ideas above; 

against "prevailing opinion", that the Compton effect represented a 

demonstration of energy and momentum conservation in QM ( a 

proof, as such, of the particulate conception), he reinstated his 1927 

theory,75 where he had shown that the Compton effect can also be 

explained by a wave-like theory (the same problem he had treated in 

his Dublin Lectures). 

A yearning for a complete description of the material world in 

space and time was again expressed in Schrodinger's last essay dis

cussed above, and he still considered it far from proven that this 

ambition cannot be reached. 

13.9. Schrodinger's New Ideas in the 1950's: a Programme for New 

Physics 

I think that an overall judgement on the nature and scope of 

Schrodinger's scientific work in the fifties could be encapsulated by 

noting that: he wanted to keep open the possibilities for a future con

tinuous theory of microphysics which could oppose the then tri

umphant Copenhagen philosophy. In this sense, his work in the 

fifties represented the fulfilment of what he considered his intellec

tual mission. As an initial approach, it was, for him, important to 

clarify the general epistemological context of this possible future the

ory and to develop a radical critique of the Copenhagen philosophy. 

In an effort to explain his ideas to a more general audience, 

not just physicists, he often used similes and metaphorical illustra

tions. Consequently his papers were predominantly verbal in form, 

even when they dealt with abstract physical and mathematical con

cepts. He frequently referred to his or others' former works to pro-
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vide the technical and mathematical support for his theories . 

To the possible objection 76 that in presenting a radically new 

physical theory ( as Schrodinger did in his above-mentioned writ

ings) he could not return to his old 1926 conceptions of psi-waves, 

my answer is that Schrodinger's work, since his early years, mani

fested a remarkable variety of viewpoints and approaches,77 not all 

in line with his 1926 ideas on psi-waves. Though I do not presume 

that my list is complete, I have shown in this essay how certain inno

vative themes of the 1950's were announced in some of his earlier 

writings. 

Schrodinger was aware of the enormous effort and devotion 

required in order to produce significant innovations within the pre

dominant paradigm of contemporary physics, an effort which can 

only rarely be the task of one man. In 1952, somehow confessing his 

impotence, he complained: 

I beg to plead that I am at the moment groping for my way almost single handed
ly, as against a host of clever people doing their best along the recognised lines of 

thought.78 

His intellectual isolation from the world centres of the scien

tific enterprise in the most fruitful period of his life was also a con

sequence of the events he experienced in the pre-war and war years, 

and of his opposition to Nazi power. This is an accepted fact. How

ever, one should concede that his isolation began earlier, around 

1926, when he began to oppose the dominant Copenhagen interpre

tation of QM. This leads to a number of other questions: was this iso

lation the result of those unquestionable answers which nature sup

posedly dispenses to its scientific adepts, or was it just "largely a 

sociological accident"?.19 In the latter case, could the fact that con-
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temporary physicists abandoned Schrodinger's theory and modem 

physics proceeded in the way it has be attributed to a sociological 

accident as well ? 

Historians may find answers to such questions through a 

detailed study of the available sources and a search for the unknown 

ones. Physicists can also help to improve Schrodinger's historiogra

phy. In the last decade, Schrodinger's idea of a wave theory of micro

physics returned to the forefront of some physicists' interests. Vari

ous attempts were made to revive Schrodinger's interpretation of 

QM, amending what were considered to be the defects of his former 

theory. 80 

However, to my present knowledge, no one followed the path 

mapped out by Schrodinger's papers in the 1950's. It can be assumed 

that, were he alive, Schrodinger would not have considered the 

majority of the amendments above to be consistent with his theoret

ic conception in physics. 

These remarks might perhaps suggest to historians that they 

should pursue (or attempt to) a reconstruction of a wave theory of 

microphysics in accordance with Schrodinger's later views. In this 

case, a deeper analysis of his own and of other theories, as indicated 

in his papers, would become indispensable. Apart from the possibil

ity of its acceptance today as a valid theory, this reconstruction would 

certainly contribute to an improvement in our understating of the 

physical and epistemological ideas of one of the most outstanding 

scientist-philosophers of our time. 
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Appendix 1. New Statistics and the Demand for a New Objectifica

tion: Schrodinger s Simile Concerning Three Schoolboys and their 

Three Awards. 

In a popular mood, Schrodinger presented81 his readers with a strik

ing example of the fact that different statistical approaches are relat

ed to different (from the usual ones) ways of selecting physical sys

tems (the objects) and their states. Schrodinger explains this with the 

following simile: three schoolboys deserve rewards and the available 

awards are of three different kinds: 

Two portraits, one of Newton and one of Shakespeare. 

Two shilling-pieces, each piece an indivisible quantity. 

Two vacancies on the school football team. 

According to the kinds of awards, different distributions of the same 

among the boys are possible: 

Awards Distinguish- Cumulati- Number of Statistics 

ability of awards veness distributions 

Two portraits Yes No 9 Boltzmann 
Two shillings No Yes 6 Bose-Eiost. 
Two vacancies No No 3 Fermi-Dirac 

In Schrodinger's simile, the common-sense objectification is 

somehow reversed because boys represent states of the system and 

the allocation of awards represents objects. In fact, a football team 

vacancy offered to one boy named Dick means: the particle "vacan

cy" takes on the "state Dick". 

The identity of the three boys is thus somehow restricted, 

reproducing in the simile Schrodinger's conception of a restricted 
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notion of physical objects' identities. Notice that the noncumulative

ness of awards, in cases 1 and 3, illustrates, in the simile, Pauli's 

exclusion principle. 

Another of Schrodinger similes conveys the following 

metaphorical meaning: if, according to classical physics, one wishes 

to represent positions in a bank as corresponding to the energy-states 

of particles and the employees themselves as classical particles, then 

Schrodinger's new conception compels one to reverse the correspon

dence, i.e., to liken the employees' positions to the new-statistical 

objects and the staff members themselves to energy states. 
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Appendix 2. Schrodinger's "Fuzzy" Cat is not Representable by a 

Cloud but by a Factorisable Wave Functional 

Schrodinger's equation for the case of N identical particles is : 

. h a"'(l,2 •... N; t) _ H (1 2 N ) (1 2 N· ) 
12lt at - • •... 'II "..., t 

The solution for psi in the equation above is not factorisable. This 

fact expresses mathematically the physical situation of the actual 

"fuzzy behaviour" of the Schrodinger cat's psi in a the first-quanti

sation theory. According to Schrodinger. the cat's description given 

by the psi function is fuzzy (blurred, indistinct) for the reason that it 

is not possible to represent the cat's state as the superposition of an 

ensemble of cats' (p, q) states, with the cat decisively either dead or 

alive. This last would be Einstein's statistical interpretation of the 

cat's tragic destiny. According to Schrodinger, the fact that the cat's 

psi does not factorise in the first-quantisation theory (i.e., when its 

independent variables are the conjugated quantities p, q) is the math

ematical counterpart of the impossibility of considering the cats' 

state a superposition of live and dead cats. 

The fact that the psi is "fuzzy" does not necessarily imply 

that the cat consists of an ensemble of cats: 

This prevents us from continuing naively to give credence to a "fuzzy model" as a 
picture of reality. There is a difference between a blurred or out of focus picture 

and a photograph of clouds and patches of fog.82 

SChrodinger meant that a fuzzy snapshot is not always the superpo

sition of clearly focused snapshots. Let us remember that 

Schrodinger made a similar remark about the interpretation of a gas 

state in kinetic theory (see above). For Schrodinger, the non-fac-
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t~risability of psi is the consequence of a wrong representation: phys

ical situations concerning the actual statistical behaviour of elemen

tary particles cannot be reproduced by any mathematical theory that 

represents them as identifiable things. A restricted notion of identity 

is imposed by Schrodinger's view of QM. 

The most apt mathematical theory for such state of affairs is 

second-quantisation, .i.e., a mathematical formalism83 in which the 

occupation numbers N 1, N 2 ... N i of the states (not the co-ordi

nates of the particles, as in Schrodinger's 1926 equation) play the 

role of independent variables. A wave functional '¥ factorises under 

the above conditions. In fact, in the case of Bose particles, the 

expression for '¥ is: 

\J.lNJN2 .. · .. N = (..,JNJIN21 .. .lN!)L!JplXJ)l{Jp2(X2) ... l{JPn(Xn) , 

Ni is the number of particles in the state cJ>i. Ni may, of course, be 

zero. Here pI, p2, .... pn are the ordinal numbers of the states in which 

the individual particles are, and the sum is taken over all permuta

tions of those suffixes pI, p2 , .... ~, which are different. 

In my chapter on Schrodinger, I have shown that second

quantisation is the theory Schrodinger proposed in the 1950's. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Throughout the second half of the nineteenth century in Europe, 

physicists such as Helmholtz, Maxwell, Hertz, Mach, Boltzmann, 

Planck, Poincare' et al. were all aware of the philosophical problems 

implicitly present in the theories of physics. Through their reflective 

criticism, documented in a rich epistemological literature unequalled 

in our times, they made a major contribution to the process of shap

ing that peculiar mentality which distinguished the theoretician from 

the experimentalist. This trend continued into the first decades of our 

century. 

By implicitly accepting the philosophical tradition of German 

physics, Einstein showed himself to be in favour of a necessary inter

penetration of science and philosophy. He wrote in his "Reply to 

Criticism" : 1 

Epistemology without contact with science becomes an empty scheme. Science 
without epistemology is in so far as it is thinkable at all primitive and muddled. 

Although he once labelled the scientist a philosophical 

opportunist, he meant by this apparently contradictory statement that 

a scientist does not always need to be committed to one of the estab

lished philosophical schools. Einstein was a true representative of a 

European tradition in which science and philosophy were often 

linked by the same aims. 

Clearly, these statements contradict the ideas of those who 

consider the philosophical movement of the last two centuries as an 

303 
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epiphenomenon with respect to real science, i.e., something margin

al in comparison with the great achievements of theoretical and 

experimental physics in this same period of time. 

It is evident that the riddle of Cr for Einstein concerned the 

fundamental epistemological problem of identifying a criterion that 

distinguishes mathematical theories and theories of physics. And this 

should be no surprise if one argues, as I have, that the problem of a 

distinction/criterion between mathematics and physics theories was 

one of the central problems in Einstein's epistemology, as is clearly 

appearent in 1949 from the closing passages of his "Reply to Criti

cism" quoted above. 

The fundamental role of Cr in modem physics is also con

firmed by Bohr's work on related problems. We saw that the transi

tion from the "restriction" to the "limitation" themes links Cr and Cm 

in Bohr's papers of 1925-1927. In 1927 he was concerned with the 

relation between definitions of theoretical concepts and observations. 

He found that an antimony exists between the conditions for defini

tion and those for observation and that this antinomy imposes a new 

type of "restriction" on theories of physics, the "limitation" which is 

implicit in his Cm argument. The electron can be classically 

described either as a wave or as a particle (according to different 

experimental settings), but the two CT descriptions are complemen

tary, i.e., they cannot be consistently adopted as part of a unique CT. 

In this sense Cm represents ~ "limitation" in the context of CT. 

As we saw, this contradiction was also Schrodinger's concern 

in the fifties. He called "the classical ideal of uninterrupted continu

ous description" on both the observational and theoretical levels, the 

"old way",2 meaning, of course, that this ideal was no longer attain

able. He also acknowledged that the questions above were at the cen-
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tre of scientific debate in the nineteenth- and twentieth- centuries: 

Very similar declarations ... [were] made again and again by competent physicists a 
long time ago, all through the nineteenth century and the early days of our centu
ry ... they were aware that the desire for having a clear picture necessarily led one 
to encumber it with unwarranted details.3 

These competent physicists are almost certainly Hertz, Boltz

mann and their followers. 

One can thus argue that Schrodinger's two-level conception 

is, at bottom and despite its "amazing" appearance, part of the tradi

tion of the nineteenth-century Bild-conception of physics,4 formulat

ed by Hertz in his 1894 Prinzipien der Mechanik, and also discussed 

by Boltzmann, Einstein et al. Schrodinger partially inherited the two

level conception from his teacher Exner, and he deepened his con

ception through his intense study of Boltzmann's work. In his oft

quoted dictum, Boltzmann asserted that "only one half of our expe

rience is ever experience". 5 

Schrodinger's views concerning the status of theories brings 

to its culmination that tradition (to which Hertz and Boltzmann were 

major contributors) which values above all the predictive power of 

theories and plays down the problem of their truth-value as veridical 

descriptions of an objective reality (or even of phenomena); in this 

sense he is also against any form of phenomenalism. 

In this tradition, interpretation, rather than description, was 

taken as the characteristic feature of theories. Consequently, adequa

cy, not truth, was the criterion for judging a theory's validity. The 

"partial congruence" of theory with "nature", a form of adequacy, 

which the Bild -conception supports, is consistent with Schrodinger's 

demand, in the 1950's, that a continuous field-type theory be com

patible on the observational level with causal gaps and space-time 
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discontinuities, expressed in Heisenberg's indeterminacy relations. 

Contrary to Einstein's ideal of a complete (at least in princi

ple) theoretical knowledge, a distinction is thus introduced between 

pure theory, expressed in a logically consistent (complete) language 

and the description of experience, an observational language which 

is, at times, "repugnant" to pure theory, i.e., inconsistent with it. 

While this premise brings Schrodinger close to Bohr, a 

marked difference nonetheless remains between their respective 

positions, as seen in their divergent conclusions. Instead of insisting 

on the construction of a unitary theoretical language, Bohr prefers to 

adapt language to experience, at the cost of using two split classical 

languages 6 (complementarity). Schrodinger, instead, maintains that 

a consistent (complete) classical language is an indispensable guide, 

even if it speaks about itself and not the real world. In fact, even so, 

it contributes to knowledge of the world. He was convinced, in fact, 

that a true-knowledge should be comprehensive of all the contribu

tions of culture, humanities included.7 

While Einstein would have considered that, after Quantum 

Mechanics, science was confronted with a dramatic choice between 

total salvation (i.e. the rejection of the Copenhagen interpretation) or 

total destruction, Schrodinger proposed what he wittily called "the 

emergency exit," i.e., his conception of a two-level theory. 

Against the Cophenhagenists, Schrodinger's position implies 

that renunciation of both COP and CAC at the purely theoretical 

level would unnecessarily destroy the very conditions for a good the

orisation. If COP were rejected, something would be lost, not in 

knowledge of objective reality, as Einstein would have maintained, 

but in its adequacy, the grasp of theory on phenomena, its capability 

of disclosing wider areas of experience. In Schrodinger's continuous 
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theory of micro-physics there are no gaps, on the purely theoretical 

level, both as regards picture (Le., ST description) and causation; 

gaps in causation and description are however possible on the obser

vational level. 

However, when he added the further qualification that a con

tradiction might exist between the two levels, he stretched their inde

pendence to its extreme, introducing a quasi-dichotomy between 

pure theory and observational language. 

This extreme position was not acceptable to the majority of 

Schrodinger's contemporaries and to Einstein in particular. Causal 

gaps (the breaking of CAP), even if limited to the observational 

level, could not be accepted by Einstein and other scientists who 

placed COP and CAC on the same conceptual level.8 In fact, Ein

stein's completeness implied a bivocal correspondence between con

cepts and observables. 

It followed from Einstein's premises that, if Schrodinger's 

wave function did not correspond to a complete description of the 

system, the reason was to be sought in its statistical (in Einstein's 

sense!) features: i.e. wave function refers to an ensemble of systems 

not to an individual system9. By contrast, Schrodinger thought that 

incompleteness in description was generated by an illegitimate (due 

to indistinguishability) individualisation of classical or quasi-classi

cal particles in micro-physics. 

On the other hand, Schrodinger could not accept Heisen

berg's and Bohr's Copenhagenism because, for him, their position 

represented a concession to the old conception of the theory-obser

vation relation, implying that causality-gaps and discontinuities on 

the observation-level would forbid the construction of a complete 

theoretical language. In fact, Bohr postulated the necessity of using 
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two complementary languages lO (his complementarity principle), 

when he found that one descriptive language alone was inadequate. 

One can thus argue that Schrodinger considered the funda

mental defect of the Copenhagen view to be that it missed the dis

tinction between the two levels of language, the descriptive and the 

purely theoretical level. From the QM impossibility of a continuous 

descriptive language on the observational level, the Copenhagenists 

would have rushed to conclude that a continuous purely theoretical 

language was useless. 

In the foregoing we have witnessed physicists' remarkable 

range of ideas in their effort to rationalise the world of perceptions. 

In this process, Einstein's argument about the lack of completeness 

of his GR represented a pivotal point. As seen above, he considered 

incomplete a theory in which the empirical content had to be intro

duced from without through a CCr, rather than being defined though 

the conceptual framework of the same theoretical system. This 

incompleteness was at bottom the manifestation of a failure in the 

synthesis between the formal a-priori and the intuitive content of 

experience, in which, according to Kant, consisted the process of an 

objective knowledge in CPo 

Bohr completely changed the classical approach, thus 

bypassing rather than solving Einsten's problem above. Symbolisa

tion was the intellectual activity at the root of his new conception. 

In his proposal of a distinction/opposition between a purely 

theoretical and an observational language, Schrodinger was aware of 

the above problem. For him, scientists should renounce the a-priori 

synthesis, i.e., the Kantian presupposition of the objectivity of the 

physical world. In the lateSchrodinger this objectivity is rejected in 

favour of a science of processes, e.g., a transformation of energy-
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states, which is mathematically framed through the second-quantisa

tion procedures. 

I want to argue that these physicists' philosophical specula

tions were not brought into science from without as a piece of cul

tural entertainment for physicists who had lost touch with actual 

research. Quite on the contrary, philosophical problems forced their 

way into physics as an inner necessity, at times even against scien

tists' wish to keep their inquiry within the bounds of an empirical 

approach. In my foregoing essays, I have given evidence for the view 

that physicists must maintain a critical attitude towards the generali

sation of theories and the theory-experiment relation. 

The historical cases I have examined point to the existence of 

a connection between the specific development of TP and physicists' 

reflective "criticism". Evidence for this view is also given by the 

mere observation that, at the tum of the nineteenth century, philo

sophical speculation grew to an unprecedented degree, keeping pace 

with the exponential development of TP in the same period. As my 

reconstruction has indicated, TP emerged from a complex mixture of 

empiricial work and reflective criticism, a complexity which, in my 

opinion, is not adequately dealt with in most of the traditional histo

ries of physics. 
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ten Isolator die erste und die zweite Voraussetzung als richtig erwiesen, so ware 
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tum Theory of Line Spectra", Zeitung fur PhysIK, 9, 1922, 1; my italics). 
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(NBCW [1985) 93, my italics). Bohr refers to discontinuity (the quantum finite
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sised by Hendry [1984], by Miller & Hendry [1984], and by Miller [1984]. 

47 According to Jammer, this type of criticism of Heisenberg's interpretation 
seems to have been raised explicitly for the first time by Ch.R. von Liechtenstern 
in 1954. However, I think that it amounts to the same type of argument presented 
by Popper in 1934 (Jammer [1974] 345). 

48 Jammer [1974J 73. 

49 "There seems to me a fairly obvious connection between Bohr's 'principle of 
complementarity' and this metaphysical view of an unknowable reality [i.e. Hei
senberg's interpretation of the uncertainty Relations] a view that suggests the 
'renunciation' (to use a favourite term of Bohr's) of our aspiration to knowledge, 
and the restriction of our physical studies to appearances and their interrelations"; 
(Popper, "Quantum Mechanics without the observer"in: Bunge [1967] 7-44; Also: 
Popper [1968] 454). 

50Popper [1967J. 

51 Once this point has been made I think that we should admit that Bohr's for
mulation of Cm is not completely unrelated to Heisenberg's interpretation of IR. 
Although the last interpretation is not required for the strict demonstration of 
Bohr's IR, the theme of the finiteness of the quantum (i.e., Heisenberg's affirma
tion that discreteness is the primary cause of disturbance in the otherwise unper
turbed definition of position and momentum) appears here and there in Bohr's 
1927 papers. 

52 Hans Reichenbach was in 1929 one of the first to stress this genuine aspect of 
Bohr's ontology. He emphasised that the source for Bohr's Cm is primarily the 
structure of the theory presented by QT and not the interpretation of IR as distur
bance to an otherwise undisturbed ST description. (H. Reichenbach, "Wiele und 
Wege der physikalischen Erkentniss", Handbuch der Physik, Vol. 4, ed. H. Seiger 
and K. Schee, Springer, Berlin 1929, 78; reported by Jammer, [1974J 160). This 
view is also more generally confirmed by such an acute epistemologist as Eino 
Kaila (Kaila [1950]). The fact that quantisation can be explained without referring 
to quantum was shown, of course, by Schrodinger's wave-theory (see my fol
lowing chapter). 

53 Jammer [1966] 117. The "inclusion" view, Cr(l), was not, at any rate that of 
Bohr, at least, after 1924, point proved by Bohr's 1924 statement quoted by Jam
mer Jammer [1966] 118). Perhaps Cr(l) had this function in the early stages ofthe 
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"logic of discovery" of QT. 

54Jammer [1966] 88. 

55Tagliaferri [1985] 240. 

Chapter 13 

NOTES 

I SchrOdinger,"Quantisierung als Eigenwertproblem", Annalen der Physik, 79; 
SchrOdinger [1926] a. 

2 SchrOdinger [1926] a; Vierte mitteilung. 

3 SchrOdinger [1926] a, Erste Mitteilung, Sect 3. 

4 Born [1926]. 

5 SchrOdinger [1926] b. 

6 Schr6dinger [1929] 15-16. 

7 SchrOdinger [1929] 15. 

8. Schr6dinger [1932]; SchrOdinger [1987] 20-36. 

9 SchrOdinger [1935]. 

IO Fine [1986] 64-85. 

II According to Ruger: "Affine theory in the Forties and QM in the Thirties and For
ties formed a complex of problems out of which grew, in the 1940's, SchrOdinger's 
affine field theory and his 'late' interpretation ofQM" (Ruger [1988] 378). 

12The method of second-quantisation was developped in 1927 by P.AM. Dirac for 
particles obeying Bose statistics, and later in 1928 extended to Fermi particles by 
E.Wigner and P. Jordan. 

13Schr6dinger [1928]; Schr6dinger [1984], Vol. 3, 185-206, 185. 

14SchrOdinger [1984], Vol. 3,205. 

15 C.N.Yang emphasises SchrOdinger's reluctance at that time to use complex num
bers in the role of physical quantities: Yang, "Square roots of Minus One, Complex 
Phases and E.Schr6dinger" in: Kilmister [1987] 53-64, 54. 

16Schr6dinger, "What is an elementary particle" in SchrOdinger [1984] 456-463, 
459. 

17 SchrOdinger [1984] 459. 

18 SchrOdinger [1984] 459. 

19Schr6dinger [1953] 16. 

20Schr6dinger [1953] 24. 

21SchrOdinger [1953] 24. SchrOdinger quotes his 1950 paper in Endeavour and his 
1951 paper in the Austrian Journal Die Pyramide. 



22Schrodinger [1953] 24. 

23SchrOdinger [1953] 28. 

24 Appendix 1 in this section. 

25 Appendix 2, in this section. 

26 SchrOdinger [1984] 295-297, 296. 
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27 Fine mantains (Fine [1986]) that SchrOdinger addressed the same critique to 
Einstein's statistical interpretation of QM. 

28SchrOdinger [1932] 8; Schrodinger [1987] 31. 

29Fine [1986] 81-85. 

30 SchrOdinger [1951]. 

31 Schrodinger [1951] 54. 

32SchrOdinger [1951] 55. 

33Schrodinger [1951] 55. 

34SchrOdinger [1951] 56. 

35 SchrOdinger [1951] 54. 

36Schrodinger [1951] 19. 

37SchrOdinger [1951] 57. 

38SchrOdinger [1951] 17,18. 

390n many occasions in his writings, SchrOdinger refers to his teacher Franz Exner 
as the first to advance doubts on energy conservation at the atomic scale and, more 
generally, proposed a non-deterministic view of the microworld, and a rejection of 
statistics in the classical sense. An early reference to Exner is in: SchrOdinger [1984] 
Vol. 4,295-297,296-297. 

40SchrOdinger [1951] 21. 

41 SchrOdinger [1951] 47, 48. 

42Schr6dinger [1951] 48. 

43"1 will not say that Kant's idea [transcendentalism of space and time as forms of 
"mental intuition"(Anshauung)]was completely wrong, but it was 
certainly too rigid and needed modification when new possibility came to 
light.This new possibility is offered by Einstein's restricted theory ofrelativity"; in: 
SchrOdinger [1951] 48. 

44 SchrOdinger [1951] 65. 

45 Schr6dinger [1951] 53. 

46 Schrodinger [1951] 63. 

47 Schr6dinger [1951] 1-2. 

48Schrodinger, "The meaning of the Wave Mechanics" in: Einstein, De Broglie et 
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al.[1953] 16. 

49 Schrodinger [1951] 28. 

50 Schrodinger [1951] 28-29. 

51 SchrOdinger [1951] 29. 

52 Schrodinger [1951] 40. 

53 SchrOdinger [1951] 32-33. 

54 Schrodinger [1951] 40. 

55 SchrOdinger [1951] 41. 

56 Schrodinger [1951] 29. 

NOTES 

57 SchrOdinger [1951] 40. In "Are there Quantum Jumps ?", Schrodinger criticised 
Bohr's theory on the point that, in this theory, atomic radiative transitions occur 
instantaneously; SchrOdinger "Are there Quantum Jumps?" in: SchrOdinger [1984] 
478-502, 483 . 

58 SchrOdinger [1951] 39. 

590ne could here refer to one of Heisenberg's numerous statements against Schro
dinger's positions; e.g., on the electron transition between two stationary levels in 
an atom: "SchrOdinger therefore rightly emphasises that ... such processes can be 
conceived of as being more continuous then in the usual picture, but such an inter
pretation cannot remove the element of discontinuity that is found everywhere in 
atomic physics: any scintillation screen or Geiger counter demonstrates this element 
at once. In the usual interpretation of quantum mechanics is contained the transi
tion from the possible to the actual. Schrodinger himself makes no counterproposal 
as to how he intends to introduce this element of discontinuity, everywhere obser
vable, in a different manner from the usual interpretation" (Heisenberg [1958] 84). 
Evidently, Heisenberg did not agreewith SchrOdinger's proposal of two levels of 
languags, and with his idea that an element of discontinuity is acceptable at the 
observational level. 

60 SchrOdinger [1951] 41. The highly generalised type of field equations are the 
wave functionals resulting from second quantisation. 

61 SchrOdinger [1951] 19. 

62 SchrOdinger [1958] 169. 

63 SchrOdinger [1958] 169. 

64 "It is true that in thinking about the atom, in drafting theories to meet the obser
ved facts, we do very often draw geometrical pictures on the black-board, or on a 
piece of paper, or more often just only in our mind, the details of the picture being 
given by a mathematical formula with much greater precision ... but the geometrical 
shapes .... are not anything that could be directly observed in the real atoms. The pic
tures are only a mental help, a tool of thought ... " ; (SchrOdinger [1951] 21). 

65 SchrOdinger [1951] 40. 
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66 SchrOdinger [1951] 26. The passage is quoted with the author's comment in: 
Arendt [1958]; Arendt [1988] 213. In Arendt's view: "the new universe of science 
presented by SchrOdinger is not only practically inaccessible but unthinkable as 
well". As we have seen, Schrooinger in effect distinguishes between the capacity 
of thinking a perfect model from the conviction that the model represent the true 
universe of science. A perfect model is thinkable, while the latter is not only 
unthinkable but even beyond such ideas as Kant's Noumenon .. For SchrOdinger, the 
metaphorical example of a winged lion symbolises a partially thinkable objec. 

67 Schrodinger [1951] 25. 

68 Schrooinger might refer to the following passage in Boltzmann's "On the signi
ficance of theories: "I am of the opinion that the task of theory consists in con
structing a picture of the external world that exists purely internally and must be our 
guiding star in all thought and experiment; that is in completing, as it were, the 
thinking process and carrying out globally what on a small scale occurs within us 
whenever we form an idea"(Boltzmann [1974] 33). 

69 Schrodinger [1951] 25. 

700n such matte~s, SchrOdinger preferred the positivist's fidelity to phenomena, 
ignoring the quest for knowledge which is not attainable in principle: "I fully agree 
[with the positivist] that the uncertainty relation has nothing to do with incomplete 
knowledge. It does reduce the amount of information attainable about a particle as 
compared with views held previously. The conclusion is that these views were 
wrong and that we must give them up"; (Schrooinger [1950] 456). 

71 For an interesting thesis on Hertz's Bild, see: Chevalley [1991] 549 ff. 

72Hertz: "Die Bilder von welche wir reden, sind unsere Vorstellungen von den Din
gen; sie haben mit den Dingen die eine wesentlich Ubereinstimmung, welche in der 
Erfiillung der genanten Forderung liegt, aber es ist fUr ihren Zweck nicht notig, daB 
sie irgend eine weitere Ubereinstimmung mit den dingen haben" (Hertz[1895], Ein
leitung, 1-2). Let us compare this passage with Schrodinger's statement in 
1928:"lch glaube dazu kann man doch einige erkenntnistheoretische Trostworte 
sagen. Wir diirfen nicht vergessen, daB die Bilder und Modelle schlieBlich doch kei
nen anderen Zweck haben, als aile prinzipiell moglichen Beobachtungen an ihnen 
aufzuhangen"( Schrodinger [1984] 294). 

73 SchrOdinger [1951] 24. 

74. SchrOdinger [1958]. 

75SchrOdinger [1927]. 
761 am grateful to Helge Kragg for this objection . 

77 Some of these themes, not all of them in line with his predominant interest of the 
moment, SchrOdinger just touched on and left unexplored. One example is offered 
by a letter from F. London to Schrodinger, quoted by C. N.Yang in his "Square root 
of -1, Complex Phases and SchrOdinger"; in: Kilmister [1987] 53-63,62. 
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78SchrOdinger [1953] 28. 

79J. Darling inclines to consider the physicists' dismissal of Schrodinger's views as 
"largely a sociological accident"; in: Dorling [1987] 39. 

80 See among others, the papers by J. Dorling, 1. S. Bell and C. N. Jungin; in: Kil
mister [1987]. See also: A.O. Barut, Ann.der Physik, (SchrOdinger issue [1987]) and 
Foundation of Physics, (Schrodinger issue [1987] ). 

81Schrodinger [1984] 461. 

82SchrOdinger [1935] 65. 

83Landau & Lifshitz [1958] 221. 

Chapter 14 

I Einstein [1949]. 

2 Schr6dinger [1951]47. 

3 Schr6dinger [1951]24, 25 .. Vel)' probably he refers to Hertz's and Boltzmann's Biltkoncep
tion. 

4 SchrOdinger uses this word in his Gennan articles and often quotes his teocher Franz Exner 
(Boltzmann's student) and even Boltzmann himself 

5 Boltzmann [1974] 96. 

6 Cheva\1ey [1985] 265. 

7 SchrOdinger [1951] 8. 

8 I refer mainly to Einstein's completeness, as stated for instance in: Einstein [1949] 665-688. 

9 A Fine [1986] 80. 

IOCheva\1ey [1985] 251-292. 
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